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"AKING full the century o.f our national lift has seemed to me a
good time to estabhsh a point de repère,--a good time
to provide an estimate o.f the country's àvzlization,.
such a collecting--pointand such an estimate, that is,
as is .furnùhed by its love o.f art, the most oôuioustest
o.f enlzg-htenmentfor any nation.

Is if not strang-e that America, the hugest o.f
countries, should be the jirst to make a care/ul ency-
clopœdia o.f its art treasureï Other lands, which
hold their cities and centres o.f lift more compaElly
than we do ours, have been contcnted with mere
selections and anthologies. Neither Italy, the cradle
o.f painting, nor France its hotbed,nor England us
wealthùst collector, has yet published a list o.f the
art-works enskrined in its borders. Whether or not
it be too audacious to inaugurate such a Plan in the
unwieldiest o.f nattons, I am not averse to counect nz)'

country and n~yname with the execution o.f a scheme which will possibly becomeworld-wide. Tkù novel ambition
takes shape with the present volumes, and THE AR T TREASURES OF AMERICA is issued as the jirst altempt
to inventory z'n encyclopœdic.form the whole treasury o.f a coulztr)' ùz works o.f art-the elllt1nerationbeùzg kept,
however, within the grade o.f certa-inobv'iouscriteria o.f merÙ and value.

The word "edited," on the tÙle-jag-e,refers o.f course to the selection o.f art treasures for ireatment. The text
is written by the editor, Such a tousome scheme would have baffled any s-ingle-halldedexplorer,' but it has been
lightened 'in thù case by a very unusual interest, and care, and energy, proceedùzg .from tlte publz"catz"on-office.
Throughout the labors which result in these volulnes, the publisher, Mr. Georg-eBarrie, has not only fitrthered
the task by a personal assistance,which goes entz'relyoutszae the record o.f hù predecessors in the professz'on,but has
freely consentedto a luxury o.f embellishment such as l could never have had the audaàty to hopefor.

The quality o.f this embellùhment speaks .for itseif. The illustrations proper consist o.f ùztaglz"oengravings,
separatelyprinted by the best French plate-pressmen, anc( prepared in Paris originally for this work. It is needless
to say that the present process embodies the last inventions o.f the engraver's art, united witlz science,and forms the
ideal of jidelity and accuracy. A pain ter now does not greatly ca-reto have his canvas coPied by any otlzerprocess
than the necessarily.faith.ful one o.f Photogravure.

At this point o.f success the zilustration o.f the work mzg-hthave come to a stop.
But the text itseif is Jôund jilled with Pieton'al memoranda, to collectwhich was such a thank/ess task tlzat a

word on their behalf, o.f explanation yet not of apology, is due,
It is .fully recognized that Amen'can col/eElionsare incessantly shifting, and that no dilatory syste1n o.f text-

zi/ustration would here be appropriate-not that any consideration o.f the changes and ùnprovemelzts in the galleries
could diminish the interest o.f an inventory made at the moment of our centenary,.for rejérence present and .future.
But the permutations being conceded,to hqve devoted the necessaryyears to the engraving o.f very elaboratewood-cuts
-though it is a proved thing that the public would sustaz'nthe publisher ù'Zprocuyz'ng the best-would have destroyed
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the coherency of the work. Before the studùs were made, proprùtors would have interchang-ed in a degree to take
away aIl the value of these pages as a p'J'esentment of actuai ownership. There are not enough first-dass pradz'tioners
in any country to have executed the needful number of blocks in reliif for the colunzns. Elaborate preparaü'on of
illustratz'ons in the text would never meet the emergency o.f a work like tht's,-an instantaneous purv'ùw of modern
colleflorshzp-yet the editor's desks were bursting wz'th accurate representations o.f thousands o.f .Americar: art
treasures, and it was hard to resist the Plea o.f those colleflors who said that some dz"agra-ln or 7nemorandu?n, o.f a
nature to jix the facts of a given piflure z'n the mz'nd, was essential to the usifulness of the volumes. Above aIl,
hou: was if possz'ble to resist the temptatz'on to insert, sometimes, the rarissùnus drawz'ngs of Jammes masters-thùlgs
that it was sorne credit to have obtaz'ned.t? How shut the door z'n the face of such rare tnsitors as the jirst thought of
Courbet for the "Demoiseùes du Village," of Hébert for his" Cervarolle," of Couture for hù "Realist" and" Trial o.f
Pierrot," of Gérô71.zefor hù "Dead Casar" and "Dante," o.f Tony Fleury for his "Musùal Cardz'nal," of Rico for
hù "Daria Palace" and "Sevzlle Convent f" Surely, those purists who object to havz'ng the text of an édition de luxe
ùzterrupted by type-cuts, may check their orthodoxy a !ittle for the sake of artistic peoPle who hold these things above
price, and value the volumes on thez'r account especially.

Tht's work presents, z't will be seen, America's "case" as an art colleflor. I believe its pag-es will surprise tlle
best-ùifo'nned expert by showing what a proportz'on of the highest genz'us jinds a home on these shores. For tlle
art of the old masters we have to go to the Vatican and the Louvre. But there ù a great modern art, which ù
the development of tht's century, and for which zl ù to be accountable to posteyz'ty-an art plaùlly -rnodijied by the
ù.zdustrz'al and praflz'cal sPirit of the age, but 1nodijied just as plain!y by its intelligence, and by the aPPlication o.f
that scientijic treatment which ù changz'ng history, physics and creeds beneath our eyes. For this art, on which
posterity will sit in equity, America wzll be the judgment-hall, for its Vaticans and Louvres are here.

To make a summary like tht's, which would have been impossible but for the courtesy o.f a hundred colledors,
l have deemed it proper to prepare a text as iJ'fzpartial as possz'ble,-a text in whz'ch my personal preferences are made
very in conspicuous. To recognize the ainz o.f every school of art, and to estùnate specin.zens according to their SUccess
z'n such aims, seems to me the only way to do justz'ce to a colledor and his catholic embrace of many styles. For other
writings let the rigors of the canon be rese?'ved-tlze crude expression of the critz'c's individuality, and perhaps hù
1larrowness. In thù work I have allowed 'myseif the luxury of writùzg scarcely ever in the sPirit of blame/ l have
modeled my overgrown tableau in excesses of light rather than z'n depths if black. The oPinz'ons expressed have been,
however, personal and sincere, and at a transparent depth between the lines will be perceived a very jixed c07zviflion.

The pronzptness with which these volumes have been prepared is the origin of their virtues and their shortcom-
ings. This promptness has enabled the work to be an insta1'ltaneous ph.otograph o.f a vast and shifting accu1nulation,
But it kas kept the writer often at a distance from the conzpositor, and it has let pass many a Izastiness o.f statenzent
hardly so excusable in the encyclopœdist as in tlle tourist. Of the shortcomùzgs I am as sensible as a writer can be/
but the salis.faélion of' sitting down and dtStilling felicÙous cyz'ü'cisms has been forbiddel.z by the very necesszties of the
plan. American colleflorshzp flies past me, as l try to drop a Pinch of Attic salt on its tail. The only resource has
been to apply old tested 'impressions, and an old knowledge of the thing-s o.f art, to the changing spectacle of successive
galleries noted in haste. My pages have thus more if the diary-ftavor than I could have desired/ yet the raPid
collation of specimens, the simultaneous view if dùpersed treasures, has sharpened the judg'7nent and pe7jèfled the
estimate, while the courteous owners o.f gallerz'es have been spared a too irksome siege.

For the facilities afforded by these kind owners-jor their hearty sympathy and ready aid-no thanks can be
expressive enough. Without a single exception the possessors o.f important galleries have given this work the
advantage o.f their warm and glowing z'nterest-of their aflual collaboration. If any owners showed a dùposition
to refuse their collusion, it was simply the pr01npting 0/ modesty-a hesitation to appear among avowed colleflors,.
but difficulties o.f tht's genial sort were always quickly got over, and the completeness 0/ the report is in no place
marred by any misunderstanding with proprietors. There is ùz Anzerica evidence-and I hope this enterprise
will stimulate the sPirit-of a sense if responsibility to the public; tlze feeling which aduates the possessor of an
Italian Palace or an Engli ft Hall to share with the world aIl the studies which can be commanded in the ancestral
gallery of pùtures.

The ùnmediate and gladdening signs if success have led to an improvement on the original scheme Of tlze publi-
cation. As soon as it was proved that the public had a lively desire to own THE AR T TREASURES OF AMERICA,
a corresponding amb-itioJZwas felt to add to their gratification. This was shown in every way by which the /ulness
of the work could be enhanced/ a great '?Zumberof addilional Photographs were taken of the best pictures in Ameyz'ca,
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to be brought in various ways to the cognizance o.f the reader / and, as a special acknowledgment, no less than twenty-
two new plates, beyond the number promised in the prospeélus, were prepared and distributed through the volumes.

The pubùsher and author render their most sincere thanks .for this hearty public reception, whùh aione could
have rendered possz'ble the adequate .fulfilment o.f thez'r plan. They find every evidence o.f an znterest wlzich, so .far
/rom dz'mz'nz'shing, is Plaz'nly unsatiated on the comPletion 0/ the enterprùe as projeéled at first. And they have
decided upon a method 0/ grat~fyz'ng the intelligent curiosity whùh their pub!z'catz'on has created z'n regard to the
progress 0/ American colleélorshzp.

They have therifore arranged, and now announce, a contz'nuatz'on 0/ the present work, ùz periodz'c form. Thù
idea, a peifect stranger to thez'r minds when THE AR T TREASURES OF AMERICA was started, has been absolutely
diélated to them by the avz'dz'ty 0/ the pu blz'c, To meet an unmistakable calI, therifore, they wzll issue a contznued and
supPlementary edition, to be known as THE AMERICAN CONNAISSEUlf., This wzll be pub!z'shed at first haif-yearly,
and aflerwards wùh a frequency meetz'ng the demand, The same conscientious attention. will render the new issue a
'lnovz'ng mz'rror 0/ American colleflorshzPJ and wzll relieve these volumes 0/ the sole reproach yet heard, that they stop
short at a gz'ven date and present a bounded view 0/ a pro/!ressive subject. As for the illustration of the· sen:al, it
is only necessary to say that the ?nain .feature wzll continue to be the .favorite plates in Photogravure, prepared in
Paris, the only change bez'ng a rigorous z'mprovement 0/ such plates by every refinement that advanczng science and
art can suggest,

ED WARD STRAHAN

PAC-SIMILE OP JULES BRETON'S SKETCH POR THE" POTATO-GATHRHERS."-MR. li. C. GIBSON'S GALLERY, PAGE 74 OF 'fIS VOLUME.
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20H. "lq·~ltl).,J. DHEI'3H .
20!l, "l"IUNK lI. IWHE~(;,\RTE'-i ..
2lO. "C .• J. :\TIIJNE " ..
2Ll. l\1TAi; ALl\1IlU lIO]{XEH, H:\ll'I'IJ .

~12. Mn. WI LJJIA'\f A. HALJlWI'\ WlI,LIUII\POR1', P.~,
21:1. "T. EI~LW()Oj) ALT~I:-4() ,, l'J1I1,Am;T.l'lIIA.

2U. 1\1118. JEHO:\JE B. UR.\ Y. " \\"ES'I' ('J1E~n:R, p\.

IX



x NAMES OF SUBSCR1BERS FOR THE ÉDITION DE LUXE OF

:Hö. Mu. WM. L. ELKINS PUlJ,AJ)ELPIiJA.
216. "W. H. WETHERILL .
217. "BYERLY HART .
218. "ION II. PERDICARIS EU.ART,EIGH,N. J.
21!l. "JAMES L. HARMER PmI,ADELPlIIA.
220. Mus. S. P. l\'IcEDSON NEw YOUK.
221. Mn. DANIEL DONOVAN PIIILADELl'lllA.
222. "JAMES M. FLANAGAN .
223. "MAYER SULZBERGER .
224. "CHAltLES ENEU JOHNSON .
225. "JOHN CAMPBELL HARRIS .
226. "EDWIN T. COXE .
227. "c. M. HILGERT .
228. "A. E. WIEGAND .
22!l. "PETER A. SCHEM1\L. .
230. "WM. M. SINGERLY .
sat. "c. D. RITCIIIE .
232. "R. J. DOBBINS .
233. "JOHN F. BETZ, JR .
2:14. C. M. GILBERT .
2:35. JOHN J. ZIEGLER .
23G. "HENRY Z. ZŒGLER .
2:l7. "W1\L D. ZIEGLER. .
2:18. "FREDERICK BROWN .
2;H). "JOSEPH C. HANCE .
240. "GEORGE J. ZIEGLER. ..
241. "CHARI",ES F. CLARK Nsw Ynmc.
:N2. "P. A. B. WIDENER PJlII,AD~:l,l'lIrA.
24:t "GEORGE C. POTTI'5 ..
244. "c. H. KINGSTON .
245. "S. CAI~DWELL, Jn .
24G. "HENRY LEVIS .
247. "THOMAS MACKELLAR .
248. "JOHN G. BULLOCK WIUlINGTON, DEL.
24n. "E. II. BISSELL PUILADEI,PHIA.
250. Mils. F. J. FIELD LJO:Roy, N. Y.
251. MIt. HENRY VANUXEM Pmf,ADELPIIJA.
252. "WM. M. COATES .
25;3. "PHIJ",IP JAGODE .
254. "GEORGE HERZOG .
255. "W. C. BANNING Nsw YORK.
25G. "CHAS. L. MITCHELL NEw HAVEN.
257. Mus. ALFRED P. SCULL PI!ILADELI'IITA.
258. Mit. 'l'IIEO. HAIGH'r.. NEw YORK.
25!l. "THOMAS J. BRADY WASHfNG'I'ON.
2GO. "J. D. PATTEN G}:oRGETowN.
2G1. "LEE WAI~TER SUMNER BALTIMORE.
2G2. "JOHN C. FRY HIt00KI,YN.
2G3. "S. L. WILEY UREEN}·n:Ln, MARS.
264. "E. P. WJLBUR So.BE·I'JlL}:Il~:M,PA.
265. "ROBEI{'T J~OCKHAltT I:h:'I'HLI:HE~r.
2G6. "W. A. WILHUR. .
267. "W. L. VANDERVOORT New YORK.
2G8. PRES. R. A. LAM:BERTON Ho. BE'I'][J,EJII~M,PA.
269. MIt. ROBERT H. SAYRE BJ.:,I,HM:m:M.
270. MRR. FANNIE TITUS 'EARTON,PA.
271. Mit. T M. DRO\VN .
272. "J. T. ICNIGHT .
273. DR. HENRY D. LACHENOUR .
274. Mus. EDWARD BROOKE BmDR1IORO,PA.
275. Mn. F. LEAF SMITII.. Hf:AlHNG,PA.
27G. "GAltRET D. TI SMAN \Vn,LTUlf;I'OUT, PA.
277. "E. P. DAHLING WILK}~RnARlm,PA.
278. Mns. ELLEN E. HUTTER. .

27!l.

280.
28l.
282.

283.
284.
285.
286.

287.
288.
289.

290.

est.
2!l2.
293.
2!l4.
2!l5.
2!l6.

2!l7.
2!l8.
2!l!l.
300.
30l.

302.
303.

304.
305.

306.
307.

308.
309.
310.
311.

312.

313.
314.
315.

Mn. C. EDWARD STAFFORD ..•...... {STEEVI'ON, DCA11-p
PIlTN O., A.

Mus. EZRA CORNELh lTHACA,N. Y.
DR. JAMES H. JACKSON DANSVILI,E,N. Y.
Mn. L. F.!CE DALh Bul·FAT.O.
" JAMES G. ORTON GENRHRO,N. Y.

Mns. LAURA A. SKI NER W}:RT1·ŒLll,N. Y.
" C. JI. McCORMICK CHl<'AGO.

Mu. G. W. REILY TTAIUURIIU1WH,PA.
" W. 'l'. HII~DRUP .
" J. M. WETHERIT~I~ POTTSVTT,U:,PA.
" S. B. WHl'fING .
" J. G. BATTERSO HAwrFOnn,
" HENIU M. BRAi~M NEw YOHK.
" J. PIEItPONT MORGAN .

" EDWIN J. IIUI~BERT Mm])l,R'I'OWN,CONN.
" JOHN C. PAL~ER N):w YORK.
" JOSHUA HUNT CA'1'ARAUQUA,PA.
" S. W. JOIINSON NEw YOUK.
" MORRIS IL JESUP .

" C. L. TIFFANY .

" HENRY PETERS GRAY, Jn .
" C. T. COOK .
" WM. STORIE IIoBoKRN, N. J.
" DAVID J. MAGNIN NEW YOUK.
" DE L'OHME ICNOWLTON .
" SOLON IIUMPHREYS .
" CHARLES L. BAILEY HARlUSllURGII.
" JOHN PARKEH. NEw Yom"
" CASSIUS WELLES HAnTFouD.
" GEORGE C. MAGOUN NEW YORK.
" WILLIAM WALTER PIIELPS ENGLEwoon, N. J.
" RICHARD BUTJ~ER N}:w YORK.
" ß. J. O'SULLIVAN .
" W. L. POMEROY .

am. l'Yb. JNO. F. PLUMMEH, NEW YOUK.
317. .. JOHN SLOANE .
318. "IIIRAM DURYEA .
31!l. "FJ~ETCIIER IIARPER .
320. "T. B. CLAHKE .
321. "SALEM TT. WALES .
322. "RrCIIAnJ) A. 1\IcCURDY .
32:3. "CHARLEH WATROUS .
3:24. "LEANDER WA'fERBURY .
3:25. "MALCOLM GRAHA1\! ..
32ß. "J. 8. WARREN .
327. "J. C. SOUTIIWICK .
3:28. "ROBERT IIOE .
3:2n. "JACKSON S. SCIIUL'l'Z .
3:{O. "])AVIS ('()LT~AMORE .
331. "TT. McK. TWOMBLY .
:33:2. "W. lI. FeLLER .
3:n. "CHAS. CARROLL JACKSON .
3M. "SAMUEL D. BABCOCK .
:n-). "II. C. FA HXESTOCK .
336. ".J. A. GAH,LAND .
337. "GEORGl<} F. BAKER .
3:38. "L. J. WYETH .
:13D. "u EORGE H. SCOT'l' ..
:HO. ., ,lOHN U. FRALEy ..
an. "F. D. TAPPEN ..
:H2. "ROBEBT GORDON .
343. "HARRIS C'OUf ..
344. GEN. ANSON STAGER .
341\.
:346.
317.
34H.
;!-Hl.

330.
35l.

I 31\2.
;t,)3.
3;)4.

MR. GEORGE C. CLARTC .
" LOUIS C. CLARK .
" B. B. SHERMAN ..
" A. P. 1\1AN ..
" SAMUEL J. COLGATE. .
" C, K. GARRISON .
" WESTON LEWIS BoR'I'ON.
" Ct] LBEHT A'1'TW()()D .
" W. O. GROVER .
" SPENCER W. RICHARDSO:'\ .
" ,J, M. SEARS .

3Mi. "PAUL M. SWAIN .
357. "K B. l\1UDGE .
358. "A. H. BATCHELLEIL .
::59. "W. S. IIOlJ(}H'l'O~ ..
aoo. "A. SHUl\1AN ..
am. "J. S. KENDALL .
::l1i2. ".JAJ\1EH r, LITT Ll<;, Jn .
3li3. "W. A. PHENCH .
:11i4. "O. N. HOWLANl> .
:1H.i. "G. P. llEXNY .
3fiO. "Tf. H. Tur-rr, 'E. ..
:1(;7. "FRANK H,. KIMBALL.. .
;16H. ",JAMES C .• JORDAN .
3(j9. "rmORUE A. MJNER .
:370. "CHARLES MAR8H .
an. "P. F. EMERY .
3;2. "LEWIR COLEl\1AN ..
373. "J()HN IIOGG .
374. "GODFREY MOHRE .
375. "WALTER POTTER .
37H. ,. JOHN F. WINCH .
:l77. "M.\TTHEW LUCE ..
378. "S. O. BROWN l ïov sn, ME.
379. "D. P. ICTl\fBALL BOR·I'O'l'.
380. "WM. r.. G,UtRISO;\l, JR .
381. "c. J. nISHOP ..
:18:2. "CHARLES E. JENKINR .
38:3. "WM. QPIRIN .
384. "WM. F . .TOHNSON .
:185. "'rHOS. K PROCTOR. .
38G. "CIIARLEi':l W. HERHEY .
387. "OLIVEH H. nURRELL .
388. "R. II. S'l'EARN~ .
3H!l. "GEORG]~ E. ATHERTON ..
3!)0. ".JOSEPH H. GRAY .
3!l1. "A. II. BA'l'CIIELLER .
3!J2. "E. MARQUÉZE .
3n3. "P. A. VARNEY .
:W4. "J. II. IIECIIT .
:39,). "EDWARD LYON Nnv YOUK.
:lUU. "GEORGE A. WADLEY Bo~;')'oN.
397. "D. WEBSTER KING ..
3!l8. "CHARLES RICHARDSON .
3U!l. "\V. POPE .
400. "R. A. COBB .
401. "GEO. N. SPEAR .
402. "F. N. TIIAYER .
40::1. MltR. S. H. GREEN NEw YORK.
404. MIL F. C. RICIIARDS BoR'I'ON.
40fi. "OTIS E. WELD .
406. "A. L. HOLLINGSWORTH .
407. "LUTHER ADAMS .
408. " DAVID K. PH ILL [PS .
40!l. "'fnOMAS DANA .
410. "JOHN D. ROCKEPELLER CLE\'Rl.AND, O.
411. "SAMUEl", LITTLE BO~'I'()N.
412. "c. POPPELÉ .
413. "LOUIS P. OBER .
414. "W. DRAND'l' STORER .
415. "JULIAN TALBOT L()W~;I,j..
4l(j. "AI~EX. II. WOOD Bos'fox.
417. "MARSHALL IL ABBOT'1' ......•.....

4]8. 1\IR. ALEXANDEl{, l\10SELEY RoR·I'ON.
4HI. "W. V. HUT IIINGS .
420. "F. B. WENTWORTH .
421. GEORGE SNELL .
4:2:2. ., EBEN DALE. .
423. "c. G. PA'l'TERSON .
424. "GEORGE F. BLAKE .
4:2.i. "THEO. PHIPPS .
426. "WlI1. R. CLA RK ..
427. "EDWIN 1\1. FOWLE .
428. "H 1\1.WHITXEY .
42!l. DR. HORACE CHA.sE .
430. MR. HIPPOLYTE HARDY .
431. "GEORGE W. MILLER .
43:2. "EDWARD T. COWDHlW .
43:t "JAMES F. DWINELL .
4:l4. "J. R. TIIOllL\S ..
435. "JOSEPH BUHNETT .
43(;. "JOHN P. SPAULDING .
4:l7. "T. HARRI~(lN GAHRETT BAL'I'I~lUnE.

I 4;38. "W. R ELLrS Bof;'I'OX.
4an. "B .• \. KD[BAJ~L Coxroun, N. H.
440. "L. ])(lWNING, JR .
Hl. l)u. J. P. BANCROFT .
442. S. C. MORRILL .
44:3. Mn. L. D. STEVE:'\S .
444. "WALTER M. PARKE1L MANcllF.s'I'ER,N. JI.
4~fi. "W. J. CUTLER BoR1'ON.
44n. "1\1. E. SC'Hl\'fER'l'Z PI'l''J'~BCRGH.
447. "HENRY PHI l'PS, JJ! ALLEGIII·;NYCITY.
418. "W. 11. HOL;\fES PT'I"l'iŒUHOII.
44n. "B. F', JO'NES ALl,Ei:JŒNY CITY.
41\0. "II. G. IHIBB,\ RD .' MlJmr.~~·I'OJII,COlliN.
4.'il. "R. M. OLYPll.\N'l' :'\f:w VOIU'.
4:i2. "A. R WHITXEY .
4r.:l. "E])W. COOPER .
4!i4. "R FIU:\lK COE BnoOKI,y".
41);'). "HEBER R. HISHOP :'\EW YOHh.
4;)(i. GEN. IIOl{,ACE PüRTEH .
4m. :\IR. C. T. I{,AYNOLDS .
4fi8.

41\9.
460.
«n.
162.

46:1.
4<i4.
4(i1).

46G.

4ß7.
468.
4f\!l.
470.

471.
472.

~7:1.
'1H.
475.

47<i.

477.
478.
47!).

480.
481.
482.
48:1.

" GEORGE M. PULL;\L\N CIII(.AOO.
" LEWIS ROBERTS NEW Yonx.
" CHARLES 1\1. FRY .
" COLIS P. IIUNTL\'GTO:\' .
" S. GANDy ..
" \V. B. MEEKER .
" D. F. APPLETO T .

" L. 1\1'. BATES .
" JOHN A. C. nlU Y .
" A. H. S'l'ONE .
" o. n. BALDWIN ..
" ClL\RLER (JNG:EI~ .
" RTrUARD 1\1. HUNT .
" JAMI<}S M. ('ONSTA BLE. .
" 1{,1()JTAHI> A RNOLJ) .
" c. mUKER, JR .
" 'l'. REID .
., J( IHN IL lfALI, .

" E. P. C. LEWIS HouOKEN, N. J.
" GERARD HI~EKlIL\N NEw Yun x.
" W. c. CHUI{,Cn .

lION. H. G. R'l'EHBTNS .
Mit. GEORGE W. FOLBO 1.. .
" THOMAS F. CARTLmT ..
" C. N BLIRS .

-18". "D. H. :\1c ,\LPIN .
48.-). "HE'fII LO\V .
4HG. "EDW. H. LU])LOW .
487. MI~R C. L. WOLFE .
188. Mu. J. D. VERMTLYE .
4R9 "GEORGT<; M. lIfILLEI{, .
~90. "W. C. WIIITNEV .
491. "EDW. N. ])lCKERSON .
492. HON. BENJ.\MIN A. W[LLIS .
493. Mn. EVERJ~'T P. WHEELEH ..
494. "STEPHEN D. IIATCH .
4!l1i. "JACOB WE DELT~ .
,Hili. "OLIVER R. CARTER .
407. "JAMES lIr. WATERBURY .
4H8. "HENRY OO'l'HOUl' .
4!H.l. "PERCY R. Py::\'E .
500. "JOHN Mc KESSEN .
[)Ol. "W. R. BURNHAlIL NoRWICII, CONN.
502. "S. E. l\:lERWIN, .JJt NEW HAVEN.
503. "JNO. 'l'. WOODHULL CAMDEN, N . .T,
fiO,1. ".JNO. \V. LOCKW001) PUIl,A))I:J.PIIlA.
liOI\. "F. W. AYER .
50ß. "GEORGE G. LENNlG .
507. "II. C. STATZELL .
508. "JOHN C. FILE .
5on. "EJ>WARD LOAB ..
510. "ClIA.S. J. CRAGIN ..
511. "CIIAS. M. LEA .
512. "SIMON l\fUHR. .
fi13. "J. F. BAlLEY .
514. "W. II. ST,\AKE '"
515. "M. GUGGE::\'HEIlII .
lilG. "JOHN WANAl\1AKEH. .
517. "JOHN S. GlŒHARD .
fi18. "'l'. P. CHANDLER, JR .
/il!l. " DAVID BRUNER .



,i20. Mn. W. W. WEIGLEY PHILADEJ,PIIB.
521. "JOHN PENN BROCIL .

" EDWIN J. HOWLETT .
" CHARLES F. BERWIND .
" ALLISON WHITE .
" ROBERT GLENDINNING .
" PERCIVAL ROBERTS ..
" EDWARD J. ET'l'fNG .
" THEO. III. ETTIN(L .
" JOS. D. POTTS · ·· ·

522.
023.
524.
525.
526.
527.
,1;28.

529.
530.
531.
532.
033.
53-1.
53,j.

536.
537.
038.
lia!).
MD.
1i41.
ö~t~.

" HENRY POTTS, .JR PO'l"I·S'fOWN,PA.
" JOH:-I W. PEPPEH PJlII.ADELPIlfA.
" H. H. HOUSTON .
" JAMES N. KERN::l ..
" HENHY CLAIR N);W YORK.
" HENRI C. KING PlIILADELl'IIIA.
" WILLIAM V. KEAï'IN<J, M. D .
" A. HEATO:-l ···
" WILLIAM l\[.\SSEY .
" EFFINGHAl\! B. IIfOHRIS .
" E. W. CLARK ..
" GEORGE GLUYAS MElWER ..
" SAM'I~ S. IIOI~LINGSWOR'l'H .
" CHARLES LENNIG ..
" FRANK S. BOND ··
" R. J. BT~ACK · ..
" FRANCIS W. KENNEDY .
" ALBERT A. OU'fERBRrDGE .
,. CllAS. J. FRENCH N}:w HAVEN.
" J. HART WEI~CII HAltTFORD.
" ENOR 8. KIMBERLY N}:w HAYEN.
" EDW. A. GREENE l'nOYIDENcE.
" WM. GROSVENOR ..
" ROWLAND HAZARO ..
" JAMES TILJ~INGHAST .
" IIENHY h FAlRBIWTHER ..
" FRED. A. KING · ··

Jt'J)OE C. S. BRADLEY .
Mn. J. B. ANTHONY .
" IIE~RY W. GARDNER .

543.
ML
[,.L5.
iH6.
li 17.
M!!.
M9.
fi50.
lilil.
1i52.
553.
554-.
555.
556.
057.

558.
ö{)u.
{jUO.

5H!.

5!i2.
5ti3.
M4.
565.
!'i6G.
5m.
5H8.

5U!J.
1'i70.
671.
572.
fi7:l.
[,74-.
57!'i.
fi70.
f'>77.
rml.
il7!).
5Hn.

51l1.
5H2.
58:!.
5H4.
NI.').
586.

" OLNEY ARNOLD l'Aw'I'UCKE1'. R. I.
" S. S. SPRAOUE PIlOI'IDEN(·E.
" CHAS. W. SCUODI·;R BoH·I'ON.
" R 111.PULSIFElL ..
" LU('[AN SIIARPE PHOVIIlENCE.
" G. P. P01\1ROY .
" GEOHGE F. WILHON ..
" JI. N. UAl\IPBELL .
" ADDlSON rI. WHITK .
" n. F. 'l'llUI~HTON ..
" lWBEWl' B. WA'l'SON .
" N. VAN HLYUK .
.• \V. H. IL\SKELL PAw·I'UC'KE·I'.H. r.
" JAMES COATR PllOVIJ)I!:NO.:.
" Fl~EDEHJ('K GIUNNELL ..
" DANlET, E. DA Y ..
" W. B. BLANVING ..
" A. C. ]fOWA'~D ..
" W. R. SLAT'·~H .
" II. F. BAHROWS N. A'I''l'u:nollo.l\fAsR
" J.:M. BATES A'I"I'u:nollO. MI~~.
" WlJJLTAlII S'l'EIXW.\ Y N.:w YORK.
" C. E. I1AYWAH]) AT'I'I.I':IIOIIO,MASS.
" nIDEON:M. lIOHTON ..
" TUEO. DEAN T.H·NTON. lilAS!!.
" HENRY M. LOVEHINH ..

ôH7.

588.
580.
WO.
rm.

GEN. FRA:"II{ PAR(lOUD NRWBlIl1'AIN,CONN
(, 'or ER {Ul>LA:".J).

1\IIt. GEORGE J . Ch Z ~ D0]aware CO., Pa.

" CrIART,ES BENEDICT WA'I'EHlJUßY. CONl\
" A(JGUSTlJH ST. Kf~IBEf~Lr.. NEW ][AH:-I.

MllA. S. W. ALLBRTON CmCAGO.
1\11<. CAl~L()S FHENCrr ~ HEH1ClUIl, ('ONN.
" .IUHN J. CHANE ·XEW IlA"I'::"..

DR .• JoHN 'l'AIT ·1\It:IIIDEl\, CO:-lN.
Mn. N. h Bl~AD1~EY ·..
" WJlL MASO:"l', .Jn TAuNToN. MASR.
" W. E. FIELD BoR1'ON.
" C. A. NICHOLR ·SPHINCH'ŒU), l\IARS

GEN. G. J. lI1AGEE W.I'l'KINS. N. l'.
Mn. J. S. FASSETT ·EJ.mlt\. N. Y.
" JOH:"I' DUNN CIII('AOO.
•, GEORGE O. CROCKEH ;'ü:w BRD}"D, :\1.\88
" ]~OYAJ, (!. 'l'AFT ·I'Rovm.:Nc.:.
" ,JOHN A. BROWN ..
" W. D. (lODDAHJ) ·
" IIE~HY J. ST1~ERE ..
" BERIAH WALIJ ..
" H. L. KEND.\LL ..
" EDWIN. O. A~WELL ..
" .JESSIE 1\IETC'ALF ·.. ·

r.~):I.
titl4-.
5~15.

Wli.
1i07.
flUX.
5~J!1.
600.
HOL
fl02.
60:1.
HO·1.
(i05.
Ii(l(i.
(i07.
(jOH.

(im.
mo.
ml.
m~.
m3.
614.
(il;" ••

6Hi.
Ii17.
(iI8.

ül!l.
U~O.

" W. F. SAYLES p\\V'I'UCK}:'I', H. 1.
" II. R. NH;HTIXGALK PaO\·IHEN('F..
" HTEPHEN HAHRIH ..
" RUODES B. CII.\PM.\N ..
" DANIEL I>AY ·
" J. B. UARDIXEIL ·
" OEORUg II. (·oHLli'4H ..
" H. B. CIIA]\[]H~I{S · ·
" W. H. JOHXHON · ·
" 1<'. G. S.\ YLEH l'A\\"IT('h.:1'1'. R. J.
" ('.1\1. SlIll'l'II · ·PROYIVENcE.

(i!l:!.

ml.
(iur,.
(iO(j.

6(17.
O!IH.

mo.
700.
70l.
70:!.

718. 1\1a J. W. TILLI~W!L\ST ALJJA'.\l' N y
7l!1. DR. S 'Il\! Ul'~I, B. \VA lU) ,,' . .

720. lIfn. J. V. FA RWELr~ ... ::: ::::::.·.·.·.·::::::::CIIICAGO
721. "AV \1\1 VAN AJ~f,EN AJ.IJ.INY·
722. :: .TI.HIX P. AIlBI \N('E POU(lTIh~1>:I'RŒ.N.Y

72:1. \\ ILLTA:\1 WOODW \ J{D •• Jn NEW l'ou
7:l1. ".JO![X B.\TTEH~BY j\r.II,\NY .Y
7:!(i. .J. n..TERMAI'\'............................. ,,'"
72n. "M. BA L\Hl) BROWN NEWyOItK
727. W. B,\ YARD C{TCl'TINn " .
7:!H. "R. L. ('l'TTING, JR ..... :::::::::::: ....:::
7:W. "JOIIN IIOEY
7:10. "J.\ ~IE II. H1~·[~Ï~i~ÏN·~ ·.... "

731. ",JOHN T. '\L\H'l'fN :::.·.·:.·::::::::::.·BROOKIYN
7:12. GEOl{(;}<~ W. LANE ~Ew Y~R~

~~~: :: ~'.g. i;~i~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::·::::::::: ,,'n,.. "w. H. xrclIOLH HTATENI~JA~D N Y
7:16. "AH.\. POI~TEIL IfAR'I'FOIU: ('()~N'
7:17. ".JOH. W. DHE.·EL· \'EI\ rOIlK: ' .
7:lR. "IWBEHT L. 'TU,\UT
7:1!1. ~[Rs.:\I,\ H:-;H \LL O. ROB ~~·;i;l~~·.....·..·.·.·.~
740. Mn .. T. ~\. BOSTW[CK
711. "OLIVIŒ lT\HRl~Ù·N ..
H:!. "AYfOXIO E. 'n;HRY ..

" J. C. EDDY................................... 74:l. \lI1{'Fr COI G \TE ..
" F. JI. STAFFORD 7H "JOHN (l' . J' OJtA 'O.:, N .. 1.
" T. H. PROCTOR {hJ(.A. N. Y. -r , •• H'l'RAIl AN NEW rOltK715. "'\TARO:\ }(){"\(l •

" C. M. SIIOVE F.nf. Hn·EIl. MAS". 7·Hl. "JmNln IL \ '\D~;j~~~;; .. · · ·
" Will. UNDHEY............................. 74i.... " ElrnENE . BHI TOI .
" lIf('GREGOI~ J. M lTCllEHON Pm f,Am:I.PlUA. 74H" lI. B. P\HSO ',' , Nuv JIIHN.CONN.
,. C. \V. LYON.................................. ,. NH BIlCH'KI.V' N y

71!1. "IL II. (',\\nl \N,{ NRW \Oll!: . .
750. EJ>W,\TW L{'(·KE:\ŒYEH........... ,,'
761. "F .. \. POTT~

~~~: "~~:. ~~;. :~~\(:l~:i;::.·:~~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::.:.:.::.:.:.::.::.:.:.:.:::.HltOO~.I.VN.

7M. .. n EOHOE T. nOI'E '\P.1I r(lI!h.
71);;. (;r~()J{(,I·; BJ,I~i'4........................... ,,'
7[.0. "]<;I>W. H.• JA ]·'I·'H.AY
7[.7. "('IL\HLE:4 pR.\'I ..r..:.·.::·:.·:::::·:..:..·.·.·..:BIWOKI IN
7!l~. h ,JOlI' (L\FLI~ \'E'V YOI{l~

7oH. "JA.UEH ('. ]"AlWO .
,. {MILTON. Northllm- 7110. "ROBEHT UOFf F'r..· ·..··· ..

JOIIN 1\JcoGLhER\ b I • " .cr and Co.• l'a. 7til. "]).\'\11-:1, 'l'. II() \(l..... .. .
" HA1\IUEL HTERNIH~B.GE[{ PIlIJ.AJ)t:I,PlIJA. 7{j~." Hg 'RY l\îHON .

7li3. "BIIWSEYE Br,\;(ï.;~ï.\·~· · ..
7(i4. "JWBEH',· B. JlfI'\TI'I{ :.. ::':::::::::::
7(j1i. "W:U. Il . .\1.\<'\ "
7(i(i. "W". (·[,.\ltK ..·.·.·::::::..:.·.·.·.·:.·.·:.··.·.·.N,;1\III1K • J
707. "W.\1. L. HTI{O '( L \ EI\ \O~K . .
7fiil, ('IIAltLEH .r.1\fAlt'I'I:'o.' " .
7(i!). "W.\l. H E:\IHE'\ ..

Iii: ::1;,~iti;~:~:,:~:~,:;:
77:1. "W)[' K. BL()llnE'l:·~: · ..

I
n!. "D. WILLI. JA'\fES ... :::::::::::::::::::::

77;'. "OEOIWE.JO:'o.'EH "
771i. ".J.:\.\.TE~ ,1': 5·i~\I;;:::::::::.:·........::....::...·.~·..\I.IIANY.

I 777. L. (,.111<,:'\1'.1>1 f.......... "
77H. "O. r.. IL\SGY ::::::::::: ..: ..::: "
7öH. "JA.\TEH H .• 1J~Sl7P T Y
7 O. HON. C. B. FAB\\'ELL KW ~HK.

7HI. ~rR. w r. s. EAHL .... ::· · :·:.~· ::~·.:·.·:·.~·.::·,~~H\(~~:)·OI!Rt:~1'.h.J •.

7tl2. "W .. :\1. WlIlT_·Ey \1U.A~l'

7~:1. lloN.\\'ILLTA1\1 K I)(lI)(a' "'. 'y'
7~1. -'IR. LEWI:-; HATlIB()~E..~· ...:::::::· .....::::::.\I~:::".\ou.
71'.>. "B (' '1 \Hl'I' .
7BH. ",,:. ~:. II',· R("~)~~ · ·.. Nt;w YORK.

H ALII\NT
7H7. Vn, A. VANDEHVIŒH........................ .

7'H. Mn .•LDIES W. W.\I), WOH'!'H ........ {Ut:NF.'F.O. Lhilll("
7H!). "nEOIWE I:'>!Nl ' l'tune' ('0. N. Y.

~~~I:"~\.~iI~~·\~.D~~\~~;~::~:.:.:.:.:.::::.:.:.::::..~.::.::::::.:?:.::I~~):~:~I.:.
7!1:!. ".~( )HN ,\: MA:\l\ I NO 'l'noy.
7!1:1. (11.\ . h. nHOW . "
7!)!. .. ])\VIIICOWFF .
'Wli. "Il. L. BI),\I{[)~l:\·~ •·· ·..·..·
7ftlj. •• E. TII(J:\IPSO.· G.\Ï~j::·.:..· ·..
7!17. ".roH:\' P. KI-::'; 'gDY ..
701<. " NORMAN W. DODGE· NEW YORK.

j9~.. H .J~ ):-4. JII LL~I~\X •........ 4 ~~:~~::~~~~:~~:>rnoy
SW. Il. E. W()()))WARIl 'y
1<01. ".J. SPE~('ER Tl RN'i.;ïi .. · · ·.. I/w .01l1l:.

HO:!. """([BEI, (~HEEN R00".1.\' N.

/lm. "('II.\HI,J':S E. "):J:;.;~;.; l\t:W 'runK.
H04. ".\!'iJlHEW Il. GIŒE~ .
80;.. .!twcn: .1.\:\1 ES E:\1 OTT .

80(J. :'!Ill. J,U'I'IIER It. ..L\H~ïi::::::::::::::::::::
Ho7. .. UYRI'H IH'TLER

HOH. ".JOHN '1'. LOlW .. :·.:·.:::·.:::::·..:.~::::::::Lo ...D~:E
8(~1. lia .JoSEPH J). LOJlIOX TRoy· .NO.
HW. MR .• JOHN F. IWY .

~:~: :: ~:i.~~~:I~ I;T'~I~.I.;\;....:::::::.::·: ..: ....:::::::.·.·.· "

lS13. "A. J. V;N·I)J~i{Ï;;;i::r:::·.·:::::: :: ::.r\'t:w YORK.

81·" !fIOS. HOBEH'!' S. GHEE:\ Euz.ult·1')f N J
1115•• ' n. A. VON BHIEi'4EN . .., .•.
Hili. "(;.;\1. O(:IIEN ·:\t:w 'rORh.
817. lIo.·. HENRY H. LOW::: · ·· · "
IlSI. Ma. A. M. WIL<JOX ~lIJlDu:TOH N. Y.

• ··· .. · N.:w YOHK.

THE ART TREASURES OF AMERICA.

Mn .• T. W. HI (' l': PltOYIJ)ENt'R.
" J<}1ll\fUND HAVIS ..
" JAMES M. Kfll1BALL .
" EDW. P. TAFT .
" MARSHALL WOOD .
" JAMES E. PIERCE MIDDLEnoRo, MASR.

II. S. HynE RPRINGFIELll. MA~~.
" J!'d\fES l~ ll{KHA1\f.. ..
" E. A. MOHGAN ..
" W. n. WESHON .

MAJOR J. P. FA RLEY AuousTA. M1>:.

Mil. E. GUNN ~PHINca'IELD. MASS.
" JA1\Ir<:H RI('IIMONI) PlIILAIlEI.I'IILI.
" L. J. KNOWLES WOIlCERTEll, MASS.
" PHILIP L. l\10EN ..
" GEO. CHOl\1PTO~ ..
" II. B. RICIIlIIOND PHII.AD.:I.PIIU.
" ALEXANDER NONES NEw l'OIlK.
" HOBT. S. PIIELPl:l. BINOH IMI'TO:".'.N.Y.
" III~NRY F. ENGLISlI Nxw HAVEN. CONN
" G. II. WIIITC01l1B WOIl('Esn:R. N.Y.
.• J. A. DE.\N NEw YUllK.

" .1. THORPE POTTS Pllll.AllEI.PIIIA.
" SPENCER BORDEN FALI, [{IYRn. MAS~.
" F. S. STEVE ·S ..

G21.
G22.
623.
G24.
625.
(i2G.
(i~7.
6~H.
G:W.
630.
H31.
H32.
H33.
Ii:H.
H3·').

H:lH.
637.
638.
(i;l!l.

640.
641.
G42.
(j4:1.

tiN.
(Wi.
(i4(;.

647.
(HR
G4!1.
(i50.

!i51.
(i,;2.
ü,'):l.
(j5!.

" ,JA~IER T. (·LOHHON \'.:w YonK.
" DANIEr~ HADDOCK, JI! l'II tl.AIH:LI'IlLl.
" ALFRED TUCKER ..
" W. W. MALUS .

ntj!).
(ifl(i.

H57.
(j[\8.

(l{j!).
(j(jP.

(i(il.
6(j~.

" P. VON A. CABEEN .
" HENRY (J. BUT(·)IER .
" ROBERT NEWTON PRICE .
" TIIOMAS DONALDSO~ .
" EDWIN P. B.\UGII ..
" 1~. II. C. IIILT~ ..

(j(j4.

fl(i{j. " JAl\IES D. JH<:WELL NEw IJ.H EN, (·OSN.

J. ('. HAYI)ON { .JANEHIJJ.U:,
rJI1Zt'I'IIf' ("O .• Pa.

" A. PAHDJ~E J[AZl.E·I'ON. PA.
" R. (L .TONEH ALI,.:IlIJAN\' C·Y.I'A.

(iH(j.

fl1i7.
(jU8.

(in!). K B. Lr~[fH~NRINU J . A,UHE"d!U:Il.
I (llr )011 ('o .• l'Il.

" JOSEPH R HLAC(( PIIII.AHF.I.PIIIA

" (l«;OIWE A. IIElH:RTON .
" EIJWARD HOBlm:rR, JR ..
" B. RoWJJAND .
" JOIIN MlLNES ..
" J<'HANKLIN (·OXE ('HARI.OT1'F.. N C.

" ALEXANDER B. COXE f DnU·fON.1 LIIlWI'IH' (·u., l'a.
" JAMES LO:'>!IL. PIIII.IIH:l.l'lfIA.
" DAVro C. NlmLET .
" LEWIS A. 'l'nOMPHON ..
" \V1\f. \VOOJ) ..
" JAM I~H C. HROOKS .

070 .

071.
(m.
m:3.
(i74.

(i7fl.

U7ß.

li77.
(j7H.

r.7!I.
(iHO.

m;].
O1l2. " n. B. MALLOH.Y NI:W Ihn::".'. Cos .

" H. A. l'AC·J(EH, .. ,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,, .. {H.II"Rf:. HRI".·Ollll
('0., P~.

" WM. SELl,I·;HS" .. " "." " PJI".ADI:I.PIIIA.
lIo:'l'. D.• J MORIU<;LL "" JOJl'~'I'()I~S, l'A.
lIflt. W. W. WI:'\l('IIEHTI·:lt \'rw H Il.:''', ('o'N.

OH4.
(iH'>.

JjHCi.
üH7.
(iRH.

(i$!I.

WO.
(iHL
mtt

MIt,.. Il.\\111 .J.\YNK I'III1.AIH·II'IlIA.
1\11t.W1\1. Ir. DIH:I·;H ".
" 1<'. B. MALI,cIHY Nt;\\ n.ln:".
" E. N. BAH:"I'EH ..
" lILVINE C. IH~,\'l'Tr. (·,DIIH:N.!\ .• r.
" .JAMES M. ])RA}{I~ :ü:I\ YOI!K.
" J. IIE.\TLY I>1·LLEH I'IIII..\lH:LI'IIIA.
" CIL\ 'U,ES l'.\HKER i\lauIUEN. CONN.
" ALEX.\NJ)Elt K }L\HVEY l'lIIf.WJo:I,I'IIlA.
" F.IJESI';B ·
" .IOHN Il. I,ANKf~NAIJ ..
" C. B. DEl\1AnES'l' '\.:w lIAn." .
" JOEl, A. HPEI{I{\, ..
" EnWAR]) CLAHK l"}:w YOUK.
" In;~RY tlT .• JOIl=" H1\[l'l'H PORTf.~ ...J). :\h;.
" W. l''. 1\fILY,IKEN ..

70:1. "JAMI';H H.1\II,]\[UI,LEN " BIDVRFOI!IJ.1\TR.
704. "FH\="KIJIN !liOURHK HAC'O,1\h.
70;). "HE~I{Y 11. FPRBIHH lh:ItJ.l,\' F.ul~. X.II
7(1(;' ".JAMEH HCO'I"I' '\.:w YOUK.
707. ('}:N. W. H. 'l'IL'I·()N \l·m·~·I·A, I\l,;.
708. 1\I1t. EAHI, A. TIlIHHI~LL L,,\n:LI.. :\11188.
70!1. "AXl>llI<:W U. WIIITI'; AI.IIAN\'. !\'. y.
710. ".JOH:'>! H. PEHHY ·
711. "ROHT. Il. l'HUYN ..
71~. COI.. IWBIWT HHAW OLIVEIL .
713. (Ü:N••JOHX F. TU'I·HBO:-;K ..
714. .. FIŒDg}{lC!\: 'l'OWNSENO ..
71;;. 1\111.W. L. BHOWN N·'l'1I .\"IIM~, ilf.~tiR.
7Hi. l\fl!~ .• JOHX N. J,. PHUYN \I.uANl', N. Y.
717. )111. TIJllOTIlY l'tU;H RH·JL llOI.) OK):, MAtiS.

Xl



X1l .l\TAMES OF SUBSCRIBERS FOR THE ÉDITION DE LUXE OF THE ART TREASURES OF AMERICA.

819. Mn. FRANCIS M. BANGS NEW YORK.
8:l0. DR. H.. W. RAYMOND BROOKLYN.N. Y.
821. Mn. HERBER'l' B. TURNER NEW YORK.
822. "GEORGE B. CLUE'l"l' TROY.
823. "S. B. SANFORD ..
824. "1. N. A. GRISWOLD NEW YORK.
825. "GEORGE HARRlSON TlWY.
82G. "J. H. OGLESBY NEW ORLEANS.
827. "F. H. STOTT ..

S'fO'rl'SVILI,E,HUDSON,Columbia CO., N. Y.
828. "E. L. CARRIEHE NEW ORLEANS.
8ZD. HON. CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW N}~w YORK.
830. MR. HORACE K. WHITE SYltACUSE.
831. "F. A. DREXEL PmLAnm,plTIA.
832. "DANIEL G. ROLLINS NEw YORK.
833. "JOHN H. OSBORNE AURURN,N. Y.
834. "W. C. BARBER "
835. "JOSIAH LITCHWORTH ..
836. "H .• T. FURBER CnrCAGo.
837. "STEPHEN BARKER TROy.
838. "JAMES FOR8YTH ..
83D. "c. E. PATTERSON ..
840. "THOMAS E. 'l'WEEDY NEW YORK.
841. "HARRY ALLEN ..
842. "JOHN WARR 'I'nov,
843. "GUSTAV AMSINCK Nnw YORK.
844. "WM. B,OCKEFEI ..LER ..
845. "JOHN CONSALUS TROY.
84G. "FRANKI ..IN A. WILCOX Nxw YORK.
84.7. "HENRY S. l'tANKEN TROY.
848. "c. G. PHII LIPS PllILAm:LI·HlA.
849. "JOHN V. S. LANSING COHOER,N. Y.
850. "H. B. SILLIMAN ..
851. HON. HAMILTON FISH NEW YORK.
85:2. "JOHN K. PORTEIl .
85:3. MIt. CHAS. C. BEAMAN, Jn .
854. "B. F. DUNNING ..
855. HON. S. J. TILDEN .
85(j. Mn. HENRY L. BURNETT .
857. "THOMAS G. SHEARMAN BuoOKLYN, N. Y.
858. "P. V. l'tOGERS U'I.'ICA,N. Y.
859. HON. CHAS. W. HUTCHINSON .
8GO. MRs. S. E. GILBERT ..
8Gl. Mu. SAMUEL A. MUN SON .
8G2. Dn. A. G. BROWER ..
8G3. Mn. RUSSELl WHEELER .
864. lION. B. H. HRISTOW .
865. "JOEL B. ERHARD'!' .
8GG. Mn. E. CHAMBEIU AIN ..
8m. lION. SAMUEl CAMPBELL ONEfllA Co., N. Y.
8GS. Mns. J. WATSON WILLIAMS UJ'l('A, N. Y
8Hfl. Mn. G. W. ADAMS .
870. "JOHN C. HOYT ..
871. "T. W. PAHK NEW YORK.
8n. "C. G. LINCOLN ..
873. "J AMES K. HILL .
874.. "W. JEROME GHEEN U'l·JCA.
875. "N. HOLLAND Bun'ALo.
87G. "W~f. S. OPDYKE NEw YORK.
877. "OSGOOD WELSH lRVINU'l'ON,N. Y.
878. "SAM'L M. NICKJ~RSON CmcAno.
87D. "A. lIEGEWISCH CI.Il"I'ON,S'I'A'I'ENIn.

880. Mn. J. HOOD WRIGH'l' NEw YonK.
881. "HENRY J. SCVDDER ..
882. "S. W. WEIRS .
883. Mus. ELIZA SUTTON PEARODy, MARS.
884. Mn. JAMES TALCOTT NE·w YORK.
885. "R. K. HA WLEY BAT.TIlIIOIŒ,Mn.
88U. "FREDERlCK J. PRAT'l' lhICA, N. Y.
887. "ALFRED WIJJKINSO~ f.\YRACURE.
888. "ALEX. HENRY DAVIS ..
889. "HAMILTON S. WHITE ..
SflO. GEN. D. P. WOOD : .
sot. Mit. W. '1'. HAMILTON .
sos,
soa
8fl4.

895.
SOG.
Hm.
S08.
89!).

soo.
DOL
coz.
um.
!,04.

sos.
noo.
fl07.
nos.
soo.
mo
(Ill.

flU
01:3.
OH.
DI;).

sio,
fl17.
(HS.

!lID.
H:.lO.
U21.
922.
U23.
n4.
!l25.
D26.

n27.
!l28.
D2fl.
fl30.
D:n.
D32.

I U3a.

934.
!I35.
D3(j.
!,37.

D38.
nfl.
!l-lO.

" R NELSON GEI-tE ..
" GEORGE N. CROUSE ..
" PATRICK LYNCH ..
" E. B. JUDRON .
" A. A. nOWJJE'I"l' .

HON. W. D. SIIlPMAN NEW YOHK.
Mit. J. E. PUIJSFORD So. OHANliE, N .. 1.
" GEORGE N. KE~~EDY SYllACUI'I.:.
" EDW. L. GIDDINGS BEvEnLy, MASS.
" II. W. RATHBONK EI,MIltA.
" D. R. PRATT ..
" GEORGE K. PEVl<;AR LYNN, MASS.
" EDWARD C. 'l'AFT HoLyoKE, MASS.
" W. A. PRENTISS ..
" HUSSELL II. HOADLEY NEw YORK.
" SOLOMON LOEB ..
" FRANK J. AB BOT'!' SYRACUSY..
" PAf:lCAL P. PRATT BuHAI.o.

DR. JAMES P. WHITE ..
Mns. MARY A. HRAYT EY .
Mu. GEORGE H. VAN VLECK .
" GEORGE IIOWARn .
" FRANCIS W. TRACY ..
" JULIUS S. EHRlCH ~)(W YOUK.
" FREDK. BUTTEI-tFIELD ..
" JAMES ·G. li'ORSY'l'n BUFFALO.
" RICllARD K. NOyE ..
" LA'!'HAM A. FISH BROOKLY:oI.
" DONALD MACKAY ENGLEWOOI),N .. I.
" R. PORTER LEE BUHALO.
" C. J. HAl\1J IN ..
" R. B. ADA::\1 .
" 1<'. E. TROWBRIDGE. NEW YORK.
" GEORGE BLISS .
" WOODBUl'tY l l\NGDON ..

HON. FIŒDK. BILLINGS ..
MIl. JAM.ES T. CLOSSOK ..
" EDWARD nUNTINGDON Hom:, N. Y.
" BLOOMli'IELD J. BEACH .
" J. S. IIASEUrO'N .
" W. A. WU-:CHERS NEW YOHK.
" L. D. ALEXANDER ..
" JAMES M. DUNBAR ..
" 1<'. O. MA'rTIIIESf:lEN ..
" AMOS COTTING .
" C. B. WAl'l'E .
" HOBER'l' T. PAINE JIt BOS'l'ON.
" l<-;ZI{AFARNSWOWl'n ..
" W. A. TOWER ..

ou. Mn. CHAS. FAULKNER BOS'l'ON.
942. "SPENCER 'l'RARK NEw YORK.
!H3. "CHARI ES F. CHOATE HOSTON.
D44. "W. II. ALLEN ..
()4.5. "GEORGE PEABODY SALJm, MARS.
ose, ".r. M. lIA VEN RU'l'LAND,Vor.
!l47. "JOHN R. BREWER. Bosrox.
!l48. "G. II. CIIICKERING ..
!l4.fl. "T. JEFFEHSON COOLIDGE .
950. ., H. S. CHASE ..
!l51. "ABBOTT LA WRENCE ..
DG2. "ADD1SON BROWN N~:\YYORK.
!l53. "JAMES W. Sll\ION'l'ON.............. "
954. "J. AUBREY JONES PmI,ADELP!TlA.
!l55. JOHN H. SCHRETNER.............. "
956. "CHAS. H. ANDREWS Bosrox.
D!\7. "COSTELLO o. CONVEHHE........ "
D58. "LABAN PI'tA'!'T Dolt(·HER'I'Tm,MARR.
eso. A'!'HEN.t'EUl\1. BOS'fON.
DGO. l\Ins. l\1. BA IHD PHII.AD~:LPIIIA.
oct. MR. J. SIIIELDS WILSON................. "
!lû2. "JOHN I OWHEH WELSH .
DG3.
DG4.
nos.
!lGG.
D(j7.
oos.
noo.
mo.
on.
972.
on.
DH.
U75.
97G.

fl77.
!J78.
D7U.
!JSO.
OS1.

!l8:2.
!l83.
0840.
D85.
!l8U.
D87.

!l88.
!lSfl.
nflO.
DOl.
fl!l:2.
fl!l3.
DD!.
!)()5.

" W. W. Fl'tAZIER, Jn .
" JOHN H. CONVEH8E ..
" GEORGE BURNHAl\1.. .
" WII LIAl\I II. KEl{N ..
" GEORGE S. HE'N EL ..
" PAUL S. HEEVES .
" M. E. CL.\RK. ..
" W. C. HARDINll- : S1'AMFOnTI,CONN.
" GEORGE A. IIOYT..................... "

COUNTG. GALLI.. PJlIT,ADELPJlIA.
Mn. JAl\1Ef:l ELVERSON .
" W. U. WARnEN .
" R. W. II. JARVŒ IIART1'ORD, CONS.
" S. M. FELTON PIIILADEJ,I·IITA.
" S. P. RTAMBACII .
" WILLIAM R. WA1{NEH ..
" JOS. G. PAUE ..
" SlLAH W. PETTI'!' ..

'l'lIE UNION LE.\GLTE .
MR. A. B. DA Rl Il\IT NEw YOllK.
" 'l'HOl\L\S L. P.IC.\RT · PWI,AllELPIiU.
" EDWIN L. RE.\KIR'!' ..
" SHEPHEHD BROOKS Bos'l'ON.
" H. D. PARKER ..
" W. B. WI{[TNEY : G~:ltMAN'I'OWN,PA.
" EDWARD L. PEHK(NS PIlII,ADf:J,I·J!IA.
" J. E. SOl'Li ..:............................... "
" 'l'l.IŒVfAS K. OBER .
,. S. CHE\V ..
" GEORGE .\. IlEYL .
" lUCHARD HERH,Y NEW Yom"
" CHRIRTOPHER MEYER........... "
" II. L. HORTO~ ..

('OU,EOE POINT,
ALLi'RED L. POPPENIIUSEN {Queens Co., N. Y.

" CHAS. A. lIOYT BltoOKf,YN.
" JOHN F. MERROW Bos'I'oN.
" N. \V. H.U·E ..
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THE CORCORAN GALLERY, WA III TO

N front of the War Department in Washington,
and likewise nearly opposite the White
House, we see a eonspieuous building, new-
looking, though sober in color. This
is the edifiee destined to be sung by all
the muses of history as the first Gallery
built and endowed and dedicated to a corn-
munit y by an American. The Corcoran
Gallery of Art is plaeed in one of the best
situations in Washington, on Pennsylvania
Avenue and Seventeenth Street, and is at
present one hundred and six feet by one

hundred and twenty-five feet in dimen-
sions. Arrangements for enlarging the
site are aetively progressing, and may
be considered certain to succeed, though
just now impeded by a repetition of the
story of the miller who refused to sell

VENUS VICTRIX.

CAST, AFTER THORWALDSHN.

to Frederick the Great the windmill that was an eyesore from
Sans Souci; the owner of a neeessary plot holds out for a
monstrous priee. Looking up at the façade as we are about
to enter, we observe three miniature pavillons rather crushed
together, a mansard at each corner and a square dome in the

middle; a renaissance motif in red brick, dress d ut with
brown-stone; ru tieat d gr und fi r, serving a base t a
Louvre-like second-st ry, whcre e upl of pill: r. r-
rupted by niche, with Ezekiel' tatu. of l,
etc. As cap to the pillars, therc are tu ft av , as
different from the classical acanthu a fr m the thic cr 11-
work; the capitals repres nt Indian c rn. In th mid Il the
monogram f the modern M; .c n: ·-Mr. \\ illiarn \V. or-
coran.

What a proud signature, and wh. tan bl in cripti n n
a page of architecture! Alone f all the wcalthy vereign. f
this country, Mr. Core ran irnacinc I the consecrati n f hi
great wcalth to Art. I; irst of all ur innurn rable c nn i ur
and art-patrons, it oceurred t him t reet and end w a monu-
ment of bencficcnce, for which all g n rati n f < rt-lovcrs
shall call him blcsscd. And, what is the m st appr priatc of
coincidences, this great cxamplc is s t in \Va hin t n, the
American capital, in a national sen e the m t r 'pre entative
of our cities. AIl ne urag ment f clique and clanship i
rebuked by this broadly American initi: tiv. onsid ring what
a thoroughfare Washington is, and what kind of a th rough-
fare ; considering that by its politicr 1 tation al on it cornpel
the attendance, at sorne time in his Iif , of every citiz n of the
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United States, Yankee or Hoosier, cultured or rude, black,
white, or red, and that the refined man who needs art-examples
the least is drawn to the shadow of this edifice with the un-
couth man who needs them most, we are particularly weIl
satisfied that this initiative was taken in the Capital. The right
place for the first rich, well-endowed, truly serviceable art-gal-
lery and school is Washington. Here a humble stand can be
taken and sorne of the comrnon-places of art-history can be
adrnitted among the specimens, since the beneficiaries are to
be drawn from all the immense populace between the two
oceans; and the cultivated person who wishes a reference to
correct sorne momentary forgetfulness is not asharned to enter
the hall of antiques, because the presence of rustic visitors,
presumably unacquainted with the Elgin Marbles and Venus
of Milo, makes the collection of those old stand-byes appro-
priate. Gracious should be the dreams of the man who had the
wit and invention and heart to imagine this superb institution,
and to set it in the right place! The Louvres, and National
Galleries, and Vaticans of Europe were built by kings and
pontiffs, and for their maintenance were taxed the resources
of toiling nations. This already splendid museum was built
and filled byan individual, in a simple burst of genial goodness.
The banker's pocket was unbuttoned by a kindly impulse, and
out jumped this gift at a leap! School, and collection, and
shrine-the educational gift, the gift of a treasure, and the gift
of a shelter,-aIl came out together, a single conception, ex-
ecuted without a pause in a trifle of time. The name of Mr.
Corcoran, which we by no means wish to varnish with unsought
and unwelcome flattery, is on the most prosaic construction fit
to go down with that of Mr. Vernon, who presented his
picture-collection to England, and may be said to have founded
the National Gallery; and with those of Angerstein, and
Sheepshanks, and Sir George Beaumont, who made equally
generous dedications of their private hoards of pictures.

The building of Mr. Corcoran's museum was begun in
1859, by James Renwick, a New York architect. It was
opened with a baIl (after a slight interruption and renewal of
work for which the civil war was answerable) on Washington's
birthday, 1871,-the founder assuming aIl expenses of the
festival and handing over the receipts intact to the Washington
Monument Association-and filled with substantially the pre-
sent contents in 1874. There are about one hundred and
sixty-five paintings at present in the collection, besides the
statuary and objects of virtù.

We now begin our notice of the works of art, premising
that, wh en in this and future portions of our text we give
dimensions we state the breadth first of the pictures which we
illustrate, without always guaranteeing rigidity of measurement,
but affording a sufficient guide for those of the public who
may desire to command the more material way of estimating
a canvas' importance.

The H Portrait of William W. Corcoran" (70 x 98 inches),
founder of the institution, is seen in the main gallery of paint-
ings. It was executed in 1867 by Charles L. Elliott (1812-
1868) of New York. A glance shows that thirteen years ago,
at the time of its execution, years and thought had already

whitened the locks of the original; the face, in the interval,
has scarcely changed; although older than the century, Mr.
Corcoran yet retains the brightness of eye and decision of
manner indicated in the likeness, which therefore still repre-
sents adequately the creator of that noble institution from
which we take our start for a long journey through Arnerican
galleries. Whether in Canada, California, or New England, we
shall still keep our thoughts under the cegis of this patron
figure, never forgetting that while other collectors have shown
their taste, he has shown taste incorporated arnongst the
moral virtues by beneficence. We experience a peculiar
pleasure and sense of fitness in operring. our work with this
likeness of an art-benefactor, and placing under the patronage
of so good an example a publication intended to spread art-
knowledge over the land.

H Charlotte Corday in Prison" (34 x 42 inches), by Charles
Louis Muller of Paris, represents the murderess-heroine who
stabbed Marat ln his bath, among the earlier convulsions of the
French Revolution, in 1793. The type chosen conforms to the
portraits of Mlle. de Corday, of which several exist in the prints
of the time, and represents even the striped dress she wore,
with its postillion eut. The composition, like Raphael's " De-
liverance of Peter," in the Vatican, has for its first plan or
foreground an interruption of dark bars, behind which the focus
of the picture is placed, with an effect that it is never possible
to make quite satisfactory, though the railing assists the moral

MOUNT CORCORAN, SIERRA NEVADA.

FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY A. DIERSTADT.

impression. Checkered with these obstinate bars, we see the
pale, aristocratie face of Mademoiselle de Corday, the relative
of Corneille, whose words she quoted in her last hours+-" The
crime makes the sharne, and not the scaffold." In the dose,
damp chamber of the Conciergerie, as if imprisoned in a
sultry mountain, the delicate captive dreams out the long, hot
days of July, remernbering her elegant horne with her aunt
Bretteville, her lineage of spotless honor and plain rural dignity,
and the dut y she imagined herself called to, of slaying the
slayer of her friends, the Girondists. One hand clasps with
its taper fingers the coarse iron bars; the other, braced upon
the prison wall, supports her delicate head, with its Norman
cap decorated with the revolutionary tri-color.

"Mount Corcoran" (96 x 60 inches), by Albert Bierstadt,
occupies an end of the principal gallery, and is a favorite sub-
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ject of painter-copyists. We have interrupted with the account
of a striking French picture our descriptions of two American
works of prominence, the portrait and the landscape. The
latter is probably the most popular delineation of scenery in the
gallery. The overland traveler to California crosses two vast
mountain chains, the Rocky and the Nevada. The last-named
is far more impressive, realizing for the first time to an American
tourist his dreams of true Alpine grandeur. Among the con-
fused infinity of gigantic peaks, of which but a trifling propor-
tion are known and named, Mr. Bierstadt, who has several times
been allowed the privilege of giving names to crests of the
Nevada range, selected one to be called after Mr. Corcoran :
and it is to be hoped this appellation, immortalized on its plinth
of eternal snow, will be fixed and perpetuated in the govern-
ment surveys. The reader must in fancy expand our sketch,
taken on the reduced scale which our space allows, to the pro-
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pains to travel to; but it is a visit paid with half-opened eyes,
excluding the real refinements of landscape delight.

"The Beach at Scheveningen, Holland," (54 x 27 inches),
is a lively and capable painting, by F. H. Kaemmerer, a young
Hollander, who came to Paris and entered the atelier of
Gérôme sorne ten years ago. Itwas executed in 1874. People
in Europe sit out on the sea-beach to an extent they cannot be
persuaded to try in this country, and here we have the belles
and dandies from aIl Dutchland, as weIl as those from France
and Britain, flattened out in the glare, in a point blank volley
of blinding sunbeams which reduces everything to a chalky
stare of light. The freshest flounces and modes of 1874 are
displayed on the hired garden-chairs. The priest in broad hat
and bands, feeling hirnself in a state of highest charity with an
creation, (and with his aristocratie beautiful parishioner e pe-
cially,) twirls his thumbs and leans over with that expression

COUNT EBERHARDT OF WIRTEMBERG ; THE WEEPER.

FROM TIIE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY AHY SCHEFFER.

portions of a painting eight feet wide. Mr. Bierstadt was born
at Düsseldorf, Germany, in 1828, but came to this country in
his second year, going back to Düsseldorf at the period of
adolescence for his art education, and returning hither in 1857.
His style is completely European, reminding us of Lessing and
Calame. He and Church represent the taste for panoramic art
in this country, now gone entirely out of fashion among the
lovers of refinement in technic. It is true that the best method
of representing quality has never been exhibited by painters of
this expansive style. But it is only fair to remind ourselves
that they secure for us memoranda of the really great and
stupendous scenes of nature, which the representatives of
quality let alone. The subtler truths of air and light are to
be supplied by the artistic spectator from what he remembers
of nature. Mr. Bierstadt may be considered as a convenience,
enabling us to paya visit to a region we would not take the

of delicate benevolence which tolcrates even lightne ,and
whieh is more akin to worldline than any other virtu th
good man can seleet out of hi' repcrtory f aer cl grac . A
beautiful invalid reclines languidly, her feet supported on a
stool; a fair fashionable girl bonds over a brown fi her-malden
who offcrs shells for sale. City children c: 'po th ir pale leg
to the attack of the brcakcrs. The whole picture i inten se
with light,-a syrnphony of blonde tones. At the right I rec g-
nize rny fellow-pupil at érômc's, I· r dcrick Henry K acmmerer,
in a smart suit of light flanncl and very 11 ble hat, care 'ing a
cane, and taking in the whole cen with a crcator's eye-the
scene which but for hirn would have rernained a embryotie as

that year' s fash ion-plates.
The "Wcepcr," or "Larmoyeur," (height 65 inche ), by

Ary Scheffer, is a picture that in replica adorn four different
museums, two of them Arncrican. One repre entation is to b
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found at the Boston Athenœurn, another is the present example,
while a third was selected by the French government for the
national collection of the Luxembourg Gallery. Recollecting
all three individually, I cannot decide that the Corcoran speci-
men is inferior to either of the others in depth of pathos and
tragedy. Another copy is in the Museum at Rotterdam.
Scheffer's faulty r:olor is here disguised by the fact that the tone
of the composition is appropriately black, and that the prin-
cipal face is that of a corpse. We see the interior of a tent,
a life-sized youth in full armor, composed in his last sleep, a
wretched father bending over with clasped hands, the difficult
tears forcing themselves from his aged eyes. Ulrich of Eber-
hart had lost the battle of Reutlingen, as Schiller's ballad
relates, and wh en he sought his father at the repast, the stout
-old Count silently cut the table-cloth between them as a re-
proach. Stung by the sarcasm, the boy ru shed into the next
fight, and gained the battle of Doffingen, but was slain in the
action. " And while, in our camp, we are celebrating our vic-
tory, what is our old Count doing?" says Schiller's rhyme.
" Alone in his tent, before the dead body of his son, he weeps."
Scheffer was a Dutch artist of Dordrecht (1795-1858) who
lived in Paris and at Nice, and cast his artistic lot with the

French painters.
It is certain that Gallic criticism, occupied with setting

his rival, Delaroche, on a pedestal, has been inhospitable to
Scheffer; insisting principally on his effeminate laxity of draw-
ing and inadequate color, it has not penetrated his immeas-
urable superiority to Delaroche in sentiment, poetry and re-
ligious feeling. The painter of "Christ the Consoler," and
of "Francesca di Rimini" has no need of an apologist. To
show the extent of vinegarish Bohemian intolerance directed
against the painter in his lifetime, we may cite the morbid poet
Baudelaire. This genius, so discerning in his criticism wh en
the subject came properly in his limited purview, could see no
merit in a style of art which aimed to show the spirit of mys-
ticism-the sentiment, for instance, of St. Augustine reciting,
of his mother's teachings, "We searched together what might
be that eternal life which the eye has not seen, which the ear
has not heard, and whither the heart of man has not reached."
When Scheffer essays to reduce this passage to painting, Bau-
delaire shouts coarsely: "Tt is the height of absurdity. I seem
to see a dancer executing a pas of mathematics!" "Scheffer,"
he says again, " makes a Christ like a Faust and a Faust like a
Christ." In our indignant protest against this kind of school-
boy uproar from the mob of the romantiques, we must remember
on the side of the cri tics that our ideas of Scheffer in this
country are mostly enhanced from the plates, executed with
penetrating, delicate and refining art by the most exquisite of
French engravers. We are not, though, without sorne fair
examples of Scheffer's painting in this country. Mr. Charles
C. Perkins, of Boston, owns his canvas of" Dante and Beatrice;"
a New York owner has his" Mirabeau in the Convention." In
Washington, besides the "W eeper," there is the portrait of
Lafayette from his brush, in the House of Representatives, and
also a likeness of Commodore Morris, painted in 1826. No
contemporary portraitist was so highly esteemed as Ary Schef-
fer, on account of his intense insight into his sitter's character;

his head of Dickens, painted shortly before his death, was con-
sidered a masterpiece.

"The Vestal Tuccia" (63 x 54 inches), by Hector Le Roux,
of Paris, represents a Roman miracle of the pagan age. Va-
lerius Maximus, who dedicated to Tiberius his annals of
Roman gestes and acts of virtue, recounts how this priestess of
Vesta justified her challenged purity by carrying water in a
sieve from the Tiber to the temple of her goddess. "Powerful
divinity," she prayed, " if I have always approached thy altars
pure-handed, grant me that I may fill this sieve with the waters
of Tiber and carry it even into thy temple." In a beautiful
calm landscape, without pomp of witnesses, but only watched
by a group of Vestals and by the humble fisher-boy of the
Tiber banks, she lifts the brimming vessel with a lofty gesture
of exultation, so that the light streams through the lenses
formed by the gathered water pausing in the apertures of the
steve. This is one of the most correct and luminous pictures,
with the tenderest lands cape, executed by the painter of the
Luxembourg canvas of the" Columbarium." No formal trial,

PRINCIPAL FIGURE FROM "TH E VESTAL TUCCIA."

BV HECTOR LE ROUX.-FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH BV THE ARTIST.

no court of pontifex and flamens, is arranged around the ex-
ulting maiden; the two or three witnesses chosen from among
her officiating companions, the humble vagabond child of the
Roman streets, are enough to justify her fair farne, and the
loneliness of dawn broods in peace and uncontaminated fresh-.
ness over her triumph. More than one replica of his picture
has been painted by the artist for private American galleries ;
and he thought so weIl of his effort as to select it for ex-
hibition in the great Paris World's Fair of 1878.
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By Edouard Detaille-the painter who constitutes hirnself
a true successor of Meissonier a little before the succession is
vacant-there is a fine oil-picture, and an admirable water-
color. "Le Régiment qui Passe" (50 x 50 inches), painted in
1875, ranks with his two or three greatest .paintings-vwith the
"Salut aux blessés" and" Nos vainqueurs," the first of which
is owned by Mr. S. A. Hawk, of New York, and the second
in Russia. Detaille used to hire a cab by the hour, imprison
hirnself in it, and sketch for this picture the crowds of the bou-
levard in the neighborhood of the Porte St. Martin. The real
Paris mud, especially-thick, gluey, yellow and all-pervading-
is hit off better by the palette-knife work of this picture than
in any other that can be pointed out. We see the pomp, pride
and circumstance of a marching regiment, having its comple-
ment in the loyal admiration of a Paris crowd, diverted for the
moment from the multifarious occupations of a busy thorough-
fare. The turkey-cock strut of the gigantic drum-major leads
the procession, heading his drum-corps, behind which the
soldiers in line come forward to the spectator, emerging out of
the mystery of the chilly and opaque fog. In advance tramp
the street Arabs, the apprentices, the workmen, while on the

SCENE AT FONTAINEBLEAU-COSTUME OF LOUIS XI.

FAC-SIMILE OF SKETCH BY F. D. BRIseOE. FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY P. C. COMTE.

sidewalks pause women carrying children, pursy citizens, and
well-dressed promenaders. A convoy of omnibuses with pas-
sengers grumbling at the delay, accompanies the parade. The
tall forms of the two neighboring arches, St. Martin and St.
Denis, with their sculptures of the military glories of Louis XIV
in the Palatinate, form a consolation for these modern troops.

Detaille's crowded and important water-color is the
(I French Cuirassiers bringing in Bavarian Prisoners," (22 x 17
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inches), executed in the same year of 1875. It how one of
the few encounters where the French got an advantag in the
late war with the Prussians, a cene after the battle f rleans.
A fine group of stolid, innocent-Iooking Bavarians, brave,
utterly unconcerned and at home, is surround d by the ru re
intellectual types of the French oldier, and the ari. tocratic
visages of officers. In the foreground is an elaborately-fini sh
group of a mounted cuirassier and his horse, who with hi
animal stood for days in the painter' yard while the aquarelle
was executed; but why speak of the finish of any particular
figure, when the facets of every miniature vi age throughout
the picture are eut like those of a gern ?

"A Scene at Fontainebleau" (3 I x 2 I inches), by ierre
Charles Comte, of Fontainebleau and Pari, take u back t
the time when the court of Loui XI made the Fontainebleau
château a favorite resort, away from the civic turbulence of
Paris. Webehold a revelation of a court-beauty of the time,
attended by a favorite Ieuricr, trailing her ilken robe through
the royal park. Victor Hugo introduces such figures, amiable
subjects of goutY Louis, into his romance of Il ôtre Dame," and
in this picture wc may see how tho e fair patrician • long-named
and long-trained, dressed and Iooked=-Fleur-de-Ly de Gond-
laurier, Diane de Christeuil, Amelotte de Montmichel, or
lombe de Gaillefontaine. Thi picture, too, was ainted in I 74.

"Shakespeare and hi Contemporarie" (6 x 53 inche ),
by the eminent Scotch artist John Faed, i one of the m t
successful groups known in its difficult kind. Th arti t' bro-
ther, Thomas, has painted an almost equally cel brated hi to-
rical restoration, "Sir Walter cott and hi •riends." The en-
graving of the (I Shakespeare" picture, a capital pl te, which ha
made it a household word in many and many, home, i by
another brother James Faed and is dedicat d to Ir. orcor: n, ,
as the owner of the canvas. The in urmountabl trouble in
arranging such a group of portraits is in thi ar do r th, t
from the point of view of hi torical intere t evcry fi ur hould
be equally in focus, cqually lightcd, and equally important. In
a pictorial view, the different p r on, g hould be in h: dow
or in obscurity, distant or view d from b hind, according t

the accidental arrangements of nature. Mr, John I~.. d ht
dissimulated his hardships with plcnt y f kill, and h ha
created an ideal of Shake peare which, th ugh po. iblya littl
self-conscious and of more royal d mean r than w ul have
been probable in the pre ence of aleigh and outhampton, is
still noticeably quiet and intellcctual. The, rti tim. O'ine. a
symposium at the Mermaid Tavcrn in } l'id, y- tr t, wh r
there was a club of genial pirit, t which re ortcd hak -
peare, Beaumont, Fletcher, Scld .n, ott n, onnc, ..nd m. ny
others whose names we till re. p ct, and who may have b n
met upon occasion by outharnpton, Dors t, and th c urti 'l' .

SYLVESTER, CAMDEN. D RSET. r I.F.I ,II. S( l'II {P((),',

Do' 1..

BACON, DA ·IU..

F LETClTER. B. JONSON.

SELDEN. BEAUMONT, SIIAKK'iI'F Rh. OTTO'. nH~Kl.R.

The above arrangement of name may be r adily c mpared
with our plate, and serve as a key. tanding at th' ..trcme
left, is "silver-tongued ylvester," translator of l II Bartas, and
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assistant of King James in the Counterblast to Tobacco; then
Camden the traveler, author of Bntannia / then the Earl of
Dorset, Lord High Treasurer of England, author of Gorbo-
duc, and part author of the Mz'rrorfor Magistrates. Beneath
these three, in a sitting trio, from the left, the learned SeIden,
whose Table-Talk Dr. Johnson said was "better than anyof
the French;" then Beaumont, talking to SeIden, and th en
Beaumont's literary partner, Fletcher; next, in a hat such as
he wears on his monument, Lord Bacon; next, Ben Jonson,
with both elbows on the table; ab ove hirn, half-glimpsed,
"the well-Ianguaged Daniel;" then Donne, whose sermons
Izaac Walton describes so vividly; beneath the head of
Donne, that of Shakespeare; then come two standing figures;
he with the hat is Sir Walter Raleigh, the other Shakespeare's
friend, Lord Southampton, to whom Venus and Adonis was
dedicated; the sitting figure below is Cotton, founder of the
Cottonian Library, and the sardonic laugher at the extreme
right is Dekker, dramatist, and Ben Jonson's satirist, who left
that portrait of the latter which describes his" face punched
full of eyelet-holes." Beaumont wrote the lines which best
describes Faed's painting,-

"What things have we seen

Done at the Mermaid! heard words that have been

So nimble, and so full of subtle flame

As if that every one, from whom they came,

Had put his whole wit in a jest."

l, Fun and Fright" (42 X 30 inches), by Gaetano Chierici,
of Milan, was executed in the year 1874, represents a domestic
reign of terror, caused by the Italian bad little boy, who strews

FUN AND FRIGHT.

FAC'SIMILE OF A SKETCH DY H. T. CARISS, FROM THE ORIGINAL DY GAETANO CHIERIC!.

his victims over the domestic stage in monarchical ltaly as in
free America. His helpless prey is here a pretty little sister,
and the horrid lad has frightened her away from her meal of
maccheroni with a mask. The hapless fair has tumbled from
her throne at the kitchen-table, and is reduced to seek an
offensive and defensive alliance with the maternal powers.
MaternaI vengeance will probably follow, as we gather from
the matron's uplifted eyes and wooden spoon. It is noted for
the visitor's information, in the budget of cicerone-lore dis-
tributed to the Washington visitor, that Chierici rose from a

very humble origin, that the kitchen and its contents so fondly
here elaborated are painted from the stuva in which he lived
when an indigent artist fighting with poverty, that the pretty
little girl and the bad little boy are his own children, and the
cook a poor relation of the now courted, flattered painter.

In examining "The Edict of William the Test y" (67 x 43
inches), by George H. Boughton, we are apt to wonder how so
much tobacco-smoking can be kept up, since the painter has
neglected to introduce tobacco-jar, or box, or pouch-aught by
which the siege might be maintained. It is a war sustained by
magic means, the ammunition being supplied celestially, so far
as appears, for we must count as nothing the screw of snuff or
Virginia leaf in a little paper at the left. If the powder and baIl
are lacking, however, the firearms are weIl distributed, for a
lank young ne'er-do-weel advances from the rear, brandishing a
sheaf of long-range pipes with slender stems. It is time to say
that the picture represents one of Geoffrey Crayon's veracious
scenes from the history of New York. William the Test y, the
honest Dutch governor of the province, has issued his edict
prohibiting the smoking of tobacco throughout New N ether-
lands. "The immediate effect of it was a popular commotion.
A vast multitude armed with pipes and tobacco-boxes and an
immense supply of ammunition," (see how the plain tale shall
set the painter down!) "sat themselves before the Governor's
house and fell to smoking with tremendous violence. The
test y William issued forth like a wrathful spider, demanding
the reason of this lawless fumigation. The sturdy rioters
replied by lolling back in their seats, and puffing away with
redoubled fury." I am always nervous when I approach one
of Boughton's canvases presumed to be humorous. The sweet
blonde tone, the delicious, languid, faded-out colors in the most
"cultured" style of William Morris, the silvery tissue of the
whole picture shining across the room from afar, the chromatic
refinement suggesting midsummer night's dreams, the general
troubadour style of the painter, evident from the utmost dis-
tance, seem competent indeed for flights of pictorial sonneteer-
ing, but hardly for the frank naked laughter of Rabelais. Here,
however, as again with " Ichabod Crane," the painter is agree-
ably found shaking with a sly, silent, silver laughter, entre chair
et cuir, which has its own value among the styles of comedy.
The irascible Governor, darting out upon the pretty Dutch
stoep of the house, is galvanic and animated ; no jack-in-the-box
springs out with better simulated suddenness of motion; a
moment ago you would insist he was not in the picture. His
wife, acidulous, correct, irreconcilable, is even better. The
baggy-breeched crowd is good, too,-invulnerable, stolid, and
easy in mind: on their part the siege may endure forever.
Variety is secured bythe introduction oftwo Puritans, in peaked
hats, from away in Cotton Mather's colony; of sorne sonsy
Dutch maidens in Holland caps; and by the identification of
two heroes, Antony von Corlaer, in uniform of scarlet, as be-
fits the doughty trumpeter, and Brinkerhoff, leader of the Clam
and Onion War with the Yankees. Rings of tobacco-smoke
form a perfect orrery in the upper canvas ; and in this suffusîon
of pale azure the colorist makes his account. AIl told, the
artist manages to fasten a laugh, or at least a genial smile,
among the argentine refinements of his fan-painting manner.
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his
art to the antique,

"A Family
of Satyrs,"
(86 x 78 in-
ches), by
Louis Priou
p u p il of
Cabanel, is
the work of
a pain ter
who has
made the
revival of
the mythi-

cal sylvan
deities a specialty. By taking up this dass of subjects he
secures the privilege of studying the nude without blame, and
of mixing academie painting with a pretty sentiment of gaiety
and Bohemianism. He had a similar subject at the Phila-
delphia Centennial, but without the female figure occupying
the foreground of the present canvas. The innocent gaiety
of the woods, the primitive sentiment of music, the shyness
and wildness and elusive character of sylvan life, are embodied
in the fancy of the existence of satyrs. M. Priou draws out
his robust torsos and vigorous arms and goat-eared heads with
the anatomical precision of sculpture; a tendency to opaque
shadow and black outline is his besetting temptation.

"The Wail of the Lost Dogs" (48 x 58 inches), by O.
von Thoren, was painted in 1873 for the Vienna Exhibition,
where it elicited many admiring remarks. In the evening of
an inclement day a couple of dogs have lost the track, and
exhibit their respective emotions at this disaster in different
ways, one showing active distress and the other a kind of
silent, and certainly dogged, resignation. The I( Cri au Perdu"
is doubtless a German hunting scene, though the expression
is French. For the best account of French hunting cries and
phrases, we might refer the reader to a charming little book,
A Week in a Frenclz COl/ntry Housc, by Adelaide Kemble, a
lady whom there is a certain appropriateness in naming in the
city of Washington, since she was the rnothcr-in-law of one
of our Washington princesses.

H The Adoration of the Shepherds," (60 x 104 inches), of
Raphael Mengs, (1728-1779), is a work bya master histori-
cally important, who corresponds with David and West in the
effort to revive classical painting at the close of the last cen-
tury. The present subject shows reminiscences of Correggio
in its handling of light and grouping. A kind of imitation of
boldness and strength is seen throughout the picture, notably
in the prostrate personage in front. But Mengs' effort to revive
art by studying in picture galleries and from the antique,
instead of opening his eyes and copying living models as he
saw them, was a frustrate endeavor. He has probably less
vitality in hirn than either of his contemporaries, West or
David, and the oblivion into which he plunges is more hope-
Jess. Nevertheless. the present canvas has had a career which

INITIAL EY F. EHRMANN.
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is full of interest, and ha rec ived the shadow f v nts th, t
have shaken Europe. Jo eph Bonaparte, when pu hed by his
brother upon the throne of pain, found the memory fM ng:
still green in the more poli hed circle of Madrid, the p, inter
having enjoyed high favor there und r the p nultimat king,
Charles IV. He was ju t the kind of frigid, cl, . ical b re t
be madly loved by a monarch who plumed him: elf n " r _
viving the arts." When King Jo eph, dropping hi c ptre c nd
grasping his umbrella, exchanged the bank. f the 1.nzanr r s
for those of the Delaware, and Madrid f r 1 rd nt wn, he
selected sorne of the pictures of highe t r pute am ng the
royal treasure, among others thi sp cimen of IVIen TS and the
two fine Joseph Vernet of the Phil, delphin c derny. Thu
is accounted for the presence in merica of this " cl ration,"
once esteemed as preciou a' a Raphael. Meng' was the son
of the court-painter to the mu scular ugust the tr ng [
Poland; he studied under hi father, thcn w 'nt t
acquired his desperate classicality. Here Benjr min We t, n
his boyish travels, saw Mengs and 1 arned to w r 'hip hirn.
Of more importance to the German Raph: cl wa the credulity
of Winckelman, which soon introduccd hirn t hi learned
patron Cardinal Albani. From this tirnely c untcnancc ro-
ceeded the order to paint that ceiling f th Vill lbani
which passes as his mastcrpicce, and repr ent P. ruas us,

, I
····1"

• • 1/1'" l....

'-_ ,,",

THE WAIL OF THE LOST oocs.
FAC-S1MILll 01' A SKETCII llY l'. Il. IIIW,CO • l'HUM 111 DI H,l 'AL av O. '0. TJIOMK •

with Apollo and the Mu cs. Passing to pain, with pr digi u
Roman rccomrncndations, Mengs found a king ju t re: Ir t
take hirn up-a patron Mreccnas badly in want of a prodigy,
The painter rcrnaincd in the high st [av r till hi' d ath, and
the king even continu cd his protection to the f, mily ber, ved
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by that event. Joseph Bonaparte religiously believed in
Mengs, treating as naught the puzzling transit of Goya across
Spanish art, and, on his hast y retirement for Switzerland and
New Jersey, grasped and carried off with him this consider-
able canvas among the rest.

"The Drought in Egypt" (87 x 108 inches), is a life-size
group by Jean Portaels, of Brussels, a pupil of Paul Delaroche
-a recent work, too, having been painted in 1873. Tt is an
example of the old balanced academie style which proceeded
out of the Delaroche studio, and which seems especially to
maintain its inheritance in Belgium. In France, on the con-

Vilvorde in 18 I8, studied under N avez as weIl as Delaroche,
received the prize of Rome at Paris in 1842, and wears with
decorous pride a number of orders of dignity, such as the
Crown of Oak of Holland and the Cross of Francis Joseph
of Austria, besides his Belgian honors.

"The Heir Presumptive" (72 x 42 inches), is one of the
largest canvases of Mr. George H. Boughton, whose ((William
the Test y" is described on page 8. It shows the Anglo-
American painter in his peculiar placid dignity, a thorough
master of pastoral landscape enlivened with pure stately
human types. A slender and aristocratie little lad is solernnly

THE DROUGHT IN EGYPT.

FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING EY J. PORTAELS,

trary, the most classical of the Delaroche disciples are con-
strained to lean this way or that, whether in the direction of
archœology or of realism. There is little effort here to give
a true transcript frorn the life of Egypt at sorne period of low
water in the Nile-the gaunt wretchedness of the fellahs, the
withering palrn-orchards, the shadouf with ernpty buckets, the
cornpanionship in rnisery of rich and poor. This is a sculp-
ture-like group of Greek-featured personages, exhibiting their
anguish in attitudes of solemn grace. It is, in a certain
aspect, noble and classic in feeling. It recalls, with a solern-
nit y of impression divested of entanglernent with any divert-
ing kind of realism, the biblical curse, under which the land
of Mizraim still withers,-" He hath wrought His sign in
Egypt and hath turned their rivers into blood, and their floods,
that they could not drink." Jean Portaels was born at

walked through the park by his governess. Perhaps it is
New, perhaps it is Old England, for the patrician type seems
to savor about equally of Fanny Burney or of Hawthorne.
If this little fellow is one of the early ~yncheons, and the
scene is Massachusetts, his distinguished little rnanners and
his curly little dog will not save his broad acres to his nol.le
race, for the epoch is just before '76, and the Revolution is
coming, and feudalism is going to be bombarded out of the
land, and entails will becorne illegal, and these fair pleasance
grounds will be eut up among a hundred avaricious inheritors.
Meantime, the gentle little fellow stalks with the gait of Louis
the Fouteenth among the trunks of the autumnal beeches.
The governess tre~ts hirn with the sublimity and deference
of her kind, the humble gardener off-caps to hirn, and the
negro groom, inimitably pornpous, struts in livery with his
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young massa's pony. The canvas was painted in London in
1873, and its first owner is the Corcoran Gallery; the patron-
age of the institution could not be better bestowed th an in
taking this large serious picture, and the above-described
large humorous picture, from the studio of Mr. Boughton.

THE HEIR PRESUMPTIVE.

FAC-SIMILE OF SKETCH BY H. T. CARISS, FROM THE ORIGINAL BY G. H. BOUGHTON.

He is a painter whose worthy mission it is to secure Euro-
pean recognition of an art distinctively American.

"The Trojan Borse" (60 x 39 inches), by Henri Paul
Motte, is a curious and interesting effort to reconstruct his-
tory, or, if you will, legend. He is a young pupil of Gérôme,
and carries on the archceological studies of that master in the
same spirit, and with a very loyal discipleship of style. The
endeavor to rebuild an archaic Troy and fi.ll it with archaic
Trojans and archaic Greeks would satisfy Schliemann hirnself
Here are the ramparts of a capital of Asia Minor, more or
less Assyrian in aspect, with battlements of pyramidal outline,
notched like little groups of steps. Here are Greeks, in hel-
mets finished with nose-pieces, like those of the figures from
the .tEgina temple. But what stamps the originality of the
picture is the strange conception of the wooden horse, re-
stored with a bewildering aspect of probability, as the Greeks
might have designed it when Greek art was partly Phœnician,
partly Egyptian. A mighty structure it is, towering just
within the walls, clearly carved of wood, and strengthened
with metal bands; the fore-feet and hind-feet, spread far apart
from each other in the attitude of a steed that balks, are con-
nected by a plinth, like the limbs of an Assyrian bull, with
an archway intervening between the front and posterior limbs.
From the tower on the monster's back, with a chief directing
the descent, the imprisoned soldiers let themselves down by
ropes, accompanied by packages of armor. A Trojan sen-
tinel lies dead under the walls that sleep in shadow: the night
is fading, the mischief is admitted, and in the foreground a
series of diminishing heads of the intruding Greeks steal
down into Troy by a narrow stair concealed in the 1as.ion,
These foreground figures are drawn like the .tEgina warriors
in motion. A strange, uncanny feeling of remote antiquity
breathes from these creeping forms in the moonlight and this
ghastly hollow horse overlooking the loftiest towers and pro-
ducing its train of stealthy enemies. The canvas is a sort of

pictorial enigma, the horse is as uncomfortable as a sphinx.

I I

We think of the ingenious lines of Drummond of Hawthorn-
den about the Horse of Troy:

" A mother, I was without mother born ;

In end, a11arrned my father I brought forth;

What thousand ships, and champions of renown

Could not do, free, I, captive, razed a town."

The picture made a sensation in the alon of 1874, and
aroused attention to the narnc and subsequent work of 1\1.
Motte. In 1876 he cxhibited a " Baal Dcvouring the Prison-
ers of BabyIon," in I877 a "Samson and Delilah," both
understood from the point of view of archaic tudy. The
Baal was particularly original; a sort of Babylonian phinx,
with head-dress and wings, spread out its two hands with the
peculiar action of catching a fly; and between these two trap-
like hands, into the yawning mouth of the sphinx which
served as a portal, the prisoners wcre driven two by two. The
allusion to Baal as " master of flics" was ingenious and strik-
ing. " With such a temperament and such an order of idea ,"
remarks Charles Y riarte, " M. Motte might turn out to be a
dry painter, in truth he ought to be one in the order of things;
but I detcct in this young artist a workman who, when thcre
was occasion, would not despise painting the details as 'bit "
and would willingly pay attention to light, sunshine and lumi-
nous effects. He has blank faces of wall detaching themselve
from the sky in lengths of shadow which have real pictorial
quality." To the Salon of 1878 M. Motte contributcd "The
Army of Hannibal," representing elephants upon rafts, and to
that of 1879 'I Circe and the Cornrades of Ulysses."

at the

in pi ration
of 1 üss 1-

d o r f art,
Lcutze's
painting- can
h a r d l y be
callcd Arnc-

lNITIAL DY l'. ßIJHMA!,;N.

ri ca n, al-
though he
passcd hi
life h re.

The il Cromwell and Milton" (84 x 60 inchcs), was paintcd in
1857 to Mr. Corcoran's order. Jt is a Düsseldorf composition
pur sang. Milton, the Latin Sccrctary of Cromwell' Parliamcnt,
is imagined by the romantic paintcr as holding the most inti-
mate family relations with the Protector, and as entertaining
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the seant leisure of the Puritan chief with his known ac-
complishment of organ-playing. The young poet, his face
in a deep shadow which seems to prefigure his approaching
blindness, sits at the instrument; Cromwell and his wife are
behind hirn, in a composed, church-like throng of Puritan
notables. At the left, holding a book, is Selden. Ireton
cornes next, and by hirn Ireton's wife, the daughter of Crom-
well. At the right are represented Thurlow and Algernon
Sidney. The pleasant group of children is a portraiture of
Leutze's own offspring. It were to be wished that the scene
rested on a more authentic tradition. The Cromwellian par-
liament indeed made young Milton its Latin Secretary, he
being about the only man among those who had adopted
Puritanism who possessed the requisite education; but the
records of close association between Cromwell and Milton
are lacking. One thing is well known, Milton's skill at the
keyboard, and the intense delight he took in church music.
There is a singular passage in his Penseroso, where he ac-
knowledges hirnself captivated with the very things it was

executed abroad. He became a pupil of Lessing at Düssel-
dorf, and the style of the pain ter of "The Martyrdom of
Huss" is evident in all of Leutze's works subsequent to that
visit. Returning to the United States with a fixed German
style, the husband oI a German wife, genial and robust, he
became probably the happiest painter who ever followed a
career in America. As this division of our work is conse-
crated to Washington, it is proper to mention his large fresco
of " Emigration" on a staircase of the Capitol, a work show-
ing inexperience in the methods of fresco-painting, but con-
taining admirable morsels, and beyond all doubt the best picture
there since those of Trumbull.

"The Judgment of Paris" (40 x 50 inches), is by Henry
Peters Gray (r8r9-r877), an American artist who died in New
York. Mr. Gray emulated the amber warmth of Titian, and
was thought by his colleagues to have caught a great deal of
the color of the Venetians; he lingers in the mind as a sort
of American Etty, with excellent endowments of nature in
the research for color, somewhat hampered by the difficulty

TH E OEAO CJESAR.

FAC-SIMILE OF THE ORIGINAL SKETCH, BY J. L. GÉRÔME.

Cromwell's mission to break in pieces-the "storied windows,
richly dight" with saints and Madonnas, in Catholic chapels;
also, the "high-embowed roof. with antique pillars massy
proof;" the historie splendor of Popish architecture; the light
interrupted by the stained glass, which he acknowledges to
be "religious," and what is more, the musical pomp of the
ceremonial of Rome, such as he had heard in Italy. This
last, confesses the youthful Puritan, melts his soul to rapture
and indulges hirn with a vision of Paradise:

" There let the pealing organ blow

To the full-voiced choir below,

In service high and anthems clear,

As may with sweetness, through mine ear,

Dissolve me into ecstasies

And bring aU Heaven before mine eyes."

Emmanuel Leutze (r8r6-r868) was not a native Ameri-
can, having been born in Würtemberg; but he came in
childhood to this country with his father, and began here his
artistic education. His youth was passed in Philadelphia, in
the house, on Pine Street, near Sixth, afterwards occupied by
Paul Weber, the landscapist. His success as an American
painter was such that at twenty-five he went to Europe from
his Philadelphia horne with an accumulation of orders to be

experienced by an Americans of his period to get into the
atmosphere of art. The languid roundness of his Venus, the
soft adolescence of his Paris, about to bestow on her the
prize pro pulclzrior, are voluptuously conceived, in the senti-
ment of Titian, Palma and Giorgione. A little more evidence
of anatomical knowledge would give them that look of con-
structive probability, lacking which our Ettys and Haydons
die without their full meed of renown.

"Cœsar" (r 0 feet 5 inches x 7 feet 2 inches), is by Jean
Léon Gérôme. When preparing to paint his magnificent
" Death of Cœsar" (now in the Astor collection, New York,
obtained at the J. T. Johnston sale) the artist took the pains to
make a Iife-size study of the principal figure; and, although
not a painter accustomed to or wholly successful in life scale ,
he made an "académie" that is interesting in many ways.
The pencil sketch here shown in fac-simile is a prize, being
heretofore absolutely inedited. Never was a figure drawn to
lie so flat-one whose planes were so absolutely those of the
ground with which it seems incorporated. In looking at the
" Dead Cœsar" an artist made a natural remark, "This is not
foreshortening, it is architectural perspective !"

The noble life-size figure of Cœsar was first exhibited in

1859, and has the most striking merit as a dramatic conception,
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and as a piece of scholarly drawing. It shows palpably, however,
that the artist is not at horne in life-scale delineations. We see
the confession of experimental endeavor, not the vigor and
control of habitual mastery. After this, indeed, which was a
continuation of the effort at life-proportion begun in his first
successful work, the" Cock-fight," the artist returned to the
scale by which he is best known, and has ever since produced
cabinet-pictures. Such is the size, indeed, of his development
of the present subject, the famous and thrilling "Death of
Cœsar," with the retreating Senate and oath of Brutus, a
masterly composition owned by Mr. J ohn Jacob Astor-perhaps
Gérôme's highest effort among the three or four wonderful
canvases devoted to Roman life. His works include another
Cœsar+this time living-in the celebrated Cf Cleopatra and
Cœsar," sung by Robert Browning, and at present adorning
the California collection of Mr. D. O. Mills.

warning. The mancipator may sec the land of the divine
pledge, but may not enter thither. Radiating from hi forehead,
the traditional beams of light, fading in the twilight of d ath,
illuminate the strange scene with agha tlyeclip c of brightn
At the height where the canva i placed, abancl' favorite
breadth of style look like platitude, and hi reticence of
chiaroscuro makes the whole ffect unreal and d corati n-like.

Schreyer's "The Watering-Place," (6 x 40 inche ), is one
of his Wallachian studies, repre enting the rude and haggy
farm-beasts of the country, of all color, cr wding at a tr ugh.
The apogee of Schreyer's talent wa in I 65, whcn he produc d
his "Artillery Charge in the Crirnca," at the Luxembourg.
Since then he has lost something in precis ion and con. cience
of drawing, but his mastery in cffcct of light n ilky or rugg
fur is still unqucstioned.

Two fine scenes by mile, be t known a' the br th r of

THE WATERING PLACE.

BY ADOLPHE SCHREYER. PAC-SIMILE OP A SKETCH BY THE AHlIST.

Hung too high for easy examination, like the" Cœsar,"
and like that canvas of large proportions, is the "Death of
Moses," (13 x 9~ feet), a youthful work by Alexander Cabanel,
executed when this famous painter was studying in Italy as a
callow Cf prix de Rome" of the Picot atelier. The date is 185 I,
and the date of his lovely "Glorification of Saint Louis," ex-
hibited at the Luxembourg as the chosen earnest of his youthful
promise, is 1855. No justice can be done by the visitor to this
broad, faint Biblical vision as at present arranged; yet it is a
noble work, produced at a period when the talented youth was
a greater art-force, in the dawn and expectation of his life, than
the grown man is now. To the same epoch belong those
magnificent studies of his, do ne to scale in color, from Michael
Angelo's Sistine figures, which are pointed out in the Beaux-
Arts school to students, as the highest attainment ever made
by the copyist's immortalizing art. Moses, supported by groups
of angels, is seen horizontal upon the rocks of Nebo, while
Jehovah floats in the air above hirn, a figure of promise and

Jules Breton, are includ 1 in the c llection. Th li 1 on rise"

(33~ x 21 ~ inches) is a snow- cen .with P ac ful c tt. g t nd
turkeys roosting. Th " un ct" (66 x 43 inch ), i calm and
broad, without flagrancy. By Zi rn, ther i ( " J Id n I I rn,"
of 1874. By Blaise De g ffe, same y ar, thore i , stu iy
(36 x 40 inch. ), in hi w ll-known ph t fTraphic styl ,th b. t
yet invented for chronicling the cahin t-trea ur s in nati nal
collection, of the scvcntccnth-ccntury nacello or CUI, f tapi "
in the Louvre. An excellent Bclgian canva i th "J u tic t
Lievin Pyn," by Prof. Pauw 1-, f \\ i mar, (71 x 5 inch. ,
executcd in 1862. Tt rcpr scnts the cpiatory mas rd 'red
by Charles V, a reparation to the family of ne f the Flcrnish
magistrates he had mistakcnly cxccut '<'1. \\ mcn t n l hildr n,
the rclicts of the dcccascd, knecl in formal and 'l' monial
grief in the centre; at th lcft, the prie t with : tt nd, nt ac lyte
reads the words of expiation and ju tification fr ma p: rchm 'l1t;

the four grandees implicated in the unju t har TC are g-r u}>·<.I
to the right, and the wholc takes place in an ilIum in. ted chap l,
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w here the statue of Pyn can listen with satisfaction from his
tomb. The pomp of the Romish mass, and the contrast between
the family of the victim, in mourning, and the repentant or
humiliated accusers, make a drama and an artistic antithesis.
The admirable little "Preparing for Church," by Edouard Frère
(22 x 18 inches), one of the quaintest imaginable scenes of
Sunday-go-to-meeting finery and discomfort, had long been
admired in the Taylor Johnston collection ere it found a resting-
place in this national one; its date is 1835. It shows a good
little boy, quite brittle in his starched blouse, having a stiff
ribbon tied round his neck by the anxious mother; while the
sister, full of Sunday virtue and consciousness of merit, waits
in her glossy cheap silk or alpaca, prayer-book in hand. In
the British school, "Paddy's Mark" (32 x 24 inches), by
Erskine Nichol, has the quality of a humorous illustration. It
shows the Irish tenant, full of shrewdness and suspicion, about
to sign his cross to the lease, while he looks up questioningly
into the land-agent's face.

"The Talking WeIl" (38 x 71 inches), by Anatole Vély,
born at Ronsoy in the département of Somme, France, has a
title which cornes with the familiarity of a proverb to the mind
of every one who has lived in Paris. One of the old streets of
the capital has, in fact, received that name in by-gone times,
and has been allowed to retain it through aIl the wild mutations
of nomenclature which those long-suffering French guide-boards
have endured. It is in the region of the Pantheon, that lofty
quarter called a hill, and dedicated to St. Genevieve. "On the
hill of St. Genevieve," says Victor Hugo, "a kind of Job of the
middle ages sang for thirty years the seven penitential psalms,
upon a dung-hill, at the bottom of a dry cistern, beginning a
fresh one as soon as he had finished, and raising his voice
highest at night; and to this day the antiquary imagines he
hears his tones, as he enters the street caIled Puits qui Parle."
So much to show the proverbial character of the name, and to
suggest how familiar a legend it must be in the mind of a
French painter who constantly goes near it in his walks through
the Latin Quarter. Accepting the phrase as a suggestive but
indefinite opportunity, V ély sets himself to construct the most
agreeable fable he can think of for the origin of the street. He
imagines a leaf-shadowed cistern, in the old time; a maiden,
lovely and trustful, who trips thither to fiIl her pitcher. As
she draws the water, a soft voice ad dresses her. The well is
talking ! The accents are not quite disagreeable, nor wholly
unconnected with affairs of the heart. Having probably heard
similar ones at the church-door or at the market-place, she is
not much alarmed, but she carefully refrains from looking
round, to destroy the illusion that it is the water that is
whispering. Of such stuff are miracles made. It is the soli-
tude that will one day be Paris. Where this grass is growing,
whcre these leaves are rustling, the arid march of civilization
will cement the dry stones, and the roar of an immense popu-
lation will take the place of the love-message syllabled in
li.quids by the Talking Weil. Vély was a pupil of Signol, and
is a constant expositor in the Salons. In the year 1874 he was
honored with a mcdal.

The American paintings comprise the famous original
"Niagara," by F. E. Church (89 x 41 inches), containing the

whole sweep of the view from the British side, and inimitable
amid the laboriousness of its unemphatic prosy manner for the
real success with which a burst of rainbow is made to shine
and burn; also a t. Mercy's Dream," by Huntington (69 x 89
inches), repainted in 1850 from his greatly superior original in
the Pennsylvania Academy; landscape works by Durand,
Thomas Cole, and Kensett; "The Golden Gate," by John R.
Key; t. The Long Story," one of Mount's Hogarthian humorous
bits. Among British and American works of the last gene-
ration, a fine Morland, "The Farrn-house," and an excellent
Gilbert Stuart, a portrait of Shippen, the Pennsylvania Chief-
Justice,-the genteel, dignified, shrewd head of a lawyer of fifty,
weIl powdered; and another portrait of merit, Sully's head of
Madison. Healy's studies for the likenesses of the American
Presidents, painted for a series ordered by Louis Philippe to be
placed in the Versailles Gallery, and continued by the artist so
as to include Lincoln, have been obtained from the Bryan
collection and added to the Corcoran.

This gallery is intended to be likewise an industrial
museum, so far as the higher branches of art-manufacture are
included; it already contains the nucleus of a good collection
of bibelots, curiosities, and articles of virtù. A fine specimen
is the Sèvres vase, lapis color, presented to the late Prof. Henry.
It is inscribed, "Commission Internationale du Mêtre, Paris,
1872. J. HENRY,membre de l'Académie Nationale des Sciences,
délégué des États-Unis d'Amérique." There are to be enume-
rated the reproductions by Cristofle of the Hildesheim Treasure,
in twenty-two pieces of fine silver- and goldsmith's work; a
bronze reduced copy of the Vendôme column at Paris, over
five feet high: a bronzed reduction of Rauch's monument to
Frederick the Great, at Berlin, about five feet high and eight
wide, obtained from the German exhibit at the Philadelphia
Centennial; and, from the sanie, a bronzed copy of the monu-
ment to the Great Elector, at Berlin, by Schlutter, six feet in
height; and electrotype reproductions of the" Milton Shield"
and "Pompeian Toilet" of Morel Ladeuil; with nearly a
hundred electrotypes by Elkington of objects in the South
Kensington Museum. The beginning of a fair ceramic col-
lection, already rather rich in ]apanese porcelain and enamel,
is now in place.

SCULPTURE OF THE CORCORAN GALLERY.

THE marbles of the collection are sufficient in number, if
they were coIlected in a hall by themselves, to form an

effective glyptothek; as it is their effect is dissipated among the
throng of plaster casts, adapted to art-students' uses. There is
a fine marble bust of Pulaski, with much artistic luxury of frogs
and tags about the uniform, executed at Philadelphia by H.
Damochowski in 1857. There are several relies of Giuseppe
Ceracchi, the liberty-mad sculptor from Rome, whose cosmo-
politan wanderings included the young American republic in a
life which was one long research after the forms of national
freedom. His H Dying Tecumseh," a large figure, inefficient
ethnographically, sprawls in one of the galleries. His bust of
Washington, executed in 1795 at Philadelphia, is included in
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the collection, and forms an important document in the Washing-
ton iconography. Near the Tecumseh is seen Ceracchi's own
bust, in a blouse, with broad collar and flaunting tie, and showing
a small narrow skull, and a vulgar clean-shaved face, eagerly
looking up. Born in 1760, after living in London, America and
Vienna, he was guillotined at Paris in 1800 on account of the
part he had taken in the invention of the infernal machine di-
rected against the life of Napoleon. His works, scattcred as his

1S

and prevent once for aIl a sin of misnomer on the reader' part.
Vincenzo Vela, the carver of the" apoleon," i considered
one of the two foremost sculptors of Italy, (though Swiss by
birth), his rival being Giovanni Dupré. The" Napoleon" or
"Gli Ultimi Giorni di Napol one" wa the most remarked
statue at the Paris Exposition of 1867. All day its ba e wa
heaped with violets and immortelles, and votive poems werc
laid on its pedestal as the exhibition progressed. So strong

THE DYING NAPOLEON.

FROM 1:1111: ORIGINAL UV VINCEl\Zn VEI.A.

ideas, adorn the Pantheon at Rome, the galleries of Munich,
London, and America. We learn from Les Misérables (Part II,
Book 6, Ch. vii) that :l sister of Ceracchi's, called Mother Saint
Céligne went mad, and was enclosed in the severe Benedictine
convent of the Petit Picpus in Paris. The tt Dying Napoleon"
by Vela occupies a place of honor in the Corcoran Gallery.

The name Vela being so much like V ély, we might have
digressed [rom the picture-collection to the sculpture, to caU at-
tention to the sculptor Vela who carves the" Dying Napoleon,"

was Bonapartism in Paris at that brightcst m ment of the third
Napolcon's reign! At the Philadelphia Ccntcnnial Vda wa
rcprcscntcd by "The First Sorrow," one of his carly w rk , <-

sitting girl with a woundcd l-itten. Two of his statues have
places of honor in the town of Lugano-a" William Tell" in
front of the church of Santa Maria degli Angcli, and "La
Desolazione" in the Ciani Garden. The original "Napoleon"
having been purchascd by Napoleon III and rernovcd to Ver-
sailles, the present rcplica was erdered by Mr. John Taylor
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Johnston, the well-known New York connoisseur, at the sale
of whose collections it was bought for this Gallery. Vela has
practised his profession in Florence and Milan; his instructor
was the sculptor Cacciatori. This impressive statue affects the
mind precise1y like one of the admirable pictures of Delaroche.
It is history, but history arranged and made pathetic with an
art akin to that of the playwright. It is not classicism, it 1S not
realism, but it is as a drama of Scribe. The hero, devoured by
the interior disease that is soon to make hirn its prey, sits in
his invalid chair at Longwood, his feet swathed in blankets,
his dressing-gown open at the che st for air, everyaccessory
indicating bodily lassitude and exhaustion; meanwhile his fore-
head is bowed with the impulse of destiny and thought, and
his clenched hand, like the talon of an eagle, falls upon the map
of Europe. Many persons who have probably desired to admire
this work have been repelled by the fact that the blanket is
wrought to a delusive imitation of some soft and fluffy material,

Death," and the" Melancholia." But after all, the expression
of an emotion is not reserve of aIl expression, and the races of
the South, in poetry, music and design, have always claimed
the privilege of expressing themselves demonstratively and ex-
pansively, and wonderful effects have been got in their arts
with that theatrical condition attached.

Hiram Powers' "Greek Slave," the earliest American
statue of world-wide celebrity, has a particular right in the
gaIlery. It was carved to Mr. Corcoran's order, being the first
replica made from the original work by the artist, which was
executed for Captain Grant of the English army, and is still
owned by hirn, at Raby Castle. The second replica was made
for A. T. Stewart's collection, where it remains; the third for
the Earl of Dudley; the fourth for Prince Demidoff, at the
disposal of whose collection it brought 53,000 francs (the
highest priee for a statue at the sale) and went to England ; the
fifth copy, and sixth time of executing the work by Mr. Powers,

THE LlONESS OF SENEGAL.

CRONZE.-BY ANTOINE LOUIS BARYE.

that the chair is carved as elaborately with ornament as Boule
or Bérain would have carved it, and that the hands are realistic,
representing the pores and creases of the skin. They have
been told that these details are bad art, and indicate a mere-
tricious taste. The fact is that sculpture, as understood by Vela,
means, first, a great conception carried out with breadth, and
then a play of delicate legerdemain akin to the clever brush-
work of a painter. Different as this decoration of a tragedy,
this amusement of the surface while the heart is supposed to be
breaking, must ever seem from the generalization of the Greeks,
it is an interesting experiment in sculpture, one of the directions
in which the truth is searched through its utmost forms, and,
in art, is a legitimate and praiseworthy form of exercise. The
conception and earnestness of the statue are beyond the need
of apology, always granting that its pathos is the Delaroche
pathos, with an indefinable sense of dying before the footlights.
An artist chosen from the Gothic races, a man with a sobriety
of soul akin to Dürer's, would certainly have expressed the
subject very differently, and with an austerity that would be
more in keeping with the Anglo-Saxon mind. Think of the
grave way in which Dürer has treated the sense of impending
doom, or of the vanity of earthly endeavor, in the" Knight and

was for Mr. E. W. Stoughton, of New York. Three in Eng-
land, and three in America, the repetitions of the Slave may
be said to have made the worId richer by about $63,600-a
fortune for an idea. The subject is a modern Greek girl in a
Turkish slave-mart, stripped, and haughty among her heathen
captors, with the superiority of Christianity. Powers'" Pro-
serpine" and "Ginevra," marble busts, occupy places in the
south-east gallery. Such diverting works as "The Forced
Prayer," by Guarnerio, and" Youth as a Butterfly," by Caroni,
-good-humored fairings acquired at the Centennial by Mr.
Corcoran-and W. H. Rinehart's "Endymion" are added to
the marble part of the exhibition.

The bronzes cannot be considered unimportant, since they
include the complete workshop of Antoine Louis Barye, the
greatest animalist who ever lived. Barye (1796-1875) began
life by peddling his figures through the streets of Paris in a
basket, and died a professor of comparative anatomy in the
Jardin des Plantes. He revived the disused art of casting
bronze à cire perdu, or aeeurately from a waxen shell around a
core,-which wax, being finished with the exact touches de-
sired, yielded to the artist a strict fac-simile of his work in
metal, without the neeessity of that ehasing whieh in ordinary
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large bronzes effaces the individuality of the sculptor's model-
ing. It was Barye's specialty to use this cast à cire perdu for
a pattern, from which his ordinary commercial bronzes were
cast with great accuracy, no chasing being permitted but the
erasure of the mould-seams; so that even the mercantile
reproduction, having nearly all the autographic character of the
waxen sketch, and their method, in the case of the Barye
statuettes, is familiarly but inaccurately called à cire perdu,
because no riffier-work or cross-hatch of the chaser's tool is
visible. The life, vigor, sense of movement and science of
anatomy in these animals are quite unapproached. It is a sign.
of the sculptor's greatness that, having to do with a dass of
nature's works habitually masked in suits of hair, he boldly
discards the furry covering as the less important thing to be
expressed, and goes down at once to the m uscular machine of
the beast, which he represents, not indeed as if shorn and
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group in the collection show hirn devouring a hare, and
crawling off as he eats. Of about equal dirnen ions, Th . cu ..
in the Greek fable, attacks the Centaur, for the rescue of Hippe-
damia, and leaping on the back of the a toni hed mon. t r,
rides poor Eurytion horse-like, while he uninterruptedly ham-
mers him to death. Again, t( Theseus and the Minotaur" aff rd
the chance to study a human-animal par, d x. R ger and
Angelica, from Ariosto's poem, soar away on the hippogriffin.
The modern Arab horscman is een under the attack of the
python-snake. Further on, in port ive mo d, the scull tor
shows us young bcars at play, or an ape ridine on a gnu.
From the constellations ta the circu -trick, from the h ight
of poctry and legend to the sordidne sand squalor of th
weascl or the wolf, the artist is cqually at home, and hi eque-
trian portrait-subjects of Bonaparte and c Foix are not m re
respected by hirn than his alligator, hi tortoise, or his rabbit.

rHE LION OF JULY.

FAC-SIMILE OF DRAWING DY ANTOINE LOUIS BAHYIl, FROM IIIS BIWNZR.

denuded, (or the creatures would seem much slenderer,) but
with every muscle shawn in action, by a sort of 'compromise
between the surface form and the constructive form. The one
hundred and fifteen pieces in the Corcoran Gallery amount to
the most complete exhibit of Barye's life-work anywhere to be
found, whether in Europe or America. This sculptor at once
gets at the character of the beast represented, and is not
deterred by the difficulty of representing life in motion. The
prowling ways of beasts of prey, the evil grace and consummato
flexibility of their attitudes, the stealth of their approach, the
vivid unmasking of their ferocity, the voluptuousness of their
gormandizing, constitute for hirn a drama of never-failing
interest, of ever fresh intensity. Wandering through his won-
derful menagerie of bronze, we see the horror of the ferine
nature in all its bareness: the .spider-like leap of the beast
upon its victim is sprung upon us on every side, and seems in
the act of taking place. The" l .ioness of Senegal" folds her
paws satisfied and sphinx-like, or the (( Lion of July," from the
commemorative column in Paris, prowls among the stars,
elevated to the importance of a constellation. The jaguar, his
swift uncoiling spring accomplished, securely pulls down the
timid eland; or, flattening his breast upon the mud, he sets his
teeth in the unguarded throat of the crocodile; the largest

Barye left a limitcd number of painting in water-color:
they are amatcurish as far a the land 'cape b: ckgr und are
concerned, but the clrawing and 111 v ment f the animal
forming their theme are full of rcality. number of the e
are in Mr. Walten,' cclebratcd collecti n at Baltirnor ; two, a
((Tiger II unt" and ((Sleeping Li nes. ," are in the orcoran

Gallery.
The selection of casts in plastcr of 1 ari i v ry cornpl te

and judicious. A new museum-building, having of n c s. ity
a liberal space ta providc, which may not be immediat ly fillcd
with material of cost and intrinsic value, can do no b tter than
occupy its r00111S provisionally with th bcautiful shad W'

of classic art, whose csscntial merit ovcrbcars any c nsiderati n
of the cheapncss and acccssibility of the m clium. The lower
floor of the Corcoran Jallery i. thcrcf re furnish cl with the
usual antiques, dcstincd ultimately for use in its scho 1 .
There are a hundred or more such copies, rcpr ntin the
principal part of the classic trca: ure which the lover. of be. ut Y
have worshippcd since two thousand ycars. The pla ter
usually seen in art-schools are here in abundance. The Uffizi
is asked for its Venus de' Medici and its \Vre tIer. The
British Museum is drawn upon for its Elgin Marble and its
Clytie. The Vatican and Capitol are applicd to for tho e
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masterpieces which Byron rechiseled into poetry, and for sorne
that have been unearthed since his pilgrimage, such as the
Apoxyomenos and the Augustus

l
in armor. The Louvre is

begged to spare the copies of its Venus of Milo, its Fighting
Gladiator, and its Germanicus and Jason and Diana. Besides
these, and not so much a commonplace of the academies, there
is a very piquant and well-considered selection made by the
trustees of sculptures of the French renaissance. Jean Goujon's
works are seen in their graccful, fluent profusion-the reliefs

Grouped together in a smalt connecting gallery, are seen
the three Venuses of modern art which have been most loudly
claimed by their respective admirers to approach the Greek
standard of excellence. Respectively by Gibson, by Canova,
and by Thorwaldsen, this assembly of beauty-goddesses proves
how little the worship is an affair of place or nationality.
Prudish Eng.1and and cold Copenhagen are as ready to offer
their tribute as congenial Italy. Of the three, Thorwaldsen's
ideal is strikingly superior, and a little sketch of it has been

THESEUS AND MINo-rAUR.

BRONZE. BY ANTOINE LOUIS BAI<YE.

of nyrnphs from the fountain of the Innocents, with the ac-
companying Triton, Nereid, and Amphitrite; his four Evange-
lists, from the rood-loft of St. Germain de l'Auxerrois; and his
reliefs from the tomb of Chancellor Duprat. Germain Pilon's
Three Graces, guarding the Urn of Henri II, and representing
with smooth reconciliation of flattery the rival Duchess
d'Estampes, Mme. Villeroy and Catherine de Médicis, are soft,
smooth examples of French art of the Cellini period, and were
weIl worth including. The cast from the vast Ghiberti gate is
a lesson in decorative art which throws a fearful challenge to
the sculptor of the cheap and poor bronze jloors of the Capitol,
away up at the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue.

admitted to set off the first page of this work, though repre-
senting a cast which is a favorite in many another place besides
the Corcoran Gallery. The Venus was executed by the
Danish sculptor in Rome; Thorwaldsen employed no less th an
thirty living models as imperfect patterns of its perfection.
Rejecting a first essay made in 1805, the artist began about
1812 to labor industriously on this figure, which, after more
than three years of anxious work, he finished in 18 r6, at the
age of fort y-six. The first three copies were made for Lord
Lucan, the Duchess of Devonshire, and Mr. Labouchère. The
duchess' purchase was broken in unloading the vessel conveying
it, and the fracture in the copy, now at Chatsworth, is concealed
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by a gold bracelet. That of Lord Lucan was shipwrecked, and
saved with difficulty; and afterwards, in unloading, a rope
broke, and the marble dropped into a cargo of wheat-Ceres
thus saving Venus. The unkind sea, repenting of having given
birth to the goddess of so much mischicf, has been but a
hostile guardian of the soft-limbed effigy in her peregrinations;
but she smiles tenderly at the end of her adventures, unhurt and
youthful, and accepts her apple with exquisite cajolery, though
in the present instance it is pIaster, and probably hollow.

The Corcoran Gallery is open on every week-day; on
alternate days it is free to the public, but on the intervening
ones a slight fee is imposed, in order to afford a relative privacy
to the artist and copyist whose interests were a large part of
the founder's concern. It has done, and is doing, an incalcu-
lable good; Washington, before its creation, was singularly

tion of Mrs. Ogle Taylor may, however, be mentioned, di tin-
guished for its treasure of painting, antique, and rare bric-
à-brac. Judge N. H. Swayne posse es a small collection,
principally American, though containing water-colors by Mr.
Mole, a British artist, with land capes by William Hart, and
by Witt, of Ohio, and fruit, in the style of Preyer, painted by
Miss Helen Searle.

The Smithsonian In titution shclter the interesting col-
lection of Catlin's Indian sketches, pre nted by Mrs. Jo eph
Harrison; and is to be the recipient of the Rigg Collecti n
of Armor, of seven thousand pieces, di splaycd in the late
Exposition Universelle at Paris, and d scribcd in one of the
numbers of the London Athenœtan for I 78.

It is not in the scope of this work to give critical de crip-
tions of the street statues and other vcry' public works of art in

THESEUS AND THE CENTAUR.

BHONZE. J1Y ANTOINR LOUIS DAHYR.

bare of art-culture, but now a standard of taste is erected
which will exercise an unforeseeable amount of influence in the
future. By a singular chain of facts, this influence is to be the
blessing of that particular city which has heretofore been dis-
tinguished as the fountain of patronage of a vast amount of
bad art, sent broadcast over the whole land, a patronage
hitherto distributed so ignorantly, and from such unstates-
manlike motives, as to amount to a national scandaI.

The printed catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery is accessible
to the public, and may be obtained from the Curator, Mr.
William Macleod.

The conditions of life at Washington city have not hitherto
made it so much a home and haunt of private art-collectors as
will be found in many a metropolis inferior to it in splendor
and excitement, but distinguished by the hoards of wealth
proceeding from commerce or industry. The notable collee-

American cities, at least beyond th ritical distincti n f
enumerating or not enumerating th m.

The finest and most important work of tt tuary in the
city is probably the bronze of J '[fi'n,:;oll, by avid d'Anger,
in the semi-circular Il marble room" of the Ct pitol. Its d te
is shown by the inscription on its ha. ," Pr scntcd I y riah
Phillips Levy, of the United ta tes avy, t his fcll w-citizens,
1833." A bronze copy of Houdon' farnous Wa hington i in
the same room-a cast from the original, in marble, t b S '11

in the Capitol at Richmond, Virginia. In the samc hamb .r
is the Chancellor Livingston, by I almcr, in bronze, a rcr lica
of which is in the Capitol at Albany, In the (I marbl
room," likcwise, is to be ecn th in ornpletc s 'rie f fam us
men of the differ nt Commonwealth I of which ach tat,
when it gets ready, contributes a pair. M~s achusctt ha s nt
John Winthrop, by Greenough, and .. muel dam, by Anne
Whitney; Rhode Island, Roger William , by Franklin im-
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mans, and Gen. Greene, by H. K. Brown; Connecticut, Trum-
bull, and Sherman, bath by Ives; Ethan Allen, a theatrical
figure, by Larkin G. Mead, occupies a conspicuous station,
and William King, of Maine, Hamilton (by Dr. Stone), and
Gen. Baker, are represented in effigies of various degrees of

mediocrity.
The central rotunda of the Capitol is surrounded with a

series of uniform paintings representing American historical
scenes, of which only four have any artistic importance-being
those by Jonathan Trumbull (1756-1843) representing "The
Declaration of Independence," " The Surrender of Burgoyne,"
" The Surrender of Cornwallis' Army," and" The Resignation
of Washington at Annapolis." The artist's admirable sketches
for these important works are at Yale College. The rotunda
has a dome which was frescoed with an Apotheosis of Wash-
ington, very badly, by Brumidi, at a cost of $39,500: this artist
died at a great age, February, 1880, leaving incomplete a circle
of figures in grisaille, representing a frieze, beneath the dome.
A bronze statue of Columbia, modeled by Crawford and cast
by Clark Mills, surmounts the external dame, its cost ta the
nation having been $23,796. The fresco by Leutze, called

THOMAS JEFFERSON.

STATUE IN BRONZE, IN THE CAPITOL, WASHINGTON. DY DAVID D'ANGERS.

ct Emigration," decorates the wall of the western stairway of
the House, for which the artist received $20,000. A couple of
landscapes by Thomas Moran, representing scenery of the Far
West, and Powell's "Victory of Lake Erie" (on the landing
of the stairway ta the Senate Cham ber,) may also be mentioned
among the interior decorations of the Capitol. The last-named

artist likewise painted "The Discovery of the Mississippi," in
the rotunda. In front of the building, in the east park, sits the
colossal marble "Washington," by Horatio Greenough (1805-
1852,) in classic array; it is a work of merit, and its partial
nudity, which gives it a rather inappropriate air in winter as it
is, would have been no defect in the situation for which it was

SEAR CUSS PLAYING.

llHONZE. HY ANTOINE LOUIS BARYE.

ordered, the centre of the rotunda; it is ta be hoped that this
worthy work of a deserving sculptor will yet be placed in the
situation for which the mind of the artist adapted it. Its cost
was $44,000. His group called "The Rescue" is also at the
Capitol, and represents the struggle between the Anglo-Saxon
race and the aborigines.

In the public squares and streets of Washington City are
various statues. Gen. Jackson's, in bronze, by Clark Mills, was
unveiled in 1853, in Lafayette Square. Its cost was $50,000.
A replica of it is set up in New Orleans. Gen. Scott's statue,
in bronze, at the intersection of Seventeenth street with Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island avenues, was erected in 1874, Mr.
H. K. Brown being the sculptor; its cost was $20,000. Gen.
Scott has another bronze statue, at the Soldiers' Home, de-
signed by Launt Thompson. That in bronze of Gen. John A.
Rawlins, on New York avenue, North West, is by J. A. Bailly,
of Philadelphia, was erected in 1874, and cost $ 10,000. Presi-
dent Lincoln's statue, in Lincoln Park, on East Capitol street,
was erected by the negroes in 1876, the first subscription being
that by Charlotte Scott, an ex-slave, of the first five dollars she
earned in freedorn. The sculptor was Mr. Thomas Ball. Gen.
McPherson's bronze statue is in the square named after hirn,
on Vermont avenue, between I, K, and Fifteenth streets; is by
Robisso, of Ohio, and cast $25,000. Gen. Nathaniel Greene,
of revolutionary farne, has been commemorated by a statue
erected upon Stanton Square, Capital Hill, at the junction of
Massachusetts and Maryland avenues. An equestrian statue
in bronze of Gen. Thomas, by J. Q. A. Ward, was erected in
1879 at the Fourteenth street or Victory Circle. Such is the
bare list; the quality of the various works is as unequal as pos-
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sible, but the important observation to make is, that this quality
has been advancing rapidly among the statues more recently
erected, and that the greatest improvement in public works of
an alleged art-nature may immediately be looked for in this
country. Poor Washington has been the victim of every
artist's egotism, the focus of the greed of all the muses; but
the standard is higher now, and gross mistakes are henceforth
probably impossible.

COLUMBIA.

CRAWFORD'S STATUE SUHMOUNTING THE DOME OF THE CAPITOL, WASHINGTON.

Sorne additional facts relating to the mighty budget of
eosts for the decoration of Washington City may be of interest.
The bronze do or by Randolph Rogers, portraying the history I

of Columbus, in the passage-way leading from the old to the
new Hall of Representatives, in the Capitol, cost $25,000, of
which $8,000 went to the artist for his model, and the rest to
the founder, Müller of Munich. Thomas Crawford received
$6,000 for the model of the bronze door for the main entrance
to the north wing; and for the casting of this, the Chicopee
Works got nearly three times the Munich price, or $5°,495.
A bronze door for the main entrance to the south wing was de-
signed by Crawford, and executed in pIaster from his sketches
by Rinehart, for the price of $8,940. The pediment of the
north wing of the Capitol is filled with figures designed by
Crawford, a~d for this decoration, with his statues of Justice
and History over the principal doorway of the north wing, he
received $20,000. The Italian cutters who executed the me-
chanical work from these models were paid at the highcst rate
of art-industry. Gagliardi received $5,500 for cutting the group
of " Instruction," with the wheat-sheaf and anchor. Gagliardi
and Casoni were paid $7,000 for cutting the figure of "America"
and the" Indian Family;" and Caspero $400 for cutting the
•. Indian Grave." The details of the pediment were costly, as
shown by the prices paid to the cutter after the models were
provided by Crawford-the·' Commerce," $2,200; ··Woodman,"
$2,550; "SoIdier," $1,600; H Hunter," $2,000; "Indian Chief,"
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$3,000, aIl to one Butti; to D. Giampaoli, 1,900 for cutting
the figure of the Il Mechanic" in thi group. The marblc for
the statuary on this pediment i fr m th quarries at Le , in
Massachusetts, the same uscd for the architecture f the
building.

Better sculptors have arisen in America than r wf rd,
Rinehart and Rogers, two of whom have n w pa ed away ;
but these were am ng the best representatives f the national
art to be found at the time the c rnmissions were award d, and,
after all, there is something glori u in having our national
Capitol decked, not by the new . t and most ac ornplish d f
our artists, but by tho c whose places are alrcady taken in the
shadow of the past, and who have niches in ur history .

CANOVA'S STAT E F \VA. HI .1T
The present work will sweep ver, 0 many g' graphi <I

zones, that it is necessary to catch at any xcusc f appropri-
atencss, in order to conceal the abruptn .ss of th in vitabl
transitions. Virginia and T rth arolina have m r local
affinity with Washington than the)' will sccm to have wit h the
stalldpzmkt whcn wc are in anad: or in alif mi, ; s that
this article, which bcgan with no outlo k al ngside it blincl-
halters exccpt the b auties f th C re ran allery, ha air ady
been bctraycd into constituting itsclf a limit cl art-guid to the
capital city, and now must give a w rd t a matter r tw
which naturally com into the mind in Wa ...hingt n.

The great sculpter f Voltaire. Jean ntoine J J ud n, <t
the summit of his powcrs and r .nown, w. invited t America
by Franklin, and cxccutcd a cons icntiou: portrait- .tatue of
Washington. We have alr ad}', àpropos f its copy in Wash-
ington, mcntioncd that the origin< I of this v rk is to be . ' .n
at the Capitol in Richmond, Virginia. The lifi ma ...k from
Washington's t:1.ce,takcn by I Ioudon, long pr ° 'nT d at lount
Vernon, passed successively to th, s ulpt r lark 1\li115 and
thel1 to Wilson Macdonald, and ha ...1('en .' 'cuted in fac-simil
in bronze by Mauric J. Po\\" 'r, of '\\ York.

I n relation to the sup rb . tatu' f J ffc'l"s n, hy I avid
d'Angers, just noticed at the apitol in \\",\shingt n, it might
be rnentioned that the arti ...t's riginal mod l, in pla t T, is
sacrccIly preserved as an art-r 'lic at the ïty I lall, '\\' Y rk.

A t11ir<.1statue of immortal interest, b ,I nging t th' arly
time when American hero 'S w're elcbrat cl br gr 'at (; r 'ign
artists, is the marble of \Vashington by 'ano\'" at 1 .d igh,
North arolina. Tt wa. xecuted at POI11 , about 1810, and
the commission for it gave the artist unusual gratifi ati n, Il as
the first piec2 of sculpture cxecutcd in th' Id, and public1y
commissionecl in the New \Vor1d-thtIS unitin(T, by th finne
of one individual, the art of both hemisplu;r·." anova
represcnted Washington. eat d, in the costum of a Roman
general, his foot placcd upon a sceptr. Th prie, it ma)'
be mcntioned, was $25,000. Thc heayy III nument was s~Cely
landed at Wilmington, in N rth arolina, and thence drawn t

Raleigh by twcnty-foul" mule. . It wa' plac d in the R tun la
of thc Oltl Capitol, which wa burned in 183 L Th weight
of the figure and its pc de 'tal made it removal impos. ibl ,and
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parts of it were badly calcined and crumbled by the heat. That
it is not beyond easy restoration, however, is shown by the fact
that a N ew York artist of sorne repute undertook to "rnake it
as good as new" for the sum of one thousand dollars, a contract
not yet fulfilled. The problem of saving so valuable an art-
document as necessarily must be a Washington by Canova

should be undertaken with caution, discretion, and the best
advice. Meanwhile the remains of this interesting work are
preserved with the utmost care in one of the rooms of the new
Capitol at Raleigh, awaiting their easy rehabilitation into the
ideal that was in the eye of the liberty-loving stonecutter's-Iad
of Possagno.

GENERAL GEORGE WASHINGTON.

FAC-SIMILE OF AN ENGRAVING BY MOSES, FROM THE ORIGINAL STATUE BY CANOVA.
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we judge bya pecuniary standard, this collection,
now filling one of the very few expressly-
built galle ries in the city of New York, is
undoubtedly the principal private one of the
country,-perhaps so from any standard.

The gallery is an oblong, lofty building
attached to the residence inhabited by Mr.
Stewart in his lifetime, resting on the solid
earth, and therefore not afraid of its heavy
statues. It is lighted in the usual gallery-
style by skylights. The covcd space conncct-
ing the breadth of wall above the pictures
with the lantern in the ceiling is decorated
with a system of conventionally-designcd
frescoes in grisaille by Bigaldi, along which,
at regular spaccs, and framed in the painted
monochrome scrollwork, are medallions con-

taining portraits in color; those of American artists strctch
along one side of the cornice; those of living Europeans, such
as Meissonier and Gérôme, occupy the other. On the western
side of the gallery, which is one of the shorter ones of the
oblong, is seen the plain and sturdy face of Rosa Bonheur,

occupying a centre in the cornice ju. t above her own colos al
canvas of Il The Horse Fair." Thi great work-the m . t c n-
spicuous in the catalogue-fills the end of the room, b ing
placed abovc the rows of mall r picture: . ppo itc it, at the
other end of the gallery, a imilar p st f honor i. award d
to the exquisite, and sim il, rly gigantic, work f her broth r,
Auguste Bonheur, r pre enting U Cattl in th Fore: t of l' 11-

taineblcau." Other picturcs stud the cr wdcd walls, with ut
much care for making "centre ," or rclicving t ch oth .r ;
Bougucrcau's "Return from I larve st," howcv r, m: k a c n-
spicuous centre on the south wall, fr III it large . ·tent and
lifc-sizc scalc, Opposite this is the" I807" of Mcis senier. Th
floor is cncurnbercd with statuary and with ca sels Stipp rting
gems of painting. A ncccssary deviee in the adju tm nt of
such a tluong of treasures ha bccn the r cent crcati n of a
line of places for pictures bcncath the top f the dad ,wh 're
they rcar up from the floor. By thi méans a clas of minute
and important subjects is placed where the fullcst, most
adequate examination i possible. Hut all the heers of color
are stretched where they can be fairly ecn, and whcrc they
will not shock each other too much by ju ..rtaposed di 'C rds.
The gallery has inevitably a rather cru shed appearancc, though
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many important or bulky pictures belonging to the collection
are in other rooms; neither the" Thusnelda" of Pilot y, nor
the H Hamlet and Ophelia" of Merle, for example, is allowed
to encumber it. The" March of the American States," by
Yvon, decorates the great hotel belonging to the Stewart
estate at Saratoga.

By Gérôme, worthy of an early mention in this article
because the selections are technically so important, are two
examples in his best vein, and one less of a favorite; the
" Pollice Verso" and the" Collaboration" are in his finest style,
while the ,. Chariot Race" has a patent and obvious unsatisfac-
toriness. The" Pollice Verso" is the natural pendant to that
other grand and moody satire on Roman civilization, the" Ave
Cœsar, Morituri te salutant." The" Death of Cœsar" might
be arranged as a complementary third drama in Gérôme's
Roman trilogy. Let us turn now to the "Pollice Verso."
The artist's unequaled piquancy of spirit leads hirn to seize
upon the paradox of the Vestal Virgins-emblems of aIl im-
maculacy-savagely demanding in a body the death of the van-
quished gladiator. The painters authority for fancying the
nuns of Vesta in this bloody mood is simply the declaration
of antiquarians, that a row of seats was reserved for them at
the theatre and at the circus, as representatives of Vesta, the
great protectress of the city. From this certainty it was easy
for the artist to imagine a moment when they could be carried
away by the rush of the spectacle, and feel their grim Roman
veins throbbing to the point of a wild clam or for blood. Ac-
cordingly we see the chaste creatures in a row in the fore-
ground, excited to the ferocity of fishwives, their hot mouths
open for cries of death, while the immaculate veils still cover
their heads in the garb of sacrifice. This is one of the
splendid contrasts which Gérôme so loves, where the weight of
a whole civilization or religion seems pushing behind each
point of the antithesis. What artist, what dramatist, what poet
or romancer, has found such a mighty type? On the one side,
the great achievement of antiquity in the wayof subjection of
the passions of the body, in religious purity; on the other, the
pressure of the only civilization that ever made human death
its artistic delight; and both these forces meeting, as two
mighty cones of power with diamond points, in the figure of
the hot, unsexed Vestal who starts from her seat, cruel as the
hyena, stainless as the ermine, to demand the suppression of
mercy. The works of this single painter embrace more of
these magnificent " situations" than the works of any epie poet,
any novelist, any dramaturgist, who lives among us. He meets
the literary producer on his own ground, and distances hirn.
Beneath the row of Vestals, in the bleeding sand, the stout
" Myrmillo" from Gaul, with the fish on his heImet, has over-
thrown the light-limbed net-thrower, the "Retiarius." The
vanquished youth, a pathetic and delicate figure, extends his
hand for pity. But Domitian on his throne (another of our
artist's inimitable bits of drama) is crushing a fig in his mouth
with consummate indifference; and when he turns to the holy
nuns-they are with one accord mad for his death. Poor
youth! vile maidens! infernal Roman holiday! It will soon
be time for the Goths to rise and glut their ire. The painter has
selected for his interpretation of the Roman phrase po/hee verso

that which best suits the rules of artistic composition. Doubt-
less, among his archceological friends and advisers, he found
those who supported the theory he has illustrated. A greater
number believe that the gesture of condemnation in the circus
was made by turning in the thumb towards the heart. The
attitude adopted is so much more effective.in art, however.ithat
it is most probable the painter would have calmly continued to
use it, if the demonstration of its inaccuracy were ever so clear.
To show the creator's estimate of his subject's importance, it
may be stated that the central group of this pictllre-the
gladiator from Gaul bestriding his prostrate foe-was modeled
by the hands of the painter on a colossal scale, and sent in
bronze to the Paris Exposition of 1878, where it decorated the
central vestibule of the Trocadéro palace.

The other admirable" Gérôme of the first class," in this
collection is " The Collaboration," a delightful group, showing
Molière shrugging his shoulders almost above his head as
Corneille reads the manuscript of Psyche. To make the
collaborating memoir complete, there might have been inserted
two more figures, Lulli, who composed the music of Psych«,
and Quinault, who wrote the Intennédes. This scene is char-
acterized by those attitudes of complete abandonment which
Gérôme continually discovers, with better luck than any other
chronicler of manners-so very careless, they make you notice
their carelessness.

Several of Gérôme's pictures contain these gestures of
felicity and naturalness; the augur twirling a crozier with his
little finger extended, the actor absently bending a wand in the
Greek theatre-scenc, Molière resting a couple of fingers on the
king's table in the" Louis XIV and Molière," and the same
poet settling down between his two shoulders in an inimitable
type of meditation in the present picture. Only painters or
sculptors know how hard it is to produce an entirely new and
at the same time satisfactory pose in art; the Greeks, when
they had the luck to discover one, repeated it to weariness;
and our painter has had a great number of these pieces of luck,
not only with happy and observant trivialties, but with atti-
tudes of greater dignity and beauty, such as those of his
"Phryne" and "Cleopatra." And Gérôme, when he has discov-
ered such a novelty, knows how to make it a permanent gain and
possession in the history of design, by insisting on it with the
most finished graces of firm drawing and modeled perfection.

A still more ample scene than that of the" Pollice Verso"
is the "Roman Chariot-Race," an imperfect, overstretched,
harshly colored effort of Gérôme's, into which, however, are
crowded enough of study and knowledge to make the fortune
of a dozen ordinary pictures. This canvas, which was not
finished till the year of Mr. Stewart's death, had been lingering
on the easel for ten years .previously, It was the fortune of
the present writer to see it there in 1866, with the concentric
oval terraces merely indicated in lines of chalk. In this con-
dition it looked like a plan of some ambitious scheme in land-
scape-gardening. " It will possibly be the hanging gardens of
Semiramis?" I asked the master. "No," corrected Gérôme,
with aIl courtesy, "it is intended for the Circus Maximus."
The composition, evidently finished with a drag and a weariness
of spirit, is the worst in color and quality of any Gérôme of
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its pretensions. The benches of scarlet-robed senators are
particularly offensive in hue. Onlya figure of a slave leaning
against the wall, a driver breathing hard through the leather
thongs wound round his breast,-only sorne accidental and
episodical personage here and there gives us the refreshment
of a good, living, photographic reality of the Gérôme kind.
Yet the erudition of the picture is quite encyclopœdic, from
the reconstruction of the architecture to the ordonnance of the
game, from the tribune of the emperor to the obelisk erected
in the middle (presented by Augustus, and now in the Piazza
del Popolo) and the egg-shaped goals, recalling the origin of
Castor and Pollux, the guardians of aIl horse-tamers. Six or
seven chariots are engaging in the race, showing that the artist
imagines his scene to take place in later days, as at first only
four cars were driven at a time. There are eight chariots
engaged at once in the racing mosaic from Lyons (cited by

Fair" and Meissonier's "1807," is an exemplification of the
remarkable interest taken by the collector in representations
of the horse. It is a fact to be noted that this connoi seur,
whose taste was positive, individual and intelligent, should have
collected the most famous portrayals of the noble animal pro-
duced by his age, although his personal fancy in horsefle h
never got beyond the showy driving-beast of the respectable

" gig-man."
By Boulanger, the friend and attentive folIower of Gérôme,

there is "The Appian VvTay in the Time of Augustus," with
flower-girls, princesses in sedan-chairs, and naked African
slaves, in silver collars, beating off the beggar-boys. The
badges worn by the black running footmen are ometimes found
preserved in European museum ,-one with a Chri tian ymbol
on it was seen at the Centennial Exhibition in the Castellani
Collection. Onesimus, whorn t. Paul il cnt again" to his

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH BY F. D. BRISCOE AFTER THII ORIGINAL PAINTING BY J. L. GRRÔMIl.

POlLiCE VERSO.

Guhl and Kohner, Life of the Greeks and Romans.) The
participants in the circus games were personages of a much
higher order th an those who composed the gladiatorial contests.
In older times the charioteers were free citizens; afterwards
this occupation, though never dishonorable, like that of the
gladiators, was considered unworthy of a free Roman, and
therefore descended principally to slaves and freedmen, who,
previously to appearing in public, were trained at schools.
Gérôme seems to express this superiority in the capable, in-
telligent heads of his charioteers, so different from the man-
animal types of his gladiators in the" Ave Cœsar." Defective
and plodding as the artist's style seems in this slowly-matured
canvas, compared with fresher masterpieces in a great gallery,
it would be an absorbing parlor picture, and its temperate and
classic treatment compares favorably with Wagner's turgid
scene of a similar game, remembered among the paintings at
the Centennial and disseminated in a favorite photograph.

Gérôme's "Chariot-Race," with Mlle. Bonheur's "Horse

master, probably wore such a badge of. rvitude a i. depicted
on these velvet-skinned bondsmen. The chief merit, after a11,
of this carcful work of Boulanger's-one of his very best+-is
that it is a foil to Gérôme on his own ground, and rnake that
master-who is not without accusation f dulln and in i-
pidity-seem wonderfully classical, screne and statuesque. The
difference between a work of style and a work wanting in
style is that between one of the antique compo sitions f the
Vesoul painter and such a pasticcio as thi .

A striking and popular picture is the Il Triumph of Ger-
manicus," or "Thusnclda," yet it can hardly be said that it is
the triumph of Piloty. This German Delaroche, along with a
most learned and craftsmanlike talent of composition, is given
to artificial-looking and varnishy schemes of color, di jointed
efforts at brilliancy in detached spots, and pompous compo-
sitions of persona evidently arranged for a theatrical fifth-act.
As a narrative, an eloquent piece of studio Gibbon, the picture
must be admitted to succeed. It represents the triumphal
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entry into Rome accorded to Germanicus by Tiberius in May,
A. D. 17. Tiberius really saw in the occasion a telling adver-
tisement of hirnself. He and his general had prevailed over
the Germans, whereas Augustus and his general had been
baffied. It was not for Tiberius to be compelled to go about
with long hair and beard, dashing his gray head against palace
walls at night, and groaning, "Varus! Varus! give me back
my legions!" The victory of Germanicus on the Elbe corrects
that earlier distasteful counter-victory which Arminius, the
prince of the Cherusci, had obtained over Rome in the three
days' fight in the Teutorberg forest. Placed on high in Piloty's
picture, Tiberius caresses in his soul the idea of this éclatant
achievement of his reign, as from his towering throne he
watches the shadow of the triumphal arch fall over the advan-
cing form of Germanicus. Arminius, it is true, has escaped,
and is not there to adorn the triumph. But Arminius's wife,
Thusnelda, whom the barbarie chief had won by violence in
early days, is forced to walk in the procession, leading by the
hand her little son, Thumelicus. As she had not been taken
prisoner of war, but had been rendered up by her treacherous
father, Segestes, it was unknightly and dishonorable in Ger-
manicus to introduce her among his captives. There was an
anterior episode in the history which might equally tempt the
Pilot Y pencil,-that earlier giving-up of Thusnelda to the
Romans, soon after the Teutorberg battle, which formed the
previous disgrace of the oft-abased, proud Thusnelda. Her

THUSNELDA.

FRACMENT OF A DESIGN BY F. D. BRIseOE, AFTER THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY C. VON PILOTY.

father, to win favor with the Romans, had entrapped the vic-
torious Arminius with Thusnelda to his castle, even while
his son-in-law was flushed with triumph. Arminius escaped,
but Thusnelda was conducted like a captive by Germanicus to
the Roman camp. Il She shed no tear," says Tacitus. " She
disdained any word of supplication. With her arms folded
under her bosom, she glanced at her figure, which revealed
how soon she would become a mother." This glimpse of the
uncompromising behavior of a savage princess on an earlier
occasion gives the artist his clue for the delineation of her
mien and temper in the subsequent humiliation. Strong and
haughty, enveloped in her yellow hair, she strides into Rome
like one of the Erinnys. The pageant, of which she is the

principal jewel, Pilot Y makes a demonstration of Roman theatric
art of the first century, and it is a superb stage-gruuping, as it
were, of trophies, strange barbarie figures, shaggy animals of
the North, and blasé Italians condescending to admire a Roman,
holiday. Already for months past the battle-painters and
landscapists of the capital have been busy painting the wars
of Germanicus, and the scenes of German hill and river where
they were fought. These representations of battle and land-
scape, to glorify the triumphing general, were borne through
the city, and sorne real captives, with sorne fictitious Germans
in masks, were dragged in before the car. Among the trophies
were the Roman eagles that had been re-taken from the
Teutons. A German chief, in fact,-for the barbarian ranks were
full of traitors, among whom was the brother of Arminius-
had given the Romans word where to find their eagles, in the
" holy Tann," the fane and sanctuary of the tribe. This fact
explains the insolent feeling manifested in the foreground
incident of the picture, where a Roman legionary leads by the
beard a gray priest of the Tann, wreathed with sacred oak, and
tottering with debility and sharne; Thusnelda herself, follow-
ing behind, is scarcely a more striking illustration of Roman
outrage. Yet still more dishonorable and debased than any
mere exhibition of Latin harshness was the cynical, sycophant
figure of Thusnelda's father, Segestes, introduced into the
triumph as a Roman ally, his giant form descried sitting near
Germanicus as a friend, and looking on while his daughter and
grandson were led in chains.

Pilot Y is placed at present, in his honored old age, like a
door between two chambers, the ancient Munich art and the
modern Munich art. The spiritual and mystical painting of
Overbeck, Cornelius, and Kaulbach is behind hirn; the pompous
decorative school of Makart and Gabriel Max, the rieh savory
realism of Leibl, the analytical portraiture of Gebhart, are
before hirn, and in a sense proceed from hirn. He inhabits his
official chambers in the painting-academy of Munich, from
which he rarely condescends to issue for the instruction of the
classes, like the trust y porter of a palace in times of revolution,
who feels that chaos would enter if he were to open a door or
release a lock. The last traditions of the famous Munich
school created by King Ludwig are in his custody. With the
very development and improvement of that school has come
the necessary era of innovation, which seems to hirn like the
advent of heresy and riot. Hirnself an emancipator from the
false-classic of Kaulbach, he sees the pupils of his academy
leading an advance to different directions, one with a exquisite-
ness of technic superior to his own, another with a feeling for
grace and delicacy which make his work heavy by contrast;
another, with profounder ideas of subject and more brilliant
invention, and aIl in one way or another putting hirn in the
wrong. Meanwhile, his scientifically-planned tableaux will ever
have a value, in fact they but await his death to become classic.
Only, they are already a little past the mode, reminding us not
so much of our own era as of the era when Scribe's dramas
and Delaroche's death-scenes were in fashion. The one thing
that an age cannot forgive is the satiety of admiration forced
upon it by its famous men. It is for the succeeding age to pick
out the reaUy great.
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FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY J. L. E. MBIS::'ONIER

"1807."

URNEYING from France, the
HI807" of Meissonier arrived
in New York about the first
of March, 1876, after having
been shown in the Vienna
Exposition as an imperfect
picture, with chalk-rnarks and
other such scaffolding across
its face. Sir Richard Wallace
was the intending purchaser,
and on his dedining to meet
the artist's augmented charge,
this round sum, of sixt Y thou-
sand dollars (increased to
eighty thousand, it is said, by
exchange and customs dut y)

was offered by telegraph and
the masterwork of the artist's
life secured to America. The

INITIAL FROM A DESIGN DY A. DE NEUVILLE. canvas is eight feet across by

four and a half feet high, and
the larger human figures in front measure eighteen inches in
height. The subject was at first known as « Friedland," but
for this title the painter substituted the date of Friedland. As
it is no battle-picture, it was a happier thought to give the
definition of an epoch than the designation of an action. The
topic of the scene is merely a ceremonial review; but the his-
tory of many a battle is condensed in the expression of the
soldiers as they meet their chief tain. It is the culmination of

Napoleon's fortunes. Dictator of Europe, wner of Franc,
the Ernperor is represented a reviewing the tr p that he.v
won hirn his supremacy. It i rt th r the ü ctitiou tr n th f
devotion than the natural energy of mu de and inew, which
elevates these soldier into their attitu 1 of triumph and nthu-
siasm. At the moment d pictec1 th troop rallyare, a
writer points out in L'Art, at the la t xtr mit y f l hy ical
endurance. But for the animating force of loyalty an 1worship
they would be exhausted with fatigue. The campai n arr inst
the Russians ha gone on during t .n day with ut r p sc r
truce. In the environ of Friedland the battle ha las tcd nine
hours. The French have tak n even fiag ,a hundr cl and
twenty cannon, and killed or w und or impri oned i, ty
thousand of the enemy. Alexander of Ru . sia ha. b n fi r d
to sue for pcace. Exhaustcd, vict riou , th arrny file bd re

Napoleon.
It was the writ r's chief care, in ann uncing in ph ruera

of the day the arrival of the pictur ,to l, y stre n the -ympa-
thetic conncction establishcd y the painter b tw n th t lid
figure of Napoleon and the energetic on s f the oldi l'y. In
regard to passages of the pr ent \V rk whi h might I ly
strike the readcr a having an ech 111 re or le. r c gnizabl .
it may be observed herc, once for all, th: tan)' citati n f
familiar English is always from th lucubrations f th pre' nt
author, and incurs no obligation to the better t .xt of any thcr
writer; so much for the setting at rest f th alert mem ry f
the reader who may flatter his entertainer so far a. t r c 11 ct
the earlier writings of one whose life has be n lived mong the
'works with which this book is concerncd, and who ha writt n
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about sorne of them very often. As to the" 1807," it was his
comment on the first view of the picture: "A painter has
perhaps never represented a composition of a general and his
army in which the mind or feeling seerns so homogeneous, in
which the leader reposes in the sympathy of his troops so like
a soul in a body. What is most perfectly represented by M.
Meissonier is this flash of living communion from the reviewing

MARSHAL DUROC.

FIGURE FROM "18°1," BY J. L. E. MEISSONIER, AFTER AN ETCHING BV L. MONZIES.

general to his troops, who howl in a frenzy of raging triumph.
But for the establishment of this unit y of incident between the
army that rushes and the head that reposes and thinks, the
painting wou Id resemble a mere ordinary sham-fight or review
of cavalry."

The Emperor, placed on a hillock, is surrounded by his
État-major and by his Marshals, Bessières, Duroc, and Ber-
thier. At his left and behind, Nansouty waits with his division
for the moment to wheel into line. Further on appears the

Old Guard, with its bearskin caps and white breeches. Na-
poleon, on a white horse, makes a salutation; in fact, there
j ust arrives, like the cataract of sorne mighty river, the Twelfth
Regiment of Cuirassiers, galloping as in a charge. The
earth trembles, and from hundreds of grizzled moustaches
arises the cry, "Long live the Emperor!" At the head of his
regiment, the Colonel of the Twelfth is passing the chief,
and is depicted in the act of uttering his shout of loyalty;
standing in his stirrups, his body pressed against the pommel
of his saddle, he rises to full height so as to give more effect
to his salutation. It would be hard to put more truth in a
movement or more expression in an attitude. Further off, at
the corner of the picture, a "clairon" or bugler, with yellow
uniform frogged with brandebourgs, dashes forward so as to
get into the first rank. Placed at Napoleon's right hand, In

the foreground, are the four guards composing the avant
guard of the imperial escort. They keep in the most rigorous
militaryattitude, their sabres in their fists upon the thigh,
the blades pointing to their shoulders, their energetic faces
divided in two by their level moustaches, their heads plunged
into broad bearskins, their sinewy figures dressed in yellow
breeches and red dolmans. The foreground is devoted to
the cuirassiers, who succeed each other as in a frieze, the
light catching on their armor, the dust lying like velvet on
their boots, and their galloping horses thrashing the soft Spring
wheat of the fields near Friedland. The individual meaning
and disposition of each animal is so consistent and so perfectly
expressed, that we study the whole cavalcade of beasts with
separate interest, as a portrait-gallery of notable specimens; it
is a farnily portrait-gallery, however. The steeds, howsoever
colored and moved, are all of one strain, and obviously so
many masquerades of Meissonier's favorite horse Tivoli. The
type is good and serviceable, not heroic; the honest business
way in which the brutes labor forward is quite true to ordinary
life, while it has nothing of the exalted ambition of racing
horses. The choice of bay for a majority of the animals is also
a piece of seeming favoritism on the artist's part, though the
necessity for a united tone in the picture sufficiently explains
it. The colonel's horse in front, with its uncommon color, is
defined with the warmth and exactitude of a copper casting;
it is in full action, and shows its muscles in such clean relief
that it seems flayed-a Saint Bartholomew of a barb without a
skin. The tendons attaehing the humerus to the ehest, in full
salient action, are designed in a masterly manner; the knees
and lower legs are well-drawn systems of knots and cordage.
We are asked to take a loupe and inspect the eye, and if we
have ever sounded with the sight the depths of the eye-ball in
a real horse, we cannot but recognize the same translucidity
of clouded jelly. The neck is covered with a net of starting
veins like a delicate lace; and the free, forward carriage of the
head could only be assumed by a leader, and not by any fol-
lower, in a race. The animal is set in the midst of the picture,
in full foreground, as solid as the bronze of Verrochio at
Venice, and seems to glow with sorne appropriated pride of the
painter who cou Id achieve such a real thing. Behind comes the
gray steed of the bugler; it is also in profile and quite as true;
the rank and file gallop back of these conspicuous figures with
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individual action and expression. Not to be too categorical in
distinguishing the claims of a large company of animals, the

tor's left, in the group of staff-officers, lowers his head an
snuffs at the invaders with a horse's true curiosity and suspicion;

THE COLONEL OF THE TWELFTH CUIRASSIERS.

FIGURB FROM "1807." DY J. L. B. MBISSONIER.

heads of two more horses may be pointed out as singularly
true to nature. The steed bearing the marshai to the specta-

and the middle horse of three in the avant garde-aIl of thern
admirably foreshortened-is being checked as he designs to
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trot ahead of his comrades, upon which he raises his heavy
skull and tosses it about with that superfluous air of resentment
and mighty agitation about nothing to be remarked in the
scale of emotions of his kind. Further back, Napoleon, with
his face of a Greek archon, sits his white horse in the company
of his band of self-made adventurers. He is in a gray coat,
and the long locks of his earlier period are eut away as short
as possible, modeling the perfect vault of his brain. His right
hand, from the wrist of which idly hangs a little switch, gravely
lifts a cocked hat. The head and shoulders are eut clean
against the sky. The staff, a group of minute portraits, form
a crest against the clouds of the horizon. There is a rush of
artillery to the left, with cannons being dragged about by four
horses, which nobody pays any attention to. One of the gun-
carriages has slipped its axle and lies wrecked at the left of
the foreground, the brass gun being protected by the pacing
guards and prevented from breaking sorne brave cavalry-steed's
legs. The rushing pelt of the horses in front is the purpose
of the therne, but the ground on which they exercise is
painted with a mastery that makes it an individual study and
picture. The passage of more than one previous charge has
torn up the grain, which nods against the frame at the base of
the painting, and the execution of this bit of still-life-if it be
not wrong to call so what is a piece of maddened and almost
sensitive agitation, expressing in itself the heat of preceding
rushes across the field-is a lesson for painters. The eddies
of tossed wheat are designed with breadth and sense of motion;
where the wheeling artillery has tracked them, they make a
series of concentric curves, like breakers in a bay. With legs
plunging through the ocean of grain, pass the horses of the
cuirassiers. Along the front of the picture they are viewed in
profile, but behind, across the innumerable ranks, they are seen
coming on full-face; the direction is a semicircle around
Napoleon and his staff; and it is impossible to notice the treat-
ment of Napoleon and the état-major until these troops have
been examined, for they are in fact the heroes of the scene.
History used to paint the general always in the foreground,
the soldiers operating or suffering in the distance with a sense
of agony repressed by modesty; the present age insists on
having the men in front and the commander in the distance;
and Meissonier seems to point to a sort of battle-piece of the
future in which the cavalry-horses shall be the sole heroes, and
the human element altogether subordinated; for, indeed, his
horses are the chief thing in the affair, the men being all alike
and aIl like Horace Vernet's. Meissonier labored fifteen years
at this picture. Each personage, though never so insignificant,
was made the subject of a separate painting, finished with care,
and in no sense a sketch: there are movements of an arm
which have only been arrived at after a series of designs which
are each admirable morsels of painting. The costumes and
trappings were made by tailors, bootmakers and saddlers.
Meissonier modeled with his own hands small horses in
wax, which were afterwards completely harnessed, so as to
produce the rounded and solid optical effect desired. In
order to study the galloping horse in full motion, the artist
used to travel on a railway laid down for his use in his own
park at Poissy, and while his model would go through his

paces alongside, make paintings and drawings after nature
of the action of the motor muscles and the alternation of the
hoofs.

It is rightly feIt that America has secured an artistic
trophy in the possession of this great canvas of" 1807," which
it is not likely its author will ever equal now. Its merit, how-
ever, is rather in a general accumulation of triumphs and
difficulties overcome than in simplicity, breadth, ease, and
largeness of construction. In fact, Meissonier is never so
happy in open-air, landscape situations as in the interior effects
of his earlier period. His determination to conquer in open
sunlit scenes seems to have been forced on hirn by emulation
with Fortuny, whom in luminous quality he never equals.

The other Meissoniers in the Stewart collection are on his
more familiar cabinet scale. One is called HA Reminiscence
of the Franco-Prussian War." Two orderlies, with tall cylin-
drical caps, such as we see on Népomuc in the Grande
Duchesse, each leading a horse beside his own, interview a
sentinel at the door of a barrack. In the blaze of hot sunshine,
the buttocks of the iron-gray horse led by the orderly who
engages the sentinel in talk are positively real, muscular, and
solid, to an extent of perfection scarcely realized by any of the
horses of the" 1807." The projecting lintel over the door
casts its own triangular masses of shadow, which, though trans-
parent, seem chopped out, thick and real; and on the whole
Meissonier succeeds better in this picture with the realistic
effect of intense daylight than in anything else he has done.
The laureis of the "Rornan-Spanish" painters are what in
reality cast these sharp, real and true shadows into the
manipulation of Meissonier; except for their emulation he
would have remained content with the degree of tempered
and conventional sunshine seen in his "Solferino" of the
Luxembourg collection.

Another of the Stewart Meissoniers is remarkable as
showing one of his very few female studies. A beggar-woman,
carrying a baby, asks alms of a gentleman on horseback, who
wears the half-moon chapeau or claque of the Directoire, and
reins in his steed, with that air of perfect horsemanship best
known to our painter, to confer the gratuity. The scene takes
place in a public garden, with small regular trees like those of
an orchard, and the soft flash of summer sunlight is frankly
and brilliantly conveyed.

The remaining picture here by this famous and dreadfully
expensive artist is the portrait of hirnself, a labored but in-
felicitous and purplish piece of color in aquarelle, showing his
fine gray Spanish-Iooking head in three-quarters view. It was
a present sent to Mr. Stewart along with the" I807''-a gift
as between equals from the paint-monarch to the money-king
-a bit of paper signed in the artist's manner, in exchange for
the three-thousand-eagle-power check.

A prize for the collection is the exquisite society-subject
by the Belgian painter Alfred Stevens, entitled "The Con-
fidence." This artist is the interpreter of the nineteenth-century
woman; he records her graces, her airs, her caprices, her
temper, with that infallible and sympathetic acumen, that dis-
cernment of his siécle, to be noted in the comedies of Alfred de
Musset. The poet who demonstrated that "A Door ought to
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be either open or shut," who wrote A Caprice, and poured
from his heart the Confession of a Son of tlze Century, died
j ust too early to have recognized a twin art-brother in the
painter Stevens. In this picture the" Confidence" is extended
by a beautiful lady to her friend, as both return at daybreak
from a ball to the privacy of the chamber. On the lamp-stand,
illumined by the saffron rays that stream through the glass
shade, lies a letter, the evidence of a temptation, or a treason,
or a desertion. The woman whose heart-pain is caused by the
missive casts herself on a seat and buries her face in the knees
of her friend, who stands sadly regarding the written record
of folly or cruelty. Hand in hand-the heavy cashmere sliding

THE CONFIDENCE.

PAC-SIMILE OP A DHAWING BY F. D. BHISCOE, PHOM THE OHIGINAL PAINTING DY ALFHED STEVENS.

from the polished shoulders that emerge from the ball-dress,
and the jewels rising and falling over two unquict hearts-the
friends clasp each other bctween the garish artificial light that
reveals a perfidy and the truthful gray dawn that crisps the
window-curtain as it enters. "The warmth of those glowing
hands which the lady holds in her own," says Camille Lemon-
nier, describing the picture, "has softened her timid heart.
The whole chamber is filled with a desolate sorrow. A lamp
illumines the two friends with a golden translucence that lends
a gentle reflection to the velvet skin and moderates the glitter
of the ornaments." Genuine and sympathetic as it is, the
spectator feels that this is Parisian emotion; a sense of exquisite
manners and of metropolitan breeding, a reticcnce of any de-
monstration that might exceed the bounds of the mournfully-
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agreeable, environ these per onages with an habitual restraint
that they would ne ver think f breaking. The rnodi h 1 er-
fection of the dres es, the furniture, a: i t. in conveying the
spectator, as by a flash, to Paris. If he happ n' t be one f
those priggish beings called student f international cial
science, he may compare thi study of manners with Thack-
eray's in Vanity Fair, where Becky harp hows to Am lia
the note which disclose her hu band' perfidy, at the en f
the history. The two Englishwomcn behav , over that letter,
with so much hearty English expansion; there is a starring up
and sinking down on beds, and a marching up and d wn the
room, and, of course, a comfortable eup of tea on th candle-
stand! "Emmy's head sank down, and, for almos t the last
time in which she shall be called upon to weep in thi hist ry,
she commenced that work. Her head fell to her bo om, an
her hands went up to her eyes; and there, for awhile, she gave
way to her emotions, as Becky stood on and r garded her."
It is not only that the circum tances an character are not
identical, but the whole tone is '0 different, that we breathe
the air of different countries in the two scene. This picture
is painted by Stevens in the light airy manner he ha pick d
up in Paris: wh en he fir t felt the influence of hi fri nd,
Baron Leys, he colored in a Iower key, and with much m re
unction and richness of tyle. In contra t with those arlier,
more sonorous works, the painting of hi rench studio sc m'
like gouaclle / it is elegant, 'light, en sitive, witt y and t n cr;
but it is thin, compared with the rich p itivenes of hi
Belgian days, and uperficial compare with th e occasi n
of his past, when he would imitate the t xture of velv ts ( nd
silks, the pcachy bloom of check , and the muffied depth of
tapestries.

Yet this artist is completely ma culine, a brain of th
male gender. His women even, all ad rncd with <Tf. c a
they are, bctray their origin. They ar subtle in a P sitiv
way, and feminine from a ma culine appreci: ti n. Th ir
creator's muscular hands, in the work of culpturing th rn,

have left a littl of thcir own animaring vigor ar und th
tender curves. Instinctively he has modeled th m fr rn the
point of view of his own hcalth and well-being. It should be
somehow evident from his fcmale type. what manner of man
he iso Alfred Stevens i bread- hould red, with rna: sive trunk,
and the appearance of a cavalry-c lonel ; but the face with it
warm brown tint that matches with the hazel y, the knittcd
forehead, the cnergctic and cxprcs ive rn uth, r v 'al perfcctly
the man of modern cnlightcnment, the man of c ntemplati n
and of action in one, the man who has liv d out his art. IIi.
head is strong, and solidly plantcd on the neck; th ody
supple and activc ; as for the hands, those marvellou uten 'ils
of his labor, they are broad, taper, ensitive, resting in your
own with a gentle and genial weight and a flattcring cr d-
nature, while you have time to fcel all their rnagneti m. The
man, in short, is such as his paintings should explain hirn t
be, and what renders the parallel ~till mor complete, is the
framework in which the man is ct. This framewerk. in which
he lives and moves, is the prettiest imaginable house in the
rue des Martyrs, with its garden smothered in foliag , it
apartments stifled with draperies and tape try, its patt ring of
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feminine feet on the stairways, its outlook on the world of
feminine fripperies; what with rare furniture and potteries, and
cabinets overflowing with China and Japan, nothing is wanting
to constitute it the typical home of a modern painter. Such is
the artist, with his surroundings, of the "Confidence," a more
important specimen of one of the most exquisite talents of the
clay th an can readily be found elsewhere in the United States.

A scene of village life, by Knaus, of his best period, is
the finest prize that peinture de genre can yield to the researches
of the connoisseur. Mr. Stewart succeedecl in obtaining one
of the most brilliant examples of this master that our country
can show. " The Children's Festival" (4 x 3 feet) is a tumul-

urchins is as huge as that of the children for whom Werther's
Charlotte cut the bread-and-butter. Here are healthy, glut-
tonous lads, and little greedy girls demurely gratifying an
intense and all-comprising appetite. A large Danish wolf-clog,
acting as a calm and assured critic in the matter of sausage,
quietly pushes his enormous head, like a disturbing silent
natural force, between the careful eider sister and the baby she
feeds in her lap. At the little octagon table in front, where
this doggish parenthesis intrudes hirnself, another little fat,
overdressed eider sister, the prettiest of gluttons, lifts her head
to stare at the dog, without th inking it necessary to interrupt
her steady spooning from the plate of victuals; her wineglass,

FRAGMENT OF "THE CHILDREN'S PARTY.'

FAC-SIMILE OF A DRAWING BY F. D. BRIseOE, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTINr. BY LUDWIG KNAUS.

tuous scene, where a hundred figures are collected without
crowding. Ludwig Knaus is the most famous representative
of the typical Düsseldorf anecdote-painters, and in fact an old
resident and pillar of that city, though more recently acquired
by the bribe of a professorship to Berlin. Here the ever fresh
and charming humors of child-character are spread before us
by the hand of one who is a master in the construction of
innocent vaudevilles. Wit without a tinge of license, satire
that is never dull, yet never unpleasantly knowing, snaps and
sparkles through the whole scene. In one of those large-
roomed country houses common in Germany, are laid a series
of tables, where are seen rows of smug German children,
the girls with hair in quaint top-knots, the boys with their
flaxen locks tucked up in the shortest and most abortive
of pigtails, and lustrous with pomatum. The period is that
of Goethe's youth, we may suppose, and the capacity of the

it may be noticed, is alrnost empty; a satiated curly-head
behind her dangles a morsel to tempt a large tom-car, while a
gigantic baby, with stained mouth, crams diligently with both
hands, and a pair of sleek-headed boys fight tenaciously for
the possession of a plate. The long table in the middle dis-
tance accommodates an older dass of girls, in quaint preco-
cious mob-caps, or with hair stuck prettily with a rose; behind,
by-the-by, is an endless tableful of snuff-taking and health-
drinking eiders, and this middle-distance table, with its mob-
capped little damsels, only repeats the flirtations and gossips
of the adult one. "Wie die Alten sungen so zwitschern die
Jungen"-as the old cock crows the young one blows. A
broad-faced pug-nosed boy, at the end of the board, struggles
with an infantine coquette for a kiss; a youth with fine and
supple visage, cut out thus early for a comedian or funny man,
cranes over from the other end of the table to snap his finger
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at the incident and let off sorne dry witticism, while various
girls, all with their mouths open, watch the theft of the kiss
with an enjoyable sense of scandal and rapture. In a retired
spot to the left, at a proper distance from these trivialities, a
brindled cat is attending with strict earnestness to the real
business of life; having appropriated an enormous morsel
somewhat beyond her capacity , she is getting it through her
throat by shaking her head upward in a series of jerks, after
the manner of her kind-the anatomy of the felis family
having forgotten to provide for her any th roat-muscles to dis-
tribute the food discriminatingly downward, so that she has to
effect her replenishment by this awkward shaking-up of all the
upper part of her body. Who has not seen a great cat thus
gormandizing in character, settling her contents as we settle a
potato-bag by shaking the mouth, her unamiable lips hanging at
the corners with a purse-like expansion, and hissing and lisping
as she manages her breath among the descending boluses of
food? But who ever painted these noises and struggles before
Knaus? Who, again, has ever better managed a tumultuous
composition in a painted canvas ?-the heads, the figures, each
a separate jewel of accuracy, definition, individuality, emerge
behind each other with distinctness yet without formalism,
while they are washed with the generous light and air of a
comfortable home interior. It would be proper to imagine
outside the steeple and the steep roofs of a sleepy Ger-
man village. The solacing, innocent, good-humored charm
of genre-painting in its best expression has never been carried
further. To snatch from the life these graphic sketches of
innocent joys, to render them interesting, to carve and point
them with this degree of sharpness that makes them as divert-
ing as the wickedest Paris comedy, is the triumph of the
painter on the inventive and" literary" side; that done, and
his brilliant little drama arranged so far as its choice of inci-
dent goes, he cornes forward with another and more legitimate
triumph, the triumph of pure technic; few painters of the
morceau, few of those who restriet themselves to mere quality
and determined absence of theme, can go further in consurn-
mation of modeling, color, relief of vigors, comprehension of
values. Both as an invention, and as a painting-problem, the
"Children's Festival" is a masterpiece that has hardly been
exceeded since the days of De Hoogh and Jan Steen.

Edouard Detaille acquired his first medal in 1869, and
his Salon picture of this year, now in the Stewart collection,
was that for which he received it. It is called " Le Repos pendant
la 'Manœuvre en Camp à Saint-Maur." This was the real
beginning of his farne. On its appearance it was accepted as
the herald of a new power in the art of painting. It was
highly praised by Théophile Gautier, then the acknowledged
leader of the art-criticism of the world, and the regular critic
of the Journal Officiel. Edmond About, in the Revue des Deux
Mondes, and Paul Mantz, in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts, exerted
too their polished pens in its praise. lndeed, its finished
elegance hardly spoke of the tyro, and justified the warm
eulogy of contemporary appreciation. Detaille, born at Paris
in 1848, entered the Lycée Bonaparte, and after following with
considerable brilliancy the cours of the college, took his degree
of "Bachelier." That was but four years before the exhibition
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of this finished picture, so that hardly fifty months elapsed
between the youth's school-boy stage and his appearance with
a masterpiece in the walk of art. While at college, howevcr,
the natural bent of the painter was strongly rnarked, the pencil
sketches which he was in the habit of turning out during the
wearisome imprisonment of a French school course being still
treasured by sorne of his classrnates; these drawings, true to

FIGURES FROM Il THE CHILOREN'S PARTY."

l'AC-SIM" Il OP A STtl!)V nv 1'111· AKTIST, LUDWIG KNAllS.

his future tastes, almost invariably represcnted the habits and
accoutrements of the military. The arti tic tuition which
developed young Detaille in such a brief time wa due to the
best accident imaginable for ju st such a charactcr-a family
friendship with Meissonier. Meissonier and the y ung col-
legian traveled together in the south of l' rance in 1867, the
youth being by this time ensconced with the veteran arti t as
student and fricnd. A view of a no k in the fine studio of
Meissonier at Poissy was exhibited by the pupil in the alon
of 1867, and two military pictures followed in 1868,41 uiras icrs
Shoeing their Horses on the Road to Antibes," and" A Halt of
Drummers." The third painting of military Iife exhibited by
Detaille was the present work. Faithfulness to nature, artistic
conscience, gleam like the record of well-spent study-hours
from edge to edge of this thorough-going canvas; its stamp
and seal are, tcchnical fidelity. There i. no grace of compo-
sition, no pictorial emphasis; instead, we have the almo t
hypochondriac scruple of the photographie machine, anxious
and uneasy lest a gleam or a shade or a line should be rnissed.
The troops of a well-ordered garrison are scattered about an
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arid plain, in an interval between their exercises. The officers
sit idly on weU-governed, well-trained horses, with nothing
better to do th an exchange cigar-lights or smooth out the
creases of their buckskin gloves. The privates, squatting on
their knapsacks or stretched upon the scanty grass, suck their
pipes, or toss up their canteens for a draught, or break a
biscuit, or standing, watch beside their stacked bayonets. Their
figures, a little too regularly studded about, like Hans Ander-
son's "hardy wooden soldiers," start up in their chessboard
uniformity with all the necessary individuality, and, when you

FIGURE FROM "THE CHILDREN'S PARTY."

FAC-SIMILE OF A STUDY BY THE ARTIST, LUDWIG KNAUS.

choose to look at them, show wonderful little thinking faces
beneath their bearskin caps. One would hardly be struck by
any evidence of youthfulness in the picture if the date were not
known or noticed. The ability to paint the figure, whether of
man or horse, seems nearly perfect; and an)' group selected
from the broad tableau is masterly for breadth, roundness and
realism; still it is certain that Detaille, representing the same
scene at his present epoch, would contrive a greater variety of
happy accidents in the actions and tempers of the steeds, and
would mass the men into groups of more dramatic contrast
and more artful light and shade. But the picture is a training
exercise. Few young men wou Id have the self-command and
discipline to go on carving cherry-stones to this interminable

extent. As it was, indeed, Detaille, in dressing his minim
military with all this exactitude of equipment, was only re-
hearsing the knowledge he was soon practically to acquire in
the very same garrison. Did he conjecture, when setting down
with such minute and categorical particulars the incidents of
camp-life at St. Maur, in a time of profound peace in 1869, that
he would soon encamp as a volunteer on the same plain,
summoned by the ambition of a combatant in a conflict then
unforeseen? The Prussian war broke out. At its first call to
arms, Detaille enlisted, immediately joining the fourth army-
corps under General Pajal, and soon returning to Paris and
exercising with the troops kept in camp at St. Maur. Present
at many of the succeeding engagements, he remained the artist
under his military uniform, and enriched his note-book with
vivid sketches in the intervals of engaging with the invaders.
The stoutly-contested, hopeless skirmishes areund the capital,
which he has so graphically represented, might be described
by the proverbial legend, " aIl of which I saw, and part of
which I was." Towards the close of 1870 he was appointed
secretary to General Appert, and was thus in a position to
pursue with the strictest watchfulness all the vicissitudes of
the conflict. His acquaintance with the environs of the
metropolis was so accurate and topographical that he was in
the habit during his secretaryship of assisting his general by
drawing accurate maps of the roads in the vicinity, showing
the positions taken up by the detachment of either army. His
paintings after the collapse revealed these close studies of the
engagements from the inside. One very terrible one depicted
the butchery of a whole rank of soldiers by the discharge of a
mitrailleuse; it was an episode of the close and terrible action
on the sides of the Marne, on the second of December, 1870, a
deadly combat in which he had himself borne a part; with
horrible fidelity he determined to show the terrors of war as
they are, and drewa curtain from one of those scenes of havoc
which nature and the compensations of existence render short
of duration and for most of us invisible-the ground quite
covered with a suddenness and surprise of death, corpses of
those that have died standing and have omitted to fall, but that
still plant themselves rigidly in the ghastliness of their quick
taking-off, or of those that plunge in terrible attitudes and
bruise themselves against the earth. In the period of surprised
mortification that followed the short war, while Frenchmen
were rubbing their eyes and asking if their dream of disaster
was true, Detaille contrived a series of pictures perfectIy in
sympathy with the national sentiment, and able to extract a
sort of grim irony from defeat. "Nos Vainqueurs," a biting
sarcasm, showed the army of Jews, venerable Shylocks that
followed the German troops out of Paris, and bargained as they
tramped for the fine clocks which the latter carried off in their
wagons. "Hail to the Wounded," a subject altered in uniform
from French to Prussians and from Prussians to French ,
depicted in its final expression a chivalric example of Parisian
politeness-the staff and troops of a brilliantly mounted and
equipped French marshal doing homage to a bruised, tattered
and broken band of German soldiers who are taking their
wounded back to the battery-the French privates performing
the military salute, as they would to sorne superior officer, and
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the marshal and his staff ralsmg their caps to these poor
inglorious mercenaries. The later canvases of Detaille are a
narrative of episodes and unpleasant little tragedies connected
with the German war, spoiled in their art-significance by the
sense of never amounting to anything, the mere brag and self-
assurance of defeat; they are in fact pages from the diary of a
combatant in the conftict. What he will paint presently, when
the memory of the invasion becomes a less vivid possession
of his mind, or wh en the futility of this sort of boasting from
the under man in the fight becomes obvious to hirn, it is hard
to say. Up to this moment, the frightful war has been his
pretext, expedient, and reason for existence; yet he found
striking subjects before such a combat was dreamed of-"An
Engagement with the Cossacks in Russia," "Dandies in the
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Davilliers, under date of Octobcr çth, 1874: "As for my
labors, I will tell you merely of my picture, which measures
I mètre 37 centimètres in breadth by 72 centimètres in height.
There are a good many figures, and I hardly know what title
to give it. As it is in a manner the résumé of my sumrner-
sojourn, might I not call it ' Villeggiatura' ? lndeed there are
ladies on the ground, bathers diving into the sea, the ruins of
an old castle, the wall of a garden, the entrance to a village,
etc., etc. AlI this in full sunshine, and without juggling away
a single ray of it. Everything is bright and gay; how could
it be otherwise, since we have passed our summer here so
happily? My picture is not finished yet; I need a month of
labor." This picture was purchased at the ale of Fortuny'
posthumous works. Even in its unfinished state, observable

AUTUMN MANŒUVRES: THE CAMP AT ST. MAUR.

FAC-SIMILR OF A DI{AWING DY F. D. DRISCOE, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY EUOUARD DRTAILLII.

Luxembourg Gardens," "Reading the Newspapers," and" In-
terior of a Café." There are themes of universal interest, apart
from the abject dwelling on a grievance, which ought yet to
attract the diamond point and the hair-trigger of his infallible
talent. May it be long before another war solicits this painter
of military actualities !
"The Beach at Portici," the last work of the regretted

Mariano Fortuny, occupies a central position on the north
wall of the gallery. During the final year of his life, 1874,
having been ordered by his doctors to leave the unhealthy
atmosphere of Rome for a more southern climate, the painter
leased the Villa Arata, at Portici, near Naples, and removed
thither with his wife and little boy and girl. "I have seen
here," he wrote to Martin Rico, "a few motives which you
alone could paint." He soon occupied himself, notwithstand-
ing the menaces of approaching death, with this large and
glorious picture. Concerning it he wrote to his friend, Baron

In the indecision of the forcground group of figure, which
nevertheless form a tache against the di tance of the prop r
value and cffect, the il Portici" is one of the most valuable
painting-lessons that the artist can po sibly set befor him.
The parts that are complete secm to be merely first paintings,
and to have never been dulled by working over; the sketchy
parts are so superbly suggestive that they perhaps teach more,
as showing how a master lays in hi work, than the elaborate
results of finished toil wou Id do. The slope of the pebbly
beach occupies the foreground, its line receding from the eye
towards the middle of the horizon; the blue Mediterrancan
being seen to the left, and the tained, lofty wall of a garden,
vanishing in perspective, to the right. Sorne kind of a blackish
ramshackle causeway stretch es across to the water in the
middle distance, and forms a dark spot to catch the eye in the
centre of the canvas; otherwise the scene is a blaze of
Neapolitan sunshine, to catch who e luminous quality, "with-
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out juggling away a single ray of it"-this, instead of any
tender gradation of conventional shades, or artificial poetry
of composition, was the painter's problem.

The foreground shows modern female figures, Fortuny's
wife, and the nurse, and the little daughter, caparisoned with
many flounces and in bright colors, lying about on the
gravel with infinite désinvolture, the children clambering over
the elders; but these figures are the unterminated part of the
composition, and more than one sunny-Iooking fair one, whom
we should like to know better, consists merely of a pair of
distracting silken ankles and a mystery of flounce. The fact
is, however, that the very incompleteness of these forms is an
effect astonishingly like nature. If a real beach were strewn
with real personages in the sun, and we were to observe them
at a distance which wou Id make them the size of these paint-
ings, we could not half the time make out their heads or their
bodies, until they moved; nature has this trompe d'œil always
ready to tease us, and nature's trompe d'œil is just what is most
cunningly fac-similed in such a first sketch of Fortuny's: he
sketched sincerely the shapes that were obvious to the sight,
instead of anxiously building up the fonns constructively.
Further on, to the left, where the light lap of the tideless
indigo wave curls upon the shore, there are fini shed minute
figures of naked bathing children, with cunning bead-like
heads aIl carved with the proper features, that are so many
miniature miracles. How solid and real this brown urchin, of
a pin's length, sprawls on the sand, and how admirably this
back of a bare baby balances upon its little séant! Overhead
is the real wonder of the picture, the deep cup of the clear
ultramarine sky, in which are dissolving lumps of round
cumulus cloud: you think them very white till you hold a
visiting-card against them, when you find them quite blue or
gray,: this sky, painted at a sitting, apparently, and never
teased or disturbed with corrections, is a laver of intense blue
fire, and one of the most luminous bits' of palette-knife work
ever done, without doubt. By going over the canvas with
your visiting-card test, you find there is not a speck of pure
white in the picture, though it is as hig!l in tone as any canvas
you ever encountered.

The other great Fortuny is "The Algerian Snake-
Charmer." This is a contrast in tone to the first, being a
twilight scene, covered in the distance with depth on depth
of sultry, lurid shadow, resembling that of eclipse in being
dewless and unaccompanied with the vapory effect of northern
climates. The snake-charmer is a flexible, almost nude young
fellow, lying on his breast on a rug; the snake, very much
flattened as to his elastic ribs on the ground, and apparently
crawling before the eye as you watch hirn, yawns in front,
within a few inches of the dompteur' s head. A spectrally
lean old Arab, his valuable countenance hooded in invisibility,
squats just beyond with a mandolin, and a secretary-bird, or
something of that kind, with a long stiff leg, and a beak like
a butcher's knife, meditates in front, with preternatural indiffer-
ence for the snake. This incongruity of companionship be-
tween reptile and prey assists the uncanny magic effect. In
the sombre twilight scene the striped, peaked tents close in
like a mountain range around the enchanted arena. This is

still more a masterpiece of pure technic th an the first. The
flatness with which Fortuny makes the foreground figure lie
on the ground and belong to it, the planes of his form being
absolutely coincident with the plane occupied by the rug, and
the true periphery of the earth being the true application and
direction of that lean stomach of his,-the ease with which
the bones of his legs roll from their sockets over one another
as they cross, are aIl understood by a sapient doctor of design.

FRAGMENT OF "THE SERPENT CHARMER."

PAC-SIMILE OP A DESIGN BY P. D. BRISCOE PHOM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY M. PORTUNV.

This picture, a work of the year 1870, is one of the achieve-
ments of the nineteenth century which may be confidently put
beside any old master of the past. Fortuny, in fact, will
probably be estimated by futurity as the real artistic glory of
the age. He is the sole painter of the time who has dis-
covered something new in the aspects of nature, instead of
working over the old modes of former painters: only from
century to century do these authentic creators, these innova-
tors, spring into history- Fortuny with his perception of light,
Rembrandt with his perception of shadow, Velasquez with his
harmonious keeping-back of color and his reality of modeling,
Raphael with his burden of perfect grace, Michael Angelo
with his burden of ideas. Mariano Fortuny, born June I I,

1838, at No. 36 in the Calle deI Arrabal de Robuster in the
little town of Reus, near Barcelona, died in Italy in 1874 and
was 'buried with splendid pomp and universal lamentation at
Rome. The tremendous robustness of his genius is especially
apparent wh en we recollect that so far as he had any instruction
it was completely of the old-fashioned, formal, academie order
at Barcelona, and under the teachings of Claudio Lorenzale, a
painter who followed the pseudo-antique, grandiose traditions
of Overbeck. As weIl might a humming-bird be fostered in
the nest of a penguin! Fortuny was born to flash and lighten,
to teach the world his vivid perception that objects are modeled
by nature in facets of lu minous color. He created a style, but
died too young to perfect his taste and mature his selection of
subjects. Everything he has left irnpresses one as a mere
color-problem, like the assemblages of still-life objects a clever
pupil heaps together for practice in the studio. What he
would have taught to art, in the way of conception and doc-
trine, can only be conjectured. He died a technist, a student,
and has afflicted his age with a whole school of parodists.
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Of the Fortuny school is G. Boldini, an Italian resident
in Paris, and perhaps, of those who have trained their eyesight
painfully to the Fortuny spectacles, the one who has prcserved
the greatest originality and personal habit of vision. The
finest of the Boldinis in the Stewart collection almost emulates
the "Portici" of the great authentie master of the style. It
represents "French Washerwomen" kneeling at the river.
The retrogression of their figures in perspective, as they
crouch in a curved line along the circling bank, is admirable;
they are so well in place, and so solidly put upon the ground.
The white lumps of cloud, dissolving in the intense ether like
loaf-sugar in brandy-coffee, are almost equally successful with
those of the "Portici," though with less ease, felicity and
precision in the manner of painting.

Another Boldini represents "The Park of Versailles in
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ousy,") all which successiv ly-narned arti t were personal
friends and henchmen of the first, compose the tribute which
this gallery pays to the striking clique of painters à la tacite.

By Eduardo Zamacois, a painter from Bilboa, who cast his
lot with the French, and died at thirty-one, during the Pru sian
war, there is a celebrated picture, "Court-Je ters in the Ante-
chamber," a crowded composition of the y ar I 67. Zamacois,
with a certain Spanish brooding morbidness of temperament,
painted a number of composition in which he repre ented
the weary pastimes of court-dwarf and hunchback , even a'
Velasquez depicted the slave-satirist, Menippus, and the various
dwarfs of Charles and Philip. We here cern to see the ante-
chamber of King Francis the First, with hi menagerie of
court dwarfs and buffoons, in full conclave a embled. I ow
bad the air is in this crowd of captive monstro iti s, h w plain

COURT-JESTERS IN THE ANTECHAMBER

FAC-SIMILE OF A DESIGN DY F. D. mUSCOR, l'HOM TIIE OIHGINAL PAINTING DY E. ZAMAcoïs

the Eighteenth Century," with gallants making a leg to fine
ladies in sedan chairs. The modish insincerity of their poses
takes away from the seeming merit of an artist who really can
design the figure very well. The décolleté necks and pinch-
able little arms of these microscopie puppets show great
mastery in f1esh-painting on the snuff-box-lid scale, and the
blue glint of ref1ected light from the foliage is a hit at nature's
truth such as nobody began .to perceive till the CI Spanish-
Roman" school arose.

A third Boldini, entitled "Waiting," one of his flirtation-
subjects, not very deep in feeling or touching in sentiment-
an idyl in the circle of ideas circumscribed by fashionable
spheres-completes the selection and the concession made by
Mr. Stewart from and to the school of papillotage which arose
in his latter years with such imposing claims to notice. The
Fortuny's and the Boldinis, with a Pinchart, a Clairin, a Jiminez
(" Mountebanks in a Spanish Square,") and an Alvarez (" Jeal-

the close mcnagerie-smell, how mephitic th atm pher f
dcspotism, in this chamber which is the type of it m st
tyrannical purlieus! The painter comprehend how to deal
the most obvious blow at feudalism by hi own uprem
resourcc, that of addressing the eye: with n oth r inclc
scene could he make such a hit as by this scene of feudali m'.
meanest swindle+fhat of purchasing its merriment from naturc's
irnprisoned abortions. In the carly and expcrirn ntal part f
his career the sardonic Zamacois dwelt much on thi a p ct f
feudal systems; his mind ran on the vagaries f Pedro the
Cruel, and the miseries of Triboulet in Il Le R i 'Amuse;"
and his mordant brush overran with many a bevy of wr tched,
objectless hunchbacks in splendid Jiveries and gildcd cage,
before he planted his downright antimonarchical blow in th
picture which so offended Napoleon and which came to Amer-
ica-il The Education of a Prince." The present cene is his
most elaborate effort in this kind, and his sarcastic humor finds
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vent, too, in a notion that never occurred ta a painter before, and
would only occur ta a Spaniard-he places the portraits of his
artist friends, along with his own, on the shoulders of these
unfortunates. Jules Worms watches the stand of paroquets,
Berne-Bellecour throws the dice,-que sais-fe .~-the galaxy of
smart painters who sprung to notice in the mushroom art-
growth of the Second Empire are arranged in the comedy and
decorated with the jester's bauble. When we see the symmet-
rical profiles, with grirn mock-serious expressions, of these
studio-comrades pedestaled upon the hunched backs of
dwarfs, his own lean, laughing face in the ass-eared cap of a
jester, and his pretty young brother's fresh cheeks and curls
over the fluted collar of a saucy page, we are fain to discern
sorne meaning within the traced lines akin to the moody
strictures of Goya-sorne half-uttered jibe ta the effect that

lesson of abnegation ta themselves and of charity ta the great
world, came at length to develop a peculiar habit of syco-
phantic flattery and cajolery in the friars sent out on their
begging rounds. No longer content with a crust, and de-
manding that with the austere authority of the church as a
permission to the wordling to do a good action, the quéteur
came in course of time to adopt an air of sympathetic good-
fellowship towards the rich whom he proposed to relieve of
their superfluity. Such at least is our Spanish satirist's view
of the matter; the fat monk is an apt courtier, greasy and
indulgent. The grandees-one of whom resembles Francis 1-
stretch their legs on the garden chairs, and look musingly on
the base and smiling beggar, wondering how it might seem ta
be such a man; gazing contemplatively down from their world
into his. One fancies the sarcasm and the repartee, the

THE BEGGING MONK.

FAC-SIMILR OF A DESIGN DV F. D RRISCOR, FROM THE OIUGINAL PAINTING DV EDOUARD ZAMAcoïs.

the art of the Second Empire was one of bondage and base-
ness, certain to take its place in the history of painting as a
form of gilded degradation, and able ta bear the slave's warst
misfortune, that of contentedly smiling in slavery. Couture,
too, in his own more rhetorical way, has represented Art under
the Empire in the semblance of a poet chained in a splendid
Roman banq uct-hall.

By Zamacoïs, also, is "Un Frère Quéteur," or " Begging
Monk." Here the court-jester acts as interpreter between the
mundane selfishness of the upper orders and the clerical
selfishness of the emissary from the church: he holds his
painted bauble, with its ridiculous carved head, up to the
nose of the donkey ridden by the monk (which lowers one
ear and redoubles its edifying gravit y,) and seems to ask,
" Which among us all is reaIly the ass?" The rule of humility
established by the Franciscans, ordaining that the brothers
should have nothing of their own, but live by begging, as a

haughty tolerance of the great people, the acceptance of
ignominy by the delighted recipient of the kicks and half-
pence, and the wise jest of the buffoon resuming the situation
in a Shakesperian witticism. Both the specimens of Zamacoïs
are executed in a splendid perfection of drawing and color,
with a nicety and precision of design hardl y inferior to Meis-
sonier, and a glow of light and air over rainbow costumes that
is the special gift of the Spanish school.

By Ramon de Madrazo, brother-in-law of Fortuny, and
perhaps the best painter of modern womankind to hold up
beside the Belgian Alfred Stevens, the gallery possesses a
subject which enforces a commanding interest from its mere
technic, the subject embodying one of those odd studies of
Spanish manners which could hardly be invented outside of
the unconventional back-yards of the Peninsula. The" Lady
Feeding a Monkey" makes you feel though, that, careless
sefiorita that she is, who has run up to converse with her
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Gibraltar ring-tail before she is dressed, whose linen is falling
from her shoulders, and whose costume otherwise consists
chiefty of an exaggerated girdle, she will be a pattern of Spanish
m01"gue and etiquette when the hour for full-dress arrives and
the gentlemen begin to call. For the rest, this unconventional
study, so truly Spanish in its bisarreric, is a fine bit of color-
harmony, and the riskiness of the toi let is purified by the
chastity of the sensitive, delicate hues which make a melody
over the canvas.

Toulmouche's masterpiece, so far as memory serves, is
"The Serious Book," a most painstaking, elaborate piece of
fashionable enamel. Tribute being rendered to the extraordi-
nary conscientiousness and brilliancy of its manipulation, the

artistic miniature-manipulati n , mer Iy t decl re ne more
that sermon are oporifics P

Lighter in ton than the painting which rn d hi,
early reputation, Munkàcsy's "Vi it t the Be;by," ( w rk )f
the ycar 1879, is an assemblage f th ftc st bl nde h li s,
made emphatic and sati: fying by th thick imp to f the
German school of art in which he wa brcd. Munkâ csy and
Stevens have both been cajol cl by Pari lifc and Pari: influ-
ence into painting in a higher key than they u ed rigin: lly.
The furniture, floor-cloth, old square mirr r, hanging tapestri '5

and potted plants are the ordinary uph 1st ring f a p, rt f
Munkâcsy's beautiful Pari - tudi " th, t th picture is in s
far a souvenir of the r manti arti st's belonging , ovcr and

THE VISIT TO THE BABY.

flAc-srMILH OF A SKFI'CII l'HOM TIIU ()l{I(;JNAL l'ArNTINl, !IV l\1JtIlAl'l. MIINk:\CSY.

guardian angel of art has the bettcr chan cc to lift her warning
finger, and ask whether or not this is an cxamplc of the
bondage of the painters under Napoleon III which Zamacois
satirized, and which was alluded to just now. This insatiatc
elaboration of an attenuated idea-this wcalth of detail and
research of microscopes applied to a paintcr's jcst, worthy at
most of a sketch in La Vic Parisielllle is it not the sign of
slavery, the badge of a painter's humiliation? The artist, in
one of the most highly-finished boudoir scenes ever painted,
simply asserts that it is the province of the serious volume to
put modern folks to sleep. A large, handsorne dame in a
moùish cap of lace, and another lady of slenderer proportions,
have fallen upon each other's shoulùers in ul1controllable
slumber, while the good book that has becn trying to arouse
them effects a cataract down their skirts unnoticed, The jcst
is not so bad; but is it observing the proportions of things to
worry ove!' the painting-niceties of Metzu and Breughel, and
Mieris and Terburg, and produce at last a microcosm of aIl

abovc the pretty little drama h introduc s t giv lif to a
motif which he lias originally conceiv xl mol" (S a study )
bric-à-brac thau anything clse. Ir, ha at d Cl yOlln T moth r,
pale and wcak, and appar ntly ju t able to Cl um an upright
posture, in one of the beautiful old-fashi n xl chair ; lac an I
fine drcssing-gown stuffs cnfold her wast cl form, anti she

glances with that w tl-known motherly 'Y . whi h 11 V 'r l 'lV s

sight of a particular objcet, at th . littl Înnll1t which li· in th '
nurse's arms and whi h a pair of lacl/ fri 'nds in . tl" t dr's'
arc examining. Try as he may, lunk:'t sr find it illlpossihi .
to make a Fr 'llchman of hirns ·lf. 1 hl" ar
painters who could give a stamp of gr at r .) th '
ladies, who could dress th m in toit t. mol" an l
irrcproachable, who could shed ov'r the CIl'. 1110r "-

quisite aroma of civilization, refin 'ment < ud distin tion. But
there arc few who could so play with lihht and air and textur "
or whosc work would b recogniz 'd, as this Illight h . ,S
worthy of comradeship by Jan St, n and Pi ,t r Il gh. Th,·
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picture IS in fact a masterly, but an ethnographically distant
estimate of French life by a foreigner-a Hungarian. The

SCHILLER AT THE COURT OF WEIMAR.

FAC-SIMILE OF A DRAWING BY F, D, BRISCOE, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY THOMAS ENDER.

artist holds hirnself at arrn's length from the civi1ization he
depicts. In looking at the canvas l seem to see a strong but
refined Gipsy, who lifts up the French fallals to find what the
embroideries and trimmings are made of, who describes the
Worth dresses brutally from the point of view of their con-
struction and foundations,-with accuracy doubtless, but with-
out an atom of that French respect which wou Id spare their
frivolity. He seems to introduce his strange native types,
Wallachian complexions, hooked Czech noses, and Danubian
sincerities of expression, where a Paris society-painter would
show but feminine refinements, redolent of the hothouse life
of the saloon.

((Schiller at the Court of Weimar" is a picture by Ender.
It was at Weimar that the author of Wallenstein plunged
for the first time into the delights of literary society, and forgot
that he had lived as a solitary scholar, in making the ac-
quaintance of Herder, of Wieland, and of Goethe. Here, too,
he enjoyed the favor of the Duke of Weimar, Charles August,
whose acquaintance he had previously made at Darmstadt,
and who subsequently put the poet on the pension list, and
ennobled hirn. In Weimar, too, he met and married his wife,
Charlotte von Lengefeld. He resided at the little capital at
different periods, going thither from Mannheim first in 1787,
at the age of twenty-eight, and returning in 1799, after having
occupied the chair of historical professor at Jena. The scene
is doubtless to be assigned to the later date, when Schiller,
crowned with honors and farne, and exulting in the completion
of his Wallenstein, enjoys with the docility of a truly tory
spirit the patronage of the Ducal court. Charles August
requires him to recite sorne thrilling dialogue from Wallen-
stein, or perhaps to declaim the song of Thekla, that song
which is exquisite in every modern language; or possibly it is
sorne passage filled with a more juvenile passion, from his
earlier Don Carlos or The Robbers. The Duke and his
courtiers listen absorbed. The dowager Duchess Amelia of
Weimar, another influential protector of the poet's, attends
with her ladies. It is the culmination of a poet's glory indeed,
when, hirnself the actor of every successive part in his plays,

he can thrill in his own person the hearts of those who are
grandest and highest in the world of his respect. Through all
the decorous pomp of this scene, which attains the grandeur
of a historie ceremonial, the spectator of our race is apt to feel
the twitch of an obstinate smile, when he remembers that the
Weimar court of this very period, here represented as so
opulent and splendid, is the one exquisitely satirized for its
brag and strut by Thackeray, as the "Pumpernickel" of
Vanuy Fair.

The "Cupid and Psyche" of Wilhelm von Kaulbach is
an important specimen of a German master, a man of
celebrity quite legendary in his own country, and of an almost
unequaled rarity with us in the way of collected specimens.
Of other moderns of his rank, America possesses examples in
profusion; of Kaulbach, hardly any. The specimens to be
pointed out of this painter in the United States are the present
picture, in the Stewart gallery; a painting of the crusaders re-
covering the cross, in another New York collection; the cartoon
of the" Reformation," seen at the Paris Exposition of 1867,
a,nd belonging to Mr. Durfee of Fall River; the portrait of
King Ludwig of Bavaria, in the Pennsylvania Academy; the
"Mother-love" in Mr. Gibson's Philadelphia gallery, and the
picture also entitled " Mother-love" in the Cincinnati collection
of Mr. Probasco. The Psyche subject is one which engaged the
painter's attention early in life; before he was thirty years of

DIANA AND HER NYMPHS.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY K. F. SOHN.

age he painted sixteen illustrations of Apuleius' fanciful legend
on the walls of the palace of Duke Maximilian. The moment
chosen in the Stewart canvas is that when Eros awakens the
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Soul with his kiss. A bevy of musical geniihover in the air,
and by their painted action of instrumental manipulation these
little sprites assist the general idea of harmony and of a joyous
awakening. Psyche, reclined upon a bank of flowers and ferns,
at the embrace of Cupid lifts one foot with a curious action
and stretch es the drapery across her lap; another singular
motion is that of the nearest cherub, who plays the violin.
Kaulbach was a man of education, who knew perfectly well that
the fiddle is not a characteristic illustration for Apuleius; but
he chose, by a conscious effort, to ally himself with the old
German and Italian painters who introduced viols and the like
into classic and biblic subjects, very much as Browning, in
Saul, makes David speak in rhyme, though conscious that
rhyme is not a Hebrew characteristic; his notion, perhaps, being
to ally his poem in spirit with those of Alfieri and other
Italians. The scarcity of easel-pictures by Kaulbach, whether
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peated it. The goddess-her moon blazing indignantlyon her
forehead-points towards a suppo ed cteon, while four of her
nymphs cower around her, ha tily as uming garments or
drawing their hair about their shoulders. Are we to look to
Sohn and to Kaulbach respectively for the reason of the vast
divergence between the Düs eldorf and Munich chools to-
day? Munich now represents what is alive, teachable < n
open to conviction ln erman art; it has name -, such as
Gebhardt, and Leibl, and Lenbach, care ly exceeded in Euro-
pean painting: Düsseldorf, on the contr ry, sincc she parted
with Knaus, has scarcelya name to conjure by. Yet no one
could claim any great radical difference between the quality of
Kaulbach and the quality of Sohn. Roth are characteri tic of
that sort of figure-painting qualified as respectable. But in the
dry respectable pedagogy of Kaulbach thcre ems to have
been some secret receptivity of idea - that made hi - hool

FISHING'SMACKS RETURNING TO SCHEVENINGEN.

PAC-SIMILE OP A SKETCII BY P. D. BRISeO!!, FHOM THil: OHH:JNAL PAINTINr. IlY ANDHT!A'; ACIlF.NB CH.

in this country or any other, depends largely upon the fact that
his works were mostly royalorders, in fresco, for the decoration
of public buildings. Kaulbach has been heretofore cclebratcd
for his celebrity-a Fame, without evidenee to base it 011-

nouten et prœteria ni/ut, a cuckoo-note of art. When secn, as
in this specimen, he shows us that it is the occasional origi-
nality and complexity of his ideas that have earned hirn a
reputation rather than his mastery of the management of
colors. His group of Cupid and Psyche is a conventional
Canova-like pair. The faces are Viennese in type, and make one
fancy that the legend of Marie Antoinette's beauty can never
be eradicated from German art. The vegetation is simply
decorative and impossible, and the picture altogether appeals
to a kind of gentle voluptuousness rather than to intelligent
appreciation of modeling and color.

Kaulbach was professor at Munich. Karl Ferdinand Sohn
was, up to his death in 1867, professor at Düsseldorf He is
represented in the Stewart gallery by a picture with Iife-size
figures, "Diana and her Nymphs." It is the favorite subject
of our Düsseldorf pedagogue who has more than once re-

bloom out, like a soil charg cl with germinal life, into ne of
the great painting devclopm ints of the day; whilc Sohn's
school-that of Düs eldorf-i little th ught f n w (with an
exception to be noted in the n xt paragraph) and exi t in
most peoplc's memorie a a fact ry for th pinning of an c-
dotes of peasant 1ife,

Andreas Achenbach, one of the mo t ju tly farnous f
German marine paintcrs, is another Dü seldorf artist. Though
he never strikes a note so liquid and pcrfcct as the ne note f
the Bclgian marine artist, Clays, yet his quality is limpid, ring-
ing and emphatic, while in selection of subject he takes n
hirnself a breadth of responsibility which bcars sorne relati n
to the ever-varying expre siveness of natu r. Ilis pr nt
specimen represents Il Fishing-Smacks entering the Harbor at
Scheveningen." Achenbach is fond of rendering the motion
of sea-spray by a glancing and almos t woven heen, like spun-
glass; a sheen composed of a confusion of lincs of silken paint,
which certainly has the success of seeming to make the foam
dart and fly under the eye, but reminds one of the p ncil-work
of Tom Tulliver's drawing-master in that it " represents nature
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as having a rather satiny surface th an otherwise." This kind
of water, by no means unsuccessful, but insisting on the ser-

THE KIND GUARDIAN.

FAC·SIMILE OF A DRAWING BV F. D. BRISCOE, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING UV KARL HOFF.

pentine dart of the waves rather than on their crumbling and
marbly inherent quality, is what fills the greater part of the
area of the scene before us. The Holland beach, kept in sorne
shape by the simple expedient of piles driven from distance to
distance, stretches off to the horizon; the left part of the view
is devoted to the glancing and tossing sea, a fluttering feather-
bed on which ride the comically corpulent Dutch luggers with
bellied sails.

In "The Kind Guardian," by Karl Hoff, German art
shows a well reconstructed interior of the eighteenth century,
with Dresden jars on Buhl tables, and personages whose ex-
travagant hoops and expansively-skirted waistcoats emulate
th,e furniture in general glitter of painter's still-life. The par-
ticular kind guardian in question, a paunchy, round-faced indi-
vidual-the good uncle of German comedy-is being solicited
to marry his two young wards; the solicitation is borne by the
best and most effective hands, for the youth and maid in ques-
tion, having made up a match, are asking for his consent in
person, one at each ear. The lad pinches his cheek, and looks
hirn in the eye roguishly as he speaks. The girl, more elo-
quent, keeps perfectly quiet: she only leans her blushing face
against her guardian's, with a world of meaning. The consent
will not be long in coming. How tolerable were existence if
it were generally like these pictures of parlor comedy, in an

atmosphere of quaint delicacy and refinement, with the butter)'
hearts of guardians for our chief dragons or obstacles to ove r-
come in life; with careers eut out for us and generous wills to
console us in time for a " kind guardian's" taking-off!

Meyer von Bremen, or Jean George Meyer of Bremen, is
a great favorite with the public on account of the enamel finish
he confers on his work, and on that of his themes of children
and pretty maids. One of his subjects in this collection is a
little barefoot shepherdess, standing relieved, like a bronze, on
the brow of a precipice. She knits, without the least vertigo in
her clear little kerchiefed head, as the birds wheel ab ove her;
the sky stretches its infinity of air and light around, and her
sheep look up from the terraces below awaiting her summons
to return to the evening fold. Another represents a maid with a
dead bird and a cage,-one of the conceivable poesies that may
be imagined to get into the most sordid peasant-life,-a subject
as inevitably idyllic, though wrapped in absurdest petticoats
and probably destir:ed to grow a goitre, as any Andrew Mar-
vell's "Maid and Dying Fawn" of them aIl. A third by the
same gentle and gracious hand sb ows "The Good Sisters."
A peasant boy of five, pretty as a cherub but not of heroic
mould, is sitting by the way-side amid a whole seraglio of
sisters, who cluster around hirn and endeavor to extract the
thorn which has run into his little naked foot. The interest
of the picture consists in its effort to portray a boy's crying
face, a really successful and amusing study of a childish visage
turned up to heavcn as helplessly as the Laocoon's, and washed
with innocent tears. Childish history has its stings as deep for

INDUSTRY.

ENGI{AVED uv F. FAUST, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING UY MEYER VON BREMEN.

the moment as Laocoon's, and the ire of the gods seems to it
occasionally as relentless as any known to Virgil.
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EVENING ON THE TERRACE, A SOUVENIR OF MOROCCO.

F'AC-SIMILE OP A DRAWIN(; JW llRNJAMIN CONSTANT FROM HIS PArNTrNr..

ZENOBIA.

ENOUGH of German art for the present! Turn
we, after the group of Teutonic painters just
examined, to the versatile and genial painters
of France again. The large and sketchily-
bru shed canvas representing fi Evening on
the Terrace, a Souvenir of Morocco," is by
Benjamin Constant, a young pupil of Caba-
nel's who exhibited a "Hamlet" as long
ago as 1869, but whom nobody noticed par-
ticularly until his ((Entry of Mahomet II
into Constantinople" was exposed sorne
seven or eight years later. The H Evening
on the Terrace" represents with wonderful
effect the balmy blue of a brief tropical
twilight, bathing the immense serene over-
he ad with waves of ether. Far off stretch es

MARBLE BY H. HOSMER. the Mediterranean, and the roofs of Morocco

occupy the intermediate space with their fiat
forms and their precipitous eaves. The women have brought
out their carpets and skins of animals, stretched upon which
they feast upon the rich air,-the sole intoxication permitted to
believers. One of them is a young and monumental-Iooking
girl, with broad cheek-bones and serious eyes, who sits upon
her panther-hide with the immobility of a Memnon in the
desert. It is the dower of these orientals to slouch with
majesty, to idle in a splendid and impressive manner, and to
take their large share of life's repose without looking as if
they were ashamed. This grave and Memnonian maid, who
-has never improved her mind, and who ruminates among the
fleet splendors of the waning sky as solemnly as a heifer, fits in
well with the time and the scene. In a grimy manufacturing
town of the Western world, where there are sewing-machines
and art-schools for the poor, she would be decidedly out of

place, for she and her tribe have drifted f rage like th an 1
in the hour-glass, knowing rever , but no advance.

"On the Cliff" is by Pierr utin, a pupil of Cabanel'
also, born at Moulins and living in Pari. While the po r
fisherman's wife, in Breton cap, haunt the brink for the fir: t
sight of her goodman's brown sail, the mart city-people flutter
all over the rock with their friv lity and their furniture. They
must have camp-chair, py-gia e, glove , umbr lla and toy-
boats, canes, cigarettes, veiled helrn ts, f, n , and very inven-
tion yet patented for making time fly in ummer. The little
boy bestrides the cannon of the garde-côte, the spoilt and
beribboned girl clamors for a peep thr ugh the tel cop befor
her elders are done with it. It i que tionabl whether th
seaside does such people much goo. Th largene and
simplicity of nature do not get the b tt rrnost, f r the e un ,:y
mortals quite conquer nature with th multiplicity and power
of their moral diseases. As for the artist, hi' function i t
observe and record. I le ha sccurcd bits f Iife-like char, cter
in the young cit who turns to fillip the ash from hi. cigar tte,
and the Omniscience in a cap, \ ho is convinc d th, t by imply
leaving his hat at home he ha made hirns ·lf an undi tingui h-

able counterfeit of a ea-captain.
Bouguereau, with his clean and wa: 'en tyle, is well r pre-

sented in the Stewart gallery. He bas n ver attaincd gr at r
elevation of quality th an in his" cuveau-né," or " w-born
Lamb," a delicate subject of a wect-faccd h pherde . carrying
a lamb, and turning to say soft, rea uring things to th ewc
that trots apprehcnsivcly b siele her. Thi picture ha been
used by Mr. Hamerton for the Portfolio, and described with
many compliments in the text which he there edits. In a
French periodical, at an ther tim , a Pari critic wh wr te as
if he was conscious of rnany reserve wh n he c mplirn nt d
Bouguereau, broke down when he came to this pt rticular

1::1
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specimen, and exclaimed: ,. Before the 'Nouveau-né' I can
only exclaim, as Diderot did before a celebrated Greuze,-

RETURN FROM THE HARVEST.

PAC-SIMILI! OP SKETCH PROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTINr. nv W. A. BOUGUEREAU.

'delicious I delicious l'" The li Homer," too, a canvas of 1874,
is certainly one of Bouguereau's most successful works. It
includes a pair of life-size figures,-the bard of Chios, serene in
meditation, and his boyish guide, alert andapprehcnsive. In
the distance, the rude young Ionian shepherds set on their
dogs at the stately stranger, and the curs rush up in full cry,
but change their ideas as they come nearer, -so that the dog
who has actually approached the poet fawns on hirn in full
submission and obedience. Through the torrid weather that
prints their features in sharp bronze-like shadows, past an
inattentive or reviling world of ignorance, amongst the rude
barking and worrying of dogs, past the young fig-tree that
brushes them with its fiat, papery leaves, but has no fruit for
them-with an empty basket and a crust jealously held from
the reach of the dog, the pair make their way to carry their divine
message of poesy from their century to future ones-to our own.

A still later specimen of Bouguereau is "The Return
from the Harvest," a canvas of about 1878. In this, while
the figures are of nearly the scale of the last, the greater num-
ber necessitates a larger canvas and makes what is called a
more" important" picture. The treatment seems to have been
inspired by Léopold Robert's "Harvest Fête" in the Louvre, and
represents one of the half-pagan celebrations which have come
down from the earliest Greek colonization of the Neapolitan
coast. A naked child has been crowned with leaves and set
upon a donkey, in front of his mother, who sits behind hirn
like a kind of pagan madonna or Ceres; she teaches hirn to
manage the bridle, and the girl and boy, who advance along-
side, dance nimbly on their agile and naked legs, beating the
uplifted tambourine and waving branches in front of this inno-
cent ovation. It is unnecessary to take much time to the
description of such a subject by such a well-known painter; a
word and a line, a phrase and a hast y diagram, are enough to

elucidate the specimen. Bouguereau's peculiar talent being
given, and the scale being mentioned as life-size, "you see from
here," as the French say, just how he would treat it, and how
much solid but conventional merit of drawing and expression
he would fasten upon so many square feet of canvas. The
decorative and learned pictures of Bouguereau, whether large
and intricate like these treasures of a millionaire's mansion, or
smaller and more restricted in theme, always contain good
design, conscientious manipulation, and a genuine search for
grace. Very delicate perception of character and feeling, very
important bits of luck in rendering expression, very intricate
and magical drawing, very subtle poetry amid a plethora of
respectable poetry, we do not exactly expect to find in the
works of this master, whose art wishes ever to be prepossess-
ing, and accordingly cannot get a chance to be serious. But
before work of his so conscientious as is here to be found,
before the" Nouveau-né" especially, we may weIl drop the last
remnant of hostility, and echo the tribute that has sounded
from Diderot's age to ours,-" delicious I delicious I"

Dubufe .fils, the son of a well-known portrait-painter of
Paris, and the pupil of that artist as well as of Delaroche, is
represented in this collection by two works, the "Prodigal
Son," and "A Circassian Woman." The" Prodigal" is the
well-known subject of the parable, a composition here seen
only in the elaborate color study, with figures about one foot

HOMER AND HIS GUIDE.

PAC-SIMILE OP A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY W. A. BOUGUEREAU.

in height. The painter's more important development of the
composition, with life-size groups, was exposed in the Paris
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Salon of 1867, hung in a place of honor and the cynosure of
the populace, but unable to attract the judicious admiration of

THE NEW-BORN LAMB.

}tAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM l'liE: ()I{ICINAL PAINTING II\" IV. A. BOUGUEREAU.

more fastidious critics. This, as weIl as the present co10r-
study, became the property of Mr. Stewart, and was carried
around in the United States as a show; it was finally burned
in the West, after remunerating Mr. Stewart by the profits of
its exhibition for its cost of thirty thousand dollars. We may
sufficiently appreciate the merits of the composition by the
more manageable copy which survives. The scene is divided
into a trilogy, the" riotous living," in colors, occupying the
centre, and the repentance and return being placed at the sides
in slender panels painted in grisaille. It is a peculiarity of
this most popular of the parables, that artists have treated it,
in every age, not in the costume of the first ccntury, but in
arbitrary habiliments intended better to subserve the purposes
of decoration, or to appeal more directly to contemporaries.
It has even been dressed out in the costumes of Hogarth's
day, and made to figure as a sort of corollary to the" Idle
Apprentice." Nothing could better show the universality of
the admirable story, its independence of bounds of time or
place, and its continuous adaptation to changing epochs, than
this instinct of art to free it from the trammels of contempo-
rary manners and re-vamp it from time to time for the needs
of successive periods and far-off races. Dubufe has made it
a Veronese scene of silks and jewe1s, purpoints and hose,
renaissance architecture and Italian festival. The weak youth
is seen in the central compartment, in the rich velvets and
simarres of Titian's day, tossing the wine-cup amid a bevy of
damsels; in the last panel, his father receives hirn in the robes
of a doge. The execution of the two monochrome panels, at
right and left, is better than that of the crowded centre, which
errs by the fault of glitter and insufficiency, while the moral
of the work is weakened by the prominence and development
given to the picture of sin. The episode of the prodigal's riots,
delivered in the parable in a single disdainful line, cannot he
expanded by a painter into a ri ch and attractive orgie without
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a suspicion of pruriency; but thi was pcrhr ps to be expcctcd,
art being what it iso The tableau f dcb uchery yield 111 re
color anel picturesquene ,and the artist natur: lly dcvclop: th
colored and the picturcsque at the exp n c f th didactie.
The important question from a critical 1 int f vi w is, hi S

the painter risen to the height f hi pp rtunity? This is at
least, it must be aclmittcd, the most th r l1gh and diffieult
theme he lias undcrtakcn, and wc carin t but ace rd t it Il.

considerable amount f succcss, th ugh it is very far b .hind
the grcat wcdding-scene of Veronese which it sccrns t 'mu-
late. We fe 1 through the pietute th, t the arti t i. un 01-

fortablc in his task of groupillO- a quantity f p rs naves undcr
given conditions of light and air; uscd to the single P rtrt it,
he docs not alway: kuow how trin. t his min r fi rur .

in the discrcct rnodcsty of natur '. ubufc i" rankcd l y
French critics among the b st f mod 'rn pl rtraitists, and his
reputation has gone on increasing sin ' the p, inting f this
picturc, instead of dcclining. Whcn the "Prodigal S n"
appcarcd, and was dcnounc d f r it 1 udn S and har In ss

and glitter, its general quality of orinthian rass, I ubufc was
certainly abascd in estimation b ,10\,-; 1 'l'le (nd 'abancl (nd
Bouguereau. Sincc thcn, by eonfining hirn: .lf ta p rtraitull:
and by never attaching himsclf to the pieturc-ag- '[1 y f any
great shop, he has earned a hi her if a. m rc rctiring pla e:
he would he rankec1, perhap". ab ove a (n 1 n w, in th
portrait line, and at about th level Thil:;

THE CIRCASSIENNE.

EN(;HAVED IlY F. FAUST, FROM 1111' (JR1GI~Al.PAl 111';1. 'W .DOIIUF.

qua1ity shines forth in such a single-figure subjeet a.s th " 1f-

cassian Woman," wherc the problem is th same a: that f a
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portrait. It is a pure and workmanlike study of a female
model, posed so as to give a vivid idea of movement and life,
clothed in damaskeened tissues, and crowned with a peculiar
smile that recalls the smile invented by Leonardo. The wornan
supports a water-jar, and laughs furtively, with lowered eyes, in
presence of sorne adorer. It is by exarnining such a specimen
as this, if we cannot get at one of his high-bred and interpre-
tative portraits, that we shall come to understand how Dubufe,
by well-doing in restricted fields of work, has come to be
preferred before Merle, and Bouguereau, and Jalabert.

By Hugues Merle-the ever-popular and resolutely pic-
turesque-there are two striking scenes, each in dialogue, or
confined to a parley between two personages. They are of

sorne abnormal, unsexed, footlight Androgyne of that great
English renaissance. The" Hamlet" subject represents the
Danish prince endeavoring, with harsh kindness, to wean
Ophelia's affections from hirn, as he bids her go to a nunnery.
The poor chamberlain's daughter, with her indefinite place at
court and her general powerlessness to guide events to good,
holds her prayer-book and does not repudiate the suggestion:
with female intractability, her next proceeding in the story,
however, is to go to the theatre, and not to the cloister.
Merle's conception of the hapless lovers is probably based
upon first impressions taken from Gounod's Hamlet, with
Faure and Nilsson in the principal characters. He represents
Hamlet's suffering in this scene, but not his withering severity.

THE GODMOTHER'S VISIT.

PAC-SIMILE OF A DRAWING DY F. D:DRISCOE, FROM THE ÇlRTGTNAL PAINTING DY C. DAUGNIET.

large proportions, with life-size figures, both from Shakespeare,
and respectively comic and tragic. One represents the witt y
banter of Beatrice with Benedick, and endeavors to show in
the expression of that brilliant and uncomfortable woman the
very inception and thrust of one of her terrible repartees. It
is the moment when Benedick, tormented and enchanted, calls
her li dear lady Disdain." He is nervous and enthralled,
shamed and stimulated; he meditates some bitter reply as he
plays with the hilt of his sword, which reflects itself in his
armor. As for Beatrice's sword, it is seen reddened between
her pearly teeth, and its reflection is in her wicked eye. One
likes to fancy the decIamation of lines so intricate and difficult
as those of the part of Beatrice, in Shakespeare's time, by some
hectic, over-stimulated, stage-spoiled, precocious boy. So could
best be carried out, probably, Shakespeare's instructions for the
portrayal of this dazzling female intellect. "A star danced
when I was born," says the terrible maid, and her celestial
capriciousness could most fully be represented, it may be, by

Ophelia, with an ineffective face in thin relief, seems to be a
distant reflection of Mademoiselle Nilsson. This group is
certainly less adequate to its great text than the scene of
comedy, which last, aIl things considered, may be allowed to
be better than any English picture illustrating Shakespeare,
and to suggest happily the sword-play of intellect characteristic
of Elizabeth and her court.

Charles Baugniet is a Belgian artist resident in Paris, and
considered as belonging to the French school. His subject,
"The Godmother's Visit," may be compared, but with a differ-
ence, to Munkàcsy's scene of a new-born babe also receiving
callers. Two ladies of equal age-old boarding-school friends
perhaps-have vowed to tell each other all their secrets from
girlhood; to confide each of the many times a helpless being
has proposed, and to give in its freshness the single decisive
bit of news when the answer has been "yes." But a new depth
of feeling is awakened when the confidence extends to con-
stituting the old comrade the godmother of the first baby
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which has been born between the brace of comrades. One of
the girls has so entirely eclipsed the other, has attained to
such overwhelming dignity, and has actually enriched the
world with a new life! Her inferior can only admire and envy.
She holds the baby, unskilfully and rapturously, thinking of
the terrible conspicuousness of going with it ta the font, and
afterwards the hideous responsibility of promising to teach it
its catechism, which she has herself forgotten, every word ;-
ta a Belgian artist, this protestant contingency may indeed
have occurred as he painted, and made hirn smile. We must
read again the Monsieur, Madame et Bébé of Droz, to revive
these exquisite, ticklish, innocent and risky sensations which
titillate the sick pillow of a young mother, and the specula-
tions of a spectator of the same. In" Blindman's Buff" we
see that, as the London Art Journal says: "Baugniet represents
French girls and women who have nothing to do but ta be
charming, to prepare for confirmation in the church, for the
social sacrifice and social aggrandizement that are illustrated
in the civil and religious rites of marriage, but upon whom the
disfiguring blight of labor never falls. He represents opulent
and charming women,-women who live in voluptuousness,
and talk about the sentiment of the heart, but commonly live
withdrawn from the rudest and most heroic and religious
experiences of the personal life; who belong to the race of
women who, in France, have shown themselves capable of
devotion and heroism and resolution; who have shed the
highest glory upon their sex; who, on the great occasions of
life, have not been less, with all their charm, than the more re-
served and austere women of England and America. Baugniet
represents Frenchwomen in the agreeable and ordinary, but
luxurious, conditions of home-life in France,-in curtained and
perfumed boudoirs, in elegant saloons; he gratifies us but does
not exalt us with such subjects; he appeals to our feelings of
enjoyment and our taste for refinement; his work is the
outcome of a person without any deep moral sentiment, and
who seldom if ever concerns hirnself with what has made, what
makes, the glory and grandeur of our race. In the place of
passion, fashionable society substitutes pleasure; and Baugniet
illustrates it in his pictures; in the place of labor, a worldly
and fine society substitutes amusement, and Baugniet's works
show us what amusement. His beautiful woman painting her
eyelids before the mirror of an exquisite sky-blue teilet-table,
his bride being adorned for the sacrifice,-these indicate his

tastes, and how the contemporary Parisienne prepares for the
social worId in which she lives and moves and has her being.
His pictures are remarkable for exquisite finish, purity of tone,
and admirable rendering of the texture of silks and satins, of
marble and gold. He enjoys painting these lovely women and
girls in opulent nests; his sense of art is satisfied with the
familiar objects of the life of elegance. In a word, he is an
accompli shed painter of women of the world, of women who
would resent a breach of taste in manners more than a breach
of morals."

Another foreigner identified with French art by a Paris
residence is Giuseppe Castiglione, originally from Naples. His
specialty is park-scenes,-landscapes combined with figures.
He has thus illustrated many of the principal country-scats of
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England, Italy and France. In this collection he is represented
by the" Villa Torlonia," an e tate near Rome, where the formal
and beautiful style of Italian land. cape-gardening, with terraces,

EN FAMILLE.

FAC-SIMILH OF DRAWING FROM TilH ORIGINAL PAINTING UY L. E. LAMBERT.

balustrades and ilex-trees, is seen in its perf ction. To this
quaint scene the painter brings a throng of figure evoked by
his imagination from the past, the dames in hoop and furbelow,
who feed the swans, or hold the parasol in one hand and the
fishing-line in the other, or who listen with downcast eyes to
the mandolin of the cicisbeo.

The Swiss artist, Gottfried Mind, spent his life among his
grimalkins, and was called the Raphael of cat. uch a title
might properly come down ta the French painter, Lambert,
who has made the realm of cat-kind hi own. 0 artist of
the day has painted the cat with such truth, dclicacy and
sympathy. Unlike Salvator Rosa, who has left the heads of
half-a-dozen scolding or swearing witch's cat to affright the
spectator in the Academy of St. Luke at Rome, the modern
Frenchman depicts the Angoras in the best of tempers, and
is especially fond of showing the innocent grace of little
high-bred kittens. A litter of them reposes on a cu hion in
the Stewart example-six small balls of fur with little briery
claws attached and little ornamental brindled tails, which they
manage with an elegance derived from their lofty birth, as a
dandy's breeding shows in the nice conduct of a clouded cane.
They are helpless, and the earth is an unknown probl m ta
them. But yestcrday their little amber glances were closed ta
the world and all its cares; but to-day their eyes are opened,
and as the airy butterfly drifts in on a beam of heavenly sun-
shine, they perplex their young heads with eager theories
of the immortality of the soul.

An animal-painter, now of our own country, is Mr. Arthur
F. Tait, of Liverpool and New York, who contributes to the
Stewart collection a picture of grouse, and another of shcep,
the latter entitled " Lost in the Snow." Four helpless, woolly
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truants-their soiled fleeces looking quite black against the
purity of the snow-have lost their way, like an allegory of
silly debauchees; and, like debauchees, they find the earth but

LOST IN THE SNOW.

FAC-SIMILE OP A DRAWING FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY A. F. TAIT.

li cold dependence, for it is frozen and snow-bound. The
shepherd's dog has, however, found them out; and, bringing
his master,-an old and experienced farmer,-superintends the
resuscitation and home-bringing with great dignity and intelli-
gence. Mr. Tait has been reproached for excessive finish;
the present picture cannot be said to sin in this respect; and
if his study of grouse, near by, may be thought to be too
literaI in the enumeration of feathers and scales, it should be
remembered that this artist is one who strives to make his
pictures contributions to natural history, and to preserve the
facts about our fast-vanishing native tribes; he not only paints
with a fair degree of art feeling, but he registers anatomical
facts as conscientiously as Audubon or Wilson.

Three of the largest and most valuable pictures III the
collection of Mrs. Stewart are Rosa Bonheur's " Horse Fair,"
August Bonheur's "Fontainebleau," and Horace Vernet's
"Triumph of Julius Cœsar." "The Horse Fair," of which we
give a sketch on page 23, was painted in 1852, when the artist
was in her thirtieth year; it was exhibited in the Paris Exhi-
bition of 1855, and won universal admiration.

Rosa Bonheur has long resided in the country near Fon-
tainebleau, where she studies and paints without interruption.
Visitors carry off her works as fast as they are finished, conse-
quently she never sends anything to sale exhibitions. Where
there is merit of course there must be detraction and its food is
the imperfection inseparable from every human work. Critics
have reproached Rosa with aping the vigorous style of a man's
execution; to which her supporters reply that she only imitates
nature, and at the same time, indicates delicate shades of feeling
such as would occur only to a woman.

From Leon y Escosura, a native of the Asturias, of Spain,
but a resident of the Rue Chaptal, Paris, we have H Haddon
Hall," an inspiration from that historical seat in England.
Nothing-not even a herd of dappled deer-could so pic-

turesquely dot the lovely glades of the foreground as the stately,
bright-robed figures with which he has relieved his landscape.
Choosing a theme exactly in the vein of sorne of the English
water-colorists and anecdote painters, he gives it that air of
novelty and fresh candor which is often conferred on a subject
when a foreign commentator approaches and makes his state-
ment. His picture is comparatively large, considering the
scrupulous minuteness of its touches, and it deserves the
elaborate engraving which we have caused to be presented to
our readers. Escosura is a pupil of Gérôme and follows that
master in his attractive color and extreme finish. Besides this
te Haddon Hall," in the Stewart collection, we have other ex-
amples of his work in "The Reception of an Ambassador,"
belonging to Mr. Higglesworth, of Boston; "The Convalescent
Prince," in the collection of Mr. T. R. Butler, of New York, and
H The Heir"-new born, belonging to Mr. W. H. Vanderbilt.

The art of Germany has two characteristics,-" North and
South," " fresco and easel works," " high art and familiar." No
doubt there is a common critical point of view for all German
works. The wall-painting, both religious and historical, began
in Munich and penetrated to Frankfort, Düsseldorf and Berlin;
but apart from that the differences are easily recognizable.

Sorne years ago an English writer on German art, re-
marked, that Pilot Y "is comparatively little known out of
Bavaria and Austria;" this may be true from an English stand-
point, but not so from an American. From a different school
than that in which Pilot Y studied, cornes F. T. Hildebrandt, who
was a pupil of the Royal Academy, at Berlin, while it was
under the direction of von Schadow. Hidebrandt was born

CORDELIA AND KING LEAR.

PAC-SIMILE QI' A SKKTCH FROM THE OIUGINAL PAINTING BY P. T. HILDEBRANDT.

in 1804; his fathcr was a bookbinder, at Stettin, and he learned
his father's trade, but prepared hirnself in his leisure hours for
his future profession. He formed a firm friendship for his
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master, von Schadow, and accompanied the latter to Rome, in
1830; there they remained a considerable time. In 1836,
Hildebrandt accepted the professorship in the Düsseldorf
Academy. In early manhood he associated with dramatic
authors and actors, and this taste has followed hirn all his
life, dictating frequently the choice of subjects for his pencil.
Besides the" Cordelia and King Lear," which hangs on the
north wall of the Stewart gallery, we remember his "Lear
Lamenting over the Body of Cordelia," "The Parting of
Romeo and Juliet," "The Murder of the Princes in the
Tower," and his" Imogene." The" Cordelia and King Lear"
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W e add another sketch of the work of a Düsseld rf
artist, a "Royalist Castle Invaded by Puritans," by William
Camphausen, barn at Düsseldorf, 1810, who manifested from
his earliest years a love of drawing, and after completing his
college studies, entered the academy of his native town.
Being fond of painting horses and battlcs, he for sorne years
joined a regiment of hu sars ta study his subjects dose at
hand, and made long tours in Belgium, Holland, witzerland,
Italy, and Germany. Many of his subjects are taken from
English history, such as, "Removal of Prisoner belanging
to Crornwcll's Party," "Cavaliers and Roundheads," " Charles

ROYALIST CASTLE INVADED BY PURITANS.

PAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM l'HR OHIGINAI. PAINTING IlV W CAMPHAU~HN.

formed one of the farnaus Düsseldorf collection, familiar to
art-lovers of nearly a generation aga, and it was bought by the
late owner at the dispersion of that collection. The" Falstaff
and his Recruits," by Schrodter, Camphausen's "Charles I as
a Prisoner" and "Castle Invaded by Puritans," Lindler's
"Cascade," Sohn's "Diana and her Nymphs," Hubner's

" Weavers of Sile sia" and " Young Married Couple," and
Achenbach's U Fishing Smacks Returning to Scheveningen"

aIl came from the Düsseldorf collection. The incident chosen
by Hildebrandt for the" Cordelia and King Lear," is from
Act IV, Scene 7, in which the King, not recognizing his child,
" our dear Cordelia," exclaims :

Cora.-Sir, do you know me ?
Lear.- You are a spirit, I know; when did you die?

The artist's aim has been to represent the filial love of
Cordelia, who, although disinherited and disowned by her
father, dings to hirn, whereas his daughters, Goneril and
Regan, upon whom he bestowed his blessing, have driven hirn
ta despair and madness.

<..nglish
Battle

II in the Retrcat from Worc . ter," "Pillag of an
Castle by Cromwcll's Soldicrs," and "Charles I at th
of Naseby."

Tbc sculpture of the tewart gaU ry is largcly of Arncri-
can origin, revealing, as inde d do many of th pictures, the
collector's liberal, and on th' whole intelligent, fo tering f
native art. Thus, the second copy of th si' made by Powcrs
of his" Greek Slave" was .xecutcd to his ordcr ; anothcr wc
have seen in the orcoran gaIlery at Washington. Mrs.
Browning's cnthusiastic sonnet t the rnarblc Slave will occur
ta every mind in contemplating the yrnbol of hri tianity
enchained among the hcathcn Turks in the mark t of oda-
lisques. The "Greek Slave" was Powcrs' first ideal w rk, or at
least the first with which he was willing to make an appeal for
recognition to the public. Whethcr the farne which it won for
hirn cramped his genius instead of expanding it, it is impossi-
ble ta say, but it is certain that he never surpassed, and never
equaled it by any subsequent performance. Hi H California,"
his H Fisher Boy," his CI Ev Disconsolate," and hi Il La t of the

Tribe" are all works of considerable xc llence, but they ar'
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aIl inferior to the ,II Greek Slave" in that namelcss something
which raises a work of art far above the level of the common-

PAUL AND VIRGINIA,

MARilLE DY J, DURHAM,

place. The" Greek Slave" was sculptured nearly half a century
ago, and it now more than justifies its original reputation, when
placed in comparison with the many ideal statues that have
been made by men who have risen to farne since Powers
startled Europe and America with this masterpiece. There
are, it is true, feeble modeling in parts, indicative' of crude and
imperfect training, and of a lack of knowledge on the artist's
part of sorne of the refinement of the human form; but after
aIl deductions are made, the pu rit y, expressiveness, and truly
ideal grace of the statue remain to testify that the one-time
enthusiastic admiration of Europe and America was not mis-
applied or wasted on a mere piece of artistic trumpery.

In 1838 Mr. Powers achieved his statue of " Eve," which
excited the admiration of Thorwaldsen, who pronounced it a
work which any sculptor might be proud to claim as his
masterpiece. A sketch of the" Eve" forms an initial on page
23. The sculptor followed it up with another "Eve," the pair
respectively representing our first mother before and after the
fall; both are in the Stewart gaIlery. Miss Harriet Hosmer's
most creditable work, representing the Eastern queen, Zeno-
bia, marching as a captive in the triumph of Aurelian, and
borne down with the weight of her barbarie jewels, came to
this country in 1865, and now adorns the collection.

Harriet Hosmer, the most famous of American female
sculptors, was born at Watertown, Massachusetts, in 1830.
Her father was a physician, and she was encouraged by hirn to
follow her natural inclination for out-door exercise and athletic
sports. The death of her mother, when she was quite a child,
threw her greatly on her own resources, and under the peculiar
system pursued with regard to her by her father, who was
anxious to counteract a tendency to consumption, she speedily

developed into a good deal of a tom-boy, and was more expert
at hunting bird's-nests, riding horses, and indeed all mariner of
boyish pastimes and mischiefs than she was at needle-work
and the usual girlish exercises. When quite a child she was
a taxidermist of no little skill, and prepared a number of spe-
cimens of her own shooting, and at the early age of eight
years she showed such a strong predisposition for artistic
pursuits as to indu ce her friends to believe that it would be
worth while to cultivate her talents. Miss Hosmer's first
serious artistic essays were as a painter. She began this
practice when about sixteen years of age, but conceiving that
sculpture was a higher form of art, she undertook to learn
modeling, and was so successful in, making a statuette from a
figure in an engraving which took her fancy, that she was per-
suaded to believe her genius had at last found its proper field
of employment. She next attempted a number of ideal busts
and portraits of her intimate friends, and having gotten her
hand in a measure trained to the proper wielding of a sculp-
tor's tools,.she made an essay in marble by copying, in reduced
size, a collossal bust of Napoleon by Canova. At the time
she was making these tentative efforts in the art of sculpture,
she was also going through the process of being "finished"
at the celebrated female seminary kept by Mrs. Sedgwick, at
Lenox, Massachusetts.

On leaving Massachusetts, Miss Hosmer went to reside
with her father, at St. Louis, whence, prompted with adven-
turous longings, she made a trip to the Falls of St. Antony, and
resided for sorne time among the Indians, sketching and model-
ing as her fancy led. On her return to St. Louis she went
to work with a will, studying anatomy under the direction
of Dr. McDoweU-and, between-times, perfected her beautiful
"Hesper," which justified the high expectation of her friends.

By the time Miss Hosmer had exhausted such facilities
for thorough artistic instructions as America afforded, and by

NYDIA: THE BLIND GIRL OF POMPEIl.

MARBLE BY RANDOLPH ROGERS.

the advice of her best friends, she decided to go to Rome.
'Vith a daguerreotype of her" Hesper," as a specimen of her
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abilities, in her possession, she sailed for Europe, in company
with her father, in 1852. On arriving at Rome she obtained
an introduction to the English sculptor, Gibson, and that
excellent artist, after looking at the daguerreotype of the
4' Hesper," consented at once to admit her to his studio as a
pupil. Miss Hosmer studied and worked under Gibson's

direction until his death.
The statue of "Zenobia" is full of dignity and queenly

grace, with a fine expression of sorrow and disdain on the
face, and it represents the ripe results of a rare native genius,
cultivated and brought to perfection under the training of a
master who was hirnself an artist of very superior abilities
and very superior attainments, but who fettered hirnself with
theories about the objects and aims of sculpture, which con-
demned him to be an imitator rather than a creator. A sketch
of " Zenobia" is given on page 43.

Mr. Rogers is a native of Virginia; tall, distinguished in
appearance, and a delightful companion, he is one of the indis-
pensable members of the American colony at Rome, His
" Nydia," which has been so great a favorite with his country-
men. that he has had to execute a number of repliehe, illustrates
the heroine of Bulwer's Last Days of Pompeii. The preface
to that work will explain to the reader how the novclist con-
ceived the idea of depicting a blind maiden as a participant in
the catastrophe of the Vesuvian city, her habits of activity
under her affliction giving her an advantage in the hour of
sudden night. Around this thought of the superiority of an
intelligent blind person in time of darkness, suggested to the
novelist in conversation, he has with incomparable constructive
ability made to revolve the whole procession of Pompeiian
discoveries as we see them, as well us the plot of an ingenious
love-tale. In Mr. Rogers' statue we see the sightless slave
hurrying through the streets of Pompeii, never hecding the
falling column that the disturbance has hurled at her very feet,
and intently listening for every trace that will guide her to her
Greek lover. The figure perfectly represents the act of walk-

ing by the sense of the ear, not of the sight.
Thackeray, in The Newcomes, praises "Sir Bulwer

Lytton's delightful story, which has become the history of
Pompeii"-thus atoning in his latter days for the unmerciful
ridicule he heaped on " Bulwig" in his youth. But Thackeray
sees a comic side to the tragedy of the town. " What would
be a better figure than Pliny's mother, whom the historian
describes as exceedingly corpulent, and walking away from
the catastrophe with slaves holding cushions behind her, to
shield her plump person from the cinders?" This deriding
notice of the misfortunes of a historical family is merely quoted
for the grain of actuality it contains, in instancing the only
available defences which in that day of peril were found
convenient. The bewildered inhabitants of Pompeii, fleeing
from their homes, seized the pillows from the bed-room and
the cushions from the triclinium, as the obvious protection

against a shower of cinders.
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Tantardini contributes to the gallery his "Bagnante," a
work of which a copy was seen at the C ntennial Exhibition,
where Signor Tantardini attended as one of the art judges.
He is a Milanese, one of the exponents of the modern
picturesque style of ltalian sculpture, and has obtained medals
at London, Berlin, Oporto and Vienna. The innocent gr up
of "Paul and Virginia" is by Mr. Durham, an 1 nglish
sculptor. It represents, in life size, the child-lovers of
Mauritius, as described in Bernardin de Saint-Pierre' Im-
mortal idyl. There is a delicate, refined pair of busts by the

THE BATHER.

BNGRAVRD PROM TIIB OI(I(.INAL srATl'R IlY A. TA "IAI(DINI.

French contemporary sculptor Aizelin, con spicuou for being
bedecked with real gold, or at least gilded, jewelry, with a
pleasant and warm effect that would not have di plea ed a
Greek. One represents Goethe's Marguerite before her ac-
quaintance with Faust-the other the sanie heroine in her
bours of regret and desolation, at the close of the drama.
Tbere are many other pieces of sculpture, but the majority arc
hardly of an importance that demands their illustration or

enumeration.
We leave the Stewart gallery with regret, tempored with

the knowledge that we have other trea ures to glory in. On
the following page our readers will find a Catalogue of the
Stewart Collection; similar catalogue' will be appended to aIl
the principal collections to be describcd in the e pages.
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ACHENBACH, A.-Landscape. Marine.

.Fïshing Smacks Returning to Sehe-

veningen.

Landscape.
ALVAREZ, L.-Jealousy.

BACKALOWICZ,L.-EImry V.

The Visit.

Richelieu' sCats.
BAKKERKORFF, A. H.-Gossip.

BAUGNIET, C.-Blind·Man's Buff.

The Letter.

The Visit of the Godmother.
BEARD, J. H.-Dogs.
BECKER, C.- The Rendezvous.

BENOUVILLE, A. J.- The Pic du Midi.
BEYLE, P. M.-Odalisque and Parrot.

BIERSTADT, A.-Seal Rock, San Francisco.

The Rocky Mountains. [Colorado.

Natural Park and Lake, Southern
BOLDINI, G.- The Washerwomen.

Park of Versailles, XVIII Cmtury.
Waitiug.

BONHEUR, A.-Fontainebleau. Lanclscape and Cattle.

BONHEUR, ROSA.- The Horse Fair.

BOUGUEREAU,W. A.-The Ne'w·born Lamb.

Return from the Harvest.

I~omerand his Guide. [gustus.
BOULANGER,G. R. C.-The Appian Way; time of Au.
BOUTIBONNE, C. E.-Raleigh in presence of Queen

Elizabeth Weighing the

Ashes from his Pipe.
BROWN, J. G.-Going· 10 the .Hunt.

The Death.

CAMl'HAUSEN, W.-Charles l as a Prùoner.

CastleInvaded byPuritans,' Time

of Charles 1:
CASENOVA,A.-Lady and Cavalier.

CASTIGLIONE, G.-The Villa Torlonia.
CHAVET, V.-The Duet.

CHELMONSKI, JAN.-I~unting Scene.

In the Forest.

CHURCH, F. E.-M·agara,from American sù/e.
CLAIRIN, G.-Carnival at Veniee.

CLASSEN, CARL.-Queen Katherine and Cardinal

Wolsey.
COMTE, P. C.-Looking Out.

The Visit.

CONSTANT, B.-Evening; Souvenir of jj;Iorocco.
DAUBIGNY, C.-The Month of May.
DE BRAEKELEER, F.- The Singing Lesson.

DE COCK, XAVIER.-Landscape.

DE CONINCK, P.-~ Pet.

DE HUYSVEL, C.-Interior.

DE JONGHE, G.-Happiness. [Races.
DE NITTIS, I.-Bois de Boulogne-Return frol71 the

Flirtation in Hjde Park.

DE NOTER, D. E. ].-Lady and Fruit. [Flowers.

DE NOTER AND BAUGNIET.-Lady and Fruit and
DESGOFFE, B.-Olij'ets d'Art.

DETAILLE, E.-The Camp at St. Maur, I869'

DUBUFE, E.- The Prodigal Son.

The Circassienne.

Feeding the Pet.

Lady and Parrot.

DUNLAP, WM.-Rose of Capri.

EGUSQUIZA, R.-A Bright Lookout.

ENDER, THOS.-Schiller at the Court of Weimar.

FAED, T.-Mother and Son.

FERRIER, G.-MarguerÜe.
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FICHEL, E.B.-Coing to Mass, Gnureh of St. Sulpice.

In the Gallery.

In the Salon.

FORTUNY, M.-The Sea-Beach at Portici.

The Serperu- Charmer.
FRANÇAIS, F. L.-Ruins of Pompeii.
FRÈRE, ED.-Dinner Time.

GALLAIT, L.-Abelard and Heloise.
GÉRÔME, J. L.-A Collaboratz'on.

Pollice Verso.

Circus Maximus.

GIGNOUX, R.-M·agara.

White Mountains.
GIRARD, F.-Fishing.

Lady giving Alms to Old Man.
GISBERT, A.- Youth.

GOUPIL, J. & DE NOTER.-Lady and Flowers.
GRASKOSS,O.-Sons of the Cid.
GRAY, H. P.-Holy Family.

GUDE, F. A.-Norwegian Landscape.

HART, J. M.-Landscape.

HART, W.-The Golden Hour.

HASENCLEVER, F. P.- The Club-Room.

HERPFER, C.-The Godfather's Visù.

HILDEBRANDT, F. T.-Cordelia and King- Lear,
HOBBEMA, M.-Moonlight.

HOFF, K.- The Kind Guardian.

HÜBNER, CARL.-7ne Young Married Couple.

The Weauer o.f Silesia.
HUNTINGTON, D.-Lady Washington's Reception.
INGOMAR, G.- Tired Out.

IRVING, J. B.- Waiting Audience.

JACQUE, C.-Sheep.

JACQUET, J. G.- Venetian Lady.

Portrait o.f a Lady.
JIMINEZ Y ARANDA, J.-Mountebanks in a Spanish

JOHNSON, E.-The Confab.

KAULBACH, W. vON.-Cupid and Psyche.

KELLOGG, M. D.-After the Bath.

KIESEL, C.- The Happy Mother.

KNAUS, L.- The Children' s Pm-ty.

LAMBERT, L. E.-Cats Olt Cushion: "En Famille."

LAMONT, A.-Brigand ConfessesMurder to a Priest.

LELOIR, M.-Fishing.

LEON Y ESCOSURA, D. Y.-EIaddo1t Hall.

LESREL, A. A.- The Bandit' s Ruse.

LEUTZE, E.-Paradise and tlze Peri.

LINDLER.- The Cascade.

MADOU,J. B.-AttheShoemaker's. [Feeding Monkey.

MADRAZO, R. DE "à mon ami ZAMACOïs."-Lady

La Marquise. [Father.

MEISSONIER, C.-Nice. With Two Figures hy his

MEISSONIER, J. L. E.-I807, or rriedland.

The Beggar. [sian War.

Reminiscence of Franeo·Prus·
Portrait of the A1,tist. Water-

MERLE, H.-Hamùt and Ophelia. [color.

Benedick and Beatrice.
MEYER VON BREMEN.-Industry.

The Fz'rst Sorrow.

The Cood Little Sisters.
MICHETTI, P.-A Misty Morning, Rome.

M01ŒAU, A.-Gathering Pond-Lilies.

MULLER, C. L.-Innocence.

MUNKAcsy, M.- Visit to the Baby.

NICOL, E.- The Disputed Boundary.
OUTIN, P.-On the Cliff.

Goodbye, Grandpapa.
PAGE, W.-Purity.

[Square.

PALMAROLI, V.-On the Terrace.

PARTON, A.-A Mountain Brook .

PAULSEN, F.-Baby's Jumping-yack. [eus.
PILOTY, C.-Thumelda in the Triumph o.f Germani-
PINCIIART, E. A.-Spring.
PREYER, J. W.-Fruit.
RICHTER, E.- The Peddlet· in the East.

The Presents of Lalla Rookh.
ROFFIAEN, AND VERBOEKIIOVEN.-Loch Lomond.
SANFELD.-Girls in School.

SCHLOSSER, C.- The Soup Tasters.

The First Smoke.

SCHRODTER, A.-Falstaff and his Recruits.
SCHULTEN, A.-Landscape.

SCHUSSELLE,C.- TtVashingtonIrving and his Friends.
SJMONETT!, A.-La Femme Galante.

SOH1'\, Co-Diana and her Nymphs.

STEVENS, A.-After the Bali; or, the Confidence.
STlEPEVICII, V. C.-A Dissertation.

TAIT, A. F.-Lost in the Snow.

Grouse.
TITIAN.-IIoly Family.

TORTEZ, V.- The Promenade.

TOULMOUCHE, A.-The Serious Book.
TROCHET.-7he Red Cap.

TROYON, C.-Cattle.

Landscape and Cattle.

VALLES, L.- The Temptation of an Ascetic.
VAN H UYSMANS.- Turkish Interior.

VAN SCHENDE!., P.-Market by Moonlight.
VE'RI10EKHOVEN, E.- The fiïght.

Lmzdscape.

Sheep.
VERHAS, J.-Flowers.

VERNET, H.- Triumph of :Julius Cœsar.
WEBB, C.M.- The Brigands.

WEBER,OTTO.-Bavarian Courtship.
WILLEMS, F.-The Bride.

The Invalid.

WINTERHALTER, F. X.-Susa1t1wh and EIders.
YVON, A.-J'he Gen,ius of America.

Battle of Inkerman.
From Solferino.

ZAMAcoïs, E.- The Begging Monk.

Court· J'esters in the Antechamber.
ZIEM, F.-Quai dei Schiavoni, Veniee.

View of the Doge's Palace, Venice.

SCULPTURE.
AIZELIN, E.-Marguerite in EIappiness.

Marguerite in Regret.
BARBEE, M. R.- The Fisher Girl.

CRAWFORD.-Demosthenes.

.Flora.

DURIJAM, J.-Paul and Vir._!,:inia.
HOSMER, H.-Zenobia.

KEYSER, E.-Ctl1la/ier. Bronze.

PARK, R. I-I.-Bust, Purity.

Sappho.

POWERS, IL-Eve bifore the Fall.

Eve after the Fall.

The Greek Slave.

ROGERS, R.-Nydia.

ROMANELLI.- Tell' s Son.

TADOLlNI, A. S.- The Fisher Girl.

TANTARDlNI, A.-The Bather.

WARD, J. Q. A.-Bust of a Young Girl.

WOOD, M.-Proserpine.
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COLLECTION OF MR. JOHN WOLFE.

R.JOHN WOLFE'S
name is one that

belongs to
the history
of picture-
col1ecting
in Amer-
Ica. He
was one of
the most
generous
purchasers
of the
"Düssel-
dorf pi C:

tures" inINITIAL FROM A DESIGN BV G. MITRLI.I.

their day,-a collection swept together in alarm after the
troubles of 1848, sent away eagerly and anxiously from the
Rhineland studios in the panic of revolution, and finally
brought to America, on speculation, through the audacity of
a gentleman quite unacquainted with art-Mr. Baker, the
New York merchant. This collection, long exhibited in Dr.
Chapin's old church on Broadway, formed the œsthetic fashion
of the epoch, and the belles of those remote times-before
Madison Avenue was CI swell"-were in the habit of wonder-
ing, between two waltzes, CI how long it took Mr. Düsseldorf to
paint so many pictures." The subject of this artiele became
the purchaser of many of the Düsseldorf canvases, and after-
wards took pains to cultivate, in Europe, the acquaintance of
the German and Belgian painters whose works he had ac-
quired. These predilections gave a strong Teutonic twang to

the original collection of Mr. Wolfe. The Ha enclever , the
Meyerheims, the DeKeysers, the Rad 15, th Gr ûtzners, and
the works of Knaus and Karl Becker, form cl the keynot of
the gallery, and, in the ca e of a fcw s I ct d ma terpiece ,
still give it character, and have culminated in the acquisition
of the principal Pilot Y in this country-the CI IIenry VIII and
Anne Boleyn"-a subject chosen by Mr. W lf and ex cuted
to his order. A little later, whcn hverard br ught to this
country his first unappreciated collection f Engli h pictures,
and visitors went to starc at the monstr us tableaux of
" Henry V Crowning Himself," an I the Cl Death f Harold,"

or to inspect, through a lens, IIolman II unt' miniatures f
the "Eve of St. Agne." or the H Light of the World." Mr.
Wolfe, as a buyer whom dealers uld depcnd on, was uc-
cessfully applied to for the cas 'ment of the imp rter's load.
This collector, then, before the civil war, was the owner of
a unique American gallery, inc1uding such con picuous gerns
as Couture's "Daydreams," I I Iman Hunt'. Il ight of the
World," Meissonier's "Smoket," Lesli 's "Anne Page and
Slender," Frère's H Evening Praycr," and I la. nel ver's "N w
Pupil." AlI of the pictures mentioncd ar' n w the pride of
other owners, the Wolfe primary formation having been scat-
tered in 1863 or 1864 in a sal that made asnsation at the
time. The more select names of Bonnat, Stevens, Lefebvre,
Madrazo, Vollon, Munkâcsy, abancl, and Breton are now
signed upon the canvases holding the place of 11 110r, and
the Hascnclevers and Meyerheims, with thcir bibulous or
gormandizing subjccts, are rclegated to the dinner-room.

There is hardlya private house in America which con-

tains a corner looking 0 mu ch like a nook in a European
museum as the portion of Mr. Wolfe's residence dedicat d to

S3
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his larger specimens. They hang, weIl crowded up, from the
ceiling down-the great draperies of canvas, on which the eye
makes out contours and attitudes of life-size figures; not one
or two sheets together, but a whole wall of them, and then, at
right angles, another wall similarly paneled. The huge, gilded
frames rise to the cornice like pilasters, rubbing their fretted
edges or parting with their external mouldings to bury them-
selves in a reserved space. The effect is like that of sorne
corner of the Luxembourg Gallery. Other collectors are
afraid of big pictures, and in their interviews with Goupil or
Petit order talents of just three feet by two, or inspirations
strictly confined to kit-cat. This connoisseur has recognized
that the beauty and value of a conception are occasionally
dependent on its development. A Bonnat, a Cot, a Makart,
a Bouguereau-each the expression of an artist at his best-
are aIl ample pictures. Accordingly Mr. Wolfe's collection,
though distributed through a mansion that does not contain
a special gallery, conveys in an extraordinary degree .the
spacious sense that breathes through sorne palace musée of
the old world.

The Bouguereau in the Wolfe collection is so unexpec-
tedly fine an exception that one is tempted to drop the lance
which habituaI prejudi.ce puts into the hand of anybodjswho is
taken to admire a Bouguereau. It is the" Satyr and Nymphs"
(5 x 10 feet,) painted in 1873. Four or five life-size women of
the woods have caught a goat-faced satyr at a disadvantage,
and are pulling hirn into the water by the arms, the ears and
the horns. Here are forms of real rounded relief and pre-
cipitate action, a wonderful achievement for Bouguereau; here
are real windy, balancing trees to form a dark relief for them ;
the whole combination of life and spirit being so striking that
the eye, in high good-humor, is ready to bear witness that the
skins of the people are really palpitating and compressible in
this case-not Bouguereau parchments scraped down with a
razor. The foremost woman is particularly well designed;
she really seems to be moving spiritedly away from the
spectator, as her polished back leans toiling towards the

FEMME COUCHÉE.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE STUDY IN OlL BY JULES LEFEBVRE.

victim she has seized; her elastic feet grasp the bank along
which she climbs, and the light, attracted and cajoled by the
long wedge of tempting white ftesh, slides gaily down to the
eye along the ivory incline of her form, from the head that
leans into the background, over the slippery back of her
limbs, with their rounded, straining muscles. The trouble

with the picture 1S that the people are ladies, not Mcenads
or Bacchants. Their undressing is accidentaI or prurient, not
ignorant. Look at any of their faces, and you feel that they
need not insult your reason by pretending not to know how
to write modern French and read the fashion-newspaper.

Cot's "Springtime" (4 x 8 feet,) painted in 1873, hangs
beside. It is a life-size boy and girl, in the most dangerous
and inflammable of the teens, dangling in a swing among the
trees of sorne Greek garden. A bold plunge into antiquity
and primitive idyl, combined with a truly modern French con-
sciousness of the philosophy of voluptuousness, have made
the fortune of pictures like this and like Gérôme's "Cockfight."
This revelling pair of children, drunken with first love, are not
really Greek,-the whole budget of Tanagra statuettes, with
their demureness and modesty of acting love, rises in the mind
to forbid the thought; but they are not quite modern either,
for they have escaped our awkwardness and hobbledehoy-hood.
The cunning eagerness with which the maid looks right into
the boy's eyes is modern in meaning and antique in dress;
hence the acceptability of this Arcadian idyl, peppered with
French spiee. The painter is from the south of France, ardent,
rude, young, and uncultured. When he had prepared the pic-
ture, he feIt that he needed a title or a text of scholarly distinc-
tion. His own limited reading not furnishing hirn with anything
very novel, he applied to a friend, Dr. Soulage, the electrician,
of New York, whom I have heard relate the anecdote; and
this auxiliary was able to come to the rescue with that pretty
Italian couplet now always quoted with the picture :

o primavera, gioventud del anno!

o giovcntud, primavera della vita!

The Bonnat in Ml'. Wolfe's gallery is perhaps the finest
specimen known to private collections. It has the statuesque
emphasis and relief of his" Le Christ," and the ethnographic
analysis of his more familiar peasant subjects. The topic is a
"Fellah Woman," 1870, (4 x 9 feet) carrying her babe, a group
studied from life while Bonnat was attending the ceremonies
of opening the Suez canal. The black, heavy air of an Egyp-
tian twilight closes round the lonely mother, who stands
among the heavy exhalations of the Nile, darker than they,
with downcast, lethargie eyes. Her baby, a little naked frog-
like animal, curls around her shoulders, dangling his bended
toes over her breast, and curling his lean arms around her
forehead, on which he drops his heavy head in slumber.
Neither of them expects anything or has any hope. The
woman is strong and of savage symmetry, with the inatten-
tive placidity of a granite Memnon that has long since ceased
to sing. In technical execution the group has a final and
masterly expression, and the brush seems to have worked
with the grand cutting strokes of a Michael Angelo chisei,
satisfied and sure that wh en the definitive blow was given
there was nothing more to be said and no more labor to be
done. The modeling and planes are understood with, the
realism of those artists who work à la tache, and busy them-
selves to get each facet of surface at its exact and proper
distance from the spectator's eye, as distinguished From those
who work especially for outlines, and would make a figure a
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transparent and flimsy diagram of contours-the Davids and
Bouguereaus of art; the conscientious academy-worker will
best understand this distinction. At the same time the painter

MOORISH JEWESS.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY E. VERNET-LECOMTE.

borrows from the craft of modeling a series of effects
proper to that science, and elaborates his forms with an
aggressive solidity, so pure and detached, that the eye checks
at every boss, sinks into every cavity, and feels like passing
completely around and behind the object. The leg of the
infant, rising easily on the mother's shoulder, might be espe-
cially pointed out as a lesson in the science of design, round
as a terra-cotta sculpture, firm and vibratory like a bar of
projecting steel, tough as the remainder leather "left in the
pit when the tanner died," and at the same time alive with
tendons, muscle-fibre and bones. Even Ribera has not car-
ried further the illusion of making so many inches of fiat
paint look like a rounded and relieved object, while this piece
of work avoids his helpful trick of raising the salient sur-
faces by means of sharp high-lights. Again, the robe of the
woman,-a dark blue curtain of burly folds, that rumple into
rippled creases over their large laps and fiutings,-is designed
with monumental firmness. This simple vision of coarse
cotton stuff-a notion of texture the artist has derived from
sorne original long since made up into paper-is as solid to
the sense as any fireproof-door. Would it yield, you wonder,
at a fire or a demolition, or would it not rather survive from
the inherent virtue of the idea that is in it, as the warped
copper legs of the Vatican Hercules have kept their sheeted
strength through the changes of war and time? Mr. Bonnat
has made the world richer with a picture that has no piquancy
of subject or anecdote, but which seems to extend the possi-
ble boundaries of the art of painting.

Alongside is the picture of "Fellah Women," by Makart,
(4 x 9 feet,) painted in 1874, awarded a gold medal at the
Vienna Exhibition of 1876. The problem in the artist's
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mind was so different from the la t, that it seems cruel to
insist on any comparison. This is a problem of grace and
"tone." " Tone," said an intellectual p etry-reading artist to
me contemptuously the other day, "tone is simply bitume."
He went on to explain how a crude picture, painted narra-
tively perhaps in the English style, with an eye for xpres-
sions of faces and selection of type', became in tantly a thing
of "tone" by the simple expedient of being "frotté de bitume."
Before it was a raw scheme of color, without any surface;
now, it is a thing of tcndcrncss, depth and harmony, a jewel
for the œsthetic to sigh over; and the ecret is just "bitume."
By this cheap and royal way of getting at arti tic di tincti n,
Makart has arrived at a work of tone. Two Egyptian women
stand by a fountain, with large jar, one stooping and looking
up at the other, who balances a jar on her head, and accom-
modates in the crook of her elbow a little thumb- ucking
pickaninny with ophthalmic eye. Be ide the Bonnat, thcsc
figures look like thin, embossed reli f in a heet of gelatine:
the rcality, the impenetrability of matter, i wanting. And in
the great dcsideratum f tone-though the Bonnat may be
granted to be rather opaque and blackish-the Vienna
paintcr's research for air and tran parency is plainly a rccij
of "bitume." Bitume makes the softness of the e dark kins;
bitume makcs the air, which du ter in dceper and d per
shadows towards the corner ; bitume makes the niche of
rocks in which the wornen stand. A clever ma ·ter of tem-
porary illusions though he be, Iakart makes for his group
an effect of thcatre-Iights like nothing in nature, and hi type
are actresses and actors, idcalizcd out of all naturalne s by the
stage idealization of painting-up and co turning and posing.
The Tableau Makart can represent-th Picture, never.

NORMANDY GIRL AT A FOUNTAIN.

FAC-SIMILE OF A ~KETCH l'ROM TILH ORIGINAL l'AINTING BV JULF-'> BRETON.

The four large pictures ab ove described are tho e which,
hanging together, particularly givc to one of the rooms the
spacious air of a European governmental collection. But
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there are other canvases of monumental size hung as centres
in various chambers of the mansion, or lending their emphasis
to walls begemmed with miniature works. Thus Cabanel's
"Venus" is the decoration of a favored space, above a range
of bronze statuary, whereamong shines Clésinger's restoration
of the Parthenon "Fates." The" Venus" has been three times
repeated by Cabanel. The large life-size original, seen at the
1867 Exposition, was the Emperor's private property: the
present example, a little smaller, was painted to Mr. Wolfe's
order; and another, still somewhat less in size and of paler
colors, is in the Philadelphia collection of Mr. Gibson. It is a
subject where Love is treated in a purely amusing and pleas-
ure-seeking manner, without an idea of the antique serious-
ness. The goddess is just born, and lies undulating upon the

and importance. Its interest is damaged by the great unin-
teresting spaces of empty paint, employed to separate from
other pictures in a Salon that concentration of living jewels
which is formed by the grapes and orange in the middle, and
which makes the motif Vollon is interested in painting. The
intelligent, modern Frenchman thus jockeys the hanging-
committee of the Palais de l'Industrie, who insist that exhibi-
tion pictures shall touch each other, instead of being separated
by hangings, as at the Grosvenor. Determined to secure an
artistic solitude around his principal object, he makes it with
a Bat border-land of neutral color. The present picture has
for its chief theme the fiery topaz-jewel of a broken orange,
around which are Chasselas and purple grapes. No one, since
the old Dutch masters, has so painted the spangled pulps and

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BV J. B. C. COHOT.

MORNING.

foam, stretching and half-opening her long-dazzled eyes which
she shades with her arm. Five genii-little winged puddings
most unconscientiously drawn+-fly around her head, awakening
her with their whispers of adoration, or playing upon conch-
shells. The ambition of Cabanel in this picture was hardly
more grave than that of a Boucher or a Fragonard. The
form of his personage suffers from bonelessness; but Bonnat
himself could not, perhaps, have given much anatomical defi-
nition to a scheme of intentionally blonde tones, where the
deepest shadow is itself a light. The buoyancy with which
the Venus floats, the irresponsible innocence of her mischief,
and to sorne extent the success of modeling in a gamut of
very high values, constitute the merit of the picture, which,

however, is willingly left by the critic to the admiration of
the sentimental and easily-pleased multitude. A family por-
trait, also by Cabanel, is found among the canvases of the
collection, an achievement of two short sittings, and a spirited
piece of sketch-work with the brush.

By Vollon there is a still-life (48 x 36) of great excellence

juices of bountiful nature. Behind the fruits rise the paunchy
forms of Dresden soup-tureen and dish, with their dead, stony
glitter.

Lefebvre's "Femme Couchée" (18 x I2 inches) is thc
color-study of a larger picture painted in I865 for Alexandre
Dumas .fils, who retains it. A nude girl stretches horizon-
tally, couched on her right side, her right hand doubled up
under the chin, her left extended along the back of thc
lounge. The eyes are open and attentive, which gives an
unusual and disquieting expression to this attitude otherwise
marked with repose. The whole torso, with its play of in-
terchanging curves, leans before the eye against the back of
the lounge like a long bas-relief reared against a wall, and
the attention is engaged above aIl things, in a study so
carefully scientific as this, with the elasticity of the human
machine, the interdependent strength of the flesh that hangs
in festoons from joint to joint, the flow of superfluous soft-
ness around the knee, laid sidewise, and other such matters
belonging to constructive drawing. As compared with the
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Cabanel nudity, this seems a work of computation and dis-
section-that a work of pure and enjoyed, though not very
deep, feeling.

A small specimen of the crisp, graphie talent of J. G.
Vibert represents "Selling Palm-Branches on Palm-Sunday."
It is one of his piquant sketches of real life, taken in Spain,
a country which has afforded the artist many of his most
clearly-cut impressions. A Spanish peasant-girl, standing,
partly supported by the rich carvings at a church door, holds
in her hand a fanciful palm-branch, while behind her are
bouquets of similar specimens, contained in a pair of elegantly-
woven baskets or frails. The branches which the traveler
sees offered for sale, on this festival, in Italy or Spain, are far
more decorative than the simple sprigs of box with which
our American worshipers are obliged to content themselves.
They are long, fine branches of veritable palm, of which the
fine, flat leaves are woven in-and-out, in a sort of basket-work,
so as to make the tuft present a highly ornamental and arti-
ficial appearance, more like a huge cockade of ribbons than
like a natural sprig of leafage. The foliage is completely
dried, and assumes the light, straw-like color familial' to us in
the corn mon palrn-leaf fan. A large sheaf of these emblems,
held for purchasers at the door of sorne village church by the
sweetest and most attractive girl of the hamlet, forms a quaint,
elegant bouquet, of which, of course, the fair negotiator con-
stitutes the principal flower. Vibert is a born Parisian, fort y
years of age.

There are two beautiful paintings in the collection by
Jules Breton, the poet-artist of Courrières. The smaller and

SELLING CONSECRATED PALMS AT A CHURCH-DOOR IN SPAIN.

PAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FIWM THE OIlIGINAL PAINTING DY). G. VIßIlIlT.

better (12 x 18 inches) represents "A Normandy Girl at the
Fountain," and shows a healthy, simple child of twelve, with
the thick white cap around her brows and the flowercd
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kerchief crossed over her bust, stooping to dabble her round,
brown fingers in the spring that pours over a plain. unsculp-
tured block of stone. Her sun-burned arm are bare to the

THE LOST DAUPHIN.

FAC-SII\IILF OF A SKETCH l'IlO~f 1111' Olue;INAL "AI TINe, IIY )ULHS GOUPil ..

elbow, and shc is guiltless of stockings r shocs. The lean-
ing, half-spiral attitude of her body i full of the nz tural grnce
of frank health and y uthful vigor. he i. c mplct ly rustic
and unspoilt by the borrowed charrns f cultivation. These
happy French country chilclren have not the burning yes and
dangerous classic beauty of the Italian, 11 r the slim, s rp n-
tine precocity, promising so much ard r and passion at the
moment of unfolding, charactcristic f the y un 'f maids of
Spain; but they pos scss a hcalthful simplicity and a tranquil
directncss of charactcr that makc them attractive. Breton
knows better than to drc s them off with ideal graces beyend
thcir station. With a pure, plain. r bust little m del bcforc
him-a simple costume as close and fitring as the alyx
around the corolla-he can makc a figure f simpl sylvan
nature that rcfrcshes the sight like a wood-fi wer or a p rtiv
animal. His largcr canvas shows the" Penitent of Brittany"
(36 x 48 inchcs). Kn 'cling in hurch, holding an enorrnous
lighted taper, and cxhibiting the severe, almest classical
straight-nosed profile which is comrnon with thcse unrnixcd
races of Brittany, the self-collcctcd p nitcnt risc like a stahlt;
from the cold, stone floor, as if shc would never change her
posture till the stone saint of the altar changed theirs.
Although her penitence lias the stamp of such sinccrity and
profoundness, her sins can hardly he very deep-not much
thicker than the coat of tan which has com upon her for ~
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head and cheeks from contact with the out-door world. She
has simply led the exposed life of the work-day nature around

THE SCORCHED CAT.

FAC-SIMILH OF A SKETCH FllOM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY L. E. LAMBERT.

the sanctuary, and a little of its cark and dimness may have
settled on her character as on her complexion. If one of the
wax-faced Breton nuns were beside her, with her pure brow
whitened by perpetual seclusion, we should see the difference.
But, is her nature any the less healthy, marked with the
col ors of the live air and light, than if she were saved from
the shadow of contamination like the cloistered nun? The
recluse may be whiter, but she does no task in the movement
of the world. The woman of action, though she may be a
little sun-baked and darkened by the conditions of her life,
and though she feels the need of these long purifications with
burning taper and bended knee, has helped along the work of
the earth that has to be done, and in the sight of the wise
intelligences around us may offer as pure a brow as her
secluded sister. Breton was born at Courrières in I827.

Charles Chaplin is the painter of artful and polished
graces, of worldly elegance, of rusticity as understood in
cities, of theatrical bergerades, of innocent maids supremely
conscious of their innocence. "The Dove" is a small picture,
exhibiting one of the pretty maids who seem to inhabit his
studio in profusion, kittenish, simple, voluptuously round, and
calling on aIl visitors to observe how guileless they are.
This one caresses a pigeon; others of the family may be
seen trifling with a flower, or neglecting a baby which they

have hardly intelligence enough to love, and which they seem
to wish were sorne winged Cupid that they could accept as
pure allegory. Chaplin essays to produce in our own time
the prettiness of Greuze and Boucher; but our time, though
not more virtuous than the time of Greuze and Boucher, has
a keener brain and a more cultivated taste, and is not in the
least deceived by exhibitions of stage-innocence. Chaplin's
ideal is pleasing, so long as it strictly confines itself to the
pretensions of decorative art; though even then there are mis-
givings, owing to his confirmed inability to paint flesh, and
his persistent chalkiness. As to any human sympathy that
it is possible to feel for his satin shepherdesses and pomaded
purity, the best-natured view to take of the personages is that
they are unreal beings, created of the lime and fresco of the
ceilings he decorates so elegantly. Chaplin was born at
Anderlys, of an English father, in I825, and earned a medal
at Paris so long ago as I 85 I.

Louis Leloir's "Zephyr" IS one of his graceful little
ornaments, imprisoning a fresh and pretty fancy, and obvi-
ously belonging to fan-painting art. An airy creature, with
sylph-like slenderness of form, balances on a blossoming fruit-
tree twig, where she sits like a child on a swing, and makes
no use of the enormous pair of 'butterfly wings that spread

FRAGMENT OF "ZEPHYR."

FAC-SIMILE OF A DESIGN FROM THE ORIGINAL WATER-COLOR BY L. LELOIR.

.
behind her back. The spotted wings, barred and striped in
tiger fashion, with the silhouette of the form and the japanese
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decoration of the flowery branch, are aIl painted against the
pale and shell-like colors of the sky, which they marble with
their fantastic tracery. There is no effort made to match the
scale of the butterfly wings with the scale of the blossoms.
The former are as big as the hand-screcns we use, and seem
among the diminished flowers almost painfully gigantic, like
the flies that annoyed Gulliver in the land of Brobdingnag.
Slight as it is in motive, and cheap in invention, M. Leloir's
unsexed fancy of a female Zephyr fills out a paltry oppor-
tu nit y with ample measures of grace and airiness. The artist
is one of a family of painters, Parisian born.

THE INVENTION OF THE ART OF DESIGN: THE DAUGHTER OF DIBUTANTES AND HER LOVER.

FAC-SIMIT.R OF A SKETCH FROM THil ORIGINAL PAINTING DY N. DE KEYSER.

By Jules Goupil, a pupil of Ary Scheffer, is the" Citoyen
de l'an IV," or, "The Lost Dauphin" (24 x 36 inches.) It is a
half-Iength portrait, painted in 1873, of sorne snub-nosed !ittle
model, with long, lank hair and vacant expression, whom the
painter has clothed in the heavy cocked hat and exaggerated
coat-collar of the early Republic. Seen in profile, and resting
his heavy head against the rounded back of a Louis-Seize
chair, the child looks straight before hirn, with drooping-lided
eye, and holds his heavy lip ajar, like an imperfect intelligence
stunned by great events. or waiting for prodigious opportuni-
ties. The style of painting is very broad and sincere, \Vith full
morbidezza for the flesh and decisive firm brushing for the stuffs
of the costume. the quaint, fantastic dress of the 'incroyable
had been already adopted by modern French art for a host of
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comicalor buffo subjects, and was beginning to pall, when th
painter of this picture, by weighing down with it the innocent
figure of a little child, and making it seem like the oppre siv
swaddling-bands of a new political birth, gave point to hi
very peculiar moral and novelty to hi subjcct. pectat r
feIt as if they saw, in this image of a complaisant infant-
condemned by the hatter and the tailor and the fa hien-plate
artist to carry the ponderous livery of Danton or Mirabeau-
an allegory of the young Republic, half tupefied with the
responsibility of modes and manners perhaps too mature for its
strength. American spcctator , whose thought fly at once t
the more sensational cpochs of history, are determined to recog-
nize in the picture an image of the young Dauphin, rigged out
by the Jacobins, in mockery, with the dress of the new ordcr.

"The Moorish Jewess" (12 X 22 inches) is by Charl s
Hippolyte Emile Vernet-Lecomte, a relative of the famous
Horace Vernet, and his pupil. It is one of the numerous ori-
ental subjects, uch as "The Almeh" and" Young Fellah Girl,"
which the painter has drawn from his c: .periencc of African
life. Relievcd against the latticcs and balustrade' of sorne
Morocco court yard, the African Jew ss-flower of a race that
has grown rich amid all sorts foppression among the ruins
of Dido's civilization-shows full-front to the gazer her indo-
lent face and glittering costume. Bracelets of hcavy and
barbarie gold, rich plaques of jewels, likc the high-priest'»
breastplate, and the globes of two languid, glittering eyes
begem this anirnal-likc being, that has grown fat in th 1111-

prison ment of a rank and wcalthy Glletto. The vail i thrown
frankly back from her bread, unabashed face; it is Ilot the
seclusion of the harem, but the dcspiscd liberty of a far older
national tradition. ontemned by the mo t ragged and filthy
Arab as of an inferior race, yct con cious of wcalth, of an
immemorial faith, the daughtcr of Isaac sccms to tolerat and
endure, rather than hatc, the sons f Ishmacl who swarrn
around her in the city. The type is comprchcndcd by the
artist with dclicacy and understanding; th style is sorncwhat
convcntional, but faithful, intelligent and truc. M. V emet-
Lecomte is one of the oldcr of contcrnporary French paintcrs,
having rcccivcd the honor of a mcdal so long ince as 1846.

By Gérôme there is an unimportant picturc of a li Cir-
cassian Girl," limited in extent, though a' the repre scntation
includes little more thau the head and the hand which
grasps the stem of the narghileh, thcrc is room for a scale
of feature and accessory rather large for him. érôme ha'
generally but mediocre success in fie 'h-painting that exceeds
the scalc of the ordinary photograph album, and in thi'
instance, besides the perfunctory look of a study prepared
obviously to seH, there is a tightened, strained look about the
smooth features, as of a picture paintecl on an elastic sub tance
and stretched till aU becomes glossy and drum-like. Still, as
it is simply impossible for Gérôme to paint without enclosing
in his work sorne valuable ethnographie study, he givcs us in
this little panel a decidedly striking and llncomfortable tran-
script of an empty mind and unfurnished character, forbidden
to blossom in the incarceration of the seraglio, and becomc

hard, pitiless, feelingless, and unhllman by the conditions of a
monstrous social system.
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James Bertrand, of Lyons and Paris, who has painted so
many pictorial elegies soliciting us to weep for the woes of
Ophelia, or Marguerite, or Lesbia, or Magdalen, is represented
in Mr. Wolfe's collection by a small repli ca of his" Virginia,"
of which the larger copy, painted in 1869, and 1.86 mètres by
84 centimètres in size, was honored by being selected for the
Luxembourg Gallery. The heroine of Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre's story is represented as dead, after the shipwreck, cast

readers would have had the poor child behave otherwise, and
the trait is a part of that fresh, pure, virginal union of qualities
which make up the sweet personality of Virginia.

Gustave Brion (1824-1827) is shown by his animated
"BridaI in Alsace" (48 x 36 inches.) It is a gay and crowded
procession, with decorated carts bearing the brightly-painted
wedding furniture of the new household, and induding a
representation of the pretty Alsatian custom which commands

PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST.

BNGRAVED BY J. GUILLAUME, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY F. P. HASSECLEVER.

up among the tepid waves of the Mauritius shore. She lies
horizontally and upon her side, her hands clasped in front,
revealing that exquisite modesty which was the cause of her
death. Around her form dings the drapery of a striped, thin,
tropical-looking material, which she refused to cast aside to
help the chance of her being saved. This exaggerated sen-
timent of propriety, perhaps not quite free from self-con-
sciousness, has been lauded by sorne as an exquisite touch
of the writer's, and blowed by others with an acuteness, which
is itself not without a suspicion of pruriency. Whether the
impulse was an absurd or a simple and maidenly one, few

all the guests to pay toll to the bride, in the form of bouquets
or small presents. The specimen is a happy example of
Brion's solid, manly, serious, but not severe, talent. His illus-
trations to Notre Dame de Paris and Les Misérables show the
more burly and solid qualities, fixing the types as sternly and
inexorably as carvings by Peter Fischer in a Gothie church;
examples like the present reveal his occasionally gay and
amiable transeripts of the happy peasant life he loved.

Georges Clairin, the comrade of Henri Regnault and
Fortuny, and one of tbose young voluptuaries who aim to
translate into French the glitter of the so-called Spanish-
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Roman school, is revealed in a brilliant "Scene in Morocco,"
with the entrance to a sumptuous harem, and suitable figures.
The black chamberlain ushers into a splendid doorway the
prou d, sallow, passionless master of the seraglio.

Edouard Frère is present, of course, with his budget of
studies from the village life of Ecouen. An oil-picture shows
the" N oonday Meal." There are four figures grouped around
an humble board. These figures seem too small for the scale
of the room, and the whole effect of the picture is hard and
wooden for Frère. A small water-color shows incipient peas-
ant vanity, with a little country girl getting her ears pierced
for" The First Earring."

Leon y Escosura contributes a small picturc, showing
Murillo painting in the presence of the king. Philip IV
shows hirnself to be on the most familial' terms of conde-
seension with the tender and devout young painter of Seville,
and the palace walls are represented as already studded with
sorne of those masterpieces of Velasquez and Zurbaran which
at present form its glory.

Lambert, the chief of modern cat-painters, departs from
the usual happy and unclouded choice of his themes to
exhibit a spectacle of feline misery. Is this the original" cat
that was killed by care ?" A superb Angora, in great agony,
recoils from a steaming milk-jug, in which it has imprudently
boiled its nose, and life seems to have no more charms for the
unfortunate gourmand. The picture of "The Scorched Cat"
is 14 x 24 inches. The large cup and saucer, the bread-knife
with porcelain handle, and the fuming cream-pot with hinged
lid, speak of the ordinary French morning-meal, anticipating
the breakfast, and eonsisting of simple bread and café au lait.
The proprietor, overcome by morning slumbers, is not yet on
the scene, and the enormous matou determines to have the
first taste, with results fatal to his own peace. We rather like
this disproof of that detestable proverb about the "early
bird." In this case the early bird gets a decided "bite." The
master, who will receive his breakfast cold, will be punished
in another way, but at least he can comfort hirnself over his
frigid cheer with the thought that he has fully done his dut y
by his kind friend Morpheus.

Berne-Belleeour, one of the amusing painters who tread
in the footprints of Vibert, shows in a small picture "The
Infatuated Lover." He is a romantic youth who climbs to
kiss the painted hand of a portrait of a fair dame hanging
on the wall. The costume is that of Henri III, with silken
doublet and luxurious foppery. The question arises in the
mind whether these were portraits painted in such a modern
style at the epoch determined by the costume of the young
gallant. "On the Ramparts," also by Berne-Bellecour, is a
little painting with a single military figure.

] ules Worms, a skillful Paris pain ter, who applies a very
solid and serious style to themes too frequently trivial, is
exemplified by smalI, good pictures of "A Spanish Serenader,"
standing under the railed window of his inamorata, and "A
Spanish Volunteer."

Detaille, the best of the modern painters of micro-pho-
tographie style, contributes a small but exceptionally freely
and richly-painted specimen, showing an engagement between

a Cossack and a French hussar, in Napoleon's Russian cam-
paign. The picture blooms with a brilliant and decorative
chiaroscuro, rare for the painter, and the figures with their
horses, in frantic action, avoid the frigid model-painting look
of many of Detaille's subjects. This small panel is a gern,
decidedly superior to many a Meissonier of equally high
finish and similar size.

Alfred Stevens is shown in a very characteri tic, and
better than beautiful, specimen called "Coquetry," or "The
Language of the Fan" (12 x 18 inches). A confirmed flirt,
of wily and experienced visage, all nerves and brain , without
the softening mitigation of adipose tissue, ha drawn one

THE CONNOISSEUR.

FAC-SIIIIlLE OP A ~KEl'ClI FHOM l'liE ORIGINAL PAINTI G BY ED. GREÜTZNER.

cream-colorcd glove, and manages her dark Spanish fan with
a world of provocativc e..'pre ion. This is a bust-pictur,
full-face.

"The Andalusian" is a life-size dark- kinne I head, with
the national dress, by Ramon de Madrazo, paint d in hi
pcculiar crisp, hardy, dccidcd style, with cffects like the firm
yet delicate touches of a sculptor modeling in clay.

Landelle, in his rornantic, poctic mariner, smacking of
Bouguereau and Portaels, shows" Spiritual Con olation" (2~
x 47~ feet,) representing a group of calm and con siderate and
benevolent an gels standing around a sorrowing ouI, repentant
of its sins or overcome with affliction, This tately composi-
tion has been a favorite in photographs and cngravings.

Hugues Merle is represented by a tanding figure of a
wistful girl, with depth of character apparcntly above her
station, supposed to be a "Washing-Girl of Etretat" (14 x 24
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inches.) This is the small color-study for the completed
picture in the gallery of Mr. Fairman Rogers. The peculiar,
natural arched rock of Etretat is perceived in the background.

Doré is seen as an eil-painter in the H Don Quixote
Entertained by the Student and his Wife," a working over
with the paint-tubes of what he has better done on the box-
wood, in the weIl known illustrated edition of Cervantes.
The student, a genial specimen of natural Spanish courtesy,
clasps the knight's hand and looks at hirn with exquisite
indulgence and young protection, while his young bride-her
face surrounded with a voluminous wimple-gazes fondly at
both, and Sancho fills his bottomless appetite at the table
behind. Doré's utter inability to paint like a painter finds a
dismal exemplification in the attempt, but there is strong
graphie ingenuity to redeem the misadventure.

Fortuny is exemplified by one of his best pen-and-inks,
weIl known from a reproduction to be found in the shops, of
an old General of the Directoire, sitting and handling the
pommel of his cane.

De Coninck shows a smiling, life-size, girl's head and bust,
and a pair of plump hands engaged in trying on "The Ring."
It is a generous, freely-Iaughing peasant-girl of the Campagna,
in the usual peasant costume. The bauble can hardly be an
engagement ring, for it is not worn on the ring-finger, but on
the medius.

Desgoffe, on a canvas 22 x 18 inches, depicts a selection
of the jewels in the Apollo Gallery of the Louvre, particularly
designated for representation by Mr. Wolfe. A fan of Marie
Antoinette's, and a cup of red agate mounted by Cellini, are
among the objects delineated in the picture, which was painted
for its present owner in 187 I.

The specimen of Corot is a good example of his peculiar
dreamy and half-hinted style, so full of suggestion and poetry.
A fisherman pushes off his punt from shore, in a soft sunrise
light that floods the river and softens with velvety lustre the
shaggy group of pollard willows at the left. This example is
in the blondest tone of Corot, a pearl of silvery radiance, and
of H obscurity" that does not depend on shadow for its tanta-
lizing mystery. !ts size is 14 x 12 inches.

De Keyser's "Origin of the Arts of Design" (18 x 24
inches) is one of the surviving pictures of the German school
included by Mr. Wolfe from his earlier collection; he parted
with the same artist's " Milton Dictating to his Daughters," at
the sale of 1854, obtaining $2400 for it. Beulé, the archœolo-
gist, thus narrates the legend by which the potters of Corinth
were in the habit of attributing to their craft the beginnings at
once of portrait art and modeling figures in clay. "The Corin-
thians claimed for Dibutades and his daughter, Cora, the honor
of this discovery; they related that one evening Cora traced
with a knife the outline of her lover's profile, whose shadow
was thrown on the wall. Seeing this, the father, who was a
maker of vases, took sorne moistened clay, made an impression,
and had it fired in his furnace." The painter introduces sorne
vases in the foreground to indicate the profession of Cora's
father. Nicaise de Keyser was born in 1813, and is President
of the Academy of Antwerp, on the grand staircase of which
building are to be seen his decorative paintings representing

the" History of Art." A larger subject by De Keyser, in the
Wolfe gallery, is "Love's Young Dream," showing two young
classic maidens crouching on the turf in a sunny glade, and ex-
changing their confidences on the infinite science of the heart.
A pendant to this picture, whose figures are life-size, is hung
on the other side of a broad chimney-piece, and is by August
Riedel, the German professor at St. Luke's Academy in Rome,
representing "Cupid and Psyche at the Fountain of Love."

By Carl Becker is the pleasant and able picture, painted
with a sure hand and confidence in the art of amusing, entitled

THE FOX INVITES THE STORK TO DINNER.

FAC-SIMILB OF A SKBTCH FROM THB ORIGINAL PAINTING BY P. F. MBYERHEIM.

" Függer the Banker Burning the Bonds of Charles V," (7 x 5
feet.) Becker, now Vice-President of the Academy of Berlin,
was born in that city in 1820. He represents decorative his-
torical scenes, used as a pretext for the introduction of the
rich velvets and brocades he paints so seductively. Pupil of
Cornelius, he has never felt the slightest vocation for Cornelius'
asceticism and miracle-plays, but he turned straight to the
savory attractions of texture-painting and still-life, among
which we sometimes notice a head, an expression or a senti-
ment, not too clumsily indicated; the bric-à-brac of the subject,
however, is what engages his heart and soul, and this he
luxuriates in with an easy superficial enjoyment, in a style and
degree of ability characteristic of the better Teutonic school,
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and shared with hirn in about equal measure by Hamman, Carl
Hoff, and Benjamin Vautier. The subject here represented is
an episode which Augsburg still remembers with pride, and
is one of the pleasantest local histories connected with Charles
V, whose conduct outside of Spain is so seldom satisfactory.
In this case Charles has just made his triumphant expedition
into Africa (1532,) overcorne Barbarossa, and restored to liberty
numbers of captive Christians. The funds for this costly war
had been largely supplied by Függer, the great Augsburg
banker, but when the ernperor visited hirn in his luxurious
home at Augsburg, a fire of cinnamon and other spices was
prepared, and the monarch's bonds burned before his eyes in
that fragrant crernatory, the money-king choosing thus to
thank the man of action for destroying pirates and rendering
business safer. The Függers, in various offices and manifesta-
tions, were the grand tutelary family of Augsburg. Just before
this date, Haldric Függer was Chamberlain to Pope Paul III,
but joined the Reformers, and eventually left his fine library to
Heidelberg; sorne were ennoblcd by Maximilian; one was the
patron of Estienne, the great French typographer. ' The race
even now exists and has given its name to ahamlet near
Augsburg, while in that city is still pointed out, as the tavern
of the" Three Moors," the fine old building which was the
scene of the painter's incident, to be read of at length in
Robertson' s Charles V.

Riefstahl, a sober and profoundly conscientious artist,
whose treatment of air and light as distributed over crowds
of figures is equally excellent, whether in the free mountain
landscape or in the shadowy interior, is represented by an
important and large example, showing 'I Capuchins Celebrating
Mass" (6 x 4 feet.) In a huge, bare, rustic chape! of sorne rock-
built monastery are seen the thronging prisoners of religion,
their spare, weather-beaten faces telling of hard lives and
charitable labors in the bleak world outside. The light of
day is breaking through the window, while night still reigns
in the barn-like church, broken by the candles which the
brothers carry in their slow procession around the room. An
immense wooden reading-desk-rough and primitive as N oah's
Ark-sustains the pile of splendidly executed music-books in
the centre. This ample picture is painted with singular
gravit y, conscience and breadth.

The famous Pilot Y is seen in an example almost as large
and elaborate as the" Thusnelùa" of Mrs. Stewart's collection-
a rich and dazzling effort executed to Mr. Wolfe's order and
devoted to a subject of his selection, " Henry VIII and Anne
Boleyn" (5 x 4 feet.) The incident is that so vividly presented
in the first act of Shakespeare's final and concluding play in
his gigantic historical series. It is the festival at York Place,
with a dais or "place of state" for Cardinal Wolsey, who is
seen in the background, while in front, upon a carved bench,
is transacted that coquetry of royal favor and ancillary grace
which changed the face of English history and resulted in
protestantizing Anglo-Saxon Christendorn. The smile that did
aIl this is planted on the lips of Anne Boleyn, and the king is
about to reap it from thern with a kiss. " Sweetheart, l were
unmannerly to take you out and not to kiss you l'' the drama
makes Henry say. A bevy of beautiful court ladies, with

Sands, Lovel, and the Chamberlain, people the rich architec-
ture of the roorn, through which a golden light of almo t
theatrical garishness falls over the splendid dresses and gallant
forms. Comparing this with such a work as Bccker's H Függer
the Banker" we find Pilot Y inf rior to him in trcating bric-à-
brac subjects with breadth and unit y, while more arnbitiou in
searching for varied decorations and diversified effects. The
scheme of light here is completely arbitrary, and smack of
the stage. The whole jewel-tray of aggressive color, en ugh
to have lasted Veronese all around the four walls of a refec-

THE STORK INVITES THE FOX TO DINNER.

PAC-SIMILE OP A 5KETCII PHOM TilH OHIGINAL l'AINTINl. Il\" l'. l'. tEYIlHHUIM.

tory, is squeezed into an armload of conccntratcd antith ses.
But it is drarnatic in the go d sen. e, if it i theatrical in th ~
bad sense. Like his other c mp sition wncd in ew T rk
-the" Thusnelda" and the" Death of œsar'l-e-it sh w the
historical talent, the power to interest u: in hi high-c lor d
Gothie embroidery of a givcn event. By this ability Kaul-
bach will always seem uperior to mere texture paintcr and

decorators like Carl Becker.
Hasenclever's life-size portrait of hirn If (3 x 5 feet)

This
The

occupies a conspicuou station in the dining-room.
Düsseldorf artist was born in I 10, and died in 1853.
self-painted portrait is a whole biography; it repre ents hirn
in the act of rising from a table in his tudio, flourishina a
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romer of hock. His picture of the "Wine-Tasters" is seen
sketched on the easel before hirn, and upon the table is the
book he so brilliantly illustrated-the Jobsiade. This work is
the only comic mock-epic poem in the German tongue which
has achieved lasting popularity: it was written by E. A.
Kortym, a physician of Bochum, in Westphalia, who died in
1824, and narrates the adventures of a braggadocio student
who ends as a night-watchman. The several paintings ex-
ecuted by Hasenclever from this work, resembling Hogarth's
Rake's Progress, formed part of the old Düsseldorf Gallery in
New York, and have remained in America. His" Petition
of Delegates from the Working-Men's Council, 1848," is also
in this country, as part of the Philadelphia gallery of Fer-
dinand J. Dreer, and is perhaps his masterpiece.

Meyerheim's "Monkeys' Frolic" (4 x 2 feet) represents a
banquet of apes, got up by one of their number, dressed in
the traditional white apron and cap like a Doric capital; the
treatment of the subject by the Berlin artist recalling thosc
scenes in which the French painter, Decamps, so racily satirized
the doings of men in simian extravaganza.

Meyerheim's subjects from La Fontaine (6 x 8 feet each,)
represent the" Fox and Stork" at the reciprocal feasts which
so severely tested their respective powers of assimilation. At

the bird's banquet, the puzzled malice of the fox, is expressed
both in countenance and in anxious gyratory motion; his
triumphant serenity at his own feast, where the bird hesitatingly
draws up one claw while considering a bunch of dead game, is
worthy of the Barmeeide in the Arabian Nights.

Eduard Grützner, of Munich, is represented by a small
picture, "The Connoisseur," showing a Dominican monk in a
cellar, before a wine-bin, the key in his hand, the lantern
hitched up on the wall, as he looks at the light through a
glass of port. Grützner is strong in his specialty of hitting off
human weaknesses under the cloistered robe.

Schenck, the shepherd of so many flocks and the teamster
of so many velvet-nosed donkeys, sends from his Ecouen studio
a characteristic subject, 'I Sheep Caught in a Snow-Storm," at the
Croix-mourante Pass, in Auvergne. The woolly pilgrims are
shown in a highly-puzzled mood, with the track snowed away
from beneath their feet in a blinding storm.

When asked why he shows no specimens of Henner,
Laurens, Baudry, Bastien-Lepage, this faithful collector replies,
with a sigh of appetite and the expression of a gourmet
balked, " They are absolutely out of the market; their better
and worthier works are quite inaccessible."

CATALOGUE OF MR. j WOLFE'S COLLECTION.

ACHENBACH,A.-Squally Weather, off Scheveningen.
After the Storm. Landscape.

ACHENBACH, O.-Genazano, near Rome.

BAKKERKORF, A. H.-Bric-à-Bmc SllOP.

BEcKER, CARL.-_Függer the Banker Bunzillg the

Bonds of Charles V.

BERNE-BELLECOUR, E. P.-On the Ramparts.

Tite Infatuated Lover.
BERTRAND, JAMES.- Virginia Dead.
BONNAT, L. J. F.-rèllah Woman and Cltild.

BOUGUEREAU,W. A.-Satyr and Nylllphs.

BRETON, Juu:s.-Normandy Girl at Fountain,

Brittany Penitent.

BRION, GUSTAVE.- Wedding Procession in Alsace.

CABANEL, A.-Portrait of a Young Lady.

Birth of Venus.

CHAPLIN, CH.-The Dove. Water-coior.

Nymph at the Founraiu,

CHAVET, V.-The Studio: time of Watteau.

CLAIRIN, G.-Sheik El1tering his Harem.

COMTE, P. C.-The Toilet, Sixteenth Century,

COROT, J. B. C.-lVIorm·ng.
COT, P. A.-SPring.

DAUBIGNY, C. F.- Twilight on the Seine.

DE COCK, C.-Shady Brook.

DE CONINCK, P.- The Weddillg Ring.

The Lizard.

DE KEYSER, N.- The Invention of the Art of Des(f[n.

Love's Young Drt'am. [tory.

DELORT, C. E.-Bric-à-Brac Shop: time of the Direc-

DE MESGRIGNY, F.-View on the Loire.

DESGOFFE, B.-Objets d'Art.

DETAILLE, J. B. E.-Fight for the Standard.

DEVEDEUX, L.-Bashi-Bazouk and Circassian Slave.

DORÉ, G.-Don Quixote Entertained by tlte Student.

FrcHEL, E. B.- Tite Card Party.

FORTUNY, M.-The Veteran.

FRÈRE, E.- The Jlfid-day 11-.leal.

GALLATT, L.-IIuguenot's FamilJ'. Water-color.

GÉRÔME, J. L.-Circassian Lady.

GIRARD, FIRMIN.-Caught in tlte Tlzunder-Storm.

GOUPIL, JULES.-The Lost Dauphin.

GRÜTZ:\'ER, ED.-The Connoisseur,

GUERRA, G.- The Villa Borghese.

HASENCLEVER, J. P.- The Artist' s Portrait, [burg.

HENNINGS, J. F.- The Parè and Palace of NymPhm-

JACQUE, C. E.-Sheep and Lamb.

KNAUS, LUDWIG.-Study from" The Children's Fête."
KRAUS, F.-Peasant Girlof the Prussian Baltic l'ro-

LAMBERT, L. E.- The Scorched Cat. [vinces.

LANDELLE, C.-Spiritual Consolation.

LEFEBVRE, J. J.-Femme Couchée. Study.

LELOIR, L.-Beating the Retreat.

Zephyr.

LEON y ESCOSURA,D. Y.-I'irture Gallery illllIadrid:

time of Philip IV.
MADRAZO, R.-Andalusian Peasant.

MAKART, HANS-Fellah Women at Weil.

MARCHAL, C. F.-Penelope.

MERLE, H.- TVasherwoman of Étretat.
MEYERHEIM, PAUL.- The lI:fonkeys' Frolic. [ner.

The Fox Invites the Stork to Diu-

VERNET-LECOMTE, E.-Moorish '.Jewess: Costume

de Fête.

VIBERT, G. J.-Sellin.f[ Consecrated Palms at Church

Door, in Spain.
VOU~ON, A.-Fruit.

WAIILBERG, A.-Neal' Stockholm.

WORMS, JULEs.-The Serenarie, Seville.

The Volt/ntee?'.

ZAMAcois, D. E.-A Spanish Shepherd. Water-color_

ZIEM, F.-Publié Garden, Venice.

, MEYERHEIM, PAUL.- The Stork invites tlte Fox to

MEYER VON BREMEN.-The Gleaner. rDil1ner.
MUNKAcsy, M.-The Widow's Mite.

PERRAULT, L.-Tlte Roman Flower-Girl.

PILOTY, C. T. VON.-Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn

at Cardinal Wolsey's.
PREYER, J. W.-Dessert.

RlEDEL, A.-Cupid and Psyche at tlte Fountain of
Love.

RIEFSTAHL, W. L. F.-Capuchin foIonks in a Tyrolese

lI-Ionastery.

SCHENCK, A. F. A.-Sheep in Snow-drift: Mountains

of Auvergne, France.

SCIIREYER, A.- Wallachian Team Entangled in the

Marshf's of the Danube.
SOYER, PAUL.- The Wine Press.

The W'ine Cup.
STEVENS, A.- Coquetterie.

VAN MARCKE, E. -Cow. From the Collection of the

Count d'Aquila.

Bull.
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THE THORNY PATH.

ENGRAVED BY FAUST FROM THE OIUGINAL PAINTING BY THOIllAS COUTURR.

THE COLLECTION OF MR. HENRY C. GIB 0

arrangement of Mr. Gibson's
gallery of paintings is carricd
out on a plan unique, Ibelieve,
not only in Philadelphia, of
which city his collection is
the ornament, but anywhcrc
in the country. Instead of a
large hall, we have a series of
little chapels. Each is lighted
by a ceiling of glass, and the
dimensions are in harrnony
with the pictures collcctcd,
which III hardIy a single
instance exceed a moderate
easel sizc. Three or four
little marble rooms from
Pompeii seern to have floated
over the sea, like Gullivcr's
casket, and anchored upon a
bed of roses; for the con-

servatory is adjacent, and the scent of warm hot-house carth
steals in from its quadrangle to hint of the stability and

THE RAPE OF THE SABINES.

BRONZE BY L. GRRGOIHE.

rcliance of terra firrna. Excavations in . uch a pl' einet, ne
fecls, should turn up a br nze h usehol l divinity, r a
varicgatcd mosaic, The ky hincs through the c ilings f
the sma11 square chambers, a it docs into the h use of
Sallust or the house of Pan a. The painting that I c rate the
walls are many of them rotic and gay, avoidinc dark subj cts,
as the majority do that have bccn rcv alcd am ng the ash 5

of Vesuvius. To gel the most striking ffcct, th c: rploration
should be made when the full moon ba. ks up 11 the trans] arent
ceilings, and in solitude. In uch a ca e the r be f a g ddcss
fluttering on the wall or the gray utline fa. tatuc tak '5 ne
back to South Italy rcadily, and clcarly pcrtains to sorne villa
at Baix, or Parthénope, or èapri, r Hcrculancuru. If thcrc
wcrc windows in the walls-but there arc Il ne-fancy would
be sure to sketch us, undcr the moon, the aplc Bay and the
filmy cap and plume of Vesuvius. Thr urrh a 1 w do rway,
howcvcr, to speak of carth and anchor li' t rcalitics, cm' the
flowcr-sccnts, stooping as they enter, and lcaving their silken
homes to accost the paintings an 1 the bust". Thore i a per-
spective of rose-banks, an environment of color in f rms fart,
a cold, pale, inlaid floor. Enormous sca-sh Ils sv incT in the
moist conservatory atm sphere, holdin<T an air-plant or a
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flowering creeper that fills their labyrinths with perfume
instead of murrnur.

Our business is, however, with the more rigid daylight
view. Mr. Gibson is a collector who hoids clearly in his mind
the determination never to have more than a hundred pictures.
The purchase of a new one means the condemnation of an
eIder one. The gallery grows in refining, not in increase. This
anchorite vow is hard to keep, however, and this Sultan sorne-
times acquires a new love without finding the heart to discard
an oid.

Thomas Couture, the French painter of the" Decadence
Romaine," who died March 3 r, r 879, at the age of sixt y-four,
is revealed in two pictures. "Le Triomphe d'une Femme
Equivoque," or "The Thorny Path," is a subject completed in
r873, and measuring 6 by 4 feet. This important picture
shows Couture in his self-imposed rôle of teacher of humanity.
An allegory of the old-fashioned kind is carried out with
permitted anachronisrns of the most daring boldness. A
classical-Iooking damsel, whose tunic falls carelessly from the
waist, furiously drives a modern" Stanhope;" equally modern
is the horrible, mob-capped old mother, of the mère d'actrice
type, who crouches behind her in the carriage, from whose
pocket a huge black bottle emerges, and whose lean hands are
clutched over each other with an insatiable lust of gold and
booty. Meanwhile the lovely mischief, half standing, half
Ieaning against the box, cranes her slim neck and extends her
insolent whip towards a team of helpless men who draw the

CREPUSCULE.

PAC·SIMILB OF A SKBTCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY HAMON.

vehicle. There are ruts in the slightly descending road-other
convoys have passed that way before; there are burly thistles

in the path, and the feet of the masculine victims are lacerated
in the thorny highway. The cortège, all equally weIl broken
in, consist of men chosen from various types and various
epochs. Allegory is not afraid to mingle the armor of the
mediœval landsnecht with the nudity of the antique Silenus:
the satyr-like visage of the minister of Bacchus leads the
procession, as on a Bacchic vase; his cynicai exposure reveals
his figure bloated by excess, his flesh grown flabby with
indulgence, his swollen feet and Vitellius-like cheeks, which
are shaded by his ample vine-wreath ; with his huge and
relaxed limbs, he pulls first in the disgraceful team. He looks
back, not only with satire but with envy, at the pretty boy who
follows next behind, the ideal of a young mediceval trouba-
dour, with his eyes fixed dreamily on the horizon, and his
hands clasped on his heart, not feeling yet the load he draws.
Next behind follows the young student, in laurel-wreathed feIt
and modern booted vacation-dress: he jots down a copy of
verses as he goes, and the ineffable aureole of youth plays
radiantly about his figure, attracting sympathy for his captivity
and almost condoning his sharne. Last comes the soldier,
dragging with his scarred veteran limbs, gaIled in many battles,
and now cramped in the disgraceful harness; of mature age,
with an intellectual bald head, a vivid look of self-reproach and
introversion in his bent visage, the laureis withering around
his honorable armor, as he joins, with full consciousness and
bitter sense of vanquishment, in the mad captivity to woman.
As these typical figures strain under the whip-lash, the serene
and implacable tyranny of Beauty rises behind them, fair with
egotism and self-pampering, her bare arms and bosom rigid
with cruelty, her white feet lying like flowers on silken
cushions; and, lastly, as if the esse~tial and intrinsic badness
of the heartless woman were not expressed plainly enough,
there emerges, out of the dark behind her, her own completed
image in the mirror of time, the model of what she will
become, the form of femininity reduced to simple appetite and
desire, the lust of gold overcoming aIl other, the hands turning
to grasping claws, the eyes furtively watching for pillage, the
life-thirst expressed in the gaping bottle that thrusts itself
from the ever-h ungry pocket. What surprises the spectator
at first is the audacious way in which the moralist-painter has
confused his metaphors; there are no traces by which to draw
his wheels, either literally or figuratively. A classically
dressed beauty, whose mother is a modern market-woman, is
pulled in a fashionable "T-cart" bya number of men who have
existed at epochs hundreds of years apart, and they pull by the
lines alone, neither thills nor traces being apparent about the
carriage. Perhaps it is these confusions and contradictions
that the terminal bust of Couture hirnself, set on a marble
pillar and signed T. C, is laughing at so sarcastically. In
regard ·to technical execution; it mustbe said that this picture
is inferior in color and quality to the generality of Couture's
works. There are crude yellows, reds and blues, such as
are seldom seen in his schemes, and the lovely gray 'on flesh
and stone, in which he sometimes approaches the gray of
Velasquez, is seen but in isolated patches. It must be said of
Couture that he has the courage and individuality of the
untraveled artist; familiar with little but the Louvre, his
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works will never be put to shame by being found to contain
borrowings from an inaccessible crypt of the Madrid museum,
a chapel of Masaccio's at Florence, or the like. His characters
are discovered by hirnself, his expressive vigor is his alone.
No type of woman better than Couture's has been created by
a modern Frenchman. Her coldness, her distinction, her
faultless grace and irnpregnable cruelty, her air of accepting
an and giving nothing, are worthy of Balzac, in another vein.
The only bit of pasticcio which I am tempted to suspect in
this picture is the fat Silenus in front, who se type resembles
that of Ribera's Silenus at Naples, which Couture may
possibly have seen in photograph.

Couture traveled hardly at aIl, was almost unlettered, and
was a genius. Such exemplars as are contained in Paris he
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and a draughtsman who is affectedly and wilfully wanting in
anatomical expression-it is ca y to admit that the goddes has
a kind of foolish, fond perfection about her. he lies arched
on the wave from which she is ju t born, her whole boneless
body twisting on it and her limb embracing each other: n
nonsensical little great-toe of her curls up the rev rse way-
a blown rose-petal, to be kissed, maybe. he is bedded upon
her warm hair, which floats, the color of honcy, on the
Mediterranean blue; the foam creams up, to pillow her head,
into impromptu tufts and roses; she peeps from under ne
elbow; five little Desires, blowing conchs or catching each
other's hands, link and dis olve and form again among th
light clouds of the sky-the foam of the atmo phere ; on the
horizon, an island profile, which should be ythera, but will

ARASS FIGHTING IN RETREAT.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH BY S. J. FERRIS, FROM THE OHIGINAL PAINTING BY A. ~CHH8Y{(R.

is conversant with, but he is no haunter of picture-galleries,
no sketcher in scattered lands: he is a discoverer whom
our period of pedantry and communication of ideas scarcely

touches.
The more impressional spectator is apt to march pretty

directly up to the " Venus," painted by Cabanel, whose replica
we too hastily noticed in speeding through, as best we might,
the ponderous catalogue of Mr. Wolfe's collection. Cabanel
invented his "Venus" in I863, and the present form of the
conception became the property of Mr. Gibson in 1870. The
painting occupies a little bower of drapery, in the innermost
room of an, the folds of which drapery flow away from' her
figure in every direction-altogether centrifugally, and with a
slight air of sarcasm. The" Venus" is surely very delicate
and seductive, with a rather uncelestial beauty; the painter
has created her with that absence of soul which evades
responsibility. The figure is of the family of the Medici
Venus, not that of the Venus of Milo. Granting that it is
the divinity of a naturally trivial man-an artist who has
never yet invented a great situation on any of his canvases

be Capri. AIl this, of cour c, is n way t represent the divine
principle of Love, but the court-paint r cr at d hi uV nus" for
a corrupt Empcror, as a mi chief that man might never hope
to mend, and that would laugh in the face f th se wh w uld
try it by the great grave principle f r k r ligi u art. In
tone the canvas is sha lowlc sly gay; it throws a light of airy
French flattery areund the place, and se m to be mod led in
excesses of brightne s rather th an in hadcs, Una hamed,
alluring, and contented in a very narrow phcrc f influ nee,
this "V cnus" seems born to be called a baggage by any pa sing
Sir Roger de Coverley of the a ..'on rac ) and to CT ff with

a piece of money.
Capri, and Capri again! The light. f apri gleam from

the distance of this pretty little fan y by the painter Ham n,
the "Crepuscule." Two girl are flyinCT, fath 111 above the
sea, their drapery tretched out horiz ntally by the tre f
their motion, and their ey s fi.' 1 like tho f s mnambul .
Who is their Mab, the captain of th ir drcam? It is n ne
other than Dan Cupid, who has leaped right upon th 'ir
shoulders, a foot on the back of cach, and stands thcre fixcd,
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lashing them inexorably with the cord of his bow. The girls
drive wildly forward, ready ta dash on the rocks of Capri, still
moist with wine spilt in the orgies of Tiberius. Granting ta
Hamon the faculty of devising these epigrams very neatly, and
of knowing just enough of the human figure ta draw his pulpy
puppets without absolute disgrace, we confess ta a wish that
he should have generally confined his work ta those fans
which he decorated sa well ; what would seem charming on a

personage was mother of triplets at least, for the younger
children seem ta be of about the same age.

The specimen of Vibert is at the high-water-mark of his
bright and glancing talent. It is ((The Roll-CalI after the
Pillage." The dragoons of Villars have sacked sorne fat and
opulent place, Friedlingen or Stolberg, and, laden down with
boat y, swaggering, tipsy, holding each other up, the men-at-
arms form a zigzag line in front of their captain; one, with

SCENE IN CONSTANTINOPLE.

PAC-SIMILE OP A DESIGN BV S. J. FERRIS, FRO!ll': THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY A. PASINI.

semicircle of vellum in a Iady's fingers seems ta empty itself
into nonsense when heavily framed and hung among the works
of artists whose pencils are of the male sex.

A good, almost a flattering example of Kaulbach permits
us ta set this world-wide reputation in vivid contrast with
similar renowns of French extraction. Kaulbach's subject
here is ((Mother-Love," and is from the same original sketch
as the larger canvas similarly named in Mr. Probasco's
collection at Cincinnati. The theme is an allegorical female
figure nursing four children, in the style of Del Sarto's
celebrated "Charity" in the Louvre. Catalogued as " MaternaI
Affection" in the Derby sale, and sa named in the German
sources of information, the treatment would indicate that the

liquor in each hand, staggers out of the Golden Lion Inn,
whose tap-boy lies on the ground, dead or stunned. In the
line drawn up for review, the foremost figure is a graceless
comely sort of Don Cesar de Bazan, who has taken a prisoner
-the captive being a magnificent white go ose, for whom the
lad's sword-belt is the gallows. As a painting of humors, an
imprint of the superficies of a situation, the thing is capital;
and in the graver qualities of art, soberness of color, compo-
sition and quality, it recalls the better day of Vibert, when he
had the ambition to be a painter, rather than his present epoch,
when a whole laboratory of students elaborate the hard and
glittering pictures which he is content to decorate with his
signature" for thc American Market."
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The statue-group, in bronze, whose representation is inlaid
like an initial at the top of the first column in this article, is
"The Rape of the Sabines," by Louis Grégoire. M. Grégoire
is a living French sculptor, born in Paris, and educated in the
atelier of Jean Jules Salmson. In the present work he does
not affect classical simplicity, but emulates the decorative
brilliancy and lively flutter of the renaissance. The soldier's
armor, with its head of Romulus' wolf on the heImet, is of a
richness far too advanced for the period, but the artist cares
nothing about that; what he is thinking of is to make an orna-
mental parlor bronze. This group was executed in 1873.

Adolphe Schreyer, the admirable painter from Frankfort
on the Main, resident in Paris, is revealed in a fair example,

a vindictive shot as he gallops away. Of late years Schreyer
is losing his care and distinctness of drawing, and tending
more and more to make mere glancing thistle-down of the
dissolving hide of his animals. In an example like the pr ent,
though, this soft confusion of glo sy form is a grace, for it adds
to the sense of motion.

Another glirnpse of the Orient, howing a second order of.
merit, is seen in the ((Con tantinople Market," by Alberto
Pasini, born near Parma, and now living at Paris. I find
nobody who can group a confu cd mass of horses und r a
tropical light quite so ably as Pa sini ; the hor es are well-
rounded, the masses into which they collect are well-round d
too. Titian said that a painter's compositions should be studied

FAC-SIMILH OF A SKETCH FHOM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY C. TROYON.

RIDING HOME.

"Arabs Fighting in Retreat." A group of Kabyle sheiks and
officers, seen from the rear, with a languid Eastern light falling
on their flying haiks and bournouses, are desperately shooting
and darting their spears in Parthian fashion as they recede from
the eye. The fluttering figures, and the silken-coatcd steeds
they ride, are blotted together in a beautiful suffusion, partly of
dust and partly of evening vapor, the poetic mirage-atmosphere
of hot climates. This tender, sultry softness which overcomes
the landscape is what gives especial distinction to Mr. Gibson's
specimen of Schreyer. The painter fastens, with cqual poetic
appreciation, on the sunny glow of tropical climates, basking
voluptuously on romantic Arabs and ideal steeds, or on the
snow-flaws of the steppes and the shaggy gipsies and horses
they envelop. In this picture our artist breaks the haze with
a vigorous figure of a Kabyle on a black horse, who has ticd
the riderless gray of sorne murdered comrade to his own stecd ;
thus embarrassed, he vanishes pell-mell into a cloud of white
bournouses that swarm up a low, scrubby hillside, turning for

from a bunch of grapcs, and Pa ini's miniatur cqucstrians
show just such a roundcdncss f mas, made up of indi-
viduals thcmsclves scparatcly mb. d ; Mei s ni r i apt t
come a little short of thi perfection, as in his diagram-like
Il 1807." In the nstantinoplc scene Pasini's horses arc
drawn up into a throng on one ide" ccuratc as little statuettes
of bronze, salicnt and xacting as if each laim 'cl his pl' P r
square inch of canvas to stand on. An archcd portic fi11
the background, rising high in air with it turnij -shap
arcades; and the chaffcrirur crowd, in al l the c lor. f Har-
lequin, gather areund the squatting fruit- 'dl .rs, who c melon
roll ovcr the foregr und like p bbles at the foot f a cataract.

The cxarnplc of Meissonier is srnall but admirable. It is
called "A Cavalier Awaiting an Audience." Some fa t-riding
post of Turenne or the Grand Condé, come with news to the
king of the victory of Fribourg or the burning f Heidelberg,
warms himsclf at the ante-chamber fire as he wait the ryal
pleasure. One spurred and booted foot he lifts on the hob,
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while his hand leans on the sculptured hood of the chimney-
piece, and the draggled feathers nodding from his broad and
weather-beaten hat tell of travel and haste. This open-air
figure, brought with aIl its breath of out-of-doors into the glow
and luxury of in-door shelter, almost unites the sentiment of
landscape-painting with that of interior-painting. The subject
is of the kind which made Meissonier's reputation; an internal
effect, compassable with studio light and studio accessories,
and painted with a quietude of perfect skill that is to be the
despair of aIl future artists and the criterion of talent even in
the company of old Dutchmen like Van der Meer and Pieter

love of the true animalist. The present specimen is good
enough to show Troyon as one of the great landscape-painters,
and if there are shortcomings in the treatment of the figures,
these shortcomings seem like an intentional subordination of
the animaIs to the lovely scope and breadth of scenery they
people.

But Auguste Bonheur's cattle, how individual, how per-
sonal they are! Perfect in structure, with envelopes of living.
supple hide, they breathe, they stand weightily upon the can-
vas. . The "Cattle" in this collection is a picture as excellent
technicallyas the same painter's "Fontainebleau" in the A. T.

DANCING THE JALEO, IN THE PALACE OF PILATE, SEVILLE.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THB ORIGINAL PAINTING BY R. MADRAZO.

de Hoogh. The ambition to paint open-air effects is what is
killing Meissonier's reputation: indisputable in chamber-sub-
jects, he is thrown· fiat by landscape. The present picture is

worthy of his best moments, deep yet not dull, and rich with-
out a particle of vulgar glitter.

Constant Troyon, whose animal subjects nearly always
have the incommunicable light and air of genius, is seen in a
capital" Landscape with Cattle." A black-faced steer, relieved
against a white-faced steer, is seen standing in the foreground,
in a shallow stream, which a shepherdess, riding on a donkey,
is about to ford, as she gathers her sheep for the ev,ening fold.
This master, who took up animal painting comparatively late
in his career, because his landscapes were not successful to his
wish, remained a landscape-painter to the dose, valuing his
animals chiefly for their relief and contrast-incidents in his
paradise, not sharers of his love. His black ox throws back
his distance; his red cow contradicts his meadow; such are
their functions; they are not studied as individuals, with the

Stewart gallery. A dark cow has lifted her head towards the
herd, shaking her ear, whose shadow plays over her neck of
silk: she stands in the shallow water of a river, brimmed into
peace and silence by high tide, against a background of low
hill-forrns. A red and white cow is drinking alongside, and
stands out sculpturally in the frank, clear afternoon light,
just yellowing enough to tarnish faintly the silver patch es
of her hide. It is a piece of carving in oils, modeled with
the precision and solidity of the golden Hathor of an Egyptian
temple. Yet there is no composition in the picture, and its
perfections drift together fortuitously and helplessly, wanting
the graceful art to collect them into a lovely landscape compo,
sition, so easily exerted by Troyon, and even by Troyon's
pupil, Van Marcke.

A painting of " Highland Sheep," by Rosa Bonheur, shows
a long-haired Rock, in imminent need of shearing; her small
picture has the bIotted manner of the English water-color
school, with the English occasional dab of hard, uncorn-
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promising white. Schenck, of Ecouen, in il The Last Hour,"
has a conspicuous composition of life-size sheep, huddled
together in the butcher's shambles, and driven almost frantic
by the red floor and smell of blood. This premonition of doom
is well known to those who have watched the killing of sheep,
and the terror and despair of these soft, helpless criminals,
expressed with very practical realism, has made a tragic oppor-
tunity for the painter of which he has availed himself more
strikingly than gracefully.

GIBSON, towards the close
of Fortuny's life, was able
to secure, through the in-
termediary of his friend,
Mr. W. H. Stewart, of
Philadelphia and Paris,
(Fortuny's great patron)
a choice example of the
phenomenal Spanish paint-
er. "The Old Hôtel de
Ville in Grenada" (19 x 14
inches) is painted on a
panel, and was completed
in 1873. He writes from
Rome, in December, 1872,
to his kind friend Stewart,
"I am finishing the picturc
for Ml'. Gibson, and I have

not begun anything new, for I wish to be done with the things
I have brought from Spain, in order to return afterwards to
my native country again." This refers to Spanish subjects,
sketched on the spot, for completion in Rome, of which this
picture was one, and which must be all turned off the easel in
the Roman studio before the artist wou Id feel free to go on
another Spanish foray. Again Fortuny writes from Rome to
his" dear Guglielmo," June, 1873, " A thousand thanks for the
advice you give me about my money. As for the fort y
thousand francs for Mr. Gibson's picture, if you cannot talee
care of it you can dispose of it to be drawn on sight in any
banking house you please." Fortuny's biographer, the Baron

Davilliers, remarks here, " The picture in question in this letter,
and which belongs to Mr. Gibson, represents the Ayuntamiento
Viejo, or ancient City Hall of Grenada, a very picturesque old
edifice, with balconies covered with flowcrs and overrun by
luxuriant foliage; it is a marvcl of color." It is in compo-
sitions like this, where Fortuny represents an open-air scène,

and, according to his own expression, "fences with the sunshine
without parrying a single ray," that his marvclous talent
particularly asserts itself We marvel at the miracle, at the
expressive eloquence with which he can make paint talk
daylight. This was never done by any preceding school of
art, and constitutes, in Fortuny's person, the contribution
made to art-experiment by the nineteenth century. The
painting shows the court-yard of the old Moorish building,
degraded to its present usage as a fish-mart. The crumbling
tiled roofs print themselves against the sky, and eat into the
plastered walls with their toothed shadows. The balconies

INITIAL FROM A DESIGN DY M. ARCOS.

are so many flower-garden ,-and when has flower-painting,
done on this miniature cale, given 0 truly the mingling
jewelry of tropical blo som ,the tiff bri tling of thorny
plants, the velvet dryne: . of sunny leave? Il over the
picture a sense of torrid heat ucks up every ugge tion
of moisture. The sky is a deep basin of devouring blu fir,
into which the red chimney-top and the errate ridge f
the roofs are imbedded in the harpe t, di tincte t mo aie.
The raw, unmitigated delivery of col r which belongs t vapor-
less noonday is fearle sly copied, and turned to a novel, spicy
harmony; there are placards posted on the wall, of livclie t

vermilion, chrome and blue. In the middle di 'tance a knot
of gaily-dres ed children play and scrarnblc, and their little
features, sharpened by the. un, are g t in place with the di -
tinctness and rcality of phot graph. gr up set again st
the wall to the right, under the prot ction of a great urnbrclla,
has the real daylight air of living people in the arid light [
Spain, and tells besides a prctty tale f maternal happin
Some miniature figures to the Ieft, cires' cl in full pani h varie-
gation, form a series that is granulated at fir t sight lik a
procession fant, but yiclds all the sati: f cti n f human

CAVALIER WAITING AN AUDIENCE.

PAC·SIMIL.H OP A SKIlT"l1 FROM fllI' OHI INAL l'AI Il (.; lIV J. L. l' lEISSONIIIH.

interest whcn wc sec how cvcry individual IS comprchcnded
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and studied-we seem to be looking into a world of novel scale
with the aid of a microscope, and every human figure, every
patch of color on a dress, is influenced by the same light which
fi11swith purple tones the grayish shadows woven beneath the
plastered eaves. Nobody perceived these relations of values,
it is true, till the photograph was invented, and it may be said
that the Spanish school ought to thank their true master, the
camera. But it is a great deal to have carried out the gray
neutral hints of the photograph in schemes of color, and, even
with such an aid, Fortuny proves hirnself a giant in conveying
with the mere resources of shaded paints, seen always in a
tempered illumination, the full blaze of torrid sunshine. The
Dutch did wonders in placing their little animated groups in
the full sensation of the open air; but they only attempted the
soft, hazy light of a humid climate. Fortuny's conquest is the
fiery ocean of dry southern light, absolutely sealed from Art
before he came. Of all the subjects in this line of triumph,
no picture left by the Spanish painter is more superb th an the
present example. lts safety has been in great danger, however,
its comrnanding excellence having made it the object of pro-
fessional cupidity. Sorne artist, more able. to appreciate its
beauty than the beauty of honesty, almost succeeded in stealing
it by means of the substitution of a counterfeit copy, and Mr.
Gibson's picture is the specimen known in art annals as the
stolen Fortuny. The incident happened in 1877. The owner
had contributed it to the Loan Exhibition at the Philadelphia
Acaderny, and allowed it to remain through the regular Spring
exhibition at the gallery; when this closed, on the second day
of June, Mr. Gibson's loans were sent back to his home, and
the pictures not examined until he returned to the house in the
Autumn. Something peculiar in the aspect of his Fortuny
then struck the anxious connoisseur; the magic charm of the
picture seemed to have vanished from off the face of the panel,
and the disconcerted owner ruefully said to hirnself that if his
costly purchase were no better a thing than now appeared
before his disenchanted eyes, he might as well have contented
hirnself with sorne inferior master. So imposing, however, is
the evidence of accessories, that the apparent identity of the
stuff of the panel almost convinced hirn that he was mis-
taken; the back revealed, in fact, the most complete fac-simile
imaginable of the original wood, with the" cradles" or strength-
ening bars strictly imitated from those prepared by Goupils.
On the face, too, the signature of Fortuny, and the general
aspect of the picture, were close enough to pass muster with a
hast y observer; it only seemed as if sorne fatal deterioration
had come over the scène, and left everything commonplace
where everything had been miraculous before. A photograph
taken from the authentic painting was now laid by the panel,
and compared inch by inch; then it was found that there was a
discrepancy between the two, in the number of tiles represented
in the principal roof. The evidence o~ experts was taken, and
it soon became patent that a very clever forgery had been
committed, and the counterfeit le ft in place to console the
possessor for the absence of the genuine. On collecting the
evidence of the history of the past months, it seemed probable
that sorne unscrupulous art-student or copyist of the Acaderny
had substituted his imitation, in the face of the danger attending

the theft of so conspicuous a masterpiece ; and, finally, the
curator of the institution, being detailed to hunt for it, returned
from a long search with the legitimate picture, which he re-
ported having found in the hands of a wandering artist at
Niagara Falls. The affair has never been probed further, the
owner being averse to any greater publicity, and content with
regaining his favorite.

-- -
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THE SUMMER STROLL.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY G. BOLDINI.

Modern Spanish life and character, depicted by those
who can best interpret them, are found in the dancing-scenes
of Madrazo and Villegas. How infinitely superior are these
studies, redolent of the soil and collected by natives who
smack their lips over them, to the far-fetched traveler's-reports
of the Englishmen, Phillips and Lewis, or to those of Giraud
in the Luxembourg! By the modern Spaniards we have the
true flavor and wine of life as it mantles in the hot-blooded
bull-fighters of Seville and the gipsies who dance for their
delight when the toils of the arena are over. In the" Jaleo-
Dance in the House of Pilate, Seville," we see the dark-hued
gipsy-girl courageously mounted on the table, and writhing
in the convulsions of the dance, which twists her gay robes
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about her like the spi rais of a cornu copia. Her fernale com-
panion watches her distantly and like a cri tic from a seat under
the banana-trees of the court, while behind her the gay toreros
pick the guitar or stretch over several chairs, with the marsilie
or embroidered jacket flung over one shoulder. In the small
picture of Villegas, called H Spanish Recreations," we are
treated to a not dissimilar comedy, where a stalwart bull-fighter

73

Paris Salon for year ,with aIl the air of a di ciplc by convince-
ment of the mo t advanced doctrines of the" pani h-Roman"
school, but it is his distinction never to have received a Fr nch
decoration. The clique of Fortunyand his brother -in-law
and his intimates seems to have absorbed the whole medal-
giving power of the alon jury, and when oldini corne
forward with precisely similar m rits the door of preferment

THE DRUMMER-BOY.

FAC-SIMILR OF A SKETCH FROM THE OJU(;INAL PAINTINC; uv A. UR NFtI\'11.1 u.

of gipsy descent, with one of those dark, monkey-like faces
so corn mon at Seville, and broad, heavy hat, watches from his
perch on a table, while a gipsy in multiplied flounces extends
her arms towards hirn in an amatory dance, and a doorway
behind is filled with three attentive faces and an equally atten-
tive and accompanying guitar. An item in the natural history
of the manola or Spanish dancer, as analyzed by these careful
observers, is that her gay clothes are always huddlcd, and
never smoothly worn; her skirt of thin brittle silk, of blushing
pink, is crumpled liké the leaf of a poppy, and it never seems
to belong to her, but to have been cast over her figure at hazard
out of sorne repertory of cheap professional costumes.

Giovanni Boldini, of Ferrara, has been exhibiting in the

is crashcd in hi face. Il Th ummer troll," in thi c 11 cti n,
shows what he can cl The pr I m in his picture wa t

set a bright costume and an illurninat cl fac , with ut any
relief of values, right azain t : unny sky, with a boldn ss (_s
different a possible fr ru the trick. f c nventi nal p rtrait-
paintcr , who alway t n down their kie by m. ny dcgr
bchind a head, r contra t the I. tt r with an impr vis cl
thunder-cloud. In this bright littl g m f painting B ldini
chooses to tell the truth ab ut natur , and rnak hi hcavcns
and his figure of the same v: lue. The r ult is lurnin u and
triurnphant, The typ , t 0, in the Id-fa hi n cl co tumc
Boldini generally affects, is as qu. int a. it is app tizincT; th
sweet forms and grace f y uth are riggcd ut in th cloth '5
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we find in our grandmothers' trunks. Here is a pretty lady
mincing along through the tall grain, swinging her large open
canopy-topped parasol, gloved up to the elbow, short-waisted
almost up to the throat, the chin protected by a broad frill,
and the completed costume crowned with a prodigious fountain
of feathers, which plays madly into the sky from the very apex
of the cap. It is one of Carle Vernet's caricatures made
lovable, human, sympathetic.

The" cry of the earth" that poets rave over in the works
of Millet, is found, too, in the large and grand picture by Jules
Breton, "The Potato-Gatherers." Here is the solid, real,
positive grit and fracture of the germinating clodo The rustic

Atlas, able to carry her sheaves with the grace of a caryatid ;
and they seem as they linger or stretch their large muscles to
stand upon the brick-fields of their BabyIon, faintly conscious
of their exile, and longing for some happier heritage to which
in right of their sex they should return. The French farm,
with its simplicity, patient cultivation, humble ambition and
moral purity, is full of the atmosphere of the pastoral, and
there are interpreters, like Breton and Millet, who know it.
Strange that this sweetest of motiui has not got into French
literature ; but French art is much more radical and penetrating,
much less a thing of sophistication and of cities, than French
letters. By this poet of the fields, then, Mr. Gibson possesses

"AC-SIMILE OP A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BV J. B. C. COROT.

MORNING.

painter of Courrières is one who comprehends the immense
poetry, and who has been shadowed often with the immense
dumb sorrow, of the fields. He enunciates this poetryas little
as possible in the old French style of imaginary pastorals,
garlands, and shepherds' pipes; but he sees in the gayest life
of clowns the lament of their narrowed opportunities, and is
penetrated with pit Y even during their awkward snatches of
hard-won ease and festival. In his Luxembourg picture, as the
rustic pageant of the Host winds through the yellow wheat-
fields, this Breton, with the sympathy of a pious soul, is heart-
struck by the tender trust of the hard-fisted spectators, who
lift up their bent backs to view the solemnity, and absorb into
their stony minds an instant's share of the ideal. Why should
immortal intelligences be cast into such circumstances? he
asks and makes us ask. In the presence of such captive
natures we seem like thieves, with our apparatus of libraries,
education, music, art and travel. In another picture, his
peasant-women repose after a day's harvesting, each a female

the first important picture he ever painted of nearly life scale,
-to be followed by the various knitting shepherdesses of the
natural size, who seem rather overgrown and motiveless in the
cabinets where subsequent collectors have imprisoned them.
Mr. Gibson's specimen is the best of its style and kind in
America or anywhere. In plain prose, two farm-women are
gathering potatoes at dusk. In poetry and truth, a pair of
Titanesses, who have battled with the earth, are stripping the
dark Amazon of her meagre trophy. They stand into the sky
like Druid towers, and around them stretch the immeasurable
Landes; their thick frocks fall upon them like the hammered
drapery of iron statues; their muscular faces are composed
by the reiterated monotony of their toil into proud granite
masks; and the huge arms, under their thickened, leathery
skin, are the arms of the gladiator. What but the magic of
genius could transform subjects so obstinately simple into
figures of art, and make you fee! the art beyond the subject?
But such is the creator's sorrowful strength, that the picture
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seems like a Hymn to Labor, with the burden devil-changed
into a curse. The canvas aches with a waste of power. As
we consider it, we remember how Dürer has drawn a figure
that still puzzles the meditative spectator,-a woman brooding
amid all the appliances of art and information, sullen in the
centre-place of improvement, and mocked by a Bat, that flies
away into the sunrise with "m.elancholy" written on its wings.
Our later poet paints his warnen in their shipwrcck of oppor-
tunity, bereft of everything that nurses womanhood into grace;
and, weaving its circles in their solitary night, we seem to sce
their familiar, and the ward upon its wings is "mclancholy" too.

Detaille's graphic and important picture, from the Salon
of 1874 (6 ~ x 4 ~ feet) represents the il The Charge of the
Ninth Regiment of Cuirassiers in the Village of Morsbrunn,
on the day of the Battle of Reichschoffen, August 6th, 1870."
The young artist has hirnself described the incident of his
picture, in a letter communicated to Mr. Gibson, with a circum-
stantiality which leaves nothing to be dcsircd, and proves how
competent he is to be enrolled among the historians of a war
which he followed in person to its dose. " It was at the time
when the extreme right of the French army," remarks M.
Detaille, "commanded by General of Division, De Lastigne,
began to be outflanked by the Germans, that the successive
charges of the regiments of Cuirassiers took place; first, that
of the Michel Brigade, in the village of Morsbrunn, then, that
of the Bonnemains Division, in the ravine of Elsasshausen.
The little village of Morsbrunn was situatcd at the right wing
of the French army; the Michel Brigade, composed of the

LA FÉE AUX JOUJOUX.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKJ!TCH FROM 'l'IIU ORIGINAL l'AIN'l'lN0 UV N. UIAZ UR LA l'ENA.

eighth and ninth regiments of Cuirassiers, was ranged a little

7S

behind. About one c'clock thi brigade received the orel r to

REVELATION.

l'AC-SIMII.R 01' A SKF.TCIl PRO'! l'III O!lIC.1 . L l' I:-;n (. lI\' H. ':AMA llïs

attack the left winrr of the Germans. which wa: b 'ginning t

outflank the French right wing an 1 h: cl air (dy ccupi .d
Morsbrunn. The l'ru 'sian infantry b: rri <d th n rth n
cxtrernity f the village with cart. 1 nging t th p as: nts,
and left op n the approach placcd n the si le t war 15 the
French; thcn, ambush cl in th h uses (nd in th vin y< rds
surr unding the villag , they awaitcd the charge f th inth
Regiment, which cam up, t th utrn st sp' cl, '.'pecting t

mcct the cncmy on the ether ide f 1orsbrunn. Thi is thc
moment f the cngagcrn nt r pr' ntcd in th' picturc. The
regiment has j LIst cl, . hcd III Il the impr mptu stru ti n, of
which it had no su pici n; th ,IL ar raining Il rn n and
herses, and the rcar f th r gim '111, havin n int lligence
of what is ging on at the heacl f the c lumn, c ntinu 'S t
plunge int the single ·treet t the \'illag. Thi un~ rtunat
regim '11t, after an en rm< liS I 's, was in crr 'at part tal- 'n
pris ner. The Eio'hth R 'gim 'IH, which ha I mati a ch, rg
outside of the villaCTe, wa. lik wi 'e nearly destroy d. This
hardy charge, in which the s I li r~ \' luntarily. acrinc 'd th 1l1-

selves to v r the r tr at f the !.r 'Il 11 army. i' f the
most unhappy 'pisod s f the l aule f I ci h h [f; n. I lalf
an hour later, four [re'h r 'giments of llIrassiers pr C'

the same way tn sacrific thems Iv 'S amI m t th ir <1 structi n
in the ravine of Elsasshausen." ·'111 artist, after r 'Ill, rhn -r

tlmt aU thc officers r pres nted in th pi tl! r arc p rt ra its,
procceds to id ntify these brave and d omc<.\ c mm. nd 'fS.

In the ~ r 'gr und, and in the middle [th, canvas, th, ffi cr
whose back view wc gct, and whose ricTht hand is rais d to
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check the column from dashing on the barricade, is Lieutenant
Mathey, who was killed. Just over his head, the youth dis-
charging his revolver at the window, is a young sub-lieutenant,
who sat for his portrait to the artist in the attitude of his
remembered action during the struggle. At the extreme right
of the picture, and almost in the background, an officer who

and especially from the narratives of officers who were present
at the charge, as weIl as the personal information collected by
me in the two journeys I made into Alsace. There are other
likenesses of Cuirassiers, whose names I no longer recollect."
The whole canvas has the minuteness, the detail, of an army
report; besides its minutiœ, it is grasped with a firm hand as a

TH E OLD-CLOTHES DEALER, CAIRO.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH llY S. J. FERRIS, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY J. L. GÉIl.ÔME.

extends his broken sabre 1S the Commandant, Pimont de
Hounaville. Other figures, more recognizable in the large
picture than in the reduced engraving, are Colonel Waternau,
(identifiable by his white moustache and by having beside
hirn his officer of ordonnance in amaranth-colored kepi) who
survived and is the present commander of the Ninth Regiment
of Cuirassiers. At the left of Colonel Waternau is Lieutenant-
Colonel Archambaud de Beaune, who was wounded fatally, and
a little behind hirn, Captain Tescon. "My picture," adds the
artist, "has been composed from the most exact documents,

united composition. The impulse of a moving body, suddenly
checked by an obstacle in front, is as weIl given as are the
photographie particulars of arms and equipments; at the left,
the incident of the wounded horse leaning against the barrier
to die, is striking and pathetic.

"A Drummer of the French Army" (9 X 12,) by Alphonse
de Neuvi11e, is a capital photograph of the army musician,
with his gai et y, his carelessness, his loose swing of the joints.
Only an artist familiar with the camp and the march could
render this living figure of the bivouac. Such a study reveals
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to our eyes the roving tenant of the fields, a being perfectly
comfortable without the appliances and affections of home life,
complete and contented with his little apparatus of blanket
and canister; wh en once comfortably uniformed and proven-
dered he is as self-sufficing as the snail in the shell, finding an
the roof he needs in the cap and the system of ideas he carries
under it, and in continual movement the repose we demand
from fixed positions and definite shelter.
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toys for the crowding infant . me children of a larger

growth press eagerly on from b hind, howing that every age
has its toy, and that a blind faith in the godde of good for-
tune is as great a comfort to the adult a t the babe. Diaz
doubtle s brought with hirn [rom pain thi pr tty mythology
of a dispensing fairy and her inexhau tible p nni r.

Three little examples of the brilliant talent of Zarnacoi -
a painter of small figure hardly inferior t Mei sonier-e-ar

THE MORNING WALK.

FAC-SIMILIl OF A SKETCH DY S. J. FKRRI~, FROM rHa ORIGINAL l'AINl! G 1.Y F. WILL ~1 •

One of Corot's silvery scenes of dawn reveals the carly
laborer plodding along with his hoc, among light trees that
dance against the dirn vapors of the sky, beneath a row of
humble roofs not yet crowned with the morning tufts of smoke,
and beside a languid canal whose banks are confined with wet
and muddy piles; the pearl of perfect peace seems dissolved

in these swimming colors and shadows.
By Diaz there are five examples, none worthier and richer

than "La Fée aux Joujoux," where the legendary form of Kriss
Kingle is transfigured into a lovely fairy, with a basketful of

found in the collection, th mo t cynical and le ughable ing
"Revelation," an Id butl r, whose wifc must be th ft vorit
soubrette of the cstablishrn nt. l I izcd \ ith mi' ivings
in his proph tic soul as he appr ach a pair of rnarn rital
ox-horns on a chimn y-pi c ; this sarcastic fable i pc intcd in
the rich, b gemm ci m. nn r of the artist' début and will h Id
a fair place among the limit d tr a ur I ft by him at hi

carly death.
Larger than a majority f the Iunkàc ys own d in this

country, "The Wre tlcr': hallcnce" (4)1; x 3 fe t) mu t tak
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its place as one of his more important, if not more beautiful,
works. It is a scene in a Hungarian inn, where the blacksmith,
the carpenter, the butcher and other local characters have
assembled to pass away an idle hour, and watch the feats of
an ambulant acrobat, whose progress from hamlet to hamlet
has brought hirn at length to their town. He is a stout fellow,
dressed in tights and spangles, and at the moment depicted
he dares the villagers to a wrestling match, after finishing his
feats with the cannon-shot and the juggler's balls, which last
are attentively examined by a child on the floor. The groups
are full of national character, and there is a fine look of dry
calculation and measurement of forces in the face of the burly
barefoot cock of the village, who stands forth and rolls his

th~ traveler's comforter, and cold, golden gleams on the yellow
straw, alone relieve the desperate chill of this large, comfortless
picture, whieh nevertheless conveys a lively traveler's tale and
a valuable local reminiseence.

One of Baron Leys' truly admirable pictures, in his earlier
and more unctuous manner, is "The Message," of no great
size, but precious as a realistie Jan Steen, aristocratie as a
Terburg. It exhibits a fair châtelaine giving orders to a page,
the two living figures set like jewels in a dirn, mirrored interior.
It is very different from the harsh antiquarian studies of Leys'
later time, his intentional crudeness being misse d, and replaced
by all the puzzling softness and mystery of the Rembrandt
ehiaroscuro. This atmosphere is full of air, distance, tender-

FAC-SIMIL!! OF A SKETCH FROM TH!! ORIGINAL PAINTING BY C. DAUBIGNY.

RIVER SCENE.

sleeve to meet the challenge. Munkaesy's" Hungarian En-
campment on the Edge of a Forest," with gipsy figures of
strong character glimpsed in the wagons, and his "Lazy
Apprentice," a delightful figure of a lazy boy going off into
an explosive yawn at his bedside, are well-selected specimens,
showing the collector's appreciation of this robust and ern-
phatic talent.

Joseph Chelmonski's picture is perhaps a little too large
for the subject, but it is a salutary gage of daring towards
Schreyer, who has too long maintained a monoply of shaggy
horses, timber sledges, and terrible roads in the land of the
old Centaurs. It is a "Souvenir de Voyage en Ukraine" (6 x

3 Yz feet,) painted in March, 1877. Passing one of the t'cons,
or symbols of the Christian Passion, erected piously by the
roadside, four horses drag a rough sleigh, with driver and one
ill-starred passenger. The prevailing tone is an unpleasant
leaden gray, to which the hues of the dappled horses and the
dirty snow contribute. Patches of red on the driver's cap and

ness; and the canvas, if it do not darken too much from its
already dark present standard, may one day perplex the critics
as a picture in which the great Van R yn hirnself, with aIl his
own witchcraft of shadow, combined the silvery elegance of
Breughel.

"The Old-Clothes Dealer of Cairo," by Gérôme, is one of
the master's studies of foreign life, finished, minute, inexorably
perfect, a photograph with the addition of color. You can
almost hear the monotonous cry that proceeds from the feIlow's
jaws, set in a mechanical state of expansion, like a machine
kept open with a spring and a peg. Our western collectors of
bric-à-brac will fall in love with the adorable gun, the celestial
silk gown, and the seduetive Saracen heImet with chain cape,
exposed by this purveyor in the vulgar lanes of Cairo, seern-
ingly with no sense of their virtuosité; the artist will more
greatly admire the statuesque soli ditY of the figure, the vibrating
walk, with head doddering from side to side, the solid bronze
mask of the face, or even the nature-study of the dried, horny
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ankles that issue from the shapeless slippers. Next in value
to one of Gérôrne's priceless Roman tragedies is one of
Gérôme's faultless ethnographic studies from the East. The
model that this painter catches in a Cairo bazaar, or on a
Jerusalem house-roof, is pinched in a trap; he cannot get
away, he is aIl there, ~very atom of hirn; he is henceforth the
property of art, hair and nail, skin and substance: he is a
preparation-an injection.

Willems exhibits, with more of the breath of life than
usual, and with the least possible of his habituaI tedious repose,
a fair lady dressed in weeds of the time of Marie de Medicis,
a little flushed and glowing with the idea of taking a walk that
may end in a breathless and adventurous meeting or rendez-
vous. Her poodIe puppy rests in her arms, a large hound
prepares to accompany her, and she rests for one last moment
on the threshold, where the velvet curtain, powdered with fleurs-
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picture is the treatment of the water, not interpreted with much
sense of depth, perhaps, but massive of surface, heavy, haking
like festoons of sapphire between the boats. Fortuny had a
lively appreciation of hi friend's ability to paint the sea.
"There are certain motifs here," he wrote to hirn from ortici,
"which you alone could paint well." The friend were to go
to Venice together, when Fortuny's untimely death at Rom
in 1874 supervened. When tracing these rare view of the
sea-city Rico must often have felt that something wa mi sing,
and that the sunshine of the Adriatic wouid have ba ked
more brightly on his canvas if the eyes of his friend had been
watehing beside his own.

"The Meuse" is a liquid, tranquil view by Clays, the best
interpreter of the luminous repose of placid water. The
scene shows a profound calm, only emphasized by the changing
swirl of the petty currents, by the distant min whose sail

THE MEUSE AT DORDRECHT.

FAC-SIMILE OP A SKETCH BY F. BRIseOE, FROM THB ORIGINAL PAINTING BY P. J. CLAY.

de-lys is held open for her by a pag~. Willems in this picture
seems to have had his eyelids rubbed with the flower that
awakens.

Martin Rico, the comrade of Fortuny, is shown in a
picture that glitters and coruscates, though the light it sheds
is cold, and the blue of its enameled waves is an unsympathetic
china-blue. It is a view in Venice, the oft-told tale of the
Piazza, the Ducal Palace, the two columns, and the two Moors
striking on the bell. AIl the front of the scene is dancing
with the little rippling waves, never better painted by artist
in their wet, changeable fiutter. The avaricious gondolas,
hungering for British tourists, crowd their hawk-beaks up to
the steps of the Piazza, as mad for a job as the sacristan in
Saint Mark's or the commissionnaire in the Palazzo. The
radiation in the lines of these black crocodile-boats, seeming
to focus their heads from everywhere towards the prey, gives
motion and animation to the foreground, above which presides
the serene Past, in the person of these calm and stately
buildings, impregnable, incapable of deterioration, whispering
to each other of the Doges. But the special glory of the

stand idle, and the grouping fi hing-boat whose ail hang in
motionless heets.

Daubigny i shown in two choicc exampl ,of which a
" River Scene" i ketch d f r the e page. Ile i the p ct f
Evening, as Corot of the Dawn. 1h in ffa le lightne of
the atmosphere in a Cor t i xchanged in his landscape for
the heavier air of evcning, more oli i, sati fying, r al, and
with a sense that more ha been attained, The hi tory of the
day is over, and twilight hoards the gain and exp riencc of
the fruitful hour. The CIRiver cene" show clump f tr 5

hanging out their thirsty foliage for the dcw, the li ht batt aux
drawn up on the bank, and the vapory ky wc iting for th
evening star.

The example of Millet in thi: collecti n i of great valu
and importance, showing a h ph rd wrapp d in hi long cloak,
herding his sheep together, their fi cy back' fi rrn an indistinct
cloud-bank all over the plain, a the h rd man < nd hi d g
marshal them to thcir r po e in th indistinct himmcr of th
evening. Courbet is een in a fine study, te The Great ak-
Tree of Ornans." Dupré, the last survivor f the gr up that
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included Rousseau and Troyon and Millet, is represented by
two landscapes, one a beautifuI oak-sapling, backed bya range
of hills. Tissot's" The Reverie" and Stevens' "In the Country"
are characteristic modern female figures. The general im-

pression of the Gibson gallery is that it is the most fastidiously
chosen, in a taste at once catholic and careful, in this country:
perhaps we have no other that would yield the same number
of pictures of so great a pecuniary value.

CATALOGUE OF MR. HENRY C. GIBSON'S COLLECTION.

ACHENBACH, A.-Coast Scene.

ARANDA, JEAN.-Scene in a Spanish Wine Shop.
BÉRANGER, A.-Curiosity.

BOLDINI, G.- The Summer Stroll.
BONHEUR, A.-Cattle.

BONHEUR, ROSA.-Highland Sheep.

BOUDIN, E. L.-lVfarine.

BOULANGER, G.- The Escort to the Bath.

BRETON, JULES.-The Potato Harvest.

The r'lax Spinner.
BRION, G.- The Invasion.

CABANEL, A.- The Birth of Venus.

CALAME, A.-Lake Lucerne, near Brunnen.

CHELMONSKI, J.-Traveling in the Ukraine.
CLAYS, P. J.-The Meuse at Dordrecht.

COMPTE-CAUX, F. C.- Why don't he Come?

COROT, J. B. C.-Landscape.
Landscape-Morning.

COURBET, G.-The Oak of Ornans.

COUTURE, THOS.-La Victoire.

A Roman Youth.
DAUBIGNY, C.-River Scene.

View on the Seine.

DE BEAUMONT, ED.- Temptation.

DE COCK, C.-Landscape.

DE NEUVILLE, A.- The Drummer.

DESGOFFE, B.-O~jects of Vertu.

DETAILLE, ED.-Chm;geofthe Ninth Cuirassiers in the

Village of fiforsbronn, Aug. 6, I870.

DETTI, C.-Scene in a Studio.

DIAZ, N.-La fee aux joujoux.

The Coming Storm.

Landscape.

An Eastern Tale.

Fontainebleau.

DUPRÉ, JULEs.-Landscape.

Landscape.

FAED, JOHN.-The Mirror.

FONTIN, E. H.-Chrys{mthe1JlulJls.

FORTUNY, M.-Scene in Grenada -the Council
House.

FROMENTIN, E.-The Hait in the Desert.

GAUTIER, ÉTIENNE.-Sisters of Cltarity.

GÉRÔME, J. L.- The Old Clothe~Dealer, Cairo.
GIORDANo.-Grapes.

GIRARD, FIRMIN.-Scene in J'apan.

HAMON, J. L.-Night.

HANSEN, H.-Court-yard, Palazzo Fara, Bologna.

Interior.

Interior Doge's Palace, Venice.

INDUNO, G.- The Dancing Lesson.

ISABEY, E.-Scene during the Reign of Louis XIV.

The Duel.

JACQUE, C. E.-Landscape and Sheep.

JUILIANO, B.-The Day Dreamer,

KAEMMERER, F. H.- The Market Woman,

KAULBACH, W. VON.-Charity.

LEYS, BARON H.- The Message.

MACCARI, C.-The Model.

MADRAZO, R.-D«ncing the J'aleo, in the Palace of

Pilate, Sevi/le.

MEISSONIER, J. L. E.-Cavalier Waiting an Audienc«.
MERLE, H.-Maternal Affection.

MEYER VON BREMEN.- The Little Rogue.
MICHETTI, F. P.-Peasant Girl.

MILLET, J. F.-The Sheplzerd.

MUNKACSY, M.-The Cobbler'sApprentice.

The Wrestiers.

Hungarian Encampment.
PASINI, A.-Scene in Constantinople.

PLASSAN, A. E.- The Bath.

RICO, D. MARTIN.-Landscape.

The Doge's Palace, renice.
ROFFIAEN, F. G.-Mount Rosa.

ROSSI, F. G.-Interior of a Studio.
RüTHERMEL, P. F.-Bacchus.

ROTHERMEL, P. F.- The State-House-Day of the

Battle of Germantow1l.
The Bather.

Elizabetlt Signing the Death-

Warrant of Essex.
Desdemona.

ROUSSEAU, H.-Landscape.

ROYBET, F.-A Cavalier.

SAINT JEAN, S.-Flowers.

SCHENCK, A. F. A.-The Last .Hour.

SCHREYER, A.- The Reh'eat.

SElTZ, A.-The Hunter's Story.

STEVENS, A.-In the Country.

SULLY, TIIOMAS.-Cltild Reposing.

TISSOT, JAMES.-The Reverie.

TROYON, C.-Landscape and Cattle.

VAN MARCKE, É.-Landscape and Cattle.

VAN SCHENDEL, P.-Market Scene in Antwerp.

V AUTIER, B.- The Thirsty Traveler.

VIBERT, J. G.-Calling the Roll after Pillage.

VILLEGAS, JosE.-Spanish Recreations.

VOLTZ, F.-Cattle.

WILLEMS, F.- The Morning Walk.

YUTZ, CARL.-Sheep.

ZAMACOiS, ED.-Contemplation.

On the Lookout.

Revelation.

ZIEM, F.-Grand Canal, Venice.

Sweet Waters, Constantinople.

Zo, ACHILLE.-Moorish Dancing Girl.

SCULPTURE.
BAILLY, J. A.-The First Prayer.

The Expulsion.

LOMBARDJ, G.-Susannah.

RINEHART, W. H.-Hero.

ROBERTS, IL-BlIst of EleanorE'
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THE COLLECTION OF WILLIAM T. W LTERS.

GALLERY, intelligently built
for the best display of
paintings, occupies part of
the ground-floor of one of
the most splendid houses
in Baltimore, and contains
a great part of this mag-
nificcnt collection. The
gallery is divided into two
rooms, the smaller of
which holds the watcr-
color paintings. The mas
of pictures being very

INITIAL FROM A DIISIGN DY KAEMMIIRIIR.

large, however, the canvases overflow into other apartments,
while an extraordinary collection of bric-à-brac occupies a
large up-stairs chamber, especially set apart for it, and in other
nooks and corners helps to furnish the house. There are
special apartments consecrated to exhibitions of furniturc;
one chamber, for instance, hung with silk, is dedicated to oId

French mcnblrs, and with its cary d b xl, lac drap ri s, te.,
rcscmblcs a b ud ir f 1\1. rie ntoinctt 's. . c nd r m
has a rich Dutch b dstcacl, and ether furnitur and curi SI-

ties in strict keeping, so as to r .s .mhl a I rn randt int ri r.
As a collecter f 7.1irtit Mr. Walt .rs is kn wn at all th shop:
and auctions of Eur p. Ili assortm 'nt of
lains and bronzes is fit t VI with th sc th' 111 st
irnpassioncd Eur pean I vers f bri -à-bra . s c mpar .d
with the c lcbrated collection of C ruuschi, the bank .r,
at Paris, for cxamplc, it i. t be 11 tcd that whil many f
crnuschi's vases and bronzes are in pairs, l'ir. Walt rs will

never admit a duplicate of an bjcct, thus d ubling the
capacity of his collection for th di play of varictics. Whcn
he buys jnpancsc p re 1. in in pt irs, it i: hi. cust m t
give away one of the duplicatcs to a mu. emu. The hincs
and japancsc arnbassad rs t this untry arc fond f vi iting
the collection, wherc they can r frcsh thcir tast and patri t-
ism with the sight of old his tric pi c n longer ac-
ce ssible in thcir own lands. Thore al" hoicc P tt ri . fr III

St
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the Summer Palace, and old ]apanese temple censers; hidden
away in cabinets, there are miniature lacquered works in pro-
fusion, and a large drawer is filled with ] apanese swords,
enough for the officers of an army. In the art department
proper, this collection likewise overflows into receptacles and
secretions beyond the powers of exhibition of any ordinary
residence. A splendid series of fruit and flower pictures, in
aquarelle, by Bonvin, (brother of François, the figure-painter,)
is concealed in portfolios, and never meets the eye of the
ordinary visitor. Other indications show that the pictures are
not acquired for wall-display merely. The collector had long
cherished the idea of bringing together, in a large album, a
quantity of water-colors representing the idea of prayer; prayer,
the mysterious effort of communion, as understood and prac-
tised in antiquity and in modern times; as viewed by Turk and
Christian, Buddhist, savage, or Hebrew. The first artists of
Europe willingly participated in the scherne, and one of them,
Gérôme, wasted two whole days in an effort at producing a
water-color painting, a line in which he had no experience, and
which he gave up in despair ; his contribution of a Turkish
prayer-scene had to be executed in another form of art. The
collection of subjects illustrating prayer remains as one of the
most remarkable synthetic efforts ever dedicated by art to the
harmonizing of a varied idea, and demonstrating the essential
unit y of man's eternal instinct to place hirnself in harmony
with the infinite.

Among the many paintings of extreme importance deco-
rating the walls of the gallery, the palm must be yielded to
the " Hemicycle," by Paul Delaroche. I have seen nothing in
America which seems so perfectly to bridge the civilization
of the two continents, and place the connoisseurship of the new
world in connection with that of the old. The subject, dedi-
cated to the history of art, and treated with unexampled distinc-
tion of style, seems in effect to transport whole Vaticans and
Louvres to these shores. In presence of these serene effigies,
representing the great masters of art as they never were repre-
sented before, the American seeker may render his homage,
and feel that he is baring his soul to the influence of the mighty
exemplars of civilization, manifested in the utmost perfection
of our art, and so uniting hirnself to the vast congregation who
are faithful to the best traditions the world over. The theme
is, in fact, an assembling of the portraits of the chief artists of
aIl time, as they lived, dressed and wrought. The usual title,
"hemicycle," simply describes the form and arrangement of
the original picture, as bent around the semicircular or theatre-
shaped lecture-room of the Beaux-Arts School, in Paris. Often,
in this rich gilded hall, while listening to the critical expositions
of Taine, or the antiquarian lore of Heuzey, have I fancied that
a helpful influence came from these profound figures of dead
artists encircling the wall of the room, tranquil in the realization
of their glory, and holding up the hard, calm test of achievement
to the faulty and experimental views of the lesser men who
were lecturing. The Baltimore picture is the smaller repli ca,
prepared by Delaroche for the use of the engraver-Henriquel
Dupont-who spent on his large plate about one hundred
months. Comparing the Baltimore duplicate with a vivid recol-
lection of the great work in its place at the Paris School, I find

that Delaroche's linear precision of drawing-amounting in the
Dupont engraving to a mathematical theorem-still exists in a
great degree in the Paris painting, while it is scarcely seen at
all in Mr. Walters' specimen, which exchanges this accuracy of
habit for a comparatively broad and generalized touch. I have
never happened to see one of Delaroche's small-scale pictures
so loosely bru shed as the present specimen; but this is one of
the cases where the owner's accumulations of the evidence of
authenticity must be allowed to overbear the arguments, often
faulty and at best merely circumstantial, drawn from the corn-
parison of known examples. The work, as the best guarantees
assure us, is that of Delaroche hirnself. It is the habit of aIl
great and busy painters to allow their assistants to sketch or
trace the diagrams of their large compositions from the original
studies upon the canvas, which they finally paint upon and
develop so as to leave the finished work imprinted everywhere
with the seal of their own style. This habit derogates in no
degree from the authenticity of the present picture, while it ac-
counts for the attribution of the painting in part to the pupils
of Delaroche. The lively and convenient little biography of
Eugène de Mirecourt, a writer who for being popular is not
necessarily so faulty as is sometimes supposed, represents
Delaroche as toiling for twenty days on this smaU canvas, in
the presence of the original; here is the passage :-" On the
sixteenth of December, 1855, a fire threatened to destroy the
masterpiece. It was fortunately possible to control the progress
of the flames, and the damages were repaired by the author of
the picture hirnself. The engraving of the Hemicycle cost
Henriquel Dupont eight years. It being impossible for hirn
to remain in the Palace of the Beaux-Arts for so long an
interval, the pupils of Delaroche made a copy, which the
master insisted on retouching hirnself. To accomplish this
task, we are assured that he remained face to face with the
primitive work for three weeks; it was in the midst of winter,
and impossible to heat the roorn sufficiently, and the porter of
the Beaux-Arts School used to wrap up Delaroche in woollen
blankets." This piece of testimony, rightly considered, goes
to establish the authenticity of the smaller replica as a work
really by Delaroche. Three steady weeks of labor on it at the
Beaux-Arts School, to say nothing of the afterthoughts and
caressings which he must have given it in the studio afterwards,
would amply suffice for such a man to cover a canvas of its
size cornpletely with his own touches. The picture remained
in France, most highly prized, till the disastrous epoch of the
Commune. In that era of overturnings, when the hardest-
headed dealers lost their calculating powers, and all confidence
in values, even the firmest, was gone, Mr. Walters happily suc-
ceeded in obtaining the canvas, and proceeded to rem ove it in
great haste and with the necessary secrecy. In ordinary times
every museum in every large French town would be ready to
ruin itself rather than let such a masterpiece leave their shores.
One would expect to find the government exhausting itself,
with aid of ministry at home or embassy abroad, for its reten-
tion or recovery. All things considered, the "Hemicycle"
is probably the highest effort of the nineteenth century in
academie painting. It is, in fact, an estimate by Art itself
of ART,-Art contemplating itself in a mirror. We here
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have the most accomplished of modern painters addressing
hirnself, not to the representation of scenes created by his
fancy, but to the celebration of his proper calling. He grasps
this theme bya representation of Immortality itself,-the glory
in which the great artists of the pa st repose. It is the ideal
Paradise of œsthetics, in which the mighty souls of the past
enjoy their eternity. What decoration of such a building as
the Beaux-Arts palace could be more fit, what stimulus could
be presented to the youths who there receive their prizes
more grand and striking? Every boy who marches up to the
rostrum to accept his decoration fancies that the painted Farne

is concealed by the bay-wreath of his immortality. Be ide
him, centralized and breathing the happine and calm of his
master art, the painter, p Ile , ha the y uth, th race, f an
Apollo. Five symbolic form, the only one in the picture n t
representative of hi. torical character, urround thi idealiz cl,
and, as it were, finally deified trinity. For mo t, and in th
midst, is Fame, a glad, crouching figure,- ne of th mo t p r-
fect drawings of the nude achieved byour c ntury,-rcacly to
break into laughter as she thr w abroad the practic 1 congratu-
lation of her wreath. t her right, Gr kart, moving up to
Phidias, like a sister; lower down, othic art, dr s cd in re n,

FAME: THE CENTRAL FIGURE FROM THE" HEMICYCLE."

FROM THE ORIGINAL l'AINTING DY PAUL DELARO n s.

in the centre of the picture, casting out laureis from a heap of
wreaths at her side, is taking her exquisite aim at hirnself.
The composition, in fact, represents the eternal judgment-hall
of Art, where the prize of renown is awarded in the presence
of those who have done the best. A classical portico is seen
in the centre of the picture; under it sit 'three antique figures.
Phidias, who undertook the sculptures of the Parthenon, sits
like a judge, at the side of Apelles, who invented portrait-
painting, and celebrated Alexander. AlI the considerations of
Delaroche's task, aIl the paînter's pride in his specialty, induced
hirn to give the central place to this legendary painter, although
his epoch was later, less pure, than that of the sculptor beside
hirn. At Apelles' left, and balancing the figure of Phidias,
sits Ictinus, the architect of the Parthenon and of the temple
at Phigalia. The torso of Phidias is a striking study of the
effects of age upon a body originally symmetrical; the bald-
ness, represented by the sculptor in his last portrait of hirnself,

and bringing the modcl of a cathedral. he i th P rtrait of
Delaroche's wife, the daughter of I r race Vern t, wh rn cl
him a figure-paintcr ; he wa at firs t a le ndscaj i t, but fell in
love with this beautiful W III n, wh per sur cd him to attcmpt
her portrait, and the ucce of thi 1 v -ta k decide his
vocation. On the other ide it R man art, h r br ws
encircled with the diadem of R m n mpire , nd bide h r,
her child of the e.me il, th Itr li n art f the Id Me. st rs.
n each 'ide of this ideal r up, in it· I ssical p rch, cxtcnd

the wings f the picture, fillcd with portrait f th r 'at
artists, standing or sitting in their habits a they rnovcd of Id.
At the extrcmity f the long mt rbl cat, Li n, r 0, in vclvct
gown, and v n rable with hi drift f n wy bez rd, rep cs
as a king. Even I apha l, att nd likc a prince by hi'
teacher, Pcrugino, and hi' pupil, Juli Rom, no, tands in the
presence of Lionardo and take hi les: Il fr In him. In fr nt
of Raphael, c nccntrated in hi' peculiar surly rnajesty, sits
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Michael Angelo, on a carved marble block, his knotted
workman's hands on his knees, and altogether treated
by Delaroche with a dash of caricature. The nearest
neighbor to Michael and Raphael, with their angels'
names, is the nicknamed Masaccio, "Dirty Tom," the
inspired sloven whom they both copied. Behind his
head, that of Del Sarto, the slave of his false wife's
beauty. "There is a little busy tailor's son running
about in Florence," said the great Michael to Raphael
of Del Sarto, "who would make you sweat if he had
popes and dukes for patrons, like you." Next to
Andrea Del Sarto, the profile of Cimabue, literally
copied from ari existing fresco in which the great
thirteenth-century father of modern painting is repre-
sented ; and then his pupil, greater th an hirnself, the
mighty creator, Giotto; among these Italians, in the
corner of the picture, the French painter introduces his
noble fellow-countryman, Poussin, from his self-painted
portrait in the Louvre,-that French child of Italian
art, who might be said to be born from the cartoons of Raphael.
In front of Raphael's serene head, at an equal height with
itself, is the monkish one of Bartolomeo, that grand rival
who has left but a handful of stupendous works, but these
almost weighty enough to crush the Urbinate hirnself. Over

THE AWAKENING.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY C. F. JALABERT.

the friar's shoulder, the profile of Mantegna, whose "Triumph

A RELAY OF HUNTING'DOGS ON THE DESERT.

ENGRAVED BY FAUST, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY J. L. GÉRÔMI!:.

of Cœsar," preceding Raphael's triumphs, is at Hampton
Court. Dominichino, the humble, the persecuted, shelters
hirnself between the monk and Lionardo. N ext to Lionardo
sits Orgagna, whose "Triumph of Death," a breath of early
poetry, gives a thinking reality to the old walls of the Pisan
graveyard. Above Lionardo stands Dürer, who exchanged
drawings with Raphael from his northern German home,
and behind hirn Del Piombo, that strange union of Venice
color and the anatomy of Rome. A mixed symposium of
worthies occupies the seat near Lionardo. After Orgagna,
Le Sueur, who decorated the Chartreuse with the Life of St.
Bruno; then Holbein, the pet of Henry VIn; then the
engravers, Edelinck and Marcantonio; and finally, completing
this detachment of figure-artists, the vast standing form of
Fra Angelico, bowing his head to listen to his angels. All
the artists so far were more remarkable as designers than as
colorists; it is at the other extremity of the picture that full
prominence is given to the teachers of color and light and
shade. Here are the Venetians, with Titian and Rubens and
Rembrandt. Sitting in front, in his rich Dutch brocades, like
a cramped but kindly schoolmaster, is John Van Eyck, treated
as if he were indeed the inventor of oil-painting. Antonello
of Messina, when aIl the painting of the Italians was only held
together with glue, went to Bruges, became his pupil, and stole
the precious secret for Italy. Antonello, the third figure from
the left, stands at his teacher's side like a prize scholar. Behind
hirn is Veronese, the greatest of decorative painters; behind
hirn again Correggio, the lonely man, who invented the volup-
tuousness of the "gallant painters" long before them, and in
the very lifetime of Raphael. The great standing figure here-
about is Titian, robed shroud-like, in his century of life. Then
Rembrandt, then Rubens-the colorists, of the Dutch and
Flemish schools-cöming down, in this trinity, from the north,
to exchange their mysteries with the Venetian. Rubens' pupil,
the handsome Vandyck, sits at his side. Over Vandyck's
shoulder looks Velasquez, a more prominent place for whom
would be the principal change that modern criticism could
venture to have asked of Delaroche. Behind Titian is Murillo.
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PATNTERS_

BORN. DIED.
I. Correggio (ANTONIO ALLEGRI, called) . _

2. Paul Véronèse (PAOLO CALIARl, called) .

3. Antonello de Messine . . . . .

<C. Murillo (BARTOLOMEO-EsTAB.\"I).

1494 - 1534

1528 - 1588

IFS - 1478

1618 - 1682

5. Van Eyck (JAN) .

6. Titian (TIZIANO VnCELLlO, called) .

7. Terburg (GÉRARD) .

8. Rembrandt (PAUL VAN RYN, called)

9. Van der Helst (BARTHÉLEMY) __ .

1370 - 1445

1477 - 1576

1608 - 1681

1606 - I6~

10. Rubens (PIEHRE-PAUL) _ ..

II. Velazquez (don DIEGO RODHIGUEZ DE SILVAy).

BORN. DIED.

1577 - 1640

1599 - 1660

1599 - 1641

1569 - 16°9

1426 - 1516

12. Van Dyck (ANTON). . . . . .

13. Caravaggio (MICHEL-ANGIOLO AMERIGHI DE)

14. Bellini (GIOvANNI) . _ . _ ..

15. Giorgione (GIORGIO BARBARELLI,called) 1477 - 15II

16. Ruysdael (JACOB)

17. Potter (PAtIL) .. _

18. Claude Lorrain (CLAUDE GELLÉE, called)

19. Gasparo Poussin (GASPARD DUGHET, called).

1630 - 1681

1625 - 1654

1600 - 1682

5-+ 56 57 56 59

66 67

11

SCULPTORS.

----------------------------------------------------~----------------------------~----------------------------------------------------

ARC HIT E CT S.

34. Gothie Art.

35. Greek Art. BORN. DIED.

1518 - 1568

'481 - 1536

Lived in 1247 - 1318

1479 - 1570

Livcd in 1220 - ?

PAINTERS.

BORN. DIED.
55. Beato Angelico (FRA GIOVANNIDA FIESOLE, calJed) 1387 - 1455

56. Marc-Antoine (MARC-ANTONIO RAIMONIJI).

57. Edelinck (GÉRARD).

58. Holbein (HANS) . .

59. Le Sueur (EUSTACHE)

60. Orgagna (ANDIŒA). .

1617 - 1655

1329 - 13E'9

BORN. DIED.

After 1495

. Worked from 1536 to 1558

1388 - 1463
1444 - 1498

- 1320

1487 - 1559

1383 - 1466

1378 - 1455

20. Peter Fischer . . .
21. Bontemps (PIERRE)
22. Lucca della Robbia.
23. Benedetto da Maiano.
24. Giovanni Pisano .
25. Bandinelli (BACCIO)
26. Donatello . _ . . .
27. Ghiberti (LORENZO).
28. Palissy (BE!{NARD) .
29· Goujon (JEAN) ...
30. Cellini (BENVENUTO)
31. Pillon (GERMAIN).
32. Puget (PIERRE) ..
33. Jean de Bologne.

1510 - 1590

Worked in 1541 - 1572

1500 - 1571

Worked in 1559 - 1599

1622 - ,694

1529 - 1608

36. I etin Ile;·

37. AppelleS.

38. PhidiaB.

42. Delorme (PHILIBERT).

43. Peruzzi (BALDASSARE)

44. Erwin de Steinbach.

45· Sansovino (JACOPO TATTI, called THE).
46. Robert de Luzarches.

47. Palladio (ANDREA) ...

48. Brunelleschi (FILIPPO) .

49. Jones (INIGO) .. _

50. Arnolfo di Lapo .

SI. Lescot (PIERRR) .
52. Bramante . .

53. Mansart (FRANÇOIS)

54· Vignole (JACOPPO BAROZZIO,caUed).

1480 - 1547

1640 - '7°7

1498 - '554

61. Sebastien dei Piombo (SEllASTIANODI LUCIANO,cld.) 1485 - 1547

62. Durer (ALBERT) ..

63. Leonard de Vinci . 1452 - 1519

1581 - 1641

1518 - 1580

1377 - 1446

1572 - 1651

? - 1300

1510 - 1578

1444 - 1514

IS98 - 1666

1507 - 1573

64. Dominiquin (DOMENICO ZAMPIEHI, callcd)

65. Fra Bartolomeo. .

39. The Genius of' Art.

40. ROUla.. Art.

41. The Renaissance.

THE HEM Ï Cy CL E.-ARTIST. HIPPOLYTE (CALLED "PAUL") DELAROCHE; BORN AT PARIS, 1797; DIED,1856: PUPIL OF BARON GROS. COLLECTION OF MR. W. T. WALTERS, BALTIMORE.

-------------------------------

66. Mantegna (ANDIŒA) . . . . . .

67. Jules Romain (GIULIO PII"PI, called)

68. Raphael (RAFFAELLO SANZIO) ...

69. Perugini (PIETRO VANNUCCI,c.rlled)

70. Masaccio (TOMMASOGUIIJl, called i .

71. Michael Angelo (MICHEL-AGNOLO BlIONAllhOT!)

72. Andrea deI Sarto (ANDHEA VANNUCCHI.callcd )

73. Cimabue (GIOVANNI).

74. Giotto .

75. Poussin (NICOLAS).

HORN. OIED.
14JI - 1;06

q:l3 - 1520

J H6 - 15~-I

J4W - 1443

l'40 - 1)00

1276 - 1336

1594 - 1665

-------_ -------------------
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Rembrandt's short figure is artfully dissimulated byan arrange-
ment of steps and shadows; he is flanked by exquisite painters
of the north, the portraitist, Van der Helst, and the genre-
painter, Terburg. Behind Vandyck, his face in the shadow of
his hand, sulks the master of shadows, Caravaggio. In front
of hirn majestically stand forth the great early Venetians in
their pride of youth, Grand George, or Giorgione, and John
Bellini. Behind Giorgione's stalwart figure are seen suc-
cessively, Ruysdael, selected as the apostle of Dutch landscape,
(Hobbima was not yet worshipped in Delaroche's time,) Paul
Potter, the cattle-painter; Claude Lorrain, and Gaspar Poussin,
the French landscapists.

Donatello, whose look of age and care is in singular contrast
with the eternal youth of his best-known work, the St. George
of Or San-Michele. In front of hirn, the superb dark figure
of Ghiberti, author of "The Gates of Paradise." Next, in
background, Palissy the Potter; by his side, another protestant
artist, the sculptor Goujon, killed on St. Bartholomew's day; he
bends one knee gracefully on the marble seat. Cellini, behind
hirn, draws off from everybody, with his own matchless
audacity and grandeur. Under his haughty he ad sits Pilon,
who carved a tomb for Francis II, the husband of Marie Stuart;
next hirn Puget, sculptor of figure-heads for the ships of Jean
Bart, and of the" Milo," converses with John of Bologna, who,

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM TIIE ORIGINAL PAINTING UV J. L. GÉRÔME.

DIOGENES.

On the side towards Phidias, and continuing the line

formed by the painter-colorists, come the artists who work
without the aid of color-the sculptors. Luca della Robbia,
who united sculpture and color in ceramics, sits in his long
wrinkled gown, next to the painter Claude, but leaning from
hirn towards John Pisano, the sculptor and architect of the great
Campo Santo. Between these two, with uplifted hand, in the
liveliest conversational attitude, sits Benedetto di Majano,
author of the sculptured pulpit of Santa Croce, in Florence.
Above these interested talkers stand Peter Fischer, in the
leather cap he wears in his self-portrait placed on the famous
Nuremberg shrine, and Bontemps, who had the honor of carving
the tomb of Francis I. Bandinelli, more honored for his
rich bas-reliefs and choir-screens th an for the extravagant
statues he carved in rivalry with Michael Angelo, stoops over
the three conversationalists. Then comes the sage head of

placing hirnself next to Phidias, seems empowered to s nd his
flying "Mercury" into the Greck sky as a herald of the
renaissance. The architects gather to the side of Ictinus; they
are also next that group of Italian painters whosc work were
most nearly associated with the architectural glories of Italy.
Delorme, who built the Tuileries; then Peruzzi, whom Michael
Angelo succeeded as architect of St. Peter's; then Erwin von
Steinbach, of the Strasburg cathedral; and Sansovino, whose
works surround the loveliest of city squares, at Venice, con-
verse together and compare their diverse nationalities. Then,
stately and important, but arranged in a back view because no
portrait of hirn exists, stands Robert de Luzarches, the legendary
builder of Notre Dame; next, Palladio, architect of the Doges'
Palace: then, Brunelleschi, inventor of the modern dame, as
it soars over the Florence cathedral; Inigo Jones, builder of
St. Paul's-the only Englishman represented-tough and
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resolute in his background place; Arnolfo di Lapo, constructor
of S. Maria delle Fiore, at Florence, "the bride;" Lescot, of
the Louvre; Bramante, architect of the Vatican, and uncle of
Raphael; then, near Vignola, builder of the Escorial, Mansard,
under whose famous invention of roofs we all, from time to time,
shelter ourselves, and whose own personal dome of thought is
obscured in the picture by a neighboring elbow, as he sits and

painter to eut holes of blackness in a wall that has no other
visible means of support wou Id be a structural solecism. Its
serenity and general coolness of temperament, its academie
exactness, its blonde breadth as of a bas-relief, are so many
concessions made by Delaroche, who had his black moods
often, to Monsieur Duban the builder.

The great "Hemicycle" occupied Delaroche from 1837 to

THE OBLIVION OF SORROW.

ENGRAVED BY BUTTERWORTH, FROM THE PAINTING BV LOUIS GALLAIT.

clasps his knees in a posture of unsurpassable comfort and
content. Indecd, aIl the personages, whose list is now com-
plete, are arranged in the most varied postures consistent
with natural dignity, and, what is so refreshing in French art,
without any posing. The whole frieze of figures extends with
unrepeatcd attitudes and unconscious majesty. Our century
has done nothing so pure and sincere, so calmly right in its
arrangement of prodigious difficulties, as this immense work.
Those who would ask for more of color, more of depth, more
of Rembrandt and Titian, should remember that this is a

composition mcant as an ally to architecture, and that for a

1841. He received for it eighty thousand francs; its diminished
replica is now worth greatly more than that. Thiers, Minister
of the Interior under Charles X, had commanded of Delaroche
the entire decoration of the Madeleine church. The painter
occupied two years in Italy making studies for the work, when
he learned that the cupola had been given to Ziegler. Upon
this he threw up the task, and the picture for the Beaux-Arts
School, at first contemplated as a canvas of twelve feet and
fifteen figures, was ordered as a compensation. "Let me make
a frieze," said Delaroche, and produced the present composi-
tion of seventy-five figures. "The distributors of the revenue,"
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says de Mirecourt, "took alarm at the proposal ; they rep-
resented to the artist that they had not the funds for recom-
pensing such a gigantic work. 'Be easy,' he answered, 'I ask
no additional payment. Let the Ministry only subscribe to the
engraving, and we shall be quits.'" Delaroche, in fact, aware
that the engraving of Dupont was to be the great engine of
his farne to aIl time, renounced in the engraver's favor a large
part of his recompense. Meanwhile the artist had become a
hermit. Irritated by the criticisms of his best pictures, pub-
lished by Gustave Planche in the Revue des Deux MOlzdes and
by others elsewhere, he abstained from exposing his works in
the annual exhibitions, dating from the year 1836 to the day of
his death. In this ec1ipse were included the years devoted to the
"Hemicycle." Thackeray saw hirn in his retirement. Says

the Englishman, in his most flippant way: "He is, at present,
occupied with a vast work at the Beaux-Arts, where the writer
of this had the honor of seeing him-a little, keen-looking
man, sorne five feet in height. He wore, on this important
occasion, a bandanna round his head, and was in the act of
smoking a cigar." The elder Dumas also describes the lustrum
of oblivion. "Delaroche allotted five years to the writing of
this fine page; but du ring the five years that he keeps hirnself
shut up in the Beaux-Arts palace to write it, Delaroche lets
hirnself be forgotten. We forget soon, in France, and to be
dead is better than to be dropped. At the end of five years
one heard people saying, 'Don't you know Delaroche?'
'Delaroche?-Dclaroche? Oh, yes.-WeIl?' 'WeIl, he has
finished his grand task.' 'What grand task P' 'Why, his
Hemicycle.' 'Oh, so there was a Hemicycle!' , Yes.' 'And
where is aIl that?' 'At the Beaux-Arts palace.' 'Ah, rcaIly?'
'Vou ought to go.' "Undoubtedly I shall go,-that is, if I
can find the time.'-When only five years bcfore, a canvas of
Delaroche's caused a rush of aIl Paris! It is as many as can
be estimated, if a thousand persons gathered to sec this
magnificent fresco, alone worth aIl the other pictures of
Delaroche." Let not the spectator of the" Hemicycle". forget

TH E SUICIDE.

FAC-SIMILR OF A SKETCH DY S. J. FERRIS, FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING IlY A. G. DECAMPS.

that, among other costly payments the artist laid down for it in
sacrifice, he calmlyand with open eyes paid these years of
Paris neglect.
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INITIAL FROM A DESIGN DY AVOLI'HE BRESDIN.

Europe.

Our first taste in architecture in this country wa Gr ck,
almost oppressively Greek; and Latrobe i hardly yet di -
placed by the architects of the Romanesque and Jacobcan
affectations. Our picture-buyers, and many of our painters,
love the legend of Orpheus better than the legend of Hiawatha.
Orpheus soothes us here in the uncongenial West, as hake-
peare makes hirn soothe Queen Catherine at Bridcwcll :

Orphcus with his lute made trces
And the mountain-tops that fre zc

Dow thcmsclves when he did ing.

Jalabert, one of the most poetical pupils of Dclar chc's atelier,
reprcscnts the musician channing the dryad and watcr-
nymphs. A group of them Boat and pause, likc e .halati n',
on the margin of a forest brook: they repose in a delicate
bevy likc doves, Olle of them, in the middle, expres ing the
absorption of listening with still more grace and pr foundn s
than the others. The rising ground among the trec aff rd.
what may be called an upper rcg istcr to the picturc, placcd upon
which is Orpheus, a figure dark again t the ky, striking the
harp and appealing to the heavcns for his in. pirati n. The
painter, born at Nîmes, and mcdalcd away ba k in I 47, till
lives and continues the tradition of his great ma ter. An th r
of his picturcs in the collection, "The wakcniug," is f very
delicate and prccious bcauty, whcrc the matemal I ve se ms
ready to turn to worship, and the babc' , in stinct f confidcntial
trust has in it something of the divine, sa that the group
exhibits much of the sacrcd bcauty of a II ly Family.

Gérôme, as well as Jalabert, is wen repr s .ntcd in th
Waltors gallery, so that the two principal pupils of DcIaroche
stand sentry beforc his "1 lemicycle," like a guard f hon r.
Gérôme's most famous picture, from the SaI n f l 57, is in
this collection,-" The Duel after the Masqueradc," f which
the London Atltc71œulll said, in 1858, "Thcre is an epitome of a
hundred passionate novels in this painting." Thc masked ball
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is supposed to have been held in Paris, and a pair of jealous
rivals have adjourned at dawn to the Bois de Boulogne for a
duel. The cabs that have brought them wait in the distance,
under the skeleton trees, and their blood reddens the snow
of that wintry time called (I the gay season." In the fog and
the sleet the two combatants have engaged in a passage at
arms that is fatal to one of them. The victor, dressed as an
Iroquois brave, is making off, with the consciousness of his
guilty deed written in the lines of his back, as this painter
knows so well how to write with the contours of an attitude:
his second, an athletic figure, dressed as Harlequin, supports
hirn, and his sword lies in the snow. The group in front is
horrible. The vanq uished duelist is dressed as Pierrot; his

give a name to his philosophy, sits in the opening of his
earthen wine-cask, and polishes the lantern that is to help hirn
in the search for an honest man; the naked limbs of Diogenes
are designed with sculptural truth to nature. A third picture
of the accomplished master represents "A Relay of Hunting-
Dogs in the Desert." Its quality is of the highest that Gérôme
has reached. Its owner relates how the artist remarked of it, in
1873, "It is one of the very few of my works which, when
completed, gave me entire satisfaction." Indeed, the landscape
sentiment, with its breadth of torrid wind that sculptures the
sand-hills into ever-varying forms, and flutters the tunic of the
sturdily-planted N ubian slave, is maste.rly in its oppressive
power. The brace of hounds are of that skeleton-like Kur-

ALVA VIEWING HIS VICTIMS, EGMONT AND HORN.

RNGRAVED BY BUTTRRWORTH, FROM THE WATER-COLOR BY LOUIS GALLAIT.

death-agony stamps itself on his face, covered with the white
flour which pIasters the visage of the clown, and his form
drags from the shoulders with the supine flexibility of a
de ad body: his nerveless arm, stripped to the shoulder, still
mechanically guides the rapier. He is held by the shoulders
in the arms of his second, dressed as the Duke de Guise, of
the epoch of St. Bartholomew's day; another friend, dressed
as a doge of Venice, searchcs for the wound in his breast, and
a third, muffled in a black domino, thrusts the dark hood [rom
his face and tears his hair at the spectacle. Near by lies the
dying Pierrot's cloak and his silken mask, whose eyes stare
senselessly, never more to receive expression from his fading
~lances. It is an appalling story of anguish and crime, made
infinitely more thrilling by the contrast of its masquerade of
levity.

Another important work, by the same hand, is the
"Diogenes." The cynic, surrounded by the astute dogs that

distan breed, of which Gérôme always has two or three
specimens dreaming over his hearth-rugs.

Gallait still survives to continue in Belgium the traditions
of his instructor, Delaroche. lndeed, a cri tic of Brussels or
Antwerp would hardly admit hirn to be inferior to his great
master. The gallery possesses by hirn two repliche, in small,
of his most famous works. One, in oil, is of the "Oubli des
Douleurs." Gallait's favorite square-faced young model, with
the dark hair dripping back from his broad forehead, bends
over a sleeping girl who reposes on his knee. Brother and
sister are dressed as ambulant musicians, and the look of
divine pit Ywhich melts in the face of the brother, as he touches,
harp-Iike, the strings of his violin in the diminuendo of sorne
Lethean slumber-song, is one of those triumphs of art which
best entitle its higher expressions to be called divine.

The other Gallait is a water-color, a repetition, in small, of
his celebrated (I Egmont and Horn." The merciless Alva, while
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filling up the tale of his eighteen thousand executions, has
found in his way two noble Dutch predecessors of his in the
command of the Spanish troops,-Count Lamoral of Egmont,
and Philip of Montmorency, Count of Horn. Accusing them
of an understanding with the Prince of Orange, he assassinates
them out of jealousy under the forms of justice. In the
picture their helpless bodies, and serene and noble heads, are
arranged as for burial, and Alva contemplates them with the
satisfaction of the lion after its meal. The tragic subject, well
known from a popular line-engraving, is carried to its utmost
impressiveness in this study stamped by the author's hand.

By one of those strange chances which are a constant
surprise, the famous picture of Decamps, which established
his renown, has found its way to this country, and adorns the
present collection. "The Suicide," whose thrilling success in'
Paris confirmed the artist in his career, became, in the muta-
tions of trade, the property of an American connoisseur, to
whom the art-movements of Europe were perfectly familiar-
Mr. Blodgett-and after his death found its way to the Walters
gallery. The subject is simple and poignant. A young artist,
tired of the world's neglect, has taken his own life. He lies
on his back upon his cot, in the humble garret, the garret
where, when fortune does not frown too blackly, and friends
are near, "one is so well off at twenty years of age l'' In this
case aIl friends are far away, and the child of ambition com-
pletes his dream in the slumber of death. His easel and
palette repose against the wall, and the kindly shadow that
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CUPID DISARMED.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY N.-V. DIAZ ilE LA PENA.

descends with the twilight IS his sole watcher. The sad
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LIBERTY IN CHAINS.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY T. COUTURE.

tranquillity of the picture, in which the only fault is the
blackening caused by a too free use of the treacherous
vehicle of bitumen, has earned for it a widespread reputa-
tion. The water-color sketch for this subject, by Decamps,
is also in America, in the Boston collection of T. G. Appleton.

The most celebrated painting left by the great Swiss artist,
Gleyre, "Les Illusions Perdues," adorns the Luxembourg
gallery, in Paris. The artist's repli ca, in small, embellishes the
present collection. Nothing produced by the present century
has touched a greater number of hearts. Rather than quote
the well-known description of it, which Sir Arthur Helps has
inserted in the crisis of the story-portion of his Friends in
Council, a French criticism, that of the able connoisseur, M.
Paul de Saint-Victor, will here be given. "A man is seated in
the twilight, on a desert shore. Before hirn, wafted by the
rapid river, passes a boat filled with young men and maidens
crowned with flowers. They are the friends, the loves, of his
twentieth year-e-a crew of illusions, of dreams and of affections
which the current is hurrying into the night and the pasto
The man will hold his arms to them from the shore, and pray
to the wave that passes, the wind that breathes, the night that
falls. Vain regrets and idle supplications! The bark recedes
and disappears, the gracious forms of its passengers vanish,
and nothing remains of the apparition but shades which float
and are gathered into the folds of the billow." The picture of
the" Illusions" was contributed to the Salon of 1843. It was
a menace of approaching blindness which fixed on the painter's
soul this enthralling symbol of a departing vision. His diary
relates how the conception came to hirn on the River Nile, in
1835, at the moment of the Egyptian twilight, when abreast
of Abydos. After a day of intense artistic exciternent, in the
short-lived calm of nightfall, he suddenly turned to the setting
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sun, whose rays he expected soon to lose forever in the night
of disease. In this instant of exaltation, he immediately saw
against the vermilion a boat freighted with angels, whose forms
were repeated in the water, and whose chorus he distinctly
heard. "The bark stopped just beyond a cluster of palms
planted on the bank." Of such evident and tangible revelations
are works of true genius composed. Eight years were required
to transfer the imperial apparition to canvas.

Like the ",Suicide" of Decamps, Couture's "Damocles,"
or ((Liberty in Chains," came into the Walters collection
through the testing crucible of the Blodgett gallery. It is
one of the best of the smaller Coutures. The allegory oc-
curred to the painter after the disappointment of his hopes in

Jules Breton, the deep-brained, simple-hearted painter-poet,
is represented byan exquisite group, being the central figures
repeated from one of his larger compositions. It shows two
young peasant-girls, reposing in the theatre of their toil, in a
moment's respite snatched from the closing hour of the day's
work. The feeling of twilight is most subtle, most penetrating
in the landscape, while the figures are conceived in that large
simplicity which lends the purity of the eclogue to a squalid
subject. A lovely crayon drawing, also by Breton, represents
a young gleaner, in the costume of the fields about Courrières,
reposing after a search that has been but slenderly rewarded.

The finest in quality of the two pictures here shown of
Millet, represents a farmer's wife breaking Bax. The antique

LOST ILLUSIONS.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY C. G. GLEYRE.

the Second Empire, which at first he had celebrated with
enthusiasm. Here, under classical guise, he expresses the
slavery into which Art, with Song and Letters, had fallen
under Napoleon' III. An enervated Roman figure, like one
of those in the "Decadence," is sitting, in a hall furnished
with imperial splendor, with gold pouring from a fallen vase
at his feet, pampered and half-drugged with wine, but loaded
with chains. His harp lies idly by, with his laurel-wreath
upon it-it will not sound in bondage. On the wall behind
hirn, near the rivet of his fetters, runs the legend, "Potior mihi
periculosa libertas, quam secura et aurea servitus." After aIl
is said, I find no modern painter who can so touch me with
an allegory as Couture. Those of the others seem made by
rule: those of this painter seem stung with the bitter, the
irreconcilable sincerity of Dean Swift, and partly touched too
with his black bile, his hypochondria. "A Zouave," also by
Couture, one of his broad and capable studies, with more of
the feeling of the historical painter than of the mere sketcher
is likewise in the collection.

breadth of treatment, the harmony of line, and something of
grandeur in the style that Rembrandt, perhaps, would have
found more really classical th an the Greek statue, make this
figure an inexhaustible delight to artists. "The Potato Har-
vest" presents, in addition to MilIet's grand contemplative
treatment of the figures, one of his grave, severe, matter-full
landscape effects. Beyond the rows of patient and silent
women, who follow the diggers or hold the sacks to be filled,
is divined an endless reach of scenery of intense but melan-
choly sentiment, bathed in distant light across the rifts of
roUing vapor.

Hamon, whose quaint and poetical antique subjects have
the unfailing ring of the" nascitur, non fit," and remind one of
the most delicate epigrams of the Greek Anthology, is seen
at his best in " The Aviary," or " Feeding the Pets." A Greek
maid stands, feet pressed together, saucy and timid, at a safe
distance from the wire net-work which restrains the feathered
tribes of Aristophanes' " Birds"-strange outlandish creatures,
the hoopoe and the pheasant, the starling and the crane. Her
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chitoll is gathered into her hand so as to form an apron for the
bird-seed, and rises perilously high above her ankles, careless
whether it reveal a dimpled knee or no. The large and simple
gesture, seen in profile, as she tiptoes on her beautiful feet and
throws the food as far as she possibly can, reminds us of sorne
of the most daring attitudes of Pompeii.

There are petty Correggios in the European museums,
notablya little Holy Family at Naples, which the small groups
of Diaz forcibly suggest; so bathed in light, so opulent in
color. "The Disarming of Cupid" is of this kind. Diaz's
figures are even looser in drawing than Correggio's; theyare
still more insecure on their feet. But they have the magic
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no word that his anxious client is saying, but who reads the
documents and lets the storm of words pour on, with the old
farmer, desperate and garrulous, developing hi ca e with the
eloquence that obscures, form a deliciously contra tcd pair.

The watcr-colors of Pils are replete with trained ability,
and better than the dcvelopcd "Battle of Alma," which he
painted for Versailles, or the "Emperor and Empres' at
Algiers." Pils died a professor at the Beaux-Arts chool. IIi'
present scenes are army subjects, showing great acquaintance
with the French military type of being. In the large cornpli-
cated scene, the energy and drill of the artillerist , charging
and discharging their great cannon, are full of life and spirit.

THE WANING OF THE HONEYMOON.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM 'l'HE OHiGINAL PAINTING IJV G. H. llOUGHTON.

splendor of light and hue, the carnation of sunny flesh, else-
where scarce to be found but at Venice or at Parma.

"The Waning of the Honeymoon," by George H. Bough-
ton, from the Royal Academy Exhibition of 1878, shows a
'muscadin of the English regency, too much engrossed with
his dog, and with nose too deeply buried in Tom and Jerry,
or Gilray's book of caricatures, to take much notice of his
piquant young bride, who sits at a certain distance from hirn
on a garden-bench. It is late autumn, and there is promise of
a heavy chill in the air. "He is reading a book," says the
artist in a letter, "and carelessly caressing a dog: and she is
pouting prettily, but thinking no pretty things of hirn."

Vautier is a Swiss artist, who ranks with Carl Becker as
a genre-painter, but who draws his scenes more frequently
from modern life. "Consulting his Lawyer," in this collection,
is full of that frank, stilliaughter, "between skin and flesh,"
with which German art so abounds. The man of parchments,
whose mouth is stopped with his pen, and who evidently hears

" The Malandrin" is a watcr-color, by F ortuny, f n grcat
size, but containing within it elf a vict ry ovcr almo t very
kind of painting. The dry, I an flc h of the veteran i trcatcd
with the ability of Ribcra's " aint Jcrome." The trunk-hose
are daringly shadcd, and made oft and flexible, by a sapicnt
application of blottings with a dry bru h in a wa sh f wct
color. The ehest against which the figure lcans i imply a
lesson in bric-à-brac drawing. This picturc is taken from a
celebrated collection called "The ight f Rome." The
Malandrins, whose exploits under the comrnand of D'Engucr-
rand de Coucy werc cxaltcd almo st to the h ight of the
greatest feats of war, by Froissart, wcre th terrer of 1·rance
until they were driven into Spain. Murillo, in the Louvre,
has represcntcd a beggar-boy hunting for small dcer in the
abundant preserves of his shirt. Spani: hart is not (.fraid f
such venturesome subjccts, and agaiu rcturns t th thome in
this chef-d'œuvre of her latcst m•. t r; f r th grisly h lm te
warrior, having thrown his cor 'let d wn and bar d hi' sh uldcrs,
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is exploring his linen for the enemies that annoy hirn far more
than any he meets on the field.

Willems, the Belgian painter, is seen in an unusually
vivacious mood in the picture called "Au Roi!" The bust
of sorne well-beloved king is seen on the decarated chimney-
piece. The stout landsknechts sit around and drink to his
hcalth. The old-time loyalty, that has now almost disap-
peared from the earth, is shown in variegated forms in
their faces and attitudes. The artist, speaking of this par-
ticular canvas, in 1878, was lamenting that he could no
longer do such good and delicate work. lndeed, the painter of
the Louvre" Galant Militaire" would hardly disown its finish
and dclicacy. M. Willems is also represented in Mr. Walters'

French life, in a bare but stately hall of the Louis Treize
epoch, give effect to this dramatic meeting-a father grave
and soldierly, a duenna in starch, the elder patrician boy face
to face with the eIder peasant sister,-and, in the midst, the
striking and poignant group of the fat nurseling drawing back
from its real mother to take refuge in the arms of the hireling!

De Neuville's "Surprise at Dawn" is one of this brilliant
battle-painter's illustrations of the Franco-Prussian war. The
morning twilight broadens over the snowy streets of a French
village. . The Prussians are seen pouring in a heavy mass
through a distant avenue, firing as they come. Their advance
has already taken shelter behind the wagon on the right. The
little French garrison, surprised come tumbling down the

SYNAGOGUE AT AMSTERDAM.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL l'AINTING DY J. E. E. BRANDON.

collection by H The Important Response;" a lady standing
at a table presses a seal on the hot wax which fastens the
envelope, whilst the messenger, hat in hand, stands near the
door, ready to mount his charger.

By the Italian paintcr, Rotta, is one of those whimsical
genre subjects that express themselves better than labored
words can explain them. The sour-lipped cobbler, who rejects

with contumely the over-worn shoes in which the belle of
the locanda had expected to dance down her rival at the baIl
to-night, is inflicting a sentence on the desperate little conta-
dina which is severer th an even his hard heart would dictate-
if he knew all, and the world-wide consequences which some-
times depend on Cinderella's shoes !

By Plassan, the elegant colorist, is seen " The Return of
the Nurse," a pretty episode, showing the proud foster-mother
bringing back the fat weanling she has had charge of in the
country. The timid, delicate lady, slight and langui d, bends
over her daughter-babe. Is she not a little jealous of the
fostcr-love that weeps at the parting? A family group of old

steps, firing from the old stage-coach, or bursting through the
porte-cochère of the" Soleil d'Or." The wounded man sinking
in front, and the clairon biowing his bugle in consternation,
are telling and admirable figures.

Other important works are the "Portrait of Mrs. Schur-
man," a seventeenth-century lady of the most phenomenal
attainments,-one of the most minutely-finished and masterly
canvases left by the superb painter Van der Helst; Gilbert
Stuart's "Consul-General Barry;" "The Petition to the Doge,"
by Carl Becker, where the kneeling female figure is one of his
very best succcsses; "The Christian Martyr," Delaroche's
well-known subject, in smalI, with the face and hands painted
by Delaroche hirnself, the rest by Jalabert, his pupil; Cabanel's
"Pandora:" Vibert's crowded "Gulliver Bound;" Zamacoïs'
"French Occupation of Spain, in I 8 I 2;" seven water-colors by
Barye, of beasts in the Jardin des Plantes, and his bronze
group of animaIs made for the Duke of Orleans, never dupli-
cated, and not to be found in the catalogue of his works.

The picture of "Anthony von Corlaer, the Trumpeter,"
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FEEDI NG TH E PETS.

FAC-SIMILR OF A SKETCH FHOM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY J. L. HAMON.

by Charles Loring Elliott, is probably the highest attainment
of that well-known portrait-painter in imaginative or genre
art. The treatment of the red costume, of the fiesh-tints, is
admirable; the imaginative grasp of the character, so different
a problem from the purely interpretative insight demanded in
portrait-painting, is dramatic and creative in its nature. When
an artist commits hirnself, as Elliott did, to portraiture ex-
clusively as an aim, the few examples he scatters on his path
of imaginative work are of additional interest, as developing an
unknown side of his genius. In this case the truculent type,
the rude and primitive model of the man, are well selected
and imagined, while aIl of Elliott's brilliant and accurate
definition is secured in the painting-treatment. The artist has
evoked a fantasy from the land of dreams, and given it aIl the
Copley-like reality to which we are accustomed in the works
of professed likeness-takers. It is an ancestral effigy for the
portrait-gallery of phantoms.

It is delightful to pause III the middle of this wonderful
gallery and see aIl around the evolution of an education. On
one side hangs the first picture bought by the coIlector,-an
episode from the career of Bonaparte,-a canvas not in the
highest style of art, but interesting from its subject, and
carrying the memory back to those fanciful days when every-
one reads a Lif« of Napoleon as the brightest page of
romance that history has to show. A collector always begins
his career from subjeet. It is interest in the splendid miracle-
play of the Corsican's life that dictates the selection not,

research of perfect tones, transparent and vibrating qualité,
fastidious drawing, and distinguished compo ition. From this,
it is always observed, the collector mount by subjects, asso-
ciated with a higher and higher art-quality, a they succeed
each ·other, and gradually ascending to tho e region' of
pure and serene connoisseurship where suifect is discarded
altogether and mastership of quality reign supreme. At the
cu lmination of such a carcer we sec such works gathcred in
as Van Marcke's landscape study-the smaller one in this
collection-and Millct's "Breaking Flax." Here the narrative
interest of the picture is as nothing ; the Van Marcke i the
one of that dangerously clever artist's studie from nature
which reaches the value of a pure impress ion without the
ambition to be striking-a preparation for markct-pictures, of
the highest value to himself, and only partcd with reluctantly.
The Millet shows a plain countrywornan hackling Dax, with ut
adjustment or coquctry,-a plain form of pure nature, rude,
simple and divine, as a wild animal in the perfectly-fitting
environrncnt of its conditions. To arrive at the buying of
works of this quality is like a putting off of the temptati n
of the fiesh. On other sides of the room are the important
panels marking the epochs of ta te, the academie works and
the historical pictures. To gather into one view such storicd
works as the "Hemicycle" of elaroche, hi I( Christian
Martyr" (partly at least by his hand.) the "Illu. ions Perdue"
of the Swiss Gleyre, and the "Oubli des ouleurs" of the
Belgian Gallait is to revive the most dclicious echoe of a ju t-
vanished past; to mix once more in the salon' and coteries
where we secm to hcar Lamartine reading his poem . Chateau-

A MALANDRIN.

FAC-SIMILE 01' A SKßTCII FROM 'Hili OIU(iINAL W lIm-C UnI lIY M. FOIi trNY.
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briand decIaiming his poetic Cltnstùmity, Musset whispering
and Gautier conversing. The gallery is an educator of taste
not to be excelled in the New W orld.

The character of the selection is III fact typified by the
assembly represented in its choicest painting, the" Hemicycle."
In this picture is a congress of schoolmasters, of the most
diverse systems and theories, brought together into that divine
future where they comprehend and justify each other. So, in
the collection at large, we have Millet, who did not like or

understand Delaroche, peacefully attached to his side ; old
Van der Helst, one of the family-royal of portraitists, (in his
exquisite likeness of Mrs. Schurman,) explaining and support-
ing Gilbert Stuart and Elliott; the melancholy dreamer, Jules
Breton, tolerating the high fantastic caprices of Villegas and
Boldini; the collector's first love (Odier's "Retreat from Mos-
cow") kept in countenance by his very different last love,
Tadema's "Sappho." The reconciliations of such a gallery
are like the reconciliations of Immortality.

CATALOGUE OF MR. W. T. WALTERS' COLLECTION.

ACIIENBACH, A.-Sea-Coast of Sicily afïer a Storm.
ALMA-T ADEMA, L.-JVry Sister is not at IIome.

Sappho.
BAKER, G. A.-.Faith.

Going to School.

Portrait of the Artist.
.BECKER, CARL.- The Petition to the Doge.

BmA, A.- Three Water-colors,

BISCHOFF, C.- The Dropped Stitck

BOKS, E. J.-Corpus Delicti.

BOLDINI, G.-JV~I Garden.

BONHEUR, RUSA.-Andalusian Bulls. Monochrome.

BOUGIITON, G. 11.- vVaning of the IIoneymoon.
BRANDON, E.-Syl1agogue, Amsterdam, JUly 22, I866.
BRETON, JULES.- The End of the Day.

A IIarvest Seme.
CABANEL, A.-Pandora.

CALAME, A.- The Stuiss Alps.

CHAPLIN, CIL-At the Shn·ne.

CHAVET, J. V.-A Connoisseur.

ClIURCJI, F. E.-Morning in the Tropics.

CLAYS, P. J.- The Approach to Antwerp.

On the Thames. Water-color,
COROT, J. B. C.- The Evening Star.

COUTURE, T.-Liberty in Chaim.

A Zouave.

IJAUIHGNY, C. F.-7wilight.

Landscape.
DECAMPS, A. G.- The Suicide.

DELAROCHE, P.- The I:lemicycle.

DR NEUVILLE, A.-The Surprise at Dawn.

In the Trenehes.

Reconnoitering.

DETAILLE, ED.-A Cavalry Picket.

DIAZ DE LA PENA, N. V.-Autu1Iln t'n the .Forest of

pontaimbleau.

Landscape.
Cupid Disarmed.

DURAND, A. B.-Landscape.

ELLlOTT, C. L.-Anthony vmt Corlear.

A School Boy.

Portrait of Durand.

Portrait of the Artist.
FORTUNY, M.-Un Malandrin. Water-color.

A Mendicant Friar.

FR~:RE, E.-Six Genre Subjects.

FROMENTIN, E.-Arabs and Irorse.

GALLAIT, L.-l'ower o.f Music.

Counts Egmont and IIorn. Water-

color.

GÉRÔME, J. L.-The Duel after the Masquerade.

Diogenes.

On the Desert .

GLEYRE, C. G.-Lost Illusions.

Dap/mis and Chloe. Monochrome.

GUILLEMIN, G. A.- The Pri'Îlt Vendor.

HAMON, J. L.-Feeding the Pets.

HART, J. M.- The Adirondacks.

HEILBUTH, F.-A Promenade.

HERRING, G. E.-Mare and Foal.

HIDDEMAN, F. P.-The Philosoph)! of the BalI.
HÜBNER, CARL.-The Emigrant's Adieu.

ISABEY, E. L. G.-Sea-Coast. "Vater-color.

JACOVACCf, F.-The Borghese Palace.

JACQUE, C. E.-Sheep Drinking.

The Barnyard.

The Village Poor,
Pouùry.

JALABERT, C. F.-Orpheus and the Nymphs.

Mother and Cfiild.

Italian Chiltl.

JIMfNEZ, J.-A Barber-Shop, Madrid.

JOHNSTON, E.-The Tender Passion.

KNAUS, L.-Dirt Pies.

KOLLER, G.-Charity.

KURZBAUER, E.-The Dispute.

LAGYE, V.-Figure, with Flelllish Costume of the XVI
Century.

LANDELLE, C.-An Italian Shepherd Boy.

LEUTZE, E.-EIenry VIII and Anne Boleyn.

MEISSONIER, J. L. E.- The Jovial Trooper.

MERLE, I-I.- The Scarlet Letter.

The Good Sister. Water-color.

MILLET, J. F.-A Breton Peasant.

The Potato Harvest.
MULLER, C. L.-Purity.

Study of a .Female Head.
OmER, T.- The Retreat frolll Moscow.

PASfNI, A.-Constantinople.

PILS, 1. A. A.- Two Water-color Studies of Military

Subjects.

PI.ASSAN, A. E.-The Return of the Nurse.
Baby's Bath.

Contemplatt'on.

FLASSAN, A. E.-Evening Prayer.

PREYER, J. W.-Fruit.
RICO, D. MARTIN.- Toledo.

Venice,

ROTTA, A.-A Hopetess Case.

ROUSSEAU, TH.-Landscape.

SAINT-JEAN, S.-Fruit.

Fùnoers.

SCHEFFER, AR V.-Christ Weeping ouer Jerusalem.
SCHREYER, A.-An Arab Picket.

Winter in Poland.

STEVENS, A.-Palm-Szmday.

News from Afar.

STONE, H.-Portrét of Mr. Wm. W. Corcoran.

STUART, GILBERT.-Consul- Generai Barry.

TIS.:iOT, J.-Marguerite at the Wetl.

TRAVER, J. B. L.-Genre Subject.

TROYON, C.-Sea-shore and Cattle.

VAN DER HELST, B.-Portrait of Afrs .. Sc/itcrman,

VAN MARCKE, É.-Study from Nature.

The Approach of the Storm,
VAUTIER, B.-Consulting his Lanoyer.

VERNET, HORACE.-Italian Brigands Surjwised by

Papal Troops.

VIBERT, J. G.-Gulliver Bound.

VIDAL, V.-Portrait of * * *. Water-color.

VILLEGAS, JosE.-The Slipper Merchant, Cairo.

WAY, A. J. H.-Grapes.
WEBER, OTTo.-Hay Gathering.

WILLEMS, F.- The Health of the King.

The Important Response.

W OODVILLE, K. C.- The Sail or's Wedding.

YVON, A.-Napoleon III.

ZAMAcoïs, E.-Spain, I8I2, the French Occupation.
ZIEM, F.-Venice-Morning.

Venice-Evening.

Sunset.

Seven Water-color Studies.

SCULPTURE.

PALMER, E. D.-The First Grief.

RINEHART, W. II.-The Womrl1Zof Saman·a.
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EDUCATION OF THE CHILOREN OF QUEEN CLOTILDA.

FAC-SIMILK OP A SKETCH UY PERRIS FHOM TIIR OHIGINAL l'AINllNG BV L. ALMA-TAIlHIIf •

THE COLLECTION OF MR. JAME H.

IlE::s~:pt~~:na;~a~::::~:n:~~
native languages are all one to
thern, and their life abroad is as
present in their minds as their
life at home. Ought the houses
of such as these really to be
called houses, or rather tents,-
the pavilions of a continual
pilgrirnage! Now, in the days
of the old palmers, when poor
and proud alike sought the
Holy Land, sorne went clothcd

in rags, and sorne went clothed in lace; sorne slept beneath
rude sheds of palm-branches, and for sorne the tents of cloth-
of-gold were set every night for feasts of wine and venison.
Such Arnericans as best supply the type of the old pilgrims
are usually, it is gratifying to say, rather of the latter category.

INITIAL FROM A DESIGN BY H. SCOTT.

The more nornadic our tribcs b .c me, the m re lu. "uri us i
their shcltcr ; and th ' faithful K nick 'rb ck r pilgrim ~ r WhOl1

New York is no coutiuuinrr city, and wh i j u ta' much at
home in the street that is cali d P ivol i as in Br adway. njoy
an even tcrrcstrial r ward of his pilgrim-lik
larger number of th sc ar apt, ace rdin T to my rvation,
to have their blessing of compl 'te m ntal d t. dun n Ir im
local ties accornpanicd also by othcr he 'r ul b atitu los-th'
comforts of a wcll-fittcd caravan, and unconuuon
with which to furnish their t nts of a nig ht. 111, pi tur
considcrcd in this articl ar' the cal in-furniturc t< us' Bi h P
Blougram's comparison) of an .arthly stnte such a ha ju t

becn considcrcd-e-a statc in whi h all kingdorns f th 'W rld
are equally home. The paintings ar usually small, and
irresistibly suggest the id a f th ir b in s 1 ct d, lik '
keepsakes, for portability, Ev irything smacks f th . pil J"rim-
the cosmopolite. The furniturc and d .c rati n oll . t .d
from half-a-dozen capitals ; such was probably th ' t nt f ur
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de Leon on his way to Jerusalem. The pilgrim's freedom from
embarrassing and mundane attachments breathes in every-
thing. The servants fill the halls with echoes of a varied and
courier-Iike assortment of languages; and the ladies of the

CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD.-(PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST.)

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL WATER-COLOR DY J. L. E. MllItiSONIER.

house direct them in German, or in Brussels French,-con-
versing with each other, meanwhile, in the purest French of
the Theâtre Français.

The fine picture by L. Alma- Tadema represents Queen
Clotilda, the widowed queen of Clovis,-the first Christian
monarch of France,-superintending the education of the little
princes, Clotaire, and the others. The scene takes place in
the sixth century, and it displays a very curious mingling of
antique Roman costumes and Christian monastic dresses. The
courtiers exhibit their tunics and sandals and palliums, such
as we see in ancient statues, while among them stand the
emissaries of the See of Rome,-their uniforms of penitence
already adopted, their heads shaven, and the full machinery of
the Catholic Church in operation. Who shall calculate what
vexatious researches among ancient illuminations and missals,
the seals of papal bulls, the statuary of early tombs and wall-
paintings of Catacombs have been undergone by the careful
painter, to cull these scarce, unattainable details of dress and
architecture? Pictorial records of the times succeeding the

disruption of the Roman Empire are the hardest of things to
find, owing to the extinction of the arts which followed. But
Mr. Alma- Tadema is not apt to confess ignorance of an}'
special antique period Ire wills to illustrate, and nothing more
stimulates his powers than that dirn half-light of time when
the Gothic civilization was imposing itself on the Roman. At
the same time, in the present canvas, he gives us a welcome
reminder of the sweetness and warmth of home-life in those
chilly eras, as he shows the placid mother watching her little
ones, with a heart full of pride, at the sports of the palœstra.
The stout and princely boys, in the intervals of the lessons
which the pale priests will have imparted from their scrolls of
wisdom, are throwing the battle-axe at a wooden target, under

the superintendence of an old captain-at-arrns,
The specimen of Fortuny is an important and a eharming

one. During his eulminating, his wonderful years at Rome,
the Spanish painter consented, as a caprice and experiment, to
resurne for one time the life-size scale of painting, a method he
had not employed since his studies for the "Battle of Tetuan."
The result is before us, a large portrait of the handsome wife
of a Secretary of the Spanish Embassy at Rome. A tempo-
rary vicissitude induced the subject of this masterpiece to part
with it for a priee adequate to its merit, though desperate
negotiations for its recovery have sinee been undertaken. Fit
for the proud portrait-gallery of the Silvas, so eloquently
recapitulated in Hernani, this supreme chef-d'œuvre 1S sepa-
rated, perhaps forever, from the records of a family race, to
take its position as a work of pure art, and enjoy a lease of
artistic life apart from the life of a haughty Castilian house.
It will go down to posterity anonymous and famous, like sorne
great Reynolds or Tintoretto. jj The Lady with the Pince
Nez" will be its all-sufficient designation, as we mention the
Titian of the Glove, or the Rembrandt with a toque; for the
family name, which has been mentioned to me, it is eminently
unsuitable to publish under the circumstances. The proud and
truly national type of mind, so perfectly adapted-whether by
its limitations or its accomplishments-to the air of haughty
and retrospective isolation, is thoroughly understood, funda-
mentally interpreted. The ftesh-painting is tenacious and
solid, though a trifte laborious; Fortuny seems to be reciting
a lesson of manipulation. But in the treatment of the robes
-a mass of crackling black silk, buttoned with coral-he feels
aIl the luxury of sketching, and has left posterity a summary
indication, by the most audacious methods of artistic short-
hand, of the qualities of light-and-shade he desired to show.
Arsène Houssaye, the historian of society and the critic of
woman, wrote in a letter of this canvas, after the artist's death:
"The same evening I saw, at the residence of your corn-
patriot, Mr. Stebbins, the only woman's portrait ever painted
by Fortuny. It is the wife of a Spanish Secretary of the
Embassy, at Rome: she is beautiful, but the painting is far
more beautiful than she. When will another Velasquez be
born?" This master picture, revealing the Barcelona painter
in an attitude so commanding and impressive, serves to stamp
his character with the sole attribute that is left wanting by the
rest of his life-work-the attribute of gravity. But the flash,
the glitter, the legerdemain of his style is also represented in
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the collection of Mr. Stebbins. The little sketch of "Pifferari,"
another memorandum of his sojourn in Rome, is distinguished
by those qualities of magic and grace which were temporarily
veiled when he undertook the stately family portrait.

levies, of arrests, of tough encounters, reeks through the
picture; the blandishments of women, of carpet adventures
and intrigues, seem far away from such a situation, as indecd
theyare distant from aIl of Meissonier's work. As is inevi-

THE GAME LOST.

l'AC-5IMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY J. L. R. MEISSONIlIR.

Meissonier's "Captain of the Guard" is a small water-
color, painted in 1865, and sufficiently showing his accurate
and thorough style. In the military dress of Louis XIII-
which is also, in most of its details, the uniform of Cromwell's
time-this truculent capitaine waits in the reeking porte-
cochère of the barracks, as if to watch his men-at-arms file
out on horseback for the night-patrol. The stamp of military
character, the atmosphere of horses, of duels, of sanguinary

table with every artist, but in the case of thi arti t entircly
voluntary and COll amore, the per onal predilection of the
creator stamps itself on his creation. Mei onier hirn 'elf ha '
the style and the brusquenc s of a cavalry officer; hi pc ch
is short and sparc, his actions arc direct, hi taciturn manner
readily assumes the tone of command; you would think he
had never lived among women, and only a very few fcmale
subjects are found among his painting, though he has a family
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life of his own too. The little Louis XIII captain is a concen-
trated specimen of our artist's habits of thought, the medium
in which his mind dweIls, and the images it is in the habit of
spiriting. up .frorn the vast y depths of the past. In this small,
sharply-carved mass of solidity-weighty and chiseled as a
cabinet bronze=-we.Jiave even. a more. th an _habitually _close
reflection of the character of the artist. It is, in fact, a portrait

I

of hirnself, studied from the mirror; and as such, in other
than the usual sense, a characteristic Meissonier. Two other
examples of this scrupulous painter, both in his snuff-box-lid

now it shuts itself into clubs with an edifying sense of decorum,
and hides. These soldiers of Vauban, in the interval of laying
waste the Palatinate, gamble without fear and without reproach.

, The slouching and provisory air of the guard-room pervades
the group-each individual ready to fly to arms at a moment's
warning. In. the treatment of the subject, a puzzled player's
dilemma, we see a study of five different temperaments,-cyni-
cal, curious, insulting, contemplative, indifferent,-all watching
the face of the loser. He hirnself is a whole drama of indeci-
sion, a doubting swashbuckler Hamlet. The grouping and

SCENE AT A SPANISH DILIGENCE STATION.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THB ORIGINAL PAINTING DY J. G. VIBERT.

style, are appropriately placcd in the library, where their
minuteness has a suitable cabinet air; they seem Iike Iittle
carved plaques to be kept in a tray: one is "The Stirrup-Cup,"
the usual scene of a horseman taking his draught at an inn,
without entering it; the flagon is served to him outside, by
the domestic, to save hirn the trouble of dismounting: an old-
time custom beloved by painters, because it gives them a
chance of uniting a drinking-theme, a horse-theme, a land-
scape-theme, and sometimes an exceptionally attractive sou-
brette-theme.

"The Game Lost" is one of our artist's inimitable inte-
riors, with a party of card-players, clothed in those antique
costumes which we more usually associate with card-playing;
not that play is not high now, very often, but that in the past
the habit entered visibly into the manners of society, whereas

lighting are eminently beautiful, in a merry shaft of sunshine
from a supposed window, that plays upon the heads with the
vibrating resonance 01 a peal of bells.

Zamacoïs, with his" Indirect Contributions," supplies the
note of feminine attractiveness that is so conspicuously absent
in the scheme of Meissonier. Very delicate and credulous is
the fair châtelaine who cornes up from the buttery with the
choicest provisions, the most golden canary, and the most
velvety draught of chocolate, to feed the begging monk. Her
hand trembles as she fills his glass; her hospitality is a direct
act of worship. If she could see under the flaps of the capu-
chin the hast y gobble, the zest of appetite, the agony of gor-
mandizing, it might go sorne way to destroy her illusion, but
could not utterly shatter it, for is not her motive a veil for
everything; is she not nourishing the Church? Meanwhile
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the quêteur, watched on either side by husband and father
with worldly tolerance or cynical contempt, makes the most

I

of his time. He is sent out to beg for his monastery; but all
the deposits of his palate are doubly blest-they gratify the
cause, while they gratify the cmissary. In the same way, and
with the same unanswerable logic, the negro of slavery days
justified his raids upon the plantation hen-coop,-to put massa's
chicken into massa's nigger was a proper and laudable way
of directing the resources of the estate :-it improved the
property. By parity of idea, what is donated to the collector
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lectual equality, it served the painter's didactic purpose. The
scene, probably, takes place at Fontainebleau, before the
splendors of Versailles were created. The authority for the
costumes is a Gobelins tapestry designed by Lebrun, out of
a series illustrating the career of the roi soleil, and representing
one of the first acts of the youthful king, in receiving an
apology from the Pope's legate. The scrupulous accuracy
of every accessory reaches here an almost painful pitch of
intensity. Vou feel that the mirror-frames and table-legs, the
ribbons and wigs of the knights, and the very forks and table-

THE FIRST-BORN.

FAC-SIMILII 01' A SKETClI FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY J. G. VIßERT

is donated to the service at large, and it seems like straining a
point to caU such contributions" indirect."

One of Gérôme's celebrated pictures, the "Louis XIV
and Molière," is in Mr. Stebbins' collection. The legend is
unauthenticated, and is strongly doubted, being based simply
upon a story narrated by Mme. Campan, long after the sup-
posed event. According to what this gossipy schoolmistress
had heard from sorne other "granny," Louis XIV, whcn
attempting to create the drama in France, found the insolence
of his courtiers an almost insurmountable obstacle. On one
occasion, discovering that these gentlemen refused to dine
with Molière, the upholsterer's son, he directed the dramatist
to sit down at his own table, and caused to be laid out between
them the contents of his en cas de nuit, or luncheon, or sand-
wich-box; then, summoning the whole court, he said, "you
see, gentlemen, that I am not too proud to eat with Molière."
This is one of the transactions of legend, not of authentie
history, but as it happens to convey a good lesson of intel-

cloths have been interrogated, and made to b ar witne to a
particular date. At the lcft, c Retz, archbi shop of Pari ,
clutches his bcrctta in a rage; he ces the h: il torm of atire
against the church that is comino in thi new agency, the
drama ; he detects the writer of Tartlfffe.

"L'Eminence Grise," anothcr farnous érôme, i a titl
soon explained. "Eminence" is the 1 roper compliment for
a cardinal; but when Richelieu provide l him elf with an alter
e<<To,in the shape of a barefoot cap"cin, who hared hi secret
and directed his power,-the witt y name wa: invcntcd for the
latter, SOll éminencegrise,-his eminence cl thcd in gray, and
not in red. This i the" Broth r J ph" wh sc cunning
figure prcvadcs Bulwer's play f Rieltclicn. A he st ~ls, in
his barcd fcct, down the splendid stair of the palace of the
cardinalate, 110W the l alais I yal, the place-huntcrs and
bishops flatten thcmselves against the balu: tradc, b wing to
the ground, and weeping the steps with th ir plume. I le,
with nose buricd in breviary, is unconscious of carthly things.
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The moment he is past, the backs of the time-servers straighten
as by a mechanical impulse, and we see the ecclesiastic and
the pair of gentlemen who have already passed hirn on the

PRELIMINARY SKETCH FOR FIGURE IN "L'EMINENCE GRISE."
FAC·SIMILE FROM THE DRAWING BV J. L. GÉRÔME.

staircase, covered with hat and cap, and Ringing looks of
haughtiness and fear. The painter, in works such as this, or
the last-named, or the "Grand Condé," shows a power never
surpassed of sweeping a whole crowd with a single emotion.
Prelates, dandies and soldiers, in their several guise, all yield
to the self-same feeling. Gérôme has here restored, with his
best conscience, the past ecclesiastical splendors of the actual
Palais Royal, has swung again the réuerùères to the old lamp-
staffs, inserted the monogram of the cardinalate in the railings,
and tapestried the wall with the official hat. The picture, of
course, is studious, exact and true-a piquant glimpse into
history. To show a certain helplessness, howcver, which
clings to the charactcr of Gérôme merely as a painter, it may
be mentioned that the composition was first painted as an effcct
of full daylight, the high lights on the salicnt points being
intcndcd for a representation of sunshinc: afterwards, finding
his cconomy of light and shade could afford it, he added the
bursts of sun on the floor, as an enhancement, so that what
was before painted for sunshine became shadow in the scherne,
and another sun, riscn on midday, was supposed for particular
passages of the canvas. An artist of this starnp, in fact, lost
in the philosophical work of reconstructing history, can never
be a technist of the first order, and will now and then fall into
blunders so fundamental as this. It may be proper, while thus
straying among the colors and shadcs of the palette, to drop
a word of explanation about the French latitude with the
word "gray." Nobody in English would think of terming a

Capucin's brown robe gray. The habit of the French, how-
ever, preserves a comprehensiveness derived from far remote
times, as Mr. Hamerton has pointed out in one of his papers,
and many substances of various warm or russet shades are
caIled by them "gray;" in revenge, Milton's "twilight gray"
they call "brown."

Vibert's "Cour de Diligence" is a witt y traveler's tale
brought from Spain. The artist forces out the censorious dis-
position of the priest, the coquetry of the pretty maja, the
assured lady-killing power of the bull-fighter, and the pro-
pitiatory humbleness of the muleteer, with a diversified sharp-
ness that is like the dialect-mimicryof a well-told story. The
priest must fain read his book. Priests on their travels never
do anything else, and when the constant tininess of the
volumes is considered, it must be imagined that priests who

travel much get the breviary well by heart. In this case,
however, the transcendent interest of the little drama near
hirn is too overpowering for Sir Priest,-the envy of parti ci-
pating too tremendous. His eyes escape from the page, and
as they rest on the simple suitor, they bear in them a thunder
that would annihilate.

Another charming work of Vibert's is "The First-Born,"
representing the pride and joy of a young father and mother
over the inimitable, the wonderful, the unapproachable and un-

precedented achievement in the way of babydom, placed
between his happy parents on a couch, and happily unaware as
yet of his own many virtues and perfections.

Worms, an artist who treats trivial subjects with a very
considerable degree of artistic conscience, is represented in
this collection by a little subject of "Uncertain Weather."
The first drops of a shower are falling, and have surprised a

group of promenaders in the glittering costume of the direc-
toire. The weather-cock dances, in symbolic fickleness, over
the heads of the ladies, who huddle together in apprehension

INDIRECT CONTRIBUTIONS.

FAC.SIMILE OP A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY ED. ZAMAcoïs.

and slight dismay, wondering what resource will be found 111

the difficulty by their protectors. Of these, the more imagina-
tive, who has no umbrella, betakes hirnself to holding up the
back of his hand, and roundly swearing in the face of evidence
that it does not rain. The other, armed with good Jonas Han-
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way's remedy, is flying an antediluvian umbrella, like a tent.
The man who shows resource in emergency is certainly master

UNCERTAIN WEATHER.
FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING EY JULES WORMS.

of the situation; and it is unnecessary to predict that this well-
armed champion will marry the prettiest lady.

In his little picture, "Cést un Emir," Boulanger, the friend
and comrade of Gérôme, shows the impressive ceremony and
state with which Arabs, resting in an oasis, welcome a trave1er
who presents hirnself as a son of Mohammed. This wanderer,
whose back is bowed with humility, can give the pass-word and
show the clay-seal or the sculptured talisman of the marabout.
Accordingly he receives the welcome of a present divinity,
and will quickly be invited to share the platter of steaming
èousèoussou or the pot of seething kid.

In "The Temptation of St. Anthony," M. Edouard de
Beaumont refers again for his inspiration to the legend almost
exhausted by Teniers; but the modern artist, among the gro-
tesques proper to Teniers or to Callot, introduces a classically
perfect beauty, in the full panoply of academie nakcdness,
Academie art and caricature art do not go well together. The
first feeling about the picture is a jar, as if one should read a
copy of verses made up of the vulgarest vernacular, the
coarsest wit, and the most ill-spelled dialect, and be suddcnly
brought up bya concluding couplet worthy of Milton. As wc
examine our impression we find it is right, and susceptible of
demonstration in the nature of things. Anthony, a subject of
given character, would form mental images of the different
vices in strict harrnony with each other. If gluttony assails
hirn as a deforrned Silenus on a pig, intemperance as a pot-
house jordan borne by imps, the tempter to warlikc arder
as a decrepit dwarf in armor or a frog with a sword, then
the solicitation of luxury would attack him in the style of an
inn-chambermaid, not of a classical goddess.

]acomin's .. Temptation of Faust," painted 111 1869, has
the interesting trait that it is an accurate reminiscence of the
manner in which Gounod's composition was set on the stage
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at the Grand-Opera, in Paris, now burned,-before the com-
mencement of representations at the new opera-hou. he
standing figure is a graphie tudy, in b aring and lithe in-
sinuating versatility of mariner, of Faure in 1I1cpltiSlop!tdcs.
The Faust, in gown and cap and urtain f white bard,
suggests the tenor just bcfore his di gui c of factiti us Id
age is pulled off from hirn; and the cne, littl tagy and
so conspicuously natural and farniliar, is a prcciou bit of the
unconvcntional and artistic skill of the French ccnc-paintcr.

"B tween Love and Riches,' by Bouguereau, is the larg st
canvas in this collection of choice ca el-pictures. The typ s,
for Bouguereau, are uncommonly right and genuine. The
girl is a real ingénue, seerningly copicd from a simple villarrc
beauty-the hardest of modcls to find, the mo t unprocurable
object for a paintcr's studio. The guitar-playing boy i not a
very strong charactcr, to be sure, and has no proof of con-
stancy to offer better than a relaxed guitar-string. l ut the old
man is really human, with a good, cri u: r bu t face, an ex-
cellent type of worth, prudence and diplomacy. Do not be
too indignant, beautiful rcaders, at the girl for hesitating one
single moment! Has not the painter tak n pain, to r pl' s nt
the old man, for an old man, a really very w Il, and the boy
rather exceptionally stupid? The painting of thi gr up,
whcre the figure are life- ize, is of unu ual sine rit y and
strength for the artist; the textures are varicd, the pl, ne and

RECEPTION OF AN EMIR.

FAC-SIMII..l' OF A ~KllTCII FRO l Tl! OIlI.I L I·AI fiN E\' • OULAN(.I~H

distances are establishcd with right Cc ling. and two f the
hcads, at least, are rccordcd upon the canvas with the energy
and vehemence of a direct impres 'ion.
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In Goubie's " Honneurs du Pied" we see the French stag-
hunt of the Count D'Orsayepoch. A lady in postillon coat
and cap, on a dark horse, is in the middle of the composition,
receiving the compliment of "the deer's hoof" The chase is
over, the stag is laid low, the hounds sitting in a committee
areund its antlered head. As the first recognition of success,
the head piqueur descends from his horse, cuts off the fore-foot
of the deer, places it on his half-moon chapeau, as on a salver
or tray, and presents it to the lady of the party as a mark of
highest honor.

By Rosa Bonheur is a neat black-and-white sketch,

ness of manner, as of a most polished pastoral poet, the cattle-
painting of Auguste Bonheur gives as high a quality of
elegant and temperate pleasure as it is possible for the art to
afford.

The example of M. Bonheur is not illustrated in these
pages. Other specimens of interest not selected for embellish-
ment are a couple of canvases by Horace Vernet. The chief
of these is the life-size head and bust of Judith, a study for
part of his large" Judith and H olofernes," in the Louvre; the
face, in profile, is very elegantly modeled, with a sculptural
perfection and a research after anatomical truths almost char-

PRESENTING THE DEER'S FOOT.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY R. GOUBlE.

"Ready for ' the Market." The study of stout Norman cobs,
their tails tied up in clubs or fringed short, their halters
attached to a shady tree, and beginning as a group to form
each others' acquaintance or reject, nose-fashion, the offers of
friendlincss, is do ne with great facility of drawing and with
lively accuracy and spirit.

By Auguste Bonheur, the brother of Mlle. Rosa, there is
a very beautiful picture of "Normandy Cattle," closely cor-
responding, in method and merit, with the same artist's cattle-
pie~e, recently praised in Mr. Gibson's gallery. The treatment
of a cow in foreground, patched with white, is so silvery and
pure, that one is tempted to say never was animal painting
better done. Greater richness and luxuriousness of style have
doubtless been attained, but for tranquil, even-tempered sweet-

acteristic of Delaroche; the relief of the shoulder, of the
elegant bust, in a uniform blonde flesh-tone, is definite and dis-
tinguished; this piecemeal example, as a bit of pure technic,
gives perhaps a higher idea of Vernet as a painter than any-
thing preserved in America. Another specimen of Horace
Vernet, rather dark and mystical, represents "Communism,"
the Communism of the 1848 Revolution. The allegorical figure
of vulgar revoIt, placed among the wrecks of its struggle, is
an impressive symbol, viewed from the aristocratie or authori-
tative standing-point. Two considerable canvases by Heuillant,
both called "Arcadia," represent the modern prismatic school,
called Roman-Spanish. Bertrand's" Serenade in Rome" is
unusually cheerful for this elegiac painter, and laureate of
Iove-lorn damsels.
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De Neuville's "Hauling by the Capstan" is a crowded
sailor group. Pasini's" The Sultan's Escort" is a very rich
and beautiful assemblage of Eastern horses and costumes.
Detaille is represented by "Les Incroyables" and "A Scene
in the Franco-Prussian War." Troyon is just indicated by a
small study, "N ormandy Cattle." Wylie, one of the best of
American painters, is seen as the portraitist of "Five Brittany
Children."

Saintin is shown in a clever bit of chinoiserie-re sou-
brette archly interrogating a Chinese porcelain divinity with
nodding head. Dust-brush suspended, she nods her pretty
cap, in concert with the image, and perhaps leaves to its
decision the committal of her often-besieged heart.
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troness. The charming group in the middle, where a lovely
maid in white man tilla turns from her duenna to flirt with a
graceful young buH-fighter, gives an added grace to the theme;
while the row of nuns, the charity baby, held as a sort of
advertisement by a nurse, the walls dripping with gilded
rococo,-the whole mixture, in short, of luxury and austerity,
benevolent motives and cruelty to animals, is a compound that
could only have existed in Spain, and whose piquancy is as
fresh as a chapter of G'il Bias.

Among the statuary is a life-size copy, in the full propor-
tions of the original, of Canova's "Cupid and Psyche," by
A. S. Tadolini, hirnself a sculptor of eminence, and one of
Canova's last pupils. Psyche, just awaking from slumber,

READY FOR MARKET.

FAC-SIMILE OF THE MONOCHROME BY nOSA BONHEUR.

"Curiosity" is satirized by Baugniet in a highly enamelcd
picture representing two elaborate morning-robes-containing
ladies. One has contrived to bend her spine at a right-angle
and listens at a key-hole ; the other watches, finger on lip,
ready to pull her away by the sash if anybody cornes. Let us
hope these indiscreet though pretty spies will be punished as
they deserve, and that the sudden bursting of the do or will
soon send them over upon the tesselated floor of the ante-
room, one knocking down the other, ninepin-fashion.

A delicious work, with aIl the virtues and few of the
faults of the modern Spanish school, is Alvarez' elaborate little
picture called "Selling Tickets for a Charity BuH-Fight." It is
a sparkling comedy of Spanish life in the time of Goya. AlI
the types are rendered with infinite zest and abandon. Every
character is crisp and brilliant, from the bedizened old dandy,
flattening his claque under his arm, who advances to lay down
his doubloon, in front of the poor-box and upon the plan of
seats in the circus, to the hearty, fat, worldly priest who
receives the collections, and the wonderfully starched dowager,
in a ruff, who oversees the subscriptions in the rear, as pa-

starts up to embrace the curly head of her celcstial lover, who
has knelt behind her and lifts up her cheek for a kis. Th
boudoir grace and mannered style of this group are in the
highest degree characteristic of the artist.

Courtesy to an artist who is very much of a tranger
demands that sorne space should be givcn to the di tingui hcd
Austrian, August Pettenkoffen. Ile is rcprescntcd in Mr.
Stebbins' series by a most graphic cene of a "Market in
IIungary," where all the humors of lift among the most
individual and haughty peasantry of Europe, are sprcad out
as if seen with a camera lucida-the vendors and trafficker
grouped, in their national costumes, around the huge wooden
post that supports the market-place. It is impossible to dis-
pose the personages of a drama with a more thorough com-
prehension of the subject. The painter ha applied to ev ry
detail a most policernen-likc scrutiny, a mo t lover-likc atten-
tion and fidelity. Every form is finished with scrupulous carc,
yet the brush never trifles with uscless minutie . othing is
distinctly spclled out but the shapes that are in the focus, and
naturally evident in a moving, tirring 'cene. The coloring is
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THE TWO ORACLES.

FAC-SIMILIl: OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY J. E. SAINTIN.

as praiseworthy as the design and invention; every tone,
chosen with exquisite taste, strikes the right note without a
jarring distinctness, and melts together in a pure atmosphere
of golden gray. The artist thus broadly successfui in minute
scale, is a product of the education of two or three countries.
Pettenkoffen was born at Vienna in 1823, and at the Academy
of Art, in that city, first served his apprenticeship to painting.
The professors at Vienna were of the last mediocrity, fort y
years ago, and were entirely unable to extend to others
professional secrets which they had never learned themselves.
The Germano-Austrian school was a school moving pon-
derously down to a hopeless decadence, in those days before
the arising of Matejko, Munkàcsy, Makart and Pettenkoffen
hirnself. Happily, the young student, though imprisoned in
an almost monastic retirement from art-movements, heard the
report of a little band of seekers and searchers,- Troyon,
Rousseau, Meissonier, in Paris, and Leys and Stevens and
Willems, in Belgium,-who were courageous enough to ask
Nature for her secret, face to face. This gospel of glad tidings
was his earthly salvation. But, in the meantime, arrived his
turn at the national conscription, and the young man, drafted
into the troops of Francis Joseph, fulfilled his duties like an
honest soldier, and was promoted with remarkable rapidity to
the grade of captain. The profession of arms, however, was
unable to keep possession of a spirit that had tasted of artistic
delights. The young man had viewed his military routine with
the eye of a pain ter ; it remained for hirn to drill his artistic

faculties with the severity of a captain. Resuming the prac-
tice of art, he determined to devote hirnself to his profession
from the military point of view, feeling that no one else could
recount so well the field-scenes which had passed before his
eyes. The event has j ustified hirn, and delivered to the world
a mass of incidents of the Austrian army and its wild Hun-
garian contingent, such as would have been lost to posterity
without his aid. The young artist was now ready to carry
out a project which had tempted him in his salad-days at the
Vienna Academy, and repair to France for a more exquisite
culture in the things which belonged to his peace. Only at
Paris, in the epoch of 1850, could be found a group of seekers
and teachers capable of satisfying an earnest seeker after
verity. He finished a few portraits at Vienna-portraits of his
relations and neighbors, as much to please the originals as to
get his pencil-hand in practice again-and departed for the
French capital, carrying with hirn two canvases traced over
with the sketches of two pictures, Il The Spy," and Il Marauders
Dividing Booty," the last of which found, when finished, a
resting-place in the collection of Sir Richard Wallace. The
painter, Alfred Stevens, narrates that, about 1852, a young
Austrian, with the appearance of an officer, used to come from
time to time with arequest to be allowed to pass a few minutes
in the studio, a permission granted with none the worse grace
that Stevens always fancied his visitor sorne noble picture-
buyer. It was a dealer, one Van Cuyck, who undeceived the
Belgian artist, and assured hirn that he had unearthed a pain ter
of great talent, introducing by a double presentation the young

INDISCRETION.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY CHARLES BAUGNIET.

Austrian and one of his finest specimens. This merchant fell
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so deeply in love with a certain early work of Pettenkoffen's,
"The Volunteers," that he vowed, contrary to the ways of
dealers, to make it his inseparable companion until his death,
which was done, the canvas only being sold by Van Cuyck's
heirs twenty years after. From this epoch M. Pettenkoffen,
without by any means abandoning his preference for the scenes
of his birth, a preference exhibited in the selection of all his
subjects, may be said to have entered the cosmopolitan art-
republic of the world, and to be no longer confined by national
or provincial inexperience. A minutely invented, careful and
toilsome series of exquisite studies, representing scenes of
army-life in the troops he had just quitted, or village groups
from Bohemia and Hungary, have occupied his time incessantly.
A sagacious observer, wondrously sensitive towards the pic-
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such ready sale, and get into the houses of people of un-
doubted culture. Millet and Breton may go begging for a
purchaser, while light-hearted ltalians and Castilians-Filosa
and Rossi, Alvarez and Villegas-Ieap smartly into the highest
and most undeniable places, with their shop-window display of
fan-painting and pictorial vends-Martin. The reason is not
necessarily a want of intelligence on the part of the patrons of
art; it is largely to be found in the conditions of modern social
life. We seldom build picture-galleries in our homes, with
sky-lights capable of flooding the place with sunshine. Our
houses and their system of upholstery prefer a discreet half-
tint for the rooms. lt is inevitable, therefore, for the great
majority of collectors, that a picture which adds a light to a
wall, and shines partly by its own brightness, should often be

SELLING TICKETS FOR A CHARITY BULL'FIGHT.

FAC-SIMJT.E OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PA1NTING DY LVIS ALVAIŒZ.

turesque side of things, he prefers to make himself a re-
porter. It is to his credit that he has comprehended from the
first how unfitted he was, both by education and temperament,
for the invention of great militaryepics. In his whole series
of pictures there is not a single work of imagination. He has
learned from the contemplation of the W ouvermans and Van
de Veldes how much can be imparted in a small panel finished
in the grand manner, and his ambition has restricted itself to
the discerning treatment of reality. A long and delighted
study of the" Hungarian Market" has induced this pleasant
recapitulation of the facts of the artist's career, and begotten
the desire to make the name of the Austrian Meissonier a
more familiar household word in the western hemisphere.

In reviewing the rooms where these and other brilliant
canvases are enshrined, we derive a wonderful impression of
sunshine and splendor. Examining into the matter, we per-
ceive that the selections are made with a particular meaning,
and that a decorative one. Artists whose muse dweIls con-
tinually in a poetic shadow, sometimes ask with dissatisfied
hypercriticism why the pictures of the buttc1jly painters find

preferred to one which takes the eye into the solemn eclusion
of a cave, and is illegible under the ordinary condition of our
homes. The more collections we vi it, the more let u try to
be catholic in taste. Nobody reads Milton and Wordsworth
all the time; scholars of the most fini hed education are fond
of unbending ovcr the poems of Praed and Canning and IIook-
harn Frere. Canvases and aquarelles such a furni sh this SUI ny
home are the vers de société of current art. At the same time,
it is idle to accuse of mundane lightncs a cabinet of picturcs
such as that which enshrines such serious work as th two
Vernets, Alma- Tadema's "Queen Clotilda," Gérôme' " Gray
Cardinal" and Il Molière," and Fortuny's imperial Il Lady f
the Pince-Nez."

The ambition of collecting without contradicting the idea
of social luxury and distinction, is hown in this gallery most
harmoniously and consistently. The vivacity and interest f
the subjects, the fashionable succcss of the painters reprcsentcd,
the gay and decorative character of the works assernbled, make
the enscmble singularly characteristic of the condition of the
higher American society of the present period.
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AGRASSOT, J.-.Fortuny's Studio.

ALMA-T ADEMA, L.-Education of the Children 0.1
Queen Clotilda.

ALVAREZ, LUIS.-Hide-and-Seek.

Se/ling Tickets for a Charity Bul!-

Fight.

BAUGNIET, C.-Curiosity.

BEARD, W. H.- View in the Wàùe Mountains.

BERNE-BELLECOUR, E. P.- The Love Token.

BERTRAND, JAMEs.-Serenade in Rome.

BIERSTADT, A.-Sunset in the Yosemite.

Mount Hood, Oregon.

BONHEUR, A.-Normandy Cattle.

R.-Ready for the Market.

BOUGUEREAU,W. A.-I-fesitating Between Love and

Riches.

BOULANGER, G. R. C.-The Emir; Scene in Algeria.

CANOVA, A.-Cupid and Psyche.

CERVI, J.-The Disputed Pieture.

DAUBIGNY, CHARLEs.-Landscape.

DE BARl:ŒRIN, T.-Portrait.

DE BEAUMONT, E.-Temptation 0.1 St. Anthony.
DECAMPS, A. G.-Dog.

DIEFFENBACH, A. H.-Shearing the Pet.

DE MONTALANT, J. O.-Pontine Marshes.

Naples. [tany.

DE NEUVILLE, A.-Hauling by tlte Capstan, Brù-

DE NITTIS, J.-Chinese Shop.

Confidences.

DETAILLE, E.-Scene of the Franco-German War.

DETAILLE, E.-Les Incroyables; Forest of St. Ger-

main.

FORTUNY, M.-Portrait of Mme. Garcia.

Pifferari.

GARDNER, MISS E. J.-Portraits.

GÉRÔME, J. L.-L'Eminence Grise.

Molière Breakfasting with Louis

XIV.

GOUBIE, J. R.-The Honors of the Foot.

HERMANN, LÉON C.-The Country and Cz'ty Rats.

La Fontaine's Fable.

HEUlLLANT, A.-Arcadia.

HUGARD, CLAuDE.-Earry Summer.

JACOMIN, A. L.-Faust and Mephistopheles.

LELOIR, LouIs.-After the Supper One MiLst Paye

LOTH, H.-Artists' Amusements During' Caruiuat,

MADRAzo, RICARDO.- View, Grenada.

Street in Grenada.

MEISSONIER, CHARLES.- The St01J' 0.1 the Campaz'g-n.
MEISSONIER, J. L. E.-Captain of the Guard; time

of Louis XIII.

The Stirrup- Cup.

The Game Lost.

Ancient Armor. Pen-Draw-

ing.

MICIIETTI, F. P.-Child in the Woods.

Italian Childl'en at a Fountaùt,

PASINI, A.- The Sultan' s Escort.

PETTENKOFFEN, C. A.-Market Scene in I-fungary.

PORTAELS, J. F.-Bohemian Cabin.

RICHTER, ED.-Gallery of the Louvre.

RICO, M.-Interior Court, Grenada, Spain.

Boating Party in the Bois de Boulogne.

Washer-women at Poissy.
The Seine at Poissy.

ROSSI, H. - OUen -TÙlte J1,fidnight Amusements,

Venice.

Pen-Drawing.

Sketch.

ROWSE, S. W.-Portmit.
SAINTIN, J. E.-The Two Oracles.

SCHREYER, A.- Winter in Waùacùia.

SIMONETTI, A.-The Letter. Pen-Drawing.

Curiosity. Pen-Drawing.

Concert.

TEN-KATE, H. F. K.-Dutdt CUa1'd-Roolll.

•TROYON, C.-Normandy Caule.

VANNUTELLI, S.-Day-DreamJ..

VERNET, HORACE.-The Original Studyof"Yudith."

Communism and Choiera.

VERNIER, E. L.- Washer-women 0.1 Brittany.
VIBERT, J. G.-Scene at a Spanish Dz'lz'g'mceStation,

The First-Born,

VILLEGAS, JosÉ.-Bull-Fz'ghters Waiting theil' Turn.

WESSEL, O.-Butteif/y.

WORMS, JUI.Es.-Uncertain Weather.

'VYLlE, R.-Five Brittany Children.

ZAMAcoïs, E.-A Court Fool.
LevyinS' Contributions.
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CUPID AND PSYCHE, SY CANOVA.

EXECUTED BY CHEVALIER TADOLINr.
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MARGUERITE LEAVING CHURCH.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY BARON HENRY LEYS.

THE COLLECTION OF MR. AUGUST BELMONT.

entering the commodious
gaIlery, built expressly for
the reception of pictures,-
after passing a hall decked
with busts of the Roman
emperors, wh er e Hadrian
sports a toga of variegated
marbles, in the taste of

I the sixteenth century, and
another weIl-fed imperator
wears a cuirass of giallo
antico,-we find ourselves
among a collection in which
the Teutonic schools na-
turally have a p l ace of
honor. Mr. Belmont has

been a generous friend of German, Dutch, and Belgian art,
while he was among the ear1iest patrons of the Anglo-
American Boughton, and brought over to this country at
least two painters of merit,-the late Dutch marine artist,
Maurice F. H. De Haas, and his brother. It is not sur-
prising, then, to detect in the collection one of the rarest
subjects by Baron Leys in this country, (the "Marguerite
Leaving Church,") a specimen of Ludwig Knaus, unexcdled

for variety and spiee, (II Going ta the Dance,") an amu ing
genre subject by Benjamin Vautier, a brilliant scène de mœurs
by Max .Michael, and in general the well-known kit and
budget of Düsseldorf or Antwerp anecdote-painting. But
in another aspect, the catholici m of connoisseur hip is di -
played in Rothschild-like liberality, and cover the whole
world of art with its generous tolerance. \Ve find here, for
example, sorne prccious scintillations from the great gone
lights of France-a small but thoughtful Delaroche, a De-
camps, a Léopold Robert, a Horace Vernet, one of the few
Héberts in America, and little master-works, "signet! all
over," of Rousseau and Troyon.

The Meissonier (about I 2 X 8 inches) is of his highest
quality ; when that is said, it is clearly expressed that the
subject is an interior scenc, not a Iandscapc, and that it is not
one of his more recent pictures. The painting, in fact, is a
little mellowed by time, but was never crude. The swcct
golden air of home and comfort floats through thi antique
room, with its busts and scrccns and Louis cize dock, and
batlies the inhabitants with its ineffable aura of peace. An
enormous dog-Mcissonicr's own furry Algerian hound-e-is
pitched head and shouldcrs at the spcctator, in the foreground,
as he lies in the stecpest foreshortening, legs, tail and nose
gathered together in a focus. Eascls and strctchcd canvases
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form the panels of the view; we are in the home of Van Loo
or Vien, or one or other of the stately painters of ceremony;
the furniture is rich and roomy, and doubtless the eut decanter
breathes the aroma of sorne rich nectar. Two chess-players,
with the fine skins, ready to wrinkle into the most meaning
expressions, and the flexible Brougham-like noses, of French
comedy, face each other over the board. In front, displaying
his embroidered back, and the enormous skirts of his coat, sits
the loser; the opponent who has posed hirn, with an expression
of long-suffering endurance of stupidity, advances his head,
and smiles into the aperture of his long pipe. An intensityof
quiet-made emphatic by the attitude of the dog-has brooded
for many minutes over the long move in the game. A Il these
bits of expression which go to make up the Iittle drama are
accommodated in the art-motive, but none of them are forced
in, in the Düsseldorf style. His painter's dut y is what the
artist is attentive to, not his story-teller's duty. The enameled
inlay of embroidered coats and flowered upholstery, the quaint
harrnony of stiff straight chair-backs and mechanical-Iooking
easels, a rigid black table-Ieg dropping exactly into the middle
of the composition like an exclamation-mark, are the items
which the composer is to harmonize into grace. There is
naught of the feebly-flowing in his lines; aIl is well-supported,
sturdy, yet elegant: the old Dutch schools have taught hirn
this harmony of light and shade over burly material. Two
quaint old-world figures, with speaking faces, focused over a
drowsy yet vital trial of skill, that is the comedy; but the
purpose is a serious and a difficult one, and the triumph is
complete. The breadth of style in this small painting, the
commanding sweep of brush,-more like elbow-work than
wrist-work,-the temperately-rich mosaic of colors at the
bottom of a bath of luscious and ambient air, these qualities
burst forth from the limited inches of the picture, and make
the painter-spectator sigh with baffied envy.

The "Slave Market" of Gérôme is one of that master's
close, scrupulous transcripts of Eastern life, with conscientious
narrative as of St. Augustine applied to licentious subject-
matter as of Aphra Behn. Having seen the libertine horrors
of the odalisque-market, the painter finds no nearer dut y th an
that of transcribing them. His accuracy seems the fatal
accuracy, without relish yet without shrinking, of sorne tran-
quil recording intelligence, poised in the air over the reeking
pavement of the human market. Six spiritless women, seern-
ingly without hope, without future,-certainly without shame
or protest,-sun themselves along the wall of a bazaar, within
which sits the shopman, patient as a spider in its lair, and
faced by his pet parrot. Two of the captives are standing-
one with a sleeping babe in a swaddle of cloths resembling a
cocoon, the other a statuette of ennui, stretching, clasping
her lifted hands, and trampling on her garments, possibly in
a weary dream of her Circassian hills. The rest are crouched
and squatted against the wall, like débris that clog a gutter,
in an absolute stagnation of intention or expectancy. Every
Namouna vaguely expects a buyer, and vacantly speculates on
his looks or his wealth; but for a career independent of that
ownership she has no hope or care. They are aIl comely, and
the artist exults in the mastery obtained by his incomparable

talent of drawing over so many confused and foreshortened
attitudes. His pearl is the standing nymph at the left, with
her tresses descending to the knee, her armlet that is more
than half a fetter, her tint of old ivory, and her sculptural
delicacy of form, as of his own ct Phryne."

Vautier's "School-Examination," a criterion specimen of
an artist who shares with Knaus the glory of the Düsseldorf
school in its best expression, represents a throng of ingenuous
types. The endeavor to capture a vanishing clew of thought,
as the prize-girl stands facing her dominie and cannot quite
find the answer, is a masterpiece of arrested intelligence.
Around her, the tow-headed village children listen with appre-
hension or torture, fearing that the terrible question may pass
to them. A whole children's-opera, with notes of profoundest
misery gradually rising over the gamut to lightest mischief,
is included in the frame of this dexterous picture. Benjamin
Vautier, the artist, was born in 1829, went to Düsseldorf in
1850, and has remained one of the lights of the school.

ct Going to the Dance," by Ludwig Knaus, is a superb
example of the peculiar quality sought for-not color, perhaps,
or chiaroscuro, or any of the traits of the greatest masters of
aIl, but the comedy of manners in its liveliest scintillation.
H ow true to nature is the blithe gladness of the little boy in
front who spreads his arms, partIy to express his sense of par-
ticipation in the jubilee, partly to frighten the geese, one of
whorn turns to brave hirn, with inveterate animosity! How
finely caught on the fly are the foremost urchins, who turn
cart-wheels! True, the landscape ernbracing the figures, though
decorative in its details as a stage village-scene, is not of a
quality to shine among Hobbimas and Ruisdaels; and the
figures are not set into it with that identity of air and illumi-
nation which proves that the artist has studied them out-of-
doors, not in the studio. With a painter like Bastien-Lepage,
for exampIe, the task before the eye is always to make a unit y
of tone and air between the personages and the landscape
which embraces them; Knaus hardIy thinks of this: sorne of
his scenes, for exampIe, have been duplicated, now with a land-
scape round them, now in a room, with no obvious change of
coloring for the environment. But, when wc study sympa-
thetically the little farcical actors of this scene of manners, how
. quickly the ill-temper of the fastidious critic disappears, coaxed

I away in the royal good-humor of a stupendous burst of versa-
tility and observation. Vou might as well have put on the
critical spectacles when Theodore Hook was stirring up the
whole contents of a drawing-room in one of his impromptu
recitals. Here are children, understood and deciphered by one
who comprehends what children reaUy are. Here are the sad,
seedy, respectable musicians in rusted black. Here are village
girls dragging each other forward to the dance, pressing,
crowding, eager, ftushed and kissable. Here is the happy
father, giving his little one a ride on his shoulders; anel here,

I under the old city arch, whose patron statue can be none other
th an St. Vitus, cornes a very lame man with crutches, bound
for saltatory feats of daring with the rest, and determined to
make his two sticks beat a measure worthy 04 the diable
boiteux. All are infected "vith the spider that bites anti incites
to waitzing; the ragamuffins express thernselves by turning
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wheels on the grass; the paunchy innkeeper steps merrily
forward, with a beer-keg for his partner; the maidens tread a
preliminary measure in the path,

And the gay grandsire, skilled in gestic lore,
Frisks underneath the burden of fourscore.

The late Baron Leys has left nothing finer than the
"Marguerite Leaving Church," in this collection. His wizard-
like power of th rowing himself into the spirit of the middle
age, so that Matsys's portraits seem to be alive again, was
never exerted with more illusive effect; while the lighting and
ordonnance of the scene,-the modeling, about midway between
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watches with Mephistopheles through the bars which fence off
the God's-acre of the sanctuary. This screened espial gives
the impression of sornething furtive which belongs to his
pursuit. Goethe has nowhere else been honored with such an
illustration of his heroine as is found in this picture. Along
with a realism which suggests the flesh-and-blood tangibility
of Holbein's "Madonna Meyer," there is the exquisite elassical
symmetryof a John Bellini Virgin. Leys's consurnmate art
has the cunning to sweep up all the accomplishrnents of
modern attainment, all the knowledge of Greek statuary
possessed by our age, and bear it triumphantly back to the
environment of the fifteenth century. He has rediscovered

GOING TO THE DANCE.

l'AC-SIMTLB OF A SKETCH l'ROM THE OIUGINAL PAINTING BY LUDWIG KNAUS.

the shadow-drowned style of his earlier period, and the hard
stained-glass manner of his elose-tbe masterly grasp of the
whole composition, antique as a missal, actual as a photograph
-these qualities combine to give tbe weirdest charm that is
possibly attainable from the archaic style of painting. Here
we have the side of a media-val church, decorated with ex-
ternal wall-paintings, with little shrines, and with beggars,
The transept door forms a gaping hollow in the midst, black
and peopled with antique wimples and coifs, out of which
emerges Marguerite, a "lily elasped in a missal when swart
paynims pray. She supports Martha on her arm, and the
rounded luxury of her fair young flesh is tightly elasped by
ancient broadeloths made burly with embroidery. She turns
toward Faust, not because she would look at hirn, but because
he is placed on the side towards her aged companion, to whom
she directs the large young pitY of her watchful glance. The
lover, an intellcctual, slender knight of the crusading epoch,

that happy land where art, an unspotted flower, is just about
to blow. His types have the dcwy freshness of the gentian-
bud, All that pre-Raphaelism boasts of, in the way of ingenu-
ousness, is commanded here with the simplicity of perfect
in,nocence, and with a frankn ss that lets it elothe itself in the
masquerade of mediœvalisrn without a suspicion of affectation.
The procession of antique church-goers in this picture, from
beggar to burgher, is a parade of types like those in the
engravings of the" Little Masters," and preserves their aston-
ishing vitality of impression. The blind and blanketed men-
dicant, who watelies so kecnly out of his sightless eyes as
the worshippers approach the little shrine in the wall; the
lounging lovers who spell out the decorative mural paintings
forming a sort of metopes bctwccn the buttresses ; the noble
figure in the extreme foreground, like a young unwithcred
Erasmus, and his lovely wife, who crosses hersclf at the
church-side shrine, with taper fingers like the aristocratie
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fingers of Holbein's portraits; these characters are imprinted
with the jeweler-like precision of the old illuminators, while
they have that higher calm, that more perfect congruity, which
satisfies modern criticism. Meantime the train of forms, which
in one sense is fitted into the background of church-walls with
the accuracy of mosaic, in another sense is freely and liberally
moving in a bath of silver atmosphere, with heaven's own
colors playing at will over the throng, and every vibration of
air and light is kept in fuIlest sympathy, with all of the jealous
care of the most accomplished landscape school. The united
graces of such a picture sweep most of the range of nine-
teenth-century science and criticism.

moment break Iike spectres through the opaque and felted
mists of the horizon. Altogether, this is one of the con-
siderable Bonheurs that one is surprised never to have seen
engraved.

A scene of exquisite1y drawn puppet-herses and highly-
vitalized little rnanikins is Detaille's "Souvenirs des Grandes
Manœuvres." The incident of the picture is the practice
with cannon from the brow of a hill, on whose summit a
quaint old wooden wind-mill dominates the whole scene.
Our sketch, in the artist's own autograph, depicts a group
of the officers watching the firing. Their eyes are directed
with a far-away gaze, and we can hardly imagine that the

RENDEZVOUS OE CHASSE.

FAC·SIMILE OF A SKETCH FHOM THE ORIGINAL PAIN'IING BV ROSA BONHEUR.

Rosa Bonheur's "Rendezvous de Chasse" (5 x 3Yz feet) is
one of the important examples, so far as size and care go, of
this lady's style. It is an early hour. There is a strong feel-
ing of dew on the grass, and you pit Y the numb fingers of
these amateur hunters, as the icy fogs roll up like silver
sponges from the wet lands. The day will clear directly, how-
ever, and already the little lengthened shadows are streaked
beside the tufts of grass, out of which the song of the last
crickets will vibrate from among the dew-drops as though the
moisture were audibly sizzling into dryness in the hot sun.
This landscape impression, so genuine, fresh and candid, is
unusuaIly powerful for Mlle. Bonheur. Three horses are rep-
resented, and half a dozen huntsmcn, grouped around a little
smoking fire in the midst of the plain. The spotted dogs, tied
two and two, are snuffing eagerly at imaginary burrows in
the ground, while the nobler contingent of the party wait with
chill expectancy for the comradcs whose mountcd forms every

fountain-like spurt of the gravel announcing the hit will be at
a less distance than three or three and a half miles. This
picture is one of Detaille's thronged and enumerated scenes,
with every figure perfect as an effigy on a five-franc-piece. The
officers on horseback, drawn up in a crescent on a hilI, while
enclosed by them is a mixed throng of infantry-soldiers and
various city amateurs, volunteers and spectators, are individu-
alized to the extreme of critical nicety. The picture, to have
been invented before the day of Meissonier and Detaille, would
have been rated almost as a miracle. I confess, however, that
I can now never look at one of these unirnpeachable scatter-
ings of human nature over an unsympathetic panel, without a
reminiscence of the camera-Iucida, which it is said Detaille is
very fond of using. This small goblin of a machine projects
upon a canvas or a card-board a wonderfully brilliant but fidgctty
little image of the object in focus. The thing has aIl its native
perfections, only strangely condensed together; it looks like
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GROUP FROM" SOUVENIRS DES GRANDES MANŒUVRES."

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY RDOUARD DETAILLE.

the pin-pricked details of the Claude-Lorrain mirror, or like
the troublesome little miniature in the wrong end of the opera-
glass. It is aIl perfect, in one sense, but in another it is all
fault. This violent compression of Nature, this determination
to subject her to a squeeze, destroys the serenity of the im-
pression in a degree that finally becomes tiresome. The rule of
true art should be this: for every degree of your scale of re-
duction you should suppress sorne of the details; as your
canvas gets greatly smaller, the sacrifice of minutiœ should be
greatly more determined, so as to keep parallel with that
breadth of impression which Nature preserves in a healthy eye.
When Nature makes her picture smaller, by distance, she keeps
suppressing detail after detail, so as even to enhance that unit y
and breadth of effect which is her abiding charm. Art should
imitate this, and always preserve a certain proportion between
the scale chosen and the enumeration attempted. The little

throng of artists who now-a-days minimize Nature, having
begun by being very welcome and piquant, have continued by
being slightly tiresome. Detaille is the best of his kind, and
his crisp drawing is wonderful, but it is troubled with the
mania of insisting on things, of bearing on all the time;
through all its strange mastery of hand and neatness of
crisp touches, we by-and-by detect the fatiguing presen~e
of the camera-lucida, cognizant of everything effortlessly and
mechanically.

Fromentin's " The Halt" (12 X I 5 inches) has a crowd of
silken Arab horses and burnous-wrapped figures studded over
a hillside, beneath the square tower of a caravanserai. Scatter-
ing as is the theme, the artist is armed with a sort of compel-
ling elegance, which continually sifts, and chooses, and discrimi-
nates, until the matter is reduced to a unity. There is a very
lovely and high-hred manner inseparable from Fromentin,

I I I

whatevcr his topic; one scerns to fecl the man of culture,
the poetic author, at the same time that one sees the trained
pencil. To dcscribe his painting-style, at once enameled and
dreamy, one would say that his pictures seem to be painted on
plaques of pâte-tendre porcclain, and then seen through a
shallow ripple of limpid running water; thus does the image
seem to fluctuate, as in a desirable apparition caressed just as
it is vanishing, and thus, too, does it seem to he immutablc in
colors of glossy crystal. In this turbaned crowd, sown over
the grassy oasis, the dreaming groups are individualized and
provided with proper character, but they do not torment you
to look at their grimaces, as do the groups begotten of the

catnera-lucida.
"The Miser" is by Alexandre-Marie Guillemin, born in

Paris in 18 I 2. This picture shows a cheap and sordid Har-
pagon, whose few money-bags are contained in a casket on a
table. Fancying a noise, he turn= short round, in an agony
of fear at an interruption, scattering the coins from the open
gunnybag he still mechanically grasps. His terrier is equally
suspicious with hirnself, starts at the ame terror, and doubtless
at other times bu ries his bones with the same parsimony.

Johann Geyer, of Augsburg, is the painter of a lively and
truly witt y scene of Il Baron Munchausen Relating his Adven-
tures," a selection which coincides with the intelligent love of
German art in its bettcr phases we would expect to find in the

THE HALT.

FAC-SIMI I.E OP /I. SKRTCH FROM THF ORI(;lNAL PAINTING ,IY R. FIlOMHNTIN.

present collection. Tbe face of the narrator, with the tradi-
tional aquiline type and glo ssy toupee, is bathed in that gent!
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BARON MUNCHAUSEN.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY J. GEYER.

irradiating smile which carries the most prodigious arrows of
the long-bow as if they were feathers. Immediately facing
him at the tea-table sits a lady whom he has fixed in a rigid
stare of horror; but the men standing or sitting around, in the
periwigged comfort of the eighteenth century, absorb his in-
ventions with delight as pure comedy, and the elderly deaf
man at his elbow, pushing his wig sideways to clear his ear,
listens with the air of an academician in lies discerning a prize.
It is a singular fact that the adventures of Baron Munchausen,
which we are apt to associate with German literature, were
originally given to the world in our own language. A refugee
in London, named Raspe, published the first three editions
of the biography in English and in England, and it was
only after the chorus of British laughter had pronounced its
mighty success that the tale was given in German. The
original English title has apparently been the inspiration of
the present painting, for there we find, put forward on the
very fly-leaf the idea of the Baron's story being given "as
he relates them over a bottle when surroundcd by his friends,"
or words to that effect.

N. Capobianchi, a modern artist living in Rome, is the
author of "The Slipper-Shop," a scene of high life in the past,
where ladies of the old-time come to chaffer and deal with a
gentlemanly shoemaker who attends thern with Italian polite-
ness of the ceremonious school. The delicate feet of the
fashionable belles shine like blossoms on the waxed floor. Is
this one of the convenient shops, like the shoemaker's rooms
patronized by George IV, where a sighing Strephon may meet
the dame whose pit Y is necessary to his survival? There is
an atmosphere of gallantry pretty plainly scented about this

modish scene. La Guiccioli may have often stopped in her
carriage at the door of the fashionable cobbler, who is silent
and discreet, and whose motto is, "Ne sutor ultra Crepidam."
Something needlessly genteel about the resort makes one sus-
pect that the elegant slipper-rnerchant's premises are arranged
not only for female patronage, but for the visits of the cicisbeo
who needs a commodious place for a rendezvous.

In Horace Vernet's " Storming of Constantina" we see an
earnest of the fury with which the African conquest under
Louis Philippe was conducted. These Frenchrnen and Zouaves
of Bugeaud find before them the pitfalls and traps of a warfare
to which they have been unaccustomed before. The Algerians
never knew when theywere beaten; they made a fort of every
house, from which they had to be stormed out piecemeal.
The garden-walls, the roofs of houses, the shelter of narrow
streets and passages, were all utilized by the African patriots
as ambuscades, from which, with their Arab matchlocks, they
poured out a murderous fire on the invaders. Every native,
fighting for horne and hearth, was an individual hero. Vernet's
canvas, which is not large, may be accepted as a convenient
representative of his famous battle-pictures. Without the
trouble of estimating one of his panorama-like sheets of
murder and sudden death, or of going so far as Versailles
to inspect his pictorial glorifications of the Citizen King's
vicarious campaigns, we see the measure of his ability in this
portable specimen. It is spirited, doubtless.ibut perfectly con-
ventional. The lay-figure look of the uniforms upon the

THE MISER.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY A. M. GUILLEMIN.

bodies, the commonplace treatment of the atmosphere and
landscape, the stagy enthusiasm of the troops, show a mind
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content to range within the limitations of the talents, without
ever essaying the daring wing of the genius. Official painting
has hardly ever been better done than by Horace Vernet; but
who would be willing to be an official painter-who would
voluntarily accept the hire and the obligations of a laureate ?

The little carved ]apanese slides in ivory, called netsuèes,
frequentJy give the motive which Firmin Girard makes use of
for his "]apanese Toilet'' C3 x 2 ~ feet.) In these delicately
sculptured toys we constantly see the belle of Niphon at her
toilet, undergoing the manipulation of the bath at the hands
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not in the fiat inlaid col ors of the ordinary ]apanese picture,
but in our own full luxury of chiaroscuro, in our completeness
of perspective, our science of color as affected by shadow
and distance. The picture was to be a studio interior, with
] apanese bibelots and ] apanese figures for pretext; this being
the artist's motive, it was little to hirn whether a ]apanese
beauty ever climbed the stairs of his atelier, in sash and socks
and loops of hair, to apply for employment among his train
of female models.

Louis Gallait, the most famous surviving Belgian artist, is

---------------------------------------------------~
THE SLIPPER·SHOP.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING UY V. CAPOBIANCHL

of her maids, and shining in the natural hue of the ivory with
the unveiled charm of her polished and slippery flesh. In M.
Girard's painting we see not only the beauty, in her cold
nu dit y as of the elephant's tooth, but the light-and-shade of
the scene, the color and the environment. The lady of the
mansion, in an interior which makes us sigh for the land where
the best oriental bric-à-brac is only every-day furniture, is under
the hands of her maids after the bath. While one of them
arranges her hair, she touches the string of the native man-
dolin. The types of visage are as carefully arranged to match
the ]apanese physiognomy as is convenient in Paris, where
models from that distant land are not for hire in the studios.
Possibly a daimio would not find the faces perfectly national,
but to us outer barbarians they seem as Eastern as possible,
and besides, the preoccupation of the artist was for other
qualities; he wished to arrange a subject of ]apanese figures,

represented in Mr. Belmont's collection by two works, both
being smaller duplications by his own hands of pictures more
ambitious in size. "The Oath of Vargas" is a picture about
3 x 2 ~ feet in dimensions, and contains one of Gallait's well-
expressed and epigrammatic condensations of a historie
moment. The replica of it was seen until the latc sale in the
San Donato gallery. Vargas is known in legend as the
sinister and repul ive familiar of the Duke of Alva, the sly
priest who accompanied the Duke into the Low Countries,
and by his counsels and inspirations stimulated a great deal
of his cruelty. Here he is seen in function-eager, merci-
less, scrutinizing, persuasive, and suspicious. Dressed in his
Dominican frock, he points with a crucifix lifted high in
air to the Pietà in the tapestry, while he indicates the oath
to a noble-Iooking functionary of Holland. Alva, sitting
alongside in armor, watches with inexorable attention; a
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companion-priest stands by Vargas' side, and the very secre-
tary, who adds the name of the new adherent to his roll, is a
priestly and popish servitor in friar's dress. It is a bitter
moment for the stately Hollander, in his red mantle, pre-
sumably a magnate of Protestant sympathies and devoted to

stamped as on so many dies, are attached together like a string
of seals, like the deviees on a gentleman's breloques. Nature
does not arrange her climaxes quite so obviously. We see, in
the arrangement produced by M. Gallait, the old school of
Delaroche once more, the dramatic ingenuity of M. Scribe.

THE CAPTURE OF CONSTANTINA.

ENGRAVED EV CHAPON FHOM THE PAINTING EV HORACR VERNET.

the Prince of Orange, but obliged to renounce life and estate,
and beggar his family, or else take Vargas' oath of fidelity to
Alva and Charles V. In this touching and ingenious picture
we see a certain amount of artifice and arrangement, it is true;
the contrasted types meet in a knot, and afford an exaggerated
luxury of antithesis ; the hesitating recruit and his merciless
superior-the priest who proselytizes by means of appliances of
moral and physical torture-aU lay their heads in contact, like
assorted proverbs brought together in some kind of a game.
Fanaticism and protestantism, persecution and hesitation,

Slightly artificial as it is, however, the theatrical school, when
represented by such a master as Gallait, produces most im-
pressive and affecting results. The artist's "Jeanne la Folle,"
"Jane the Lunatic," or "Juana la Loca" is here seen as a
highly-finished water-color drawing by his own fingers. It is a
tender, a most pathetic rendering of the legend. It has been a
great favorite, and an exquisite line-engraving has long been
popular, taken from this touching picture by Gallait. Mother
of Charles V, this unhappy Queen of Castile lost her reason
from grief at the neglect of her husband, Philip the Hand-
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sorne, Archduke of Austria. On his decease, refusing to allow
his body to be interred, she spent her days in caressing it, and
caused it to be carried with her on her journeys. This sad
story has been a favorite theme for modern Spanish painters.
Pradilla's large canvas, at the last Paris Exposition, repre-
sented her holding a vigil by the watch-fires, while bearing the

, Ils

shown in this composition, which in many respects deserves
the world-wide spread of its repute. Gallait is seen here once
more in a life-size oil-painting of the late Queen of Holland,
-the friend of Motley, the friend of aIl intelligence and
scholarship, and a lady for whom the present collector may
be supposed to have entertained a most loyal regard. The

JEANNE LA FOLLE.

ENGRAVED BY BUTTERWORTH FROM THE ORIGINAL WATER'COLOR BY L. GALLAIT.

cherished relies on a journey. Signor L. Valles, in a magnifi-
cent painting at the Philadelphia Centennial, represented the
queen by the bedside of her lord, as in the present aquarelle
of Gallait's. The Belgian painter delineates the infatuated
widow clasping the dead hand to her bosom, as she kneels
by her husband's side, abandoning for his sake the genu-
flexions at the prie-Die: which is seen at the edge of the
composition. The sceptre is laid close to the nerveless arm
of the dead, as if to indicate that in her imagination he still
ruled the realm of her spirit. Great mastery of grouping, a
wonderfully alert invention of pathetic circumstances, are

portrait, like the small "Jeanne la Folle," is seen in a narrow
ante-room, fitted up with curious stag-horn furniture. The
queen is represented as amiable and urbane, with that pe-
culiar complexion of milk and lilies oftenest found in Hol-
land, and with an aristocratie fineness of hands and attaches
which has been a tempting pretext for the artist to caress his
subject with the very finest blandishments and finesses of his
pencil. Other pictures of note are hung in proximity to those
that have been selected for illustration.

"The Savoyard" (2.% x 3.% feet) is an unfinished sketch
III oil by Auguste Antoine Hébert, Director of the French
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Academyat Rome in 1866. His pictures are rare in America,
but in France the delicate tenuity of his types and style, and a
languid intensity in his motifs, have made hirn the sympathetic
friend of all who love emotional refinement, and preserved hirn
a place comparable with Keats's place among us in literature.
One would think the tender pictures of Hébert should always
be chosen to hang by sick-beds. In the Luxembourg gallery
are his" Malaria" and" Women of Cervaro." This homesick
Savoyard, looking into your eyes and thinking of the Alps,
seems to have been tainted with the same malady which affects
the Cervarolles and the victims of malaria. He mechanically
grinds his little hurdy-gurdy, but the puppets, which it is his
custom to set dancing with the cord fastened to his leg, have
fallen ruinously at his feet. He wears the velveteen blouse,-
tied round the waist with a twine,-the threadbare, blue cotton
trousers of his canton, and a little useless cap is perched on
his weary head. Vou see in the countenance one of those
natures sometimes discovered among the poor, too delicate for
their station, susceptible of culture and all elegant delights,
but doomed to be stamped out inexorably by the world in its
merciless battle with their frailty. It is weIl the painter has
fastened down this portrait while there was yet time, for the lad
will never grow to be much older. In the race for the survivaI
of the fittest he will give way to the burlier and less precious
type. This topic being given of an exceptional tramp, a youth-
fuI Beattie's Minstrel of the roads, it is interesting to see how
much grace and distinction the painter contrives for hirn, with-
out departing from the conditions proper to his station. The
dark and lean face is full of elegance; the pose is one of un-
studied, Ianguid, frailest grace; the clothes hang upon the
form as a becoming and picturesque costume. The picture,
however, is a mere ébauche, the canvas around .the figure
showing its bare threads, merely rubbed over with a Little
bitumen. It is like lighting upon sorne inedited sonnet of
SheIley's, to discover this faint Shelley-like type in the fresh-
ness of the artist's first sketch, among American collections
which usually know nothing of Hébert.

Delaroche is represented by one of his small preparatory
color-studies-a religious subject. It is caIled 14 Christ the
Consoler" (s x 7 inches,) and represents the Saviour, standing
on the brink of an abyss, and surrounded by a few figures
of weary and discouraged disciples. A young damsel leans
powerless on his hand, while his right arm is leveled over her
bowed head in protection and invitation. Two young men
advance to the Redeemer, cowering and halting,-ready to fall
into the gulf which opens at their feet,-and their backs bowed
under heavy fardels. On the study is inscribed this text in
French, from Isaiah, chap. xli, verse 13: "Je suis le Seigneur
ton Dieu, quz' te prends par la main et qui te dis: Ne crains
rien, je te protège."

Léopold Robert, celebrated for the beautiful series of
harvest and fishing subjects representing the Seasons, is seen
here in a small sketch, "The Gipsy" (14 x 18 inches.) Two
figures are sitting by a wall, in a southern landscape. The
picture is destitute of any extreme beauty, and resembles the
Italian drop-curtain scenes of the period, as turned out by
Vernet and Géricault. The interest, in fact, about the works

of Robert depends largely upon the personal fate of the artist.
Like Haydon, like Baron Gros, like Marchal, this refined
painter was a suicide painter. "The reason that Robert took
his life," bitterly explains Alfred de Musset in a, passage I
quote from memory, "is that it costs two sous a day to live
in Italy, and that Robert while there could not always find
the two sous."

Decamps shows his firm and flashing hand in a little theme
of "Italian Washer-women" (13 x 9 inches.) It is very broad
in style, and seems to be a sketch From nature. With his
thick, savory breadths of impasto he shows the keen steel-blue
of an Italian river, of which the sky seems but a fainter copy
-more as if the sky reflected the river than as if it was a river
imaging the sky at second-hand. The women kneel on the
brink and attend to their washing. This ébauclte contains sorne
useful lessons in laying on of paint, but is rather a prize for
artists than for collectors.

Alfred Stevens has "The Student," a very beautiful speci-
men of his earlier and more unctuous manner. In this small
example we see the serious fonds of the man, before Parisian
frivolity took hold on him. The dark eagle-like profile of the
young reader-a type like one's fancy of Abelard-is imprinted
on a shield of sunshine cast upon the wall by the last rays of
daylight, as the dark-robed scholar sits absorbed among his
folios and lets the evening overcome hirn. Bonnat shows a
little "Italian Girl" (9 x 14 inches,) in the costume of the
Campagna. She is forgetting to beg, and half withdraws her
hand, as she lingeringly looks at the spectator.

"The Twins," of Bouguereau, is a better specimen than
the ordinary. These seem to he Chantrey's sleeping children,
j ust before they were imprisoned by death, and took to sleep-
ing, on tombs, the slumber that knows no waking. Here the
sleep is dewy, vital, and warm. When a certain reservation is
made of the well-known qualities of Bouguereau's style, this
picture is seen to be truly meritorious, and quite beyond the
need of any apology; the engraving from it is justly popular,
for it is sealecl with the stamp of real beauty. A line of ex-
quisite and select grace is the line of silver which touches the
silhouette of the little twisted form, as the light touches the
mere outline of naked shoulder and thigh, leaving the greater
part of the small curled mass of humanity in shadow.

Merle, also, is seen at his bettermost in this collection-
"The Good Sister" having becn painted in 1865, since which
period he has been declining. A favorite topic of modern
French art is this serviceable character of the cldest girl of
sorne orphaned family, who is obliged to constitute herself the
second mother of baby boy or girl, and th us experience the
cares of maternity while still a maiden. Here we see a peasant
daughter, herself almost a child, lulling to sleep a little infant
in a ponderous cap, whom she hugs fondly in her arms. Her
hair is blonde, her face in shade, and the quality of flesh in
shadow is exceedingly fine for Merle. Time has been wonder-
fully kind to this canvas; its fifteen years of toning have given
it a singular softness and harmony, and it indicates an artistic
promise which has scarcely been fulfilled. Both these subjects
are life-size.

The" Landscape," by Rousseau, (30 x 18 inches,) is a brim-
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ming cup of savory richness; it is not necessary for a picture
by this artist to be of large dimensions to confer the satisfying
fullness of his genius. There is nothing siender or attenuated
in the more modest canvases of the Fontainebleau painter. In
the present example the sky preponderates; it is a vaporous
blue firmament, so charged with mist that the cumulus clouds
can hardly define themselves; the afternoon sun darkens them
at bottom and illuminates them at the top. Beneath this reeking
sky is seen a grove of bourgeoning oaks, which admire them-
selves in a little oval pond. What is insisted on is the round-
ness and sappy richness of the oaks, the compression and
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the water. It is a legitimate study of the solid, burnished,
silvery effect which broad planes of value have in nature when
seen from a close standing-point. "Cattle Drinking" shows
black-and-white cows standing to drink in the silvery water,
up which small sail-boats are pa sing. AlI of these are the
work of the landscape-painter rather than the cattle-painter.

"Evening" by Dupré (9 x 7 inches) shows the Constable-
like flash of showery douds, a stream to eut the fat clay of
the valley, a distant windmill, and groups of placid cattle.
"A Swiss Lake" (3 x 2 Yz feet,) by Alexandre Calame, the
famous mountain-painter of Vevay, reveals a deep Alpine tarn,

THE OATH OF VARGAS.

FAC-SIMB.E OF A SKETCH FHOM THE OHIGINAL PAINTING DY LOUIS GALLAIT.

fertile nourishment of a sky eharged with streams of benefi-
cent life, and what might be ealled the firm specifie gravit y of
the sunshine. Nature, when at her riehest, looks this way; at
other times she shows rather the thin flash of the watcr-color.

By Constant Troyon there are three examples, showing
the compass of his range. One," The Water-Cart," looks like
a mere decorative pastel-an embroidery-pattern kind of work
which he was not too proud to make and seIl occasionally on
demand. It is elegant and ornamental, showing a bouquet of
light trees that are graceful to the verge of prettiness, and an
idyllic purling stream, beside which the silkiness of the white
horse and the flash of the white shirt of the water-carrier who
dips his bucket are arranged with a cunning sense of their
becomingness. This motive might be eligibly worked in silks,
on a canvas, for a sampler, Anothcr," Cattle," (4 x 3Yz feet) is
nearly all stream and sky, with a herd of a dozen cattle fording

made genial by its flash f intense blue light, and surrounded
by mighty rocks, broadly and clcverly tudicd, without trce
or other vegetation; of the three kingdoms of aturc, the
animal and vegetable are quite discardcd, to do honor to
the mineral alone. Clays, the exquisite ntwcrp painter, is
justified by a beautiful "Marine" (5 x 3/2 fcct.) bright, positive
and flashing; the sca is eut into luminous facets, and upon
this chcss-board water are inlaid and stud led the ail, sccn
in perspective, of a half-dozen of fishing-b ats and barges,
held firmly upon the table f flowing glass. Ovcrhcad, the
flattish brcadths of gray cloud ncarly obscure the blue of the
sky. In this exarnplc the Bclgian arti: t once more provc
that he knows how to give t oil painting ncarly all the
swcet breathablc diaphanous air, and transpiration of thin
pale light, whieh belong more espccially to watet-color, and
confer on it when well managed such airy virtuc as it ha .
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Clays works like a painter of aquarelles, willing to make use
of oil-as if he were a man in armor, determined to carry
the weight of his caparison through feats of grace and light-
ness proper to a running courier.

"The Dismal Swamp," by George H. Boughton (14 x 10

inches,) shows a phantorn canoe of whitest birch-bark, sailing
through a twilight scene of waters and vapors and shadowy
evergreens, and guided by one who holds a light. The senti-
mental clairvoyance of Moore's Indian ballad is perfectly re-
flected in this picture. It is noteworthy to find Mr. Boughton,
while still in this country, illustrating a British poet: when he
leaves us for England he illustrates American writers-Long-
fellow and Irving and Hawthorne. By his whole career, by
his transplantation of American art-style into British soil, by

his loyal celebration of American authorship in a whole
series of illustrative pictures, by his fidelity to the early lucid
manner of painting, which, beginning with works like "The
Dismal Swamp," progresses without inherent change, this
cultured painter constitutes himself a gracious and welcome
mediator between two civilizations.

The sculpture of Mr. Belmont's gallery includes family
subjects, among which is the bust of Commodore Perry, the
father of Mrs. Belmont, in marble, by Erastus Dow Palmer,
the Albany sculptor; with ideal subjects, such as a standing
"M usidora," by Fantacchiotti, of Florence; an "Odalisque
Surprised by a Lizard," a crouching, almost nude, female sub-
ject, by Cito Tadolini; and a "St. John the Baptist," from the
original by Pantaloni.

CATALOGUE OF MR. AUGUST BELMONT'S COLLECTION.

ACIIENBACII, A.- The Old Mill.

Twziight.

The Coast of Sicily.
BECKER, Q.-Old Wo/na» of Wurtemburg.

BELLANGÉ, H.-- i170unded -Voltigeur.

BELMONT, PERRY.-Cattle, after Troyon. Water-

color.

BERG, F.-Landscape. Sepia.

BmRSTADT, A.-T'he Burning .sïzip.

BILLET, PIERRE.-Brittany Peasant- Girl.

BLES, DAVID.-D01llestic Scene.

A Window. Water-color,
.BONHEuR, RosA.-Rendezvous de Chasse.

Shepherd and Flock. Sepia.

Highland Cattle.

plomb."

Sheep. "Mine de plomb."

BONNAT, LÉON.-Italian Girl.

"Mine de

Bos BOOM, J.-Church Interior.

BOUGHTON, G. H.-The Dismal Swamp.

BOUGUEREAU, W. A.-Mother and Child.

The Twins.
BRIAS, C.- The Sportsman.

CALAME, A.-A Swiss Lake.

CAPOBIANCHI, N.- The Slipper-Shop.

-CHAPLIN, CIf.- The Dove.

'CHAVET, J. W.-The Letter.

The Bi!liard-Room.

CLAYS, P. J.-Ma1'ine.
COURANT, M.-Coast View.

DAUBIGNY, C. F.-Morning-Landscape.

DECAMPS, A. G.-Italian Washer-women.

DE HAAS, M. F. 1-1.- The Shipwreck.

DE KEYSER, N.-Marino Faliero and Angiolina Re-

ceiving the Sentence of Steno.

Mlton Dictating Paradise Lost.

Water-color.

DELAROCHE, P.-Christ the Consoler.

DELESSARD, E.-A Rainy Day.

DELESSARD, A.- Wild Ducks.

DE MESGRIGNY, F.-On tlte Seine.

DETAILLE, E.-Rijle Practice.

Souvenirs des grandes manœuvres.

DE WINTER, L.-Coast View.

DIAZ, N.-Landscape.

DILLENS, A.-Paying- Toll.

DUPRÉ, JULEs.-Evening.
FAIVRE, TONY.-Going to Promenade.

FAUVELET, JEAN_-The Promenaders.

FRACQUELIN, J.-The Convalescent. Water-color.

FRÈRE, E.-Industry.

FROMENTIN, E.-The HaIt.

GALLAIT, LOUIs.-Portrait of the Queen of IIolland.

:Jeanne la Folle. Watet-color.

Duke of Alva and Vargas.
GÊRÔME, J. L.-A Slave Market.

GEYER, J.-Baron Munchausen.

GIRARD, FIRMIN.-Tlte Toilet.

GUÈS, A.- The Antecùamùer,

GUILLEMIN, A. M.- The Miser.

HAYS, W. J.-Dogs and Game.

HÉBERT, E.-Tlte Savoyard.

HERLIGERS, A.-Dutch Interior.

IRVING, J. B.- The Wine- Tasters.

A Portrait.

JACQUE, CH.-The Rock.

JACQUET, G.-The Return.from Market.

JOHNSON, E.- Young Sai/or Boy. Crayon.

The Picture-Book.
KNAUS, L.-Going to the Dance.

KOEKKOEK, B. C.-Landscape.

KOELMANN, J. D.-Landscape and Cattle.

LEYS, BARON H.-Marguerite Leaving Clturch.

MADOU, J. B.-The Toper. Water-color.

The Latest News.

Old Friends.

MEISSONIER, J. L. E.-Cltess-Players.

MERLE, H.- The Good Sister.

MEYER, LOUIS.-Storm on tlte Coast. Watet-color.

Christ in the Storm.

Marine.

NUYEN, N. J. J.- Vieio in Holland.
OMMEGANCK, B. P.-Landscape and Slteep.

OUVRIÉ, JUSTIN.-Amsterdam.

PALIZZI, J.-Landscape and Cattle.

PIENEMANN, V.-Deatlt-Bed of William of Orange.
PLASSAN, A. E.-The Album.

RIEDEL, A.-An Italian Wonsan,

ROBBE, L.-Landscape and Sheep.

ROBERT, LÉoPoLD.-The Gipsy.
ROUSSEAU, T.-Landscape.

SAINT-JEAN, S.-F!owen and Fruit.

SCHELFHOUT, A.- Winter Scene in _Holland.

Winter Landscape.
SCHMIDT, E. A.-The Veteran.

SCHREYER, A.-A Wal!achian Team.

T'heHalting Place.

SCHWARTZ, L.-Head of an Old Man.

STEVENS, A.- The Student.

TAIT, A. F.-Game.

TIDEMAND, A.-Grandfather's Story.

TRAYER, J. B.-Morning-Hours.

TROYON, C.-Cattle Drinking.

Cattle Grazing.

The rVater-Cart.

VAN HOVE, H.-A Flemish Tavern.

VAN MARCKE, E.-Landscape and Cattle.

VAUTIER, B.-School-Examinati01l.

VERNET, H.-The Storming of Cairo.

VILLEGAS, JosÉ.-Spanùh Scene.

VOILLEMOT, C.-Flora.

WILLEMS, F.-The Artist.

WYLDS, W.-Landscape.

ZIEM, F.-Grand Canal, Vmice.
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THE NIGHT-WATCH AT SMYRNA.

BNGRAVED HY FAUST FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY A. G. DECAMPS.

TRE COLLECTION OF MISS CATRARINE LORILL RD WOLFE.

and amine. There is no gallcry built cxpre. ly, but thc suite
the of rooms are very brilliant, and in no degree affected by

the stuffiness of modern British hou 'ch Id decoration: light
is at comrnand for the full display of all the treasures of
art within. Evidences of the mo st advanced "collector hi] "
are everywhere visible, expressed in ivorie, cnamcls and
faiencc ; their usefulness is to gi ve a h mc-character to the
interior, and take away from the public-gall ry r mu um

kind that would be called hôtel
in Paris or paiaeeo in Florence;
the interior of this mansion
flows over with choice curios
that have been harvested from
aIl the World's Fairs of Europe.
In the hall of entrance we are
greeted by a pair of life-size
bronze figures, bearing lamps,
and presenting the similitude of
patient N ubian slaves; one a
severe and melancholy down-
looking youth, the other a full-

INITIAL FROM A DESIGN BY A. MARIÉ. lipped mai den - both almost

nude, and imposing from the
unprotected dignity of their elegant forms: they were modeled
hy Toussaint, and but a single other pair of the size were
ever made, these others being now in the old world. This
sumptuous home shelters the collection we are now to ex-

air which might otherwise be c nferrcd by walls com-
pletely covercd with canva es. A little living curiosity soon
makes his appearancc as the vi itor cntcrs, and cern aware
of his own high priee a a sp cimcn of bric-à-brac; thi
a compre sed black-and-tan terrier, no larger than many a
yet-blind kitten; he gravcly take hi place a cie r 11 or
custode, by leaping from one co tly bibelot to an ther until
the chimney-sheif is attainecI; whcn afely rnountcd, he
flashes his beady eyes upon the visitor making his tour f
inspection, and with edifying vcr-lo k the
humbler expert on hi rounds, from that gicidy and di pr -
portionate height.

A large and famou picture hang on the principal wall
of the drawing-room, forming a centre and facing the mall
and glossy dog, to which, or to whom, it forms a diamctric
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opposition. This is "The Shulamite," by Cabanel, a figure
of life-size, all alone in the composition. She sits in modern
Eastern fashion, cross-limbed on the ground, and leans her
attentive face, with its upward-rolling eye, on one slender
and flexible hand, which seems soft and movable enough to
bend back at will and touch the wrist with the nails, like the
trained hand of an Indian Nautch-girl. The type of beauty
is quite oriental, and the dark eyes seem to be bordered with
cosmetic. It is a figure of rapture, of longing, of listening ear
and wide tear-drowned eyes: devoured with passion and the
keen agonies of hope, the Shulamite crouches by the door,
and listens like a watch-dog. She pines for the reassuring
accents of her Beloved. The gauzes fall from her bosom,

sentimentality, from which all profound thought or spirited
manipulation has vanished. "The Shulamite" was painted for
the' Paris Salon of 1876.

By Cabanel, also, is found a large and thorough piece of
work, exhibiting this popular artist in one of his favorite
specialties, as a painter of portraits. It is the likeness of
his patroness, seen nearly full length and of the size of life.
He has exulted in the expression of highly-bred refinement,
of attenuated elegance, such as will be found in their highest
manifestation in one of our select American types. The care-
ful and accurate modeling of the hands, disposed in a posture
of the most perfect grace, and comprehended in aU their ex-
pressiveness of cultured gesture, makes these details more of

ENGHAVED BY THOMAS FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY C. F. MARCHAL.

MORNING.

and the rose-petal nudity of the feet, the supple exposure of
the arms, tell of the warm ennui of sun-baked lands. Rich
accessories surround the sacred odalisque and show that it
is a life of palaces and cedar chambers that she leads. What-
ever chefs-d'œuvre of textile luxury have been invented by
Hiram, king of Tyre, in his royal schools of art-needlework,
"of divers colors of needlework on both sides," are imported
into the J udean capital for the honor of the chosen spouse.
There is oriental bareness and simplicity in the scene, but
there is also luxury in the objects actually included, and we
seem to be admitted to a corner showing the civilization of
the Golden Age of Lebanon, under the wise rule of King
Solo mon. The charm of the theme, and the enlightenment
of the painter in every deviee of pictorial delicacy, have not
prevented this picture from sinking into that nerveless weak-
ness characteristic of Cabanel's decline; here is a voluntary
softness of touch that seems unsexed; a melting of human
flesh into glutinous deliquescence, unbraced by bone, and, in
the conception itself, a boudoir elegance, a Lallah Rookh

a picture in themselves than many a subject complete from
head to foot. The attitude is a standing one, as of a hostess
receiving guests. The pose is full of ftexibility and pliant,
willowy grace, entirely American in its distinction and sensi-
tive responsiveness. The dress is a scarcely ornamented white
satin, and reveals the throat in a deeply-pointed opening of
heart-shape ; this robe falls with the grace, and shines with
the lustre of a Terburg gown or a Watteau mantle, and is
softened around all its edges with rich dark-gray borderings
of fur. Such a work of character-interpretation and technical
ability is fit to go down to posterity, not only in the family
portrait-gallery which illustrates a pedigree, but in the civic
museum which records the national character of aperiod.

A novel ambition must have stung the skillful painter
of genre, Ludwig Knaus, when he executed the large and
ambitious "Boly Family" (3 x 4Yz feet,) which is included in
this collection. The Madonna is a sitting figure, the Saint
Joseph is removed to the background with the patient animal
which has borne the destinies of Christendom ; the theme, ta
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be definite, is a ((Repose in Egypt" It is a night-scene, with
a crescent-moon and a special supernatural illumination around
and ab ove the group, where the dark background bursts out
with a swarm of little cherubs resembling Cupids. One
ambitious small angel, with the confident love that casts out
fear, stands on the hem of the Virgin's robe and clasps his
adoring hands on her knee, as she withdraws the veil from
the serene and royally smiling infant. Rolling through the
clouds, like the wreath of genii in Titian's "Assumption,"
are the descending festoons of cherubs, hesitating, capricious,
approaching or receding, haif-afraid of the mystical al/ra
which plays around the miracle-babe. Behind, the faithful
guardian, Joseph, retaining the ass's bridle in one hand with
practical instinct. lays the other on his breast and looks
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of its effect as a werk of art to convert it into an article
of furniture. The date of the painting is 1876.

There is a smaller specimen of Knaus in the collection
which lets down the fancy briskly from the solemn heights of
sacred history. It is a gem of purest orient, flashing with
all that is most original and pcnetrating in the arti t's peculiar
line of observation. A beldame is sitting in a gloomy crypt,
of dark and ponderous architecture, like the prison-scene
of Trovatore. She is the captive of her affections; and her
affections are centered, with an old witch's persistency, on
the cats to which her social circle is now reduced. Perhaps,
in some youthful love-tragedy, she has learned to renounce
human passion, and has given up the current of her uncon-
taminated affections solely to feline favor. As she sits in her

ENGRAVED DY THOMAS FROM THE OIUGIN,'\L PAINTING DY C. F. MARCHAL.

EVENING.

up with rapturous fixity of vision at the pretty dove-like
swarm-one would think he saw the mighty archangels of
the celestial cohorts, rather th an a gambolling bevy of half-
mischievous genii; but a devout soul can create its own
food for contemplation, and we mere earthly critics looking
at the picture ought to feel that where we see Cupids he
sees Uriels and Michaels. As the artist has painted it, how-
ever, we must be content to discern mere repetitions 0::-
Knaus' usuai studies of agreeable low-life in this willfully
religious picture. Knaus, as we should expect hirn to do,
insists in his conception of the Madonna upon her peasant
derivation, and makes his originality in this reminder of the
proletarian sources of Christianity. For the rest, his Mary
is a simple, broad-faced, rustic German beauty, the Rabe and
any one of the angels are as like as twins, and the faces
are the happy faces we have seen all along in his pleasant
wedding scenes and kermesses. It has been deemed neeessary
to cover this elaborate picture with a pane of glass, thus
converting it, in most lights, into a mirror, and depriving it

cellar, the animals c nccntratc upon her in a swarrn. leeping
despotically in her Iap is a nearly white tabby, who e roye 1
pleasure prevents her from stirring; on one heulder pcrch
a kitten; before her are ether kitten, to the numb r of half
a dozen or more, engaged at play areund a dark s ate 1 grimal-
kin. One small ball of fur and claw fli s quite through the
air, and is about to alight on another luxuri u little ybarit
cxtended on its back with it legs stretchins in cvery direction;
another incxperienced and fceblc-mindcd kitten, with its s ul
in imperfect cquilibrium, lean up 0 much ag-ain t the Id
tabby as to be out of all balance, so much, in fact, a. t rcar
its top-hcavy form sideway upon that matemal support like
a toy-image of a kitten renring again. t a wall to dry. uch
minute and genial appreciation of the cat chara ter, such
philosophical penetration into its native Epicureani '111, ha'
hardly becn shown by man beforc. Knau in this pictu re
treats the cat like a lover, like a student, like a tran lat r.

One of the large and piritually-clcvate 1 ubjects of J ule
Breton rcprcscnts a "Grand Pardon" (7 x 4 feet) in Brittany.
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Painted as it is in exquisite religious sympathy and full
harmony of faith, this work of the Christian painter ranks
with his exquisite If Benediction of the Harvests" in the Lux-
embourg. " Pardon," a term which is known to our luxurious
city populations only as a picturesque title-word in the opera
of The Pardon of P!oërmel, is of aIl others, in Brittany,
the word of most eventful significance. Each little country
church in the department, being dedicated to a particular saint,
has its saint's day coming round once in the year, on which
occasion a grand mass is performed, and pilgrims Bock in from
many miles around. On that day the Patron works his special
miracles, the waters of the sacred weIl beside the chapel

The attendants of the church seIl tapers of spurious wax to
anxious penitents, and there are plenty of indigent old wornen
who will offer for a consideration to go aIl around the church
on their knees, holding a burning candle and reciting prayers
in your favor. The picture shows the principal phenomena
of this quaint and homely piety. The fine old men who
precede the Host are truly those devout and simple-hearted
Breton patriarchs, in the dress that was worn when Charles
the Second escaped to the French coast, with the puffy bragou-
bras or breeches, the violet jacket with a chalice or a crucifix
embroidered on the back, the cloth gaiters on stockingless
legs, the curled hair dancing on the shoulders, and the clean-

THE FOUNTAIN OF THE TOREROS.

FAC·SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAl, PAINTING BY JULES WORMS.

becorne healing, statues grow efficacious or bleed when
pricked with a needle, parents bring bottles to secure holy
water for the invalid child at home, praying beggars collect
from all Brittany, and will recite endless prayers for a penny,
and often the most prodigious crowd and the greatest eccle-
siastical lustre are concentrated on the tiny church which, for
the remainder ?f the year, is the obscurest. The limited
edifice becomes absolutely annihilated in the teeming throng
of its congregation. Its pavement disappears under the knees
of the worshipers, and its holy precinct is ideally extended
far up the neighboring hillside, as the participants kneel for
mass aIl over its enclosure of ancient graves and feel that they
are bending before its altar. The procession of the Host takes
place around the exterior of the building, as is seen in the
picture. AIl round the church, rneanwhile, is seen a quad-
ruple or five-fold line of flexible wax fuse, which slowly
surrounds the edifice with a traveling spark of fire as it burns
away its little flame during the progress of the ceremonies.

shaved faces that seem type.s of the primitive apostles. AIl the
treasures of the sacristy are brought out for the grand an niver-
sary, and the saint of the place produces his rarest banners,
his most ancient crucifixes, and the showiest monstrance to
contain the sacred wafer; the latter is seen in the picture just
emerging from the portal. Happy is the Bretonne, the fishing-
girl from Concarneau, the poultry-wife from Quimper, the
sailor's widow from Brest, in her yellow cap of mourning, who
can kneel in the direct line of the procession, and see the
flame of her taper wafted with the wind of it. Mothers teach
their heavily-capped infants to hold the penitential wax, as we
see at the left of the composition: near by, a little girl, whose
light has been extinguished by the tottering motions of the
oldest man who passes, is anxiously relighting her taper at the
candle of the nearest girl; aIl the wornen drop on their knees
as the pageant approaches them; and, at the proper moments
of the chant, we might see the whole hillside appear to grow
lower and to become a sinking bank of white caps, as the
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heads are bowed over the bending knees. These snowy or (in
case of widowhood) saffron-colored coifs are the distinguishing
geographical mark of origin, and, with minor differences of
dress, suffice to draw the map of the whole crowd's geograph-
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rather one of those successes which are demonstrable and
susceptible of proof than of those which strike straight to the
heart. The picture is beautiful, but it is Jess beautiful th an
the" Bénédiction des Blès." It is somewhat of a curiosity

-------_._------------------------------
THE SIGN·PAINTER.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM TIlIl OHIGINAL \VATER-COLOR DY J. L. E. MEISSONIER.

ical distribution. A more crowded composition has hardly
ever been painted than Breton's "Grand Pardon;" the difficulty
of arranging such an immense multitude is for the painter very
great, because on the one hand he feels an individual interest
in aU his figures and is tempted to dweIl on them, and on the
other hand he feels that they ought to melt into the distance
and become generalized, even as the foliage and other objects
in distant lands cape, and it is much harder to generalize human
figures th an items of scenery. His success is great, but it is

and tour de force of vanquished difficulties, and the very
admiration excitcd by 0 much variety and individuality dis-
tracts a little from the tranquil and thoughtful impre sion
desired.

A smaller example of Jules Br ton than the "Grand
Pardon" is the beautiful single-figure picture of a little "Pea ant
Girl" (18 x 24 inches,) seatcd at the ba c of a leaning apple-
tree trunk. The small creature has abundancc of country
simplicity and grace, while the treatmcnt of ft sh in shadow,
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MAlO AT THE FOUNTAIN.

ENGRAVED DV FAUST FROM THE MARBLE STATUE DV A. SCHŒNEWERK.

as evidenced in the face, the bare crossed feet, and the little
brown hands busily knitting away, is in perfect harmony.
The figure-study is successfully planted within the lands cape-
study; one feels that the same tempered daylight plays over
both.

That dramatic Munich painter, Gabriel Max, is repre-
sented by "The Last Token" (5 x 8 feet,) a specimen quite as
important as the other large Max owned in this country-the
"Anatomist" of Mr. Demas Barnes. The" token" is a rose,
dropped by sorne lover at the feet of a girl-martyr as she
marches to her fate in the Coliseum. Just as the doomed
maiden staggers along through the groups of wild beasts that
will presently pull her piecemeal, just as she stretch es forth a
bare brown arm for support against the rough wall of the
arena, a dewy blossom falls before her footprints in the sand:
this is the" farewcll token," the final message of human love
coming at this supreme instant to beguile her thoughts from
their journey to an imminent heaven. At the right, the tiger
prowling towards her from his cage is distracted for a moment
by the new expression in her eye; he has kept his green glare
steadily fixed upon her motions, and it is a piece of keen
observation in the painter to make his faultless instinct recog-
nize the divine climax :,refigured in her glance, and pause
before it. On the other side a wretched blood-licking hyena is
intercepted for the instant by a jealous leopard, as he advances

to sup gore and laugh in his slavish way. On either side the
tragedy of her life is thus kept in abeyance for a single fateful
second, while the perfumed missive is delivered at her foot.
"Ein Grus I" writes the painter at the bottom of his picture,
near his artist sign-manual. Intensely dramatic is this im-
promptu battle of ideas, this wild conflict of prepossessions.
Earthly love, jealous of heavenly love, puts in its enthralling
claim at a moment when its history would seem to be over,
and its page closed forever. " In vain doth Heaven, contend-
ing, with rival claims oppose me," sings the haughty Spanish

THE BOY OF ABRUZZI.

ENGRAVED DV SMEETON & TILLV FROM THE BRONZE STATUE DV A. J. ALLAR.

lover at the convent door, in Trouatore. The sentiment here
is the same, the Roman lover is equally importunate. The
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FIGURES FROM" THE STORM."

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY P. A. COT.

stroke has told , and the eager searching glance of the maiden
seeks among the ranks of spectators the one face that sympa-
thizes, forgetting for the instant her martyrdom. Directly this
human look will be changed for the martyr's absorbed and
collected ecstasy. The will of bloody Rome will be wrought
out fully, and before the rose shall wither, its dewy leaves shall
be washed with her blood. And then this simple unknown
girl, till now nameless, obscure, plebeian, will rise to be one
of the princesses of the Church,-her name will be sung in
canticles for two thousand years, her relies will work miracles,
her grave will be sought from the corners of the world, her
sharp agony will purchase an immortality of Christian renown.

One of the admirable pictures by Meissonier in the
collection represents "The Two Van de Veldes." The very
spirit of Dutch art, in its most faultless culmination, seems to
have animated the pencil that achieved this scene. The
blonde complexions, the light hair shaken loose, the worthy
and sincere characters of the two painters here laboring in a
pleasant partnership of ideas, are completely Dutch; and the
pure Holland types are interpreted in the pure Holland
truthfulness of impression, with temperate and reasonable
illumination and composition, and detail carried just far
enough, in the admirable manner of Jan Steen. The chair,
the plain carpentry of the easel, the panel cradled at the back,
the carved cabinet supporting a grès de Flandre pitcher, a
mandolin, and a simple heImet descended from the wars of
Prince Moritz, are aIl in perfect keeping. The very paint-
brush that has rolled into the forcground assists the compo-
sition and connects the grouping with its line. The father,
coming in in hat and cloak as an interested and experienced
ad viser, and contemplating his son's performance from the
near point of view demanded by the Dutch style of painting,
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is a figure of pure nature, familiar, business-like; and the son's
look of partial misgiving, as he narrows his eyelids and jerks
back his tow-head for a comprehensive review, is full of Dutch
phlegm and patience. We can understand the technical corn-
pleteness of the school, when we thus see how a beautiful
craft is nourished in the heart of the family, and experience
transfused from parent to offspring. The scene in Meissonier's
mind will have occurred prior to 1675, as in that year the eIder
Van de Velde removed to England ; he had been a sailor in
his youth, and the knowledge of the sea shines forth in his
style and the style he taught his son. Both artists excelled in
marine subjects.

M. Meissonier is also represented in Miss Wolfe's collec-
tion by a "Road near Antibes," a composition delineating a
cavalry officer and his adjutant on gray horses. The scenery
is characteristic of the country in the neighborhood of Nice,
and the figures are discriminated with the master's well-known
delicacy in power, refinement in the midst of breadth, a limited
touch expressing itself in style naturally large.

By this artist is "The Sign-Painter," an amusing scene of
art for the million. The costumes of the self-satisfied sign-
painter and critical landlord indicate that it is under the
Consulate. The old and old-fashioned artist has gone on
painting his one idea, his Bacchus in the style of Boucher, on
the signs of countless inns, while the face of Europe has been
changing,-elaborating his festive commonplace again and
again, while monarchs have been beheaded, and the streets

THE MUSICAL CARDINAL.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING BY THE AUTHOR, T. ROBERT FLEUHY_

of Paris have run with wine of human blood, and the First
Consul has been packed off to Egypt to do a little conquering
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there, and be got out of the way of his rivals-through these
considerable chops and changes our smirking artist has gone
on believing that the height of glory consists in painting
Bacchuses in the attitude of a capital A, and setting his
mighty conception swinging before the doors of country
taverns. To the present patron he explains his picture for
the hundreth time. The provincial Boniface criticises it, not
too flatteringly lest the artificer should be elated overmuch,
but thinking in his heart of the glorious effect his Bacchus

an unctuous scheme of harmonies. There is nothing thin,
nothing cartoon-like, nothing of the water-color quality, in
the painting. The artist gets, out of old Van Eyck's inven-
tion of oil-vehicle, the utmost savor and weighty ricbness of
which it is capable, and flaunts his substantial impasto in the
face of the shriller notes that are obtained by painters in dis-
temper, in aquarelle, or in pastel. No method of painting but
oil could give this ponderable tremulousness of potable gold
in the atmosphere. In this air of evening sweetness tbe

DEPARTING FOR THE PROMENADE.
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will bave, swinging upon the road, wb en the heroes of the
Pyramids come marehing by from their Baccbus-like expedi-
tion to the East.

One of the glories of the gallery is the example of
Decamps, unexcelled for quality among the specimens of
Decamps in America. It is not large, being perhaps three
feet across, and represents "The Nigbt-Watch in Smyrna."
Tbe superb horsemansbip witb which tbe captain of Spahis
.sits bis beautiful barb, the perfection with wbicb his pos-
ture is made to partake of the animal's action, the emphatic
advance with wbich tbe band breaks in upon the lounging
figures of an Oriental city, passing across the view like em-
bodied Motion, constitute tbis one of the most satisfactory
and gratifying transcripts of Eastern life in the range of art.
The color plays richly and suavely over the composition in

watch for the nigbt, just marsbaled for its relay, begins to
go its rounds. An amber shadow, a twilight tbickening of
the air, commences to creep over the stucco-walls of the rich
Eastern mart-and with what ease of style, what legerdemain,
the painter attains his expression of light and heat! Among
these walls painted with sunset, among the glittering latticed
bouses, the lazy crowd separates for the equestrian captain, as
he shoots through the avenues on a spirited horse, tbis officer
baughtily riding first in a dazzling Arnaut dress, and the suite
running on in his train.

"In the Mosque of Amrou," by Gérôme, is a faithful and
interesting traveler's record, rather than a beautiful painting.
It would be hard to find a more painstaking, tborough-going
specimen of bis useful pbotographic talent. "In the Mosque"
is a picture specially interesting as being a clear, accurate
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representation of the oldest religious edifice in Cairo. The
Mosque of Amrou is a specimen of mediœvalism even for
the architecture of Islam, and takes us back towards the
epoch of Mohammed himself. It was built in the first
century of the Hegira, and is both a monument without
superior for intrinsic interest in the whole capital, and one
of the first relies constructed by Mohammedanism as a trophy
of its conquests. The interior presents an aspect of bareness

•
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depends are traced from the feet up to the head with aperfect
sense of weight and dependence of parts. It is a hard thing,
in art, to make a figure stand well on its feet, and modern
practitioners are often faulty in this respect, not only when
painting pictures, but, what is still more inexcusable, when
carving statues. There are multitudes of other personages
standing in adoration, and collecting in a dense throng at the
left. Relieved against this richly-draped crowd is a curious

HOMAGE TO BEAUTY.

RAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING IlY A. TOIILMOUCHR.

and simplicity, and the architecture makes demonstration
above aIl things of its constructive principles. An abundance
of slender pillars form the multiplied aisles, with stiff, plain,
wooden braces extending in level ranks from capital to capital
at the springing of the arches. In this hoary mosque, with its
evidence of antiquity and duration, Gérôme plants the modern
crowd of the worshiping faithful. The ethnological study of
faces and characters is of course exhaustive. The foreground
is occupied by a great Turk with his suite of slaves, who
occupy praying-carpets of finest Daghestan, especially spread
for the accommodation of their abasements; the master prays
in front, his slaves modestly in his rear. The artistic spectator
notices with admiration how solidly this proud worshiper is
planted on his legs: the structural lines on which the attitude

personage, alean, stalking figure of a maniac penitent, naked
where aIl are so surnptuously clothed, and crowned with a
wild growth of crisped black hair, which he has permitted to
grow at its own wild will, contrary to Moslem u age. Look-
ing at this strange figure, we feel that we are in a country
where madmen are accepted as oracles and privileged vehicles
of the divine revelation. An armful of miniatures, this picture
is the essence of a great many smaller Gérôme s.

The great Munkàcsy of 1874, the" Pawnbrokcr' hop"
(8 x 5 feet,) shows the early, unspoiled style of the Hungarian
painter, with vigorous muscular modeling, with unctuous
impasto, with solid bossy reliefs like repoussé iron-work, In
this scheme of vigors we ee admitted her and there certain
passages of inky blackness, opaque and thick, in which aIl
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search for atmospheric effect is locally discarded; and truly
nothing could relieve such steely solidities, with their beetling
shadows carried to the verge of blackness, but a field as pon-
derously sable as black velvet. It is a style of muscle and
self-assertion, but not a perfect style nor one adapted to every
subject. The withered and clerkly pawnbroker, with a quill
behind his ear, carelessly hustles into his collection of curiosi-
ties the shawl of a poor young peasant mother, who carries
her baby and brings her toddling little girl as escort. Nearest
the margin of the picture, on that side, sits a young lady in
mournful reverie, her right hand bare, her left wearing a glove
which doubtless conceals the wedding-ring-invariably the last

May this be sorne rerrumscence of the painter's own boy-
hood of hardship and indigence, when years of sickness and
menaces of blindness forced hirn to throw upon the market
his brain's most cherished fruitage? Whatever the group
may mean, its lesson will come home to but tao many an
unfortunate Bohemian, and the sad and varied pageant of
distresses, acutely imagined and accurately known by the
artist, over which presides the business-like broker as a heart-
less idol gorged with sacrifice, is all variously conceived with
the bitterness of truth, the sympathy of compassion. The
technical vigor of Ribera, again, is used to incise this lesson
from Hogarth. In this earlier manner of Munkàcsy's the

THE LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION.

FAC-SIMILE OF A SKETCH FROM THE OHIGINAL PAINTING BY JULES WORMS.

object a woman consents to give up to necessity. Other
figures crowd the dim, vaulted waiting-room. A youthful
apprentice, bare-armed, leather-aproned, and half-undressed,
with one hand carried in a sling, brings the watch and chain-
the value of which is needed ta enable hirn to defray the
doctor, whose bill is one of the prosaic afterthoughts of his
duel. A shabby-gentcel musician stands ruefully beside hirn,
in buttoned overcoat and glossy silk hat, carrying the violin
he is obliged to pawn, and agony and rem orse working in his
dissipated features. But what is the solution of the incident
in the middle of the scene,-the morose grandmother, with
the family umbrella beside her, hugging on her knees the large
portfolio bursting with sorne unhappy painter's studies, while
the little grandson, in full foreground,-a youth of precocious
and sagacious visage-makes off with another such portfolio,
as if determined to rescue it from the conscription at any risk?

artist, hammering out his solids as the repoussé-worker
hammers out a plate of metal, feels that he needs the starkest,
most unmitigated black to serve in patches as the field on
which his sombre modeling can play. Naught but opacity,
naught but the very down of the night-bird, will serve as foil
to his more vigorously modeled figures, his bronze shadows
and undercuttings, his objects more solid than came os carved
in coal. In many an instance he has frankly plastered this
inkiness as a local background quite around a figure; and
this is a desperate measure, because nature's backgrounds
are never sable, but always contain a certain Rembrandt
vibration of golden notes even in their blackness. In the
"Pawnbroker's" our painter adapts his old trick with astute-
ness; he still needs his patches of velvety black, because the
modeling of his figures is conceived in such a key of vigorous
profundity that he requires the opaque foil. Looking at the
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composition simply as a scheme of vlgors, we can pick out
three or four great patches of almost unmodified black,
symmetrically spaced across the canvas; but they are the
velveteens and dresses and stuffs of foreground figures. A
painter may freely allow himself the relief of vigors too deep
to be atmospheric if he will place them in the foreground,
where the expression of atmosphere does not take effect. It
is a dangerous luxury, because a patch of foreground black-
ness loses modeling; but it is a trick that does not necessarily
deprive the scene of atmospheric quality, if the middle distance
and background are attended to. Able to secure atmosphere
in the general scope and breadth of his pawnbroker's shop,
able to avoid flatness in his foreground blacks by extremely
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its chiseled perfection of beauty descended from the Greek ,
and exhibits her clcar-cut profile. kind of statuesque
emphasis, in pale toues, belongs to this large pure figure by
one of the most cultured modern draughtsmen of the fernale
form. But its learned perfection, like Cicero's oratory, smells
of the lamp of science rather than the aroma of feeling. The
play of light and tint belongs to the atelier; it does not affect
the landscape environment of the figure. Any one may
perceive that the relief of the model against the whitish and
milky sky has been obtained by the cheap studio deviee of
suspending a sheet at the back of the original. Among the
greatest and most inconsolable pains which an arti tic prome-
nader receives in a gallery is this too corn mon one of seeing

WEDDING PROCESSION IN THE TYROL.

PAC-SIMILE OP A SKETCH PHOM THE ORIGINAl. PATNTING UY W. RIEFSTAHL.

broad and pronounced modeling, our athlete secures that
luxury of stentorian emphasis which comports with his
personal rhetoric without any violation of the possible. The
picture is an interesting milestone in Munkacsy's style; it is a
totally different scheme from the "Visit to the Baby," at
Mrs. Stewart's, or the" Afternoon Tea," at Mr. Jessup's; where
they are blonde, this has the vigor of iron. It is a feat of
strength, the exhibition of an Hercule de la foire at his
exercises. Whether he is gaining by his later efforts to be
Parisian, and to imitate the c, down Oll the plum" effects of
water-color or pastel, may be a question; he has not yet
pronounced the note of indubitable success in his newer style.

Jules Lefebvre's "Fisher-Girl" illustrates Lamartine's
heroine" Gaziella." It is a large canvas, dedicated to showing
in their natural proportions the wild charms of the beautiful
Capri girl. The fair islander sits on a rock and looks out to
sea. At her side, the net she has been weaving reposes on the
crag, and she turns her full face away from the spectator, with

that the figure does not belong to the 'ccncry; that the figure
was studied in the concentratcd an 1 pencilcd light of th
workroom, the Iandscape in the br ad fl ntinz light f ut-
of-doors, and the two studi s arbitrarily and unwholc omcly
joined together. Looked at simply a. a design, h weyer, < nd
with a mental abstraction artfully made f the wholc back-
ground, the statuesque perfection an ] high c rtistic ta te f the
., Gaziella" may be apprcciatcd.

By poor Charles Marchal are the" Tight" and" Morning"
-unhappy Marchal, who, after scrving bravcly in th dcfcnce
of Paris during the Prussien war, sank int a state of compara-
tive ncglect and discouragcment, and finally took his wn life.
Among the last succcssful works of Marchal wcrc the wcll-
known "Phryne" and "Penelope"-moul!rn worncn, re 'I cc-
tively at the teilet and at nccdlework, in . tanding p sture-
of which pair the fanciful and intelligent me rit di 1 not ave
the paintcr from a cold world's oblivion. The couple includcd
in Miss Wolfc's gallery are Iandscapc W rks, but they sh w a
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glimpse of the same ready allegorical inventiveness as the
two female figures alluded to. In one, the young ploughman
drives out at sunrise, the light of hope on his face-the inde-
finable glow that cornes from looking forth upon the future;
the day dawns brightly, the thin clouds are rippling with the
mounting tide of sunrise, the early crows are busy with the

"The Reprimand," by Vibert, (30 x 20 inches,) is one
of his Spanish reminiscences. The comfortable priest, while
taking his comfortable meal in his garden, with coffee in silver
pot, and wine laid in ice in a silver tub, receives a visit from
two of his female parishioners. The duenna seats herself,
with her beautiful young charge, on a stone bench in the

MASSACRE OF THE MAMELUKES.

FAC-SIMILE OP A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL WATER-COLOR BY A. BlDA.

worms that the plough turns up in the sod. In the other, the
man is older, the character of his face and attitude tells that
his thoughts have settled on the past; the fainting glow of
twilight is in the heavens, through which ascends the smoke
of burning brushwood, like a ghostly column. It was in such
a mood that the scenery of his life closed around Marchal-
a horizon of poverty and poorly requited toil, a past of mere
barren labor to think over as the twilight of middle-age
deepened into the night of senility,-little saved, little earned,
little care of him from the world around: from this freezing
prospect he made his escape by the rash gate of wilful death.

foliage, and frantically explains how imprudent the girl has
been, how many dozen love-knots she has dropped to how
many dozen serenaders beneath her barred windows. While
the beldame, with crooked claws, gesticulates over these
horrors, and the damsel with the prettiest obstinacy looks
down at her two thumbs clasped between her knees, the fat
priest administers the "reprimand," by taking a tremendous
pinch of snuff. Evidently he has one scale of expiation for
pretty girls and another for grizzled and commonplace sinners.
By Vibert, also, is "The Startling Confession" (2 X 3 feet,) a
humorous composition, where the foreground seems pervaded
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by the lifted hands, suddenly raised from the knees and seern-
ing to stick fairly out into the air, of a sitting priest who
receives the avowal of a coquettish fair one, unloading her
frisky conscience with supreme nonchalance.

HLe Prétendu," or "The Suitor" by Berne-Bellecour, ,
shows a young lover on his probation, attentively watched by
the keen eyes of parents, attentively listened to by the pretty
ears of the young lady. The scene is in a garden, at the period
of Marie Antoinette, whose costume the mother imitates.
The suitor, in his regimentals, looks like the young La
Fayette. With his sword between his legs, with an attitude of

supreme yet conciliatory misery, and with his hands fettered
in the silken skein his young mistress is winding from them,

russet foliage, a ripe beauty passes, "as one whose steps half
linger, half stray before." She is of classical guise, and her
striped chiton of dark gauze clings around her beautiful feet.
Near by, disguised so much in shadow as to be almost
invisible, little Love is running away; for this bereavement
of affection is the plague of life's Autumn, as love's impor-
tunity is the plague of its Spring.

Willems selected the picture of "Departing for the Prome-
nade," to represent hirn in the Vienna Exposition of 1873. It
is in his best style, and contains real study of artistic effects: in
addition, it is particularly happy in research of recondite
costume. This lovely short cloak worn by the lady, all inlaid
with a sort of niello of black, is an ancient Flemish oddity

CAMELS RESTING.
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this powdered and pigtailed dandy is certainly playing the
rôle of "The Prisoner of Hope."

In his picture of "Haidee" Chaplin leaves the literature
of his own country and reverts to that of England. His
subject is the heroine of Byron's DOIt Juan. Haidee was
a Greek maid of singular Ioveliness, who discovered Juan
when he was cast ashore, and by her efforts brought hirn
back to consciousness. Daughter of a' mighty Greek pirate,
Lambro, and of a Moorish woman from Fez, poor Haidee
has a restricted field in which to exercise the spell of her
beauty among the sea-bound Cyclades. "Her hair was
auburn, and her eyes were black as death." During the
absence of the wealthy pirate his poor young daughter and
the Don pursue their little idyl of youthful love, until the
wicked father cornes back, scnds the Spaniard adrift in a
galliot, and forces the pOOl' girl to expire in the manner of
poctical heroines-in slow madness to slow music.

Merle's HAutumn," a life-size upright-shaped picture, was
painted in 1872, and is very palpably the companion-piece
to sorne corresponding treatment of "Spring." Here, under

which we might find without surprise 111 the archaic subjects
of Baron Leys, but which truly piques us a little in the
modish painter Willems. The lady, in antique Flernish bat
of Metzu's date, draws on her gloves and looks at the hang
of her cape in front of a small antique mirror, while a page
holds in leash a pair of dogs that attend her pleasure.

A large tinted drawing by Bida (24 x 40 inches) represents
"The Massacre of the Mamelukes." It is perhaps the finest
thing which this exquisite draughtsman-the illustrator of the
Bible and delineator of so many thoughtful oriental scenes-
has ever achieved. The eye wanders surprised and fascinated
over this terrible scene, where the extremes of horror melt
insensibly into the extremes of pit Y and pathos. Especially
thrilling .is the sentiment of the tall and noble figure in the
foreground, the Last of the Mamelukes, who, from a heap of
dead and mortally wounded, lifts hirnself with his fist full of
dust to scatter it in the air and invoke curses against the calm,
warrior on the top of the palace wall, who may be Mohammed
Ali. Around hirn lie the massacred tribe in heaps, a beautiful
Circassian youth in front as calm as in a night's repose, an
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intelligent steed smelling at his master's de ad body on the
steps above,-beyond, the maddened horses (with their emptied
sadd les) grouping on the staircase or savagely endeavoring ta

press down the closed portcullis. The Mamelukes, it will be
remembered, a tribe of mixed origin from the steppes of the
Caucasus and the borders of Tartary, had for centuries usurped
an insolent power in Egypt, had raised many of their chief tains
to places of undisputed sway upon the Nile, and had combated
Napoleon with fierce valor at the Pyramids, when Mohammed
Ali determined to crush out his treasonous Egyptian suzerains.
Inviting them to a parley at his palace in Cairo, whither they
came in state, mounted on their desert chargers, Ali caused
the gates of the palace to be closed upon them, and massacred
them by the hands of his troops. Bida has needed nothing
but the bare facts of history to compose a drama as fierce and
picturesque as any of the romances of the old knights-errant.

Fortuny's "Camel-Driver's Repose" is a souvenir of
this artist's visit to Tangiers, at the time he undertook to
paint the Battle of Tetuan, and before he had a career In

Europe. Dated in 1865, its timid and tentative style IS

singularly uncharacteristic. It is a small water-color, very
pale and simple in tone. Four camels are resting in the court
of a caravanserai, laying out their long worm-like necks on
the hot ground; one of them spills his languid cervical
vertebrœ along the sand like an inert rope, and on this laziest
of his companions the driver leans to rest, removing the fez
from his hot, shaved head to let the scalp evaporate. A
meditative donkey turns his back discriminatingly upon aIl
this hump-backed company, with a sense of social distinction
and exclusiveness. Fortuny's drawing is yet schoolboy-like;
he inscribes hirnself with random and uncertain stroke upon
this interesting milestone of his career.

"Hommage," by Toulmouchc, represents with his usual
glassy and iced precision a small scene of gallantry. A pretty
girl has Ieft her piano and peeps at the open door, wondering
who has thrown a handsome bouquet at her feet. There must
be a card, with a name, attached to these roses, which have
been flung quite over the narrow balcony and upon the Persian
rug which graces the waxed parquet. Pcrhaps the name
belongs to a race which old Capulet will never let her
encourage: but if so, J uliet may explore her roses, and
declare that by any other namc they smell as swcet.

Jules Worms is representcd in vignettes of Spanish lire,
such as "The Letter of Rccornmendation," and "Fountain of
the Toreros at Granada." In the open-air scene, the scarce
Spanish water flows in driblets from the big marblc bull's-
head which characterizcs the fountain; muleteers, bull-fighters,
dark-eycd girls who chat with the mule-borne cavaliers, gather
round the prccious gift of the storm-cloud. The little eomedy
of introducing a new governess takes us from the out-of-doors
liberty of the first-mentioned theme to the jealous seclusion
of a Spanish home. In "The Letter of Recommendation," a
ducnna, wrapped in gloomy mantilla, stands nervously await-
ing her sentence, whilc the fathcr, closely assisted by a
meddIing family parasite-the universal pricst-studies the
letter of introduction. Will the new gOlf'ZJCrJlallte be suitable,
will she act as a perpetuaI check-rein on the daughter, that

pretty girl who draws water at the great stone well of the
patio'! The daughter looks apprehensive; her lover, in his
smart muleteer's dress, studies the new duenna with distrustful
eye. In a country where this terrible official holds the fate
of anxious lovers in her lund, and where the inamorata's
warrnest prayer to the saints is that the governess may prove
corruptible with a handful of silver, the fate of true love hangs
on her decision, and marriage, happiness, home, and all the
future depend and dangle from the beads of her inseparable

rosary.
Riefstahl, the admirable German artist, lets us watch a

"Marriage Procession," between the chalet and the church.
The hardy mountaineers have taken a brief holiday,-not an
extravagant recompense for their daily toil of harvesting the
seant grass of the precipices, and snatching the chamois from
the giddy nest of the eagle. Dressed in the pieturesque
holiday costume of the Tyrol, preceded by an urehin with a
nosegay and greeted by an energetic fiddler and a girl with
a wine-pitcher, they troop home from the rustic mountain
chapel. Two honest, ignorant, unworldly hearts have been
made one. Their lot is lowly, their happiness is unvexed by
cares of state. They need not look up at the eagle tavern-
sign that swings above them, and exclaim, with the emperor
in Hernani, "I am like that eagle-in place of a heart they
have given me an escutcheon." In this picture Riefstahl
repeats once more his customary success of indicating the
bright blue air, rarefied among the scenery of the hills.

By Tony Robert-Fleury, celebrated for a large picture of
the Polish Revolution called "Varsovie," and son of Joseph-
Nicolas Robert-Fleury, is seen the srnall picture ealled "The
Musical Cardinal;" it represents a 'cello-player, sitting in front
of a music-stand, clothed aIl in red, and embracing the 'cello
or bass-viol between his knees as an ardent horseman embraces
the saddle. Cardinals enow have been found who liked
to unbend over sorne toy. Even the great Richelieu was
enamored of a troop of cats; why may not this noble Italian
take refuge from the eeremony of a Prince of the Church in
composing sorne felicitous melody-equally important for
hirn, whether it be a new Miserere for the celebration of
Holy-Week at St. Peter's, or a love-song to be dedicated to
the Bella Imperia in her convenient house by the Elian Bridge!

By the Belgian master, Gallait, is seen a carefully arranged
little tragedy, in his usual lachrymose style: the painter is a
survival of the old school that believed so heartily in the gift
of tears, and seldom composed a situation without a destruc-
tive intention towards the public's peace of mind. Lamartine
and Chateaubriand carried on this business in literature, and
were elated in proportion to their reader's misery. Delaroche
and Gallait earried the same vocation into art. "The Dying
Minstrel" is a small pieture representing a youthful wandering
musician supported on the knees of an old man. The little
pale boy leans helplessly on the elder figure, his head swathed
in bandages; a dog lieks the depending and nerveless hand;
a violin rests on the knee, never more to be stimulated into
song by the efforts of the young troubadour.

The Couture is in quality at the artist's high-water
mark. It is usual in Europe, where his ((Idle Scholar" is not
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known, to award the palm to a certain picture of a" Falconer,"
believed abroad to be the most workmanlike and masterly
in execution of all the artist's achievements. The critics
who have arranged this verdict, if they were familiar with
American collections, would change their award. Upon the
appearance of the "Falconer," and while its praises were
ringing in the art-circles of Europe, Mr. John Wolfe, the
connoisseur and a relative of the present collector, gave the
painter a commission to produce a work of similar scale and
effect, likewise representing a young lad, and to be commen-
surate in merit and importance with that canvas. In 1853 the
fulfillment of the order appeared in the shape of this picture;
it was created at the same culminating period of the artist's
career as the" Falconer;" it floated into being on the same
tide of feeling, was equally a result of new and felicitous
methods, discoveries, and impressions; there is not a trace in
it of the cut-and-dried recipe, the violent breadth of light-and-
shade, the largeness of style without erudition, into which
Couture subsequently fell. The picture represents a lad of
twelve, blowing bubbles at his desk, on which his school-
books are strewn and cast aside: the bubbles float into the
air around him, each a little world which the dreamer con-
quers like an Alexander, peoples with armies and navies of
his ideal subjects, and covers with air-castIes of vaporous
architecture. The technical merit of this work is beyond
challenge. The fiesh is treated with masterly breadth,
included in which every detail of construction is accounted
for and understood: the rich falling fringe of the hair, painted
as a mass of color within which the direction of the locks
is sim ply sketched, the shadow on an olive cheek, the anatomy
of a delicate and aristocratie hand, the glamour of dreamy
gold in a deepening twilight, the aërial presence of floating
balloons in the twilight, inside of which the palpable exha-
lation of his sighs is yet warm and causes their buoyancy,-
the whole poetry and possibility of a day-dream theme, at the
age when "the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts,"

are vitalized and perpetuated in
this royal signet of an artist's me-
ditation. If Couture could have
always kept to the level of this
picture his place among the
technical masters of the cen-
tury would have been no second-
ary one.

Kaulbach is represented by
a large theme that would al one
make the fortune of a collection
less br 0 a dan d representative.
li Godfrey de Bouillon and the

JULES BRETON.

Crusaders before Jerusalem," a repetition of his fresco in the
Berlin Museum, is a splendid allegorical pageant, in which
the cross is elevated for the centre-piece of a prodigious
decorative group or succession of groups, and the knights
of the crusades alternate with the bafflcd infidels, scattering
in dismay before the triumph of Christianity.

Vollon, the most distinguished of the "impressionist"
painters, shows his hand in a delicious scene of "The French
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Farm-Yard," painted in 1873. The tone of the thatched
roofs, the shadow creeping along the wall, the swcct bath
of air and mystery clustering in the corner '-so palpably ,
that we feel the scent of the hay and the breath of the trec
and the freshness of exhaling dew-make poetry am ng the.
hump-backed and sordid
roofs. M. Vollon h as
within a few years made
a quick and brilliant suc-
cess; especially does he
produce "art for artists."
He was an unknown
young aspirant, thirsting
for farne but badly sup-
plied with patronage,
when one day he threw
off, in half an hour, a
study of dead fish from
the fish-market; the
work of those lucky
moments exposed in the
Salon, procured hirn a medal and immediate rcnown. W
have already examined his surprising heap of living gcms in
the fruit-subject owned by Mr. ] ohn \Volfe. c 'ir us that th
reader should form a personal acquaintancc with an artist
too little known outside the closcst circle of the élite, w

insert the portrait of Antoine Vollon, as wcll a th. t f Ju! s
Breton, one of whose most important works wc h: v just
been considering in the (I Gran 1 Pard n f l rittany."

Bonnat is rcpresentcd by a lifc-sizc figure of a "y ung

Girl of Albano at the Fountain ;" he lias b en l dt .r in pir id
111 other studies of similar scalc and imp J'tance.

Hébert is secn in a delicate and proud cmb dim nt f a.

young girl's head and hand, tranquil, aust T , undr: p d, th'
face turned in profile again t a background of f rest l'av .s,
the hand upholding a flowcr ; the primitive 'r atur' s'cm. likc
one of Diana's nymphs, modelcd in terri -c tta n a 1an ,I
set with erncralds. Alfred Stevens contribut 'S a study of il
(I Japanese Robe," a grande dante of Paris, wrapp l in an
oriental dressing-gown, reprcscntcd on a large scale, and
placcd ncar a wall-rnirror. Joseph Stcv .ns, th, 1 r rth r of
Alfred, not inferior to the painter of la fi lJIJIle in his O\\'n

specialty as an animalist, yct le 'S known in tll ric.t, is showll
in a fine example, a study of a terrier; the animal had b n
well known in Paris, as th property of , elchrat 1 (ct r,

wh en this likeness consigned him to immortality. II
lying on the fioor, in front of a 10 kitlg'-'T!a. which r 1 ats
his features, and which has doubtless giv Il the int Hi nt
brute the idea of going to gel his portrait painted. 1 h
master's buckskin driving-g'loves and hcavy ane 'tr' thrO\\'11
beside h im on the bare 11001', ",hi h (bj of p r~ol\ tI
propcrty he guards lik· a . 'ntin 'I. H' Ilan' Ial'art th r'
is a life-size sllbjcct of a maiden \Vith t\\'o littl ' amorctli at h T

fi ct,-" The Love- Dream." I or6 is seen in a " l'y 1 rg'
monochrome drawing-,-crowd '<1 \\'ith fin'ur s showincT hi
peculiar calclliated and sham en 'rgy, - pre 'ntin T .. 'I h '
Retreat from Moscow."
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In this housc, which seems as if it had been filled by
committees of paintcrs, the art almost insensibly melts and
mcrges into the bric-à-brac and furniture. Statues like Tous-
saint's "Egyptian" and" Fellah Woman," fine and thoroughly
artistic works as efforts of plastic study, are utilized as lamp-
bearers. Allar's dark c c Boy of the Abruzzi" and Schœnewerk's
innocent, white, idyllic Il Maid at the Fountain" are placed so
as to occur in the scheme of furnishing the rooms as if they
were exquisite decorations of the highest order. There are
many curious works in faïence, each of which was the master-
piece of the artist who embellished it, or else chronicled a
new discovery in the art and mystery of manufacture: the
pair of Deck plaques were both-they stamped the decorator
with glory and they heralded an invention. The invention
was the gilding undcr glaze, a process perfected by Deck,

guaranteeing the permanence of the applied gold, and resem-
bling the viscous glazed gilding seen on old Cordova stamped
leather. The painting on one of them, especially, a very fine
head on gold ground of a mediœval Swiss girl, by the Paris
painter Collin, stamps upon the pottery a seal of excellence
which was never approachcd really by the old majolica-
the only question being whether it is quite right to put
such elaborate paintings on ceramies as to compete with
art not called decorative. This pair of plaques cost ten
thousand francs at the Paris Exposition of 1878. The exhi-
bition of modern Limoges enamel, of historie porcelains, the
gigantic vase of oriental cloisonné, the carved ivories, small
bronzes, and lacquers, make this interior one of the most
exquisite' private museums to be seen in any capital of
the world.

CATf\LOGUE OF MISS CATHARINE LORILLARD WOLFE'S COLLECTION.

ACH ENBAClf, A.- Wrecèers in a Storm off tlze Coast

of Sicily.

ACIlENBACIT, O.-1I1oonlight-Envirolls of Naples.
BARGUE, C.-A fiaslzi-HazouR.

lh:RNE-BELLECOUR, E. P.- The Intended IIusband.

BIDA, A.-Massaere of the lIfamelukes. Waier-color.

BOl.llTNI, G.- The Comps.

BONIIEUR, ROSA.-StUtry of a JlOlt1ld.

Weaning the Ca!ves.
BOi\'NAT, Lf.;o~.-Girl of Albano at the Fountain,

BOUGUEREAU, 'vV. A.-The lIfother's Treasurr.

BRETON, ].-Peasant-Cù'l Knittill/;.

A Grand Pardon in Bn·ttan)'.

BRION, G.-Alsatian Christening,' Leaving Chzwch.
CABANEL, A.- The Shulamite.

Portrait of a Lady.
CHAPLIN, C.-llait/ee.

C< >T, P.A.- The Stori»,

COUTURT';, T.- Tite !tlle Scholar.

DAUBH;NY, C. A.-lIIorni1z/.;.

DECAMPS, A.G.- Tlze Night- Watch at Slll)'rlla.

DI<: COCK, C.-Brook in the ~Vood.

DE CO~IN(,K, P.-At tlle Fozmtaill.

DE MESGRIGNY, F.- The River Sitte.

DESGOFFI':, B.-Objects of Art frolll the Louvre.

DI~TAILLR, E.-Cossacks A t/acked by the Royal Cl/an/.

Cuirassier. Water-color.

DEvlmEux, L.- The Favorite of tlle Semglio.
DJAZ, N.-Lalldscape.

The lfoly Family.

DORJ.:, G.- Tite Retreat from Mosro1tJ. Sepia-drawing.

DUPR(.;, J.-The //a)'- Wt~r.:"01t.

Tite Old Oak.

ESCALIER, MME. E.-Flo'wers.

FICllEL, E.-Court Reception-time of Louis XV/If.

FORTUNY, M.-Canuls at Rest. \Vater-color.

Fld:RE, E.-The Siek Chiùl.

FRi':RE, T.-Szmset-Cairo.

:Jerusalem, .trom lIfoullt o.f Olives.
Frw~n:NTIN, E.-Arabs Crossil1/{a Ford.

GALl.AIT, L.- The Dyiflg lIIinstre!.

GÉRÔME, J. L.-Abyssinian Chief

Sheik at Devotions, Ancient Mosque

in Caire.

GLAIZE, A. B.-Lady looking at Satin C!oak.

GRAEB, KARL.-Interior of Freiberg Cathedral,

Germany,

HAGUE, LoUls.- The Cavaliers' Song.

HAMON, J. L.-The Etruscan Vase-Dealer.

HÉBERT, A. A. E.-Study-Felllale Head.

HENNINGS, J. F.-Hez'delberg by lIfoonJight.

ISABEY, E.- The Banquet-IIal!.

JACQUET, G.-A Reverie.

JORIS, P.- Winnowillg. Drawing.

KAULBACII, W. VON.-Godfrey de Bouillon and Cru-

saders bifore :Jen/salem.

KNAUS, L.- The Holy Family.

She has none but tlte Cats noto,

KOEKKOEK, B.C.- Winter in IIolland.

.'Jumet on the Upper Rhine.

LAMBERT, L. E.-.Feline Family.

LEFEBVRE, J.-" Cazie!la," the Net-llfaker.

LELOIR, L.-The Cook's Bargaill.

Countin/: his Gains. Water-color.

Too lIfueh Burgundy. Water-color.

LEROUX, E.- The 01phans.

MAKART, HANS.- The Love-Dremil.

MARCHAL, C. F.-fifo17zing in Alsace.

Evening in Alsace.
MAX, G.-The Last Token.

MEISSONIER, J. L. E.-Antibes.
The TUlOVan de Veldes.

The S(E[n-Painter. Water-color.

MERLE, II.-Autzl1ltlt (If Wonzanhood.

MEYER VON BREMEN.-7Ï1e Letter.

MUNKÂCSY, M.-T~e Pawllbroker's S'hop.

PASINI, A.-Enl1'ance to a l1Iosq/lc.

PIU:VEI{, EMrO,lE.-.h'uit and Wine.

PRI.:VER, J. W.-Fruit, with Rird and Landscape.

RIco, M.-Canal in Vi'nia.

RIEFSTAll L, W.- TVcdding Procession in the Tyrol.
ROIŒRT-FLEURY, TONY.-]ne fifusical Cardinal.

ROUSSEAU, T.-Lal1dscape.

SCHENCK, A. F. A.-Lost: Souvenir of Auvergne.

SCHREYER, A.-Arabs on the March.

Desolation. Water-color.

SElTZ, A.-The Argument.

STEVENS, A.- The :Japanese Robe.

STEVENS, J.-Dog and Min'or.

TERR V, D.-Pilgrilll in Sight of Rome.

TOULMOUCIIE, A.-I/omage to Beauty.

TRAYER, H.-Rz·bbon Pedlar in Brittany.

TROYO~, C.-IIolland Lalldscape and Cattle.

Cow.

VAN MARCKE, E.-Old Water-filill and Cattle.

VERBOEKIIOVEN, E.-Sheep and Pouùry,

VERNET, H. -Preparing JJorses for the Carnival

Races.

VIBERT, J. G.- The Reprimand.
The Startling Confession.

The First-Born, Water-color.

Selfing Consecrated Palms. Water-

color.

VILLECAS, J.-Arlllorer's Shop.

VOLLON, A.-A Frend .Farm- Yard.

VON RAMBERG, A.- fVith the Tide.

WAIlJ~BER(;, A.-/llear Stockholm-lIfoonl(E[ht.

An Aulu1lln SU1lset,~Vexholm.
\VAPPERS, BARO!'i G.- Tite C"01~jidallt.

WILLEMS, F.-Departin.E[ for the Proll/made.

WORMS, J.-The Letter of Rec01ll1llendation.

The Fountain of the Joreros, Crallat/a.

ZrEM, F.-Inundation of Piazza St. IIftwk, Venice.

SCULP'l'URE.

ALLAR, A.-ßo)' of tlte Abrllzzi. Bronze.

BRLZONI.-Girl am! Do,_ç.
FROSCllEL, K.-Infanl Raa/ms.

SCIIŒNI~WERK, A.-lIlllid at li Foulllain.

TOUSSAI:\'T, A.-hgyj>ti(l1l. Life-s!3e Bronze.

Feilalt JVOllltl1l. Life-size Bronze.
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the numerous· interesting canvases in
Mr. Havemeyer's collection, which we
are about to consider, perhaps the
palm should be awarded to the fine
H Episode in the Massacre of Syria,"
by Jaroslav Cermak, that admirable
painter who seemed to unite the keen
objective perceptions of the Gipsy with
the refinements of western culture.JAPANESQUE INITIAL BY W. SCOTT.

Poor Cermak did not live to carry out
completely the great promise of his youth and the riper be-
ginnings of achievement which filled his mature years. Cut
off in the full impetus of a career already successful, he was
buried in the Olsany Cernetery at Prague, the city of his birth,
July 7, 1878. His present picture is a noble and, as it were,
monumental pyramidal composition, composed of a woman
struggling in the arms of the soldiery. Her towering white
form rises in a superb attitude of storrny grace, as she strives,
with the strength of a grand and richly-developed nature, to
free herself from the grasp of the warlike captors. Her
husband, slain at her feet, still grasps convulsively the hem of
her garment. A lusty babe, also dead, lies near by. Alone
DOW on earth, with nothing to live for but honor, she concen-
trates her thoughts on the single idea of liberty, and struggles
with hands and feet to free herself from the powerful foes who
are carrying her away captive. Her posture, in this great
passion of energy, is full of native grace, the rich beauty
of the animal nature asserting instinctively its wild sense of
justice. While an old soldier guards the door with his sword
against intruders, a powerful shaven-headed infidel dasps her

with fell purpose in the rigid vise of his wiry arms, and anothcr
begins to tie her wrists. One beautiful arm-alas, that 0 soft
a limb should feel the outrage of a rope !-is already encirded
with its hem pen manade, though she brandishes it aloft with
aIl her strength. The other hand and arm, white a the swan's
wing, are resolutely battling with the Moslem mon ter who
imprisons her in his grasp; the convulsive movcments of th
beautiful feet add to the dramatic expre ion of the figure,
which equals, in artistic technical beauty, in rich morôidecsa,
in sinuous and flexible grace combined with robu tnc ,th
most daring sculpture of John of Bologna or any of the
complicated designers of the Renaissance. AIl r LInd the
white Rubensesque grandeur of h r tor 0, and forming a rich
foil, are relievcd the dark skins and braidcd garmcnt - of her
captors, who themselves yield us glimp es of avag tawny
faces, in the highest degree spirited and expre ive. t the
foot of the unhappy captive lies her carvcd crucifix, who se
string has been torn from her neck in the truggle; s that
she rises, and aspires, and battles, and achieves, like a living
allegory of Christianity,-as ailed, insultcd, borne hither and
thithcr, but not yet conquered. crrnak's qualitie ,as en
in this picture, are a noble and commanding breadth of style,
a serenity of purpose and sagacious subordination of d tail
in the midst of the hot energy of hi conception. ome f
Titian's stormier scenes have this vel city f brio, cornbincd
with this serenity of perception. There hardly a living
painter of the world who might n t have bcen proud to . ign
the picture. The author of this excellent w rk, Jaroslav
Cerrnak, was born at Prague, Augu t I, 183 I. He r cciv d
a careful education, and manifesting carly a marked talent for
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design, was sent in r347 to the Art Academy of Prague,
where he studied under the direction of Ruben. Dcterrnincd
to follow a broader line of teaching, he engaged later in a
thrce year's term of travel, passing through Germany and
Belgium, and entering the Academy at Antwerp under the
direction of Baron Wappers. The artistic merit of his studios
soon attracted the notice of Gallait, who invited him to work

JAROSLAV CERMAIC.

111 his own atelier. Soon after, for a mere drawing, "The
Hussites Invading the Council of Bâle with Prakop," he
gained a prize at Prague. This Protestant theme was un-
welcome to certain ardent Catholics of Prague, and the car-
toon was found one fine day torn and disfigured. The morti-
fying incident caused Cermak to renounce historical art, and
he commenced a series of familiar subjects, in which he
showed a high order of excellence. The picturesque costumes
and manners of the Sclavic populations of Hungary, Moravia,
Herzegovina, Dalmatia, and Montenegro, especially attracted
his attention. Armed with a multitude of sketches of travel,
he went to Paris in r 868, and began to exhibit in the Salons
his Danubian subjects, earning fame and wealth, and going to
pass his summers in the little Brittany town of Roskoff,
Dcpartrncnt of Finistère. His studio in the capital was filled
with the trophies of an enlightened collectorship, carved
coffcrs, enamels, brazen salvers, repoussé-work, water-colors,
majolicas, drawings, and bibelots of every kind. At the
Universal Exposition, Cermak was represented by a "Dal-
matian Chief tain Mortally Wounded," and by the "Herze-
govinian Village Sacked by Bashi-Bazouks." His care for
the details of his art amounted to a profound pi et y : he did not
hesitate to make a fire of carved wood-work and furniture,
living for days in the half-extinguished fume and smoke of the
embers, in order to represent such a subject in his Herzegovina
picture: wishing to make a careful study of a cannon, he had
the heavy gun hauled bodily into his studio. He adopted the
habit of modeling in wax the horses that wcre to be painted
in his canvases. The early death of the brilliant H ungarian

artist was deeply felt, not only in his native country, but in
the land or his adoption, and that in the most practical way:
the philanthropie and liberal ideas of the intelligent painter
were manifested at his death, in generous bequests left in his
will for the furtherance of popular ed ucation, and for the
endowment of a life-saving company on the coasts of his
favorite Brittany.

"The Queen of Sheba" is a conjectural study of the far-
away past, so far that it mingles with fable. In this single
frail figure M. Badin has concentrated a considerable amount
of erudition and archœological precision, along with the inde-
cision and trouble proper to the heroine who came up from
Africa for a conflict of wits with the wisest of men, and
acknowledged herself vanquishcd. The mystical sign blazes
in jewels on her forehead-the sign composed of interlaced
triangles, used in magic lore from remote antiquity, and
composed of an upright apex and a downward apex, the
positive and negative principles, the male and female, the
conferring and the receptive. In her hand she carries the
Iotus-leaf fan, African in style, and resembling those seen in
Egyptian paintings. Sheba, bathed in its "Saba-an odors," is
a no-man's-land for us, as its dynasties have vanished and
its locality is conjectural, but we may remember that King
Theodoros of Abyssinia claimed to be the last reigning
descendant of this historie queen. In the fables of the
schoolmen she is a magician, and the rabbis have many
stories of her wit and sagacity. The picture is at once
stately and melancholy; we see an arrested intelligence,
dazzled with the conviction of a superior wisdom. The
Queen of Sheba is named Balkis in the Koran. M. Badin
is a painter of Paris, a pupil of Cabanel and of Baudry, the
decorator of the New Opera House foyer.

M. Connon, a modern French painter, fond of oriental
subjects, is the author of "Sità's" being. She is an odalisque,
contented in the imprisonment of her restricted existence.
Sitâ's pretty ripe-lipped profile is agitated by no desires for
education, no aspirations after woman's rights: to be a good
judge of the coffee she pours out is the boundary of her
desire for knowledge. She hears her lord's step in the corri-
dors of the palace, and she lifts herself from the Persian
carpet to fill the gilded cups, whose number shows that she
is not to partake alone or neglected. The reception of a
welcome unseen presence, th~ languid stir of the whole being
from torpor to expectation, is the theme of the picture. M.
Cormon throws his Arabian Nigbts' beauty into a posture of
grace and youthful suppleness. She kans upon one sien der
arm, and easily manages the metal coffec-pitcher at the full
extension of the other hand, as she reclines almost at full
length on the floor. The barc foot is thrust into the small
pointed slipper, the jewel is ticd around the wrist with its wire
of gold, the stuffs and the coffee-service and the twelve-sided
pearl-inlaid table are accessories that speak of the Orient.
Often as the tale is told, the charm remains, and the ignorant,
soulless persuasion of this simple creature, whose one moment
of life in the week or the month is wh en she hears her
master's foot in the hall and prepares the mutual coffee, is a
persuasion that we can fcel for an instant, away in the West-
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to be rejected soon for nobler views of matrimony and the
communion of souls.

"Rimembranza," by Maillart, a modern Paris painter,
shows a pensive ltalian violin-girl, seated on the stone bench of
sorne stately French portico, and remembering, as she touches
the strings, guitar-fashion, the blue sky of Italy and the dan ces
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have such refined and thoughtful faces that wc can easily
imagine them filled with the most exalted ideas of patriotism
and purest love of fatherland.

Lossow's "At the Mirror" shows the coquetti h Watteau
costume and powdered hair of the old-fashioned marquise.
With this sort of dress the ail-important mirror corn s in a

FAC-SIMILE OF A S'KETCH FIWM THE ORIGINAL l'AINTING HY lIENRIClI LOSSOW.

HIS PORTRAIT.

of the peasants in the court-yard of the podere. Her dress is
that of the Roman campagna. She seems like a mournful
Mignon, "regrettant sa patrie," and dreaming of the song,-

Know'st thou the land wherc the eypress and myrtle
Are emblems of deeds that are done in their dime?

The figure gives a good idea of the better and prettier
dass of ltalian girls who haunt Paris, drcsscd theatrically in
the oid typical peasant costumes, whose use in Italy itself is
now mostly abandoned; they make a slender living with their
tarne marmots" or bouquets, or musical instruments. Sorne

an accessory, almost as an adj linet of the c tum,. ntial
is it. Only before the glass can be plac d, in th il' c 1'1" t
positions and bearings for feminin' havee, th, artill 'l'y f the
toilet and the battery of artificial smilcs. Thi channing.
berouged, high-hec1ed coquette is adjusting at th' sam
moment, in front of the gla s, a hat an I < S ci ty- mirk. '1h
scene is all in kceping, with its himney-glass framcd in
rocaille, its mantel-jar filled with r sc-lcavcs, it: fallteuil Louis-
Qmuac, its waxcd floor. The trim waist is ncircle 1 in 'tc 1
stays, anel its hcart-throbs are r .strictcd in thcir c: 'pre sion
like the face of the man in the iron mask ; from th h uldcr
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down, draping the back, depends the pretty Watteau fold
which so tantalizingly conceals the shape. So unconscious of
a soul, so frivolous, so lost to any sense of responsibility are
these Pompadour beauties, we hardly feel that we ought to
hold them to any account as reasonable beings; let them live,
among the butterflies they rescmble, a brief day of pleasure;
and when they die, let them change into Dresden shepherdesses!

Another subject of Lossow's, "His Portrait," shows the
rnorning or home costume of the period of Louis le bien-aimé.
This time there is no bergère's hat, no trailing Watteau train
of ceremony. In the ruffied morning-gown of the day, the
beauty accepts a message, sent in the form of a nosegay, and
consults the cherished miniature of the absent one. One of
the tapestries of the Aubusson factory, on which is delineated
a gallant subject designed by Le Brun, forms a background for
her powdered head, and her white arm-doubtless powdered
also. The modes and ceremonies of the period just before
the Revolution have formed the thernes of a whole school of
art-the" gallant painters" of the Louis XV era. Eisen and
St. Aubin corne into the memory as names to rcmernber for
that epoch, with their illustrations to La Fontaine or Restif de
la Bretonne; a Swedish artist, named Lawreince, also lavished
pictures on the subjects of the morning levée or bed-toilet of
the contemporary beauty in the presence of her male friends,
or her sittings under the barber's hands while entertained by
that omnipresent visitor, the convenient abbé. Meantime, the I

home affections and the pure habits of the village were not
quite overlooked, and a chronicler arose in the person of
Greuze to depict rustic joys and interests with a sincere
domestic appreciation of virtue.

Rümpler's picture of U Good Friends" represents a buxom
peasant-girl heartily laughing as her cat perches on her

THE BATHER.

l'AC-SIM!!.!! OP Tif!! AHTIST'~ DESIGN l'OH TIm: STATUg DY MM!!. LfwN ßIl.HTAU}<..

. houlcler. It is a kitchcn-sccnc, and the floor and ben ch are
strewn with bects, carrots and parsnips, while the short-skirred

GOOO FRIENOS.

FAt.-!iIMILll 01' A SKETCH FROM THE ORIGINAL PAINTING DY F. RÜMPLER.

rustic belle rises from her task of dressing the vegetables to
tease the cat with a tempting morsei, held just too far off to be
rcachcd from the perch on her shoulder. Let not ambition
mock her homely joys and destiny obscure: from these sturdy,
simple peasant women spring the H ofers, the William Tells,
the Arnold von Winkclrieds, and the obscurer heroes who are
the true salvation of a country.

"Meagre Receipts," by the capital French painter, Eugène
Feyen, represents an Italian organ-grinder seated on the curb,
telling into his palm the slender tale of coins received during
the day. His monkey, apparently in full sympathy with its
master's disappointment, looks down like a stoic philosopher
from its pcrch on the orgue de Barbarie. The tambourine-girl,
who throws herself so desolatelyon the po or fellow's shoulder,
and fecls for how small a salary she has danced her feet sore,
forms the more graceful and pitiable figure in the composition.
In the pretty comic opera of the Perichoie. the street-singer
heroine is made to write a Iovc-Ietter, the words of which the
librettist has literally borrowed from an epistlc in that sweet
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old-fashioned love-story, Manon Lescaut " our wandering tarn-
bourine-player might quote them :-" How can the heart be
very tender when the stomach is suffering for want of food?
I am afraid of emitting my last sigh in trying to heave a love-
sigh l" Such is the sadly practical and realistic conflict of
affection and nutrition, which might be described by this poor
ltalian girl as she leans on her faithful companion's shoulder.

A French lady sculptor, Mme. Léon Bertaux, contributed
an ambitious and charming marble to the Paris Salon of the
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should sprout; perhaps shc envies it it little van of gauze;
perhaps she fancies that it would like to lcnd h r it pr tty
sails that can voyage so lightly through the air; perhap sh
dreams of their growing fa t, in their filmy tran 'parency, and
transforming her into the full-fledged emblem of the ouI.
Then the careless dams el would truly fulfill the aim of a loftier
existence, and Cupid, the bcloved and de ired, wou Id not be
far distant when Psyche stood confe sed. Meantime, her first
impression is one of simple maidenly . urpri se at the light

.---------------------'----------------------------------------,
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year 1876. This has become the property of Mr. Havcrneycr,
and represents, at full length and in the scale of life, "A
Young Girl at the Bathing-Place." With her hair negligently
tied in an encircling ribbon, a graceful nymph is cast at full
length among the reeds and water-plants at the brink of a
retired stream let, the edge of whose current is seen repre-
sented in the stone. The girl is thrown softly along upon
her bed of flags and flower-de-luce; but she rises, supporting
herself on one arm, in a posture similar to that of Cormori's
"Sitâ," just noticed. The object that has aroused her atten-
tion, and delayed the intended plunge, is a pretty insect which
has settled on her shoulder. Herself as light-heartcd and
thoughtless as the winged flutterer, she does not at once
chase away the comrade that invites her to play. The
creature has alighted just on the spot where Psyche's wmg

touch on her bare sh ulder. A stanza f Vi trI I ugo' "
from Les Orientales, was th inspire tion f the su tu

.. Elle e t là, sous la fcuill ~l',

Eveill'
Au moindre bruit cl ' ma Ih 'ur;

Et roug , pour une mouch .

Qui la touch"
Comme un' gr 'nad ' 'Il Il 'ur!"

Thu s translat d:-

White her he .k, 'neath sluidow • hl n he .
Quickly blan .h 'S

At cach noise thut frighb h 'I" 1 ow r:
Or it flushes, whcn li Il)'

Brushcs hy,

Red as the pOllH:gl anatc Ho\\ " !
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Also important, among the statuary which distinguishes
Mr. Havemeyer's collection, is a figure of chromatic sculpture
representing an oriental woman at full length, the several
colors being afforded by bronze and marble, ably managed
with the white marble for the drapery and bronze for the
flesh-portion. This beautiful woman of the Orient is called
"Sira ;" a deep eut is seen on her shoulder, and she stands
like a monument of the sad wars that have desolated those
enchanting lands where she was born j "the fatal gift of
beauty," with aIl of its fascination and sorne of its penalty,
is perpetuated in this striking figure. The sculptor is C.
Rondoni, and the composition was executed at Rome in 1873.
Benzoni's "Fisher-Boy," a picturesque figure in marble, carved
at Rome in the year 1865, is also among the treasures of
sculpture.

By Alfred Stevens, whose abundant pictures are so sur-
prisingly even in merit, is seen "The Pawnbroker's Shop,"
including the figures of a maid and an older wornan, the
latter seen in back view. Without space to accommodate. in

this instance, any critical description of the remaining pictures,
we touch with a note or two, as arerninder to the art-collector,
the salient points of canvases which he rnay like to have
recalled to his recollection. Meissonier is seen in a small
picture, "The Guard-Room." Hans Makart is represented
by a "Surprise of Bathers," where the landscape has more
importance in comparison with the figures than is customary
with the painter. An artist who has traveled along the
Danube, and brought back interesting reminiscences of the
region, painted somewhat in the style of Makart, Herr Berres,
contributes four paintings; one," H ungarian Robbers," in a
ravine; one, a " Landscape in H ungary;" a third, "Children,"
and the fourth, "A Dalmatian," a study of a characteristic
head of Tsigane type. Pasini has a charrning view of
" Venice j" Léon Canron, an interesting and spirited scene
of "Flamingo Hunters j" Pettenkoffen, the H ungarian artist
who has so early won celebrity, a "Sunrise;" Dargelas,
"The Challenge," a child's duel, where one urehin before
he has lost his milk-teeth, valiantly defies another to mortal
combat.
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